
ABSTRACT 

HUMMEL, JOSHUA ROBERT. Migrants, Monuments, and Masks: Presentations of Opposition 

as Collective and Racial Identity Construction. (Under the direction of Dr. Kimberly Ebert). 

 

The project discussed in this dissertation investigated the role that the discourse groups 

who engage in some form of collective action use to describe those who they oppose has in these 

groups’ own collective and racial identity construction. While previous studies can attest to the 

connection that discursive practices have to identity construction among groups working towards 

a common goal, they typically limit their considerations of discourse about the opposition to a 

source of motivation for groups while favoring discourse that groups use about themselves to 

explain core identity practices. Racial identity, one component of collective identity more 

broadly, often appears as an identity that groups either try to emphasize or obscure when 

discussing who they oppose. How groups racialize their opposition can have subtle yet important 

effects on how groups racialize their own memberships and others they claim to represent, a 

point that remains relatively unexplored in studies of racial identity and racism. To address these 

understudied areas of previous literatures, this project included analyses of written online 

documents produced by organizations associated with one of three social issues: 1) immigration 

into the United States and U.S. immigration policy; 2) white nationalism, especially as associated 

with advocacy for the preservation of Confederate monuments; and 3) debate over face mask 

usage and other health precautions during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. Results 

from organizations associated with different cases reveal novel findings about racial and 

collective identity formation. Through its descriptions of migrants, an anti-immigrant 

organization associated with the first issue used a dual racialization process to simultaneously 

characterize migrants as criminals and its membership as victimized white Americans who 

supposedly represent the American people as a whole. Organizations that supported white 



nationalism within the Unite the Right rally navigated apparent contradictions in their discourses 

through complex racialization strategies, while organizations that opposed this white nationalism 

adopted simpler racialization strategies that compromised how they identified either themselves 

or their opposition. Finally, groups that debated the use of face masks and other precautions 

constructed separate realities of the pandemic that distinguished themselves from their 

opposition on the basis of a choice, one more available to white and middle-class Americans than 

others. Beyond demonstrating the importance of discourse about the opposition in 

comprehensive analyses of groups’ collective identities and racialization strategies that groups 

use, the results of this project provide an explanation for the relationship between the persistence 

of white supremacy and the increasing popularity of populist rhetoric in conservative U.S. 

politics. 
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BIOGRAPHY 

If I were to describe myself as I worked towards obtaining a doctorate degree at North 

Carolina State University, I would probably begin by noting that I am a sociologist. My interests 

in the subject, however, began from a consideration of hypothetical rather than real social 

worlds. As a high school student growing up in Southern California, I found myself captivated 

by the dystopian societies presented in science fiction novels such as Brave New World and 1984 

because, while these societies existed only as fictions to service specific narratives, several 

aspects of them mirrored trends seen in the real word that have become even more apparent since 

these works’ publications. My newfound fascination with the real-world trends predicted in these 

fictional works led me to learn about sociology, a field broadly based on the study of society and 

the various interactions of individuals and institutions that maintain it. While I had not heard of 

sociology as a subject people study and use as the foundation of careers prior to this point, I 

knew that I would want to learn more about it as I began my undergraduate education. 

During my early years of university study, I found myself drawn to consider not only 

how various rules and norms kept society functioning but also the implications that these rules 

and norms had for different communities. Social order in the United States depends on the 

maintenance of various hierarchies, and that maintenance benefits those who have historically 

had power over others while subordinating those who have historically been disadvantaged. 

Within this newfound academic pursuit, I was drawn towards a somewhat unlikely mechanism 

through which social relations created and recreated inequality between groups: language. 

Language is at the center of communication between individuals and groups, and the rules that 

guide its use in everyday conversations are a fundamental part of communicating boundaries 
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with unequal implications. I carried this curiosity in language with me as I progressed from my 

undergraduate studies to graduate programs. 

Upon moving to Georgia and, later, North Carolina to continue my academic pursuits, I 

increasingly studied linguistics as well as sociology. While this concentration in linguistics 

taught me much more about the sounds, segments, words, and phrases that work together to 

produce what people understand as language, my primary interests remained on the social 

implications behind various aspects of language. In this spirit, I found myself particularly 

captivated by critical discourse analysis, a theoretical and methodological framework for 

considering how people convey power relations in their communications with others. This 

fascination with critical discourse analysis alongside a focus on racial identity and racial 

inequality as a specific concentration within sociology prompted me to investigate connections 

between language and identity within my work. Individuals and groups use language to indicate 

that they are both similar to some and different from others. With this premise in mind, I have 

studied how individuals and groups express their racial identities within their linguistic and 

discursive construction of bridges and boundaries. 

This scholarly concentration motivated me to conduct the research discussed within the 

following dissertation. While the subject matter of the dissertation – collective and racial identity 

construction in discourse about the opposition – admittedly gives much more attention to 

discursive rather than broader linguistic practices, it nonetheless captures my dedication to 

exploring how people language to construct their racial identities in relation to one another and 

how these constructions have unequal consequences for those involved. Despite being the end of 

a degree, this project also provides a starting point for my future career. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: A PROJECT ABOUT OPPOSITION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The presentation of self is an essential component of identity construction and 

maintenance. Throughout everyday conversations and interactions across different contexts, 

individuals make choices about engaging in behaviors that have specific social meanings. By 

conveying meaning to others, these behaviors enable individuals to construct self-concepts, 

comprised through a combination of several facets of an individual’s identity with the position an 

individual takes during a conversation or interaction, that can vary across different contexts 

(Cooley [1902] 1968; Goffman 1959; James [1892] 1985; Mead [1934] 1956). While groups do 

not have a “self,” they are composed of individuals, and these individuals collectively construct 

and maintain identity in a similar way.1 As members of a group unite behind a shared 

presentation of itself, they create a sense of “we-ness” within the group (Snow and Owens 2014). 

When considering groups that engage in some form of physical or virtual collective action, 

collective identity commonly emerges through a group’s usage of “frames.” Understood as 

lenses used to assign meaning to various components of a context (see Goffman 1974), frames 

provide a way for groups to explain their collective motivations and their rationale for 

participating in activities in a way that makes sense to audiences outside the group (Benford and 

 
1
 Unless otherwise noted, I use the terms “groups” and “organizations” interchangeably to refer to collections of 

people that interact with one another and, through those interactions, create a form of shared identity. With that said, 

different empirical studies do consider different kinds of groups. Studies covered within the first two empirical 

chapters use documents and websites produced by various advocacy organizations, defined generally as 

organizations that either support or resist social change in accordance with the interests of those they represent (see 

Andrews and Edwards 2004). The third empirical chapter, meanwhile, explores tweets produced from Twitter users 

commenting on face mask usage during the COVID-19 pandemic. These twitter users do not appear to recognize 

themselves as organized in any official capacity. Through their common discursive orientation in shared public 

positions on face mask usage and application of similar hashtags, these Twitter users can be conceptualized as 

“stance cohorts” (see Bax 2018). Based on this logic, I treat the Twitter users in my project as groups rather than 

individuals. 
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Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow 2004, 2008; Snow et al 1986; Snow and Owens 

2014; Snow, Vliegenthart, and Ketelaars 2019; Steinberg 1998, 1999).  

 The purpose of frames, however, extend beyond the presentation of a group’s collective 

identity. As one substantial component of the framing process involves identifying the problem 

that prompted the group to form (see Snow 2004; Snow et al. 1986; Snow and Owens 2014), 

frames can also encompass a group’s definition of their opposition. Considering how groups can 

present others negatively to establish an identity of themselves as different and better (Wodak 

2011), these presentations of the opposition can be quite telling of collective identity and group 

positioning.  

The importance of defining the opposition to collective identity formation becomes 

especially apparent when groups evoke the racial identity of their membership explicitly or 

implicitly in their frames. Racial identity emerges through cycles of racialization – that is, the 

process of actively or passively associating certain character attributes or dispositions with 

individuals who have physical features associated with a specific racial category – by dominant 

groups to create and maintain a racial hierarchy followed by rearticulations of identity to combat 

racializing characterizations among subordinate groups (Omi and Winant 1994, 2015). Within 

these cycles, groups frame their racial identity within a white supremacist system. Framing 

within this system occurs in relation to different groups that are connected through an existing 

racial hierarchy, which constantly changes in accordance with contemporary historical and social 

context (Feagin 2010). Despite the importance of such presentations of the opposition within 

collective racial identity formation and maintenance, little work has investigated this process. 

This project, therefore, aims to explore collective identity formation and positioning through 

constructions of the opposition. 
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 The project investigates the discourse that groups within social movement contexts use to 

communicate their collective identities.2 By analyzing a variety of public documents released by 

groups and advocacy organizations associated with three different social issues (immigration 

policy, white nationalism, and mask use during the COVID-19 pandemic), this project considers 

similarities and differences in the presentations of the opposition among included groups. 

Because racial identity also has a role within each social issue, this project further examines how 

different discursive constructions of the opposition can impact the form of racial identity – or the 

form of whiteness in maintenance of white supremacy – that groups adopt as a component of 

their collective identities. Through analyses of these cases, this project provides a template for 

use in future studies concerned with collective identity through presentations of self (“us”) and 

others (“them”). 

1.2 PROJECT MOTIVATION      

The proposed project is fundamentally a study of discourse, which refers not only to the 

words, phrases, and sentences that serve as data to be analyzed (for example, see Gamson and 

Modigliani 1987) but also the use of those words, phrases, and sentences to accomplish action by 

conveying meaning to others (for example, see Cameron 2001; Fairclough 2001). More 

specifically, this project investigates how groups that engage physical and virtual collective 

action use discourse to establish their identities by distancing themselves from “others,” 

ideologically and, in many cases racially, they view as opposition.  This focus speaks to 

literatures across disciplines dealing with discourse, collective identity, and race. While 

literatures on social movements and racial identity cover how groups identify themselves and 

 
2
 Drawing from Snow, Soule, and Kriessei’s (2004) definition of a social movement, I am referring to the groups 

that I study as existing in “social movement contexts” since they all participated in some form of collection that 

either challenged or supported dominant systems of power. 
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others, they overlook the relational character of identity (for example, see Bamberg et al. 2011; 

Bucholtz and Hall 2010; Wodak 2011) construction by omitting how the tactics groups use to 

describe others as opposition shape the groups’ own collective identities. Since opposing groups 

exist in relation to one another and not in isolation (see, for example, Blumer 1958; Bobo and 

Hutchings 1996), how a group perceives its opposition can play a substantial role within, have 

implications for, and provide insight into its own self-perceptions. As later chapters demonstrate, 

the contrasting relationship between a group’s self-presentation and that of its opposition matters 

for collective identity. This relationship often explains how groups can rationalize complex – 

and, at times, contradictory – facets of their collective identities through specific descriptions of 

their opposition, and it demonstrates how groups convey implied messages related to who they 

are and what they do to their audiences. Accordingly, the relational aspects of collective and 

racial identity, despite being traditionally understudied in previous works, serve as the subject of 

this project because they help to reach a more holistic understanding of how groups make 

meaning within collective identity construction and maintenance. 

 With regards to collective identity construction, the present study builds upon previous 

work through its emphasis on how descriptions of a group’s opposition contribute to that group’s 

collective identity. Following in the tradition of previous works that recognize the importance of 

an opposition within collective identity formation (see Bamberg et al. 2011; Blumer 1957; Gal 

and Irvine 1995; Wodak 2011), this project addresses the lack of specificity given to this 

opposition in studies of framing related to collective action from social movements literature. 

Whether analyzing groups that form in opposition to dominant power structures (Augustín and 

Díaz 2014; Bonilla and Rosa 2015; Gahan and Pekarek 2013; McCammon et al. 2007; 

McIlvenny 2017; Steinberg 2014) or groups that primarily oppose other activists in movement-
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countermovement contexts (Andrews 2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 

2018; Rohlinger 2002), works in social movements only include opposition as a motivation for 

the groups to act rather than as a fundamental part of identity formation and maintenance. As a 

result, the collective identities of groups appear to emerge primarily from discussion of what the 

group is rather than what it is not, which favors framing that establishes what a group is and what 

its membership supports over framing that identifies how group members have different 

attributes and goals from outsiders (Bamberg et al. 2011) and negatively describes these 

outsiders (Wodak 2011). While this emphasis on self-presentations may work well for some 

groups, it does not capture the complexity of groups that primarily identify themselves based on 

who they are not rather than who they are. The present study addresses this imbalance in 

previous literature related to collective action framing by centering the role of the opposition in 

collective identity construction. In doing so, the study not only expands upon an understudied 

area of social movements literature but also explains how both self-directed and opposition-

directed framing specify important details related to groups’ collective identities and narratives 

they construct around these identities. 

The connection to racial identity emerges from the study’s broad focus on collective 

identity. Actors can shape the collective identities held by those with whom they share a group 

by racializing others outside the group as well as group members themselves. Since this process 

of racialization typically relies on members of a dominant racial group (in the case of the United 

States, whites) defining what excludes others from membership in this group (see Du Bois 1999; 

Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999), racialization of both whites and various non-white 

groups cannot occur without comparisons across racial groups. While vast levels of inequality 

across racial lines make challenges from other racial that threaten to the dominant racial group’s 
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position considerably more difficult than actions that maintain the dominant group’s position,3 

the dominant racial group still uses the racial comparisons behind racialization to construct 

themselves as defending against perceived challenges of other racial groups (see Blalock 1967; 

Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 1996), which in turn prompts members of one racial group to 

view racial others as opposition. This process of racialization, then, is relational in that it requires 

comparisons across racial groups to occur, and it is oppositional – or, at the very least, 

hierarchical – in that it constructs separate racial groups as having divergent rather than 

convergent interests. Given that this approach to collective identity focuses on the differences 

between racial groups rather than any that may exist within them, how diverse can different 

racial groups be? 

Giving particular attention to how white racial identity functions in various groups, the 

present study aims to address this question by bringing insights from the study of non-white 

racial identities into its evaluation of white racial identity. For non-white identities, racial groups 

can be characterized in a number of ways. Those who racialize others often do so by relying on 

relevant negative stereotypes of other racial groups in a certain social, political, and historical 

context, while racial groups themselves can rearticulate their own racial identity in an effort to 

combat negative presentations (see Feagin 2010; Omi and Winant 2015). This is not to say that 

all members of a racial group conform to a single racialized or rearticulated identity. As 

members of the same racial group may occupy different social locations, they may choose to 

adopt one of a range of identities associated with their racial group (see, for example, Logan 

2014). Racial identity, then, should be understood as dynamic both between groups and within a 

group. When approaching white racial identity and racialization processes related to it, however, 

 
3 For different theories and discussions related to this point, see Bonilla-Silva (2022), Feagin (2006, 2010), Goldberg 

(2002), and Omi and Winant (2015). 
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little would point to variety within the racial identity rather than uniformity. Descriptions of 

white racial identity often rely on what it is not rather than what it can be (see Du Bois 1999; 

Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999), and, perhaps as a result, white racial identity often 

takes a monolithic form that stands dominant over all other racial identities (see, for example, 

Feagin 2010). Omi and Winant (2013) acknowledge a range in white identity to the extent that 

white individuals may or may not conform to a hegemonic form of whiteness, but such a 

characterization of diversity still misses some consideration of how different white groups may 

embrace different forms of dominant whiteness in relation to specific racial others. In other 

words, while previous literature does recognize the importance of opposition to various nonwhite 

groups within the formation and maintenance of white racial identity, it does not explain how a 

white group’s perception of their racial opposition may affect the form of white racial identity 

that the group adopts. This approach to white identity runs the risk of normalizing dominant 

forms of whiteness by taking a specific yet limited view of what whiteness can be. This 

normalization conceals how white groups use shifting descriptions of white racial identity to 

render criticisms based on white dominance ineffective and suppress narratives about everyday 

experiences from members of various non-white groups. 

By approaching whiteness as multifaceted rather than a uniform, dominant force imposed 

upon all racial groups, the present study considers how different forms of non-white opposition 

may affect how various groups choose to relate to or avoid white racial identity. As later chapters 

of this dissertation will demonstrate, this approach avoids normalizing whiteness and 

misinterpreting how it functions by giving detailed attention to how context can matter for 

defining and relating to white racial identity. In doing so, this study enhances conventional 
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understandings of whiteness in a way that better aligns with a perspective of racial identity as 

relational and, through racialization practices, oppositional rather than solitary. 

1.3 A STUDY OF OPPOSITION 

Bridging literature on racial identity and social movements as a means of discussing the 

construction and maintenance of collective identity through discourse, this project deals with 

groups engaging in racializing forms of collective action. Drawing on discussions of racial 

resistance in several theories of racial identity (Bonilla-Silva 2022, 2022; Feagin 2006, 2010; 

Omi and Winant 1994), racializing forms of collective action can be understood as collective 

actions that have attempted to combat or support a certain racial identity, often in relation to 

white supremacist ideologies and systems. White supremacy in this context extends beyond 

white superiority and white domination; rather, it is the elimination of nonwhite experiences as 

incentives of social change and acceptable alternatives to white traditions (Bonilla-Silva 2022; 

Bonilla-Silva and Dietrich 2011; Feagin 2006; Goldberg 2002). Framing related to racializing 

forms of collective action in defense of white supremacist ideologies and systems, then, involves 

the use of discourse to racialize opposing groups as either illegitimate or irrelevant. Such a 

process involves ignoring or minimizing the hardships that members of nonwhite groups 

experience as a consequence of white dominance (Bonilla-Silva 2006, 2022; Bonilla-Silva and 

Dietrich 2011; Feagin 2006, 2010) and using discourse to continuously rearticulate race in order 

to maintain the existing racial hierarchy without losing public favor (Omi and Winant 1994, 

2015). With such practices, collective identity formation, maintenance, and rearticulation 

through discourse appears at the core of these collective actions. Racialization works within 

framing processes, which essentially use discourse to establish collective identities associated 

with various groups involved in collective actions. 
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The project proposed here expands upon an existing discussion surrounding racializing 

forms of collective action by centering the role of the “out-group” or “other.” Groups involved in 

social movements that evoke race may use frames to racialize others, but, as discussions of 

discourse and identity (Bamberg et al. 2011) reveal, frames used to characterize particular out-

group members are also establishing in-group identity. In simultaneously presenting sameness 

and difference, the discourses that these groups use to frame out-group opposition define the 

values and attributes in-group members see as representative of themselves, even if just by 

identifying a set of values and attributes from which in-group members distance themselves. 

Rather than using frames about groups in racializing forms of collective action to describe who 

those groups are or using racialization processes to describe who the opposition is, the proposed 

project investigates how organizations’ presentations of others are also a presentation of 

themselves. With this direction in mind, the proposed project intends to address the following 

research questions:  

● How do groups collectively identify themselves through what they say about their 

opposition? 

● How do groups racialize themselves through presentations of their opposition in 

contexts that involve challenging or reinforcing unequal relations among racially 

distinct groups? 

In order to address these questions, this project investigates three social issues: 1) 

immigration politics in the United States; 2) white nationalism, particularly in the context of the 

meanings conveyed through the preservation of Confederate monuments; and 3) face mask usage 

and policies in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. To analyze the content for each of the three 
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aforementioned cases, I used a mixture of frame analysis and critical discourse analysis across 

two different stages of data coding.4 

In the first stage of coding, I applied a broader conceptualization of frame analysis to 

consider what identities groups are communicating through their discourse. Here, I used a semi-

inductive coding strategy (Saldaña 2015), which started with a general set of topics to create a 

codebook for each case, which I then expanded and changed as necessary to accommodate 

unique frames that emerged from the data. Beginning with a collection of codes organized in a 

format inspired by Gamson and Modigliani’s (1987) conceptualization of frames and packages, 

each codebook provided a grouping of codes under the larger themes communicated with a 

package. I constructed the initial draft of each codebook by drawing upon relevant literature for 

themes as well as informally coding a 10% sample of documents, a process that allowed me to 

place emergent frames from the sample in each codebook before proceeding to code the full 

sample. This stage of coding used paragraphs that could contain multiple codes as a unit of 

analysis in order to account for the context surrounding any frame used and to consider which 

frames may co-occur or occur closely to one another.5 Since additional coding for both the 10% 

sample and the full sample for each case revealed more about how the organizations involved 

discuss their opposition, I added, removed, and modified codes within each codebook throughout 

the coding process to provide a more accurate representation of the narratives that groups use.6 

For passages within the first stage of coding that explicitly involve groups or 

organizations describing their opposition in relation to themselves, I conducted a second stage of 

 
4 To avoid any confusion, the coding that I conducted for this project involved a close review and marking of 

passages from written documents for patterns observed across passages. For a similar example, see Gamson and 

Modigliani’s (1987) discussion of methods. 
5
 For datasets composed of Twitter data, I used paragraphs rather than full tweets as a unit of analysis. 

6 See Appendices A-D for codebooks used for this stage of coding with different datasets. 
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coding intended to evaluate how these groups and organizations use discourse to establish their 

identities. To assemble the codebook for this round of coding, I drew inspiration from discourse 

analytic concepts such as indexicality (Strauss and Fiez 2013)7, speaker roles (Koven 2002)8, 

logical argument structure (Wodak 2015)9, Iconicity (Gal and Irvine 1995), Erasure (Gal and 

Irvine 1995),10 stance-taking (Strauss and Fiez 2013)11, and positioning (Wortham and Reyes 

2015)12. Drawing from the codes inspired by these terms13, I used this stage of coding to identify 

how authors from separate groups and organizations used similar or different discursive 

mechanisms to construct and maintain collective identities associated with their groups. Since 

these discursive mechanisms provide insight into how groups use discourse specifically to 

 
7
 Indexicality, one of the most widespread discursive tools, occurs when a word or words reference some meaning 

that is not necessarily conveyed by the word or words alone. Strauss and Fiez explain this meaning behind a word or 

words as one not contained within the actual spoken or written language. Within the context of group identity and 

the construction of difference, indexicality becomes particularly relevant in the names and labels that groups use 

both to refer to themselves and (perhaps more commonly) to refer to others. 
8
 Speaker roles work as a way of evaluating the different style of speech that a speaker may use. Koven (2002) in 

particular identifies three such roles: the narrative speaker role, in which a speaker essentially narrates certain events 

that occurred in the past; the character speaker role, in which a speaker uses some form of quotation to speak for a 

character involved within the past events; and the interlocutor speaker role, in which a speaker provides present 

commentary on past events. While all three of these speaker roles may appear as components of group identity 

construction, the character speaker role in particular becomes quite interesting as group members can use it to 

essentially speak for both themselves and other groups. 
9
 Wodak adapts the rhetorical strategy of logos to use as a way to analyze discourse. According to Wodak’s 

analyses, decisions related to word choice and sentence structure can give sentences or paragraphs a specific type of 

logos that relates in some way to the topic at hand or how audiences should perceive that topic. For the purposes of 

my coding, I adapt this idea to mark sentences and paragraphs that emphasize certain actors, actions, or other objects 

within a conversation as a driving force behind a speaker or author’s opposition. 
10

 Gal and Irvine (1995: 972-975) discuss iconicity and erasure as important discursive strategies that individuals or 

groups use to present outsiders. Iconicity involves linking specific (and often undesirable) characteristics with 

certain outsiders by describing the characteristics as iconic of those outsiders, while erasure entails restricting 

associations of outsiders with other (usually positive) characteristics. 
11

 Stance functions as a means for speakers to present certain arguments within discourse. As Strauss and Fiez 

further explain the concept, stance can occur as one of two types: affective, in which the speaker takes a perspective 

through the use of a disposition or emotion (2013: 276); or epistemic, in which the speaker makes employs a belief 

system to inform a perspective (2013: 279-280). While indexicality may help in characterizing certain groups, stance 

comes into play in determining if such characterizations reflect positively or negatively on those groups. 
12

 Positioning, which frequently works in conjunction with stance-taking, enables speakers or authors to align 

themselves with or distance themselves from others referenced within discourse. In particular, Wortham and Reyes’ 

concept of “interactional positioning,” a process by which “participants position themselves with respect to one 

another” (2015: 45), seems applicable to group identity. In conjunction with indexicality and stance, members of one 

group may use this form of positioning to present other groups either as similar to or different from themselves. 
13 See Appendix E for the codebook used in this stage of coding. 
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construct identity rather than just how they identify themselves, this second stage of coding was 

crucial when considering the connections between discourse and identity in these cases. 

Following these two stages of coding, I conducted a series of analyses to more 

thoroughly explain and interpret the meaning of the frames and packages. At the most basic 

level, these analyses involved discussions of descriptive statistics associated with the coding for 

each case in order to consider which codes occurred prominently within the set of documents for 

a case and frequently across the set. Following this consideration of descriptive statistics, I 

reviewed coded passages containing prominent and frequent codes to identify common themes 

within each case and the discursive mechanisms used to convey those themes through discourse. 

With these common themes in particular in mind, I returned to literature on collective identity 

and racialization to evaluate how my findings compared to those observed in previous works. 

Together, these analyses revealed how groups in each case construct and maintain their 

collective and racial identities in ways that depended on their presentations of the opposition. 

This finding on collective and racial identity construction expands upon previous research by 

calling attention to how the details of out-group presentations as well as in-group descriptions 

matter for understanding the collective and racial identities that groups adopt for themselves. 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

 Following this introduction, my dissertation contains what can be understood as three 

topical sections spread across five chapters. 

 The first of these sections, which comprises Chapter 2, provides a brief history of 

collective identity itself, the role of discourse within collective identity formation, and the 

connection that collective identity formation has to racialization in the United States. While 

research on discourse and identity extends back to the turn of the twentieth century (see Cooley 
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[1902] 1968; James [1892] 1985; Mead [1934] 1956), scholars have since expanded upon this 

connection in ways that consider the important of identifying difference from others alongside 

similarities among group members during identity construction. Accordingly, Chapter 2 provides 

an overview of these developments and explains their relevance in a project concerned with 

collective identity construction through discourse about the opposition. In terms of racialization, 

methods of maintaining white supremacy have become more covert in more recent periods of 

U.S. history. Institutions that specifically targeted communities of color such a slavery and 

Native American genocide and relocations have given way to policies related to education 

(Lewis and Diamond 2015), hiring (Royster 2003), housing (Rothstein 2017), criminal 

prosecution (Alexander 2012), and other aspects of social life that have not overtly targeted 

specific racial groups but have negatively affected specific communities of color in their 

consequences. Alongside this legal shift, the rhetorical strategies used to reinforce ideologies in 

support of white supremacy and non-white inferiority have also changed. To provide context and 

set expectations for this dissertation project, which relies on recent14 cases of racialization, this 

chapter explores both underlying constants and newer developments in the ways that 

predominantly white organizations have presented communities of color. 

The second section, composed of Chapters 3 through 5, contains independent empirical 

studies of three different cases drawn from unique datasets that connect social issues to racial 

identity, implicitly or explicitly. All of these studies focus on how groups establish identity 

(more specifically, racial identity) through discourse about the opposition. 

Chapter 3 spotlights Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC), an anti-

immigration organization based in Raleigh, North Carolina. Although the name of the 

 
14

 Aside from some documents related to the history of one organization (ALIPAC), all materials considered for 

each of the three cases were produced in the last 10 years. 
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organization denotes its members’ (“Americans”) support of “legal” immigration, in practice, the 

organization emphasizes its opposition to “illegal” immigrants. Furthermore, its more recent 

statements towards Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) legislation and refugee 

resettlement policies indicates that it opposes immigration in any form, even so-called “legal” 

immigration. In this chapter, I discuss how ALIPAC uses materials from its website 

(www.alipac.us) to employ a complex racialization strategy in order to establish the 

organization’s collective identity as a defender of certain United States citizens. By 

simultaneously racializing migrants as foreign criminals who work on behalf of political elites to 

overtake the United States and racializing white Americans as victims of these supposed 

criminals, ALIPAC uses a dual racialization process – that is, ALIPAC racializes the migrants it 

opposes and its membership simultaneously – to explain its organizational identity as a defender 

against an “immigration invasion.” As a whole, these results show how racialization specifically 

and collective identity construction more broadly function in a relational capacity rather than as 

isolated forces. 

 To transition from a case of one group reacting to a social issue alone to a case of several 

groups with different perspectives on an issue responding to actions of one another, Chapter 4 

turns to the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, on August 12, 2017. Since the 

Unite the Right rally involved white nationalist organizations defending a confederate monument 

in Charlottesville and other groups countering these organizations, this case involves two sets of 

groups opposed to one another, both ideologically through their social and political positions and 

physically in the context of the rally. Under such circumstances, discourses about each group’s 

opposition establishes who each group is by explaining who they are not. The main organization 

in support of the Robert Lee monument identified in news coverage of the event is the 

http://www.alipac.us/
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Nationalist Front, a now-defunct organization that was a coalition of several named 

organizations at the time of the Unite the Right rally (ADL 2018, 2021; Hatewatch Staff 2018) 

that all shared a common interest in preserving white supremacy and dominance in the United 

States. Through the investigation of archived website materials available from nationalist front 

and its major member organizations around the time of the Unite the Right rally, this chapter 

explores how Nationalist Front organizations applied dual racialization strategies when 

discussing connections to separate non-white groups who composed parts of their opposition. As 

illustrated in Nationalist Front organization’s complex racialization of their white memberships 

as weak victims of others and strong superiors to others, this multifaceted approach to 

racialization enabled Nationalist Front organizations emphasize or minimize certain forms of 

white racial identity as would be most beneficial to the organizations’ goals in a particular 

context. 

In addition to Nationalist Front organizations, the case covered in Chapter 4 also includes 

racial justice organizations that countered white nationalism broadly and Nationalist Front 

specifically. In particular, the study focuses on two organizations: Solidarity Cville, a local news 

and community advocacy organization that assisted residents in combating a number of 

Charlottesville events tied to white nationalism in 2017, and Showing Up for Racial Justice, a 

national organization of white Americans who work to rally other whites to combat white 

supremacy in the United States. As this chapter demonstrates, racial justice organizations tend to 

favor simpler racialization strategies of either themselves or their opposition as white. While 

these racialization strategies provide racial justice organizations with simple narratives about 

themselves that they can use in public appeals, they do restrict the capacity to which the 

organizations can connect racial identity either to those they represent or to those who they 
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oppose and the degree to which they can challenge the complex strategies that Nationalist Front 

organizations use. As a whole, then, these findings reveal how different racialization strategies 

can have unique consequences for collective identity construction and maintenance within 

organizations. 

 Chapter 5 involves a similar movement-countermovement dynamic to that involved in 

Chapter 4, but it does so by looking at opposition associated with a topic that, upon first look, 

does not seem to have a clear connection to race. For this case, I turn to the early months of the 

COVID-19 pandemic to consider conflicting perspectives related to face masks in the United 

States. Following Trump’s decision not to wear a face mask following the release of CDC 

recommendations to do so near the beginning of April 2020 (Trump 2020), the issue of wearing 

a face mask has become politically contested. Through a study of tweets posted in May and June 

of 2020 by groups of Twitter users who convey support for or opposition to face mask usage 

during the pandemic, this chapter explores how, despite presenting their opposition and the 

reality of the pandemic differently, both groups share a framing of face mask usage and other 

pandemic precautions as a choice. Despite both groups’ framing of this choice as near-universal 

and unconstrained for all Americans, such a presentation overlooks certain communities with 

disproportionate shares of people of color (such as imprisoned populations and those with jobs 

that require in-person labor), who were frequently affected by the choices that others make about 

face mask usage and other precautions in their living quarters or workplaces. As a result, both 

pro-mask and anti-mask groups employ a form of white ignorance (see Mills 2007; Mueller 

2017, 2020) by framing pandemic precautions in a way that preferences the experiences of white, 

middle or upper-middle class Americans over those of others. Unlike the forms of racialization 
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presented in other chapters, however, the racialization through a capacity to choose discussed in 

this chapter occurs with very few overt references to racial identity. 

 The third section, which includes the final chapter of the dissertation (Chapter 6), 

provides a concluding discussion that connects all three cases as a study of collective and racial 

identity formation. In this unification of the three cases, this chapter explores three major themes 

across the cases. First, to answer the project’s first research question, this chapter explains how 

groups’ presentations of their perceived opposition can add important facets to groups’ collective 

identities not captured in how groups present themselves. Second, to address the second research 

question, this chapter discusses how presentations of the opposition often reveal how groups 

define and relate to white racial identity and how groups’ presentations of white racial identity 

typically work in ways that reinforce white supremacy. Third, in evaluation of the shift among 

white advocacy organizations as presenting themselves as majorities rather than minorities, this 

chapter considers the increasing prominence of populist rhetoric among right-wing government 

officials and organizations broadly and how this rhetoric can be used to redirect existing tensions 

related to economic inequality towards racial division. Following discussions of these three 

areas, this chapter closes with some comments on the limitations of this project, possible 

directions to pursue with future extensions, and a brief overview of broader implications raised 

by the findings of this project. 
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2. COLLECTIVE AND RACIAL IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION: AN OVERVIEW OF 

HISTORY AND RELEVANCE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A study of collective identity construction and maintenance through discourse about the 

opposition warrants some context.1 Some of this background relates to collective identity 

construction more broadly, but, given the particular attention that this project gives to racial 

identity, additional background on racial identity construction and racialization is also warranted.  

To understand and contextualize this study’s methods, findings, and conclusions 

presented in forthcoming empirical chapters, I review literature on collective identity and the role 

of discourse in identity construction. In this chapter, I cover basic concepts related to this topic, 

including an overview of collective identity, an explanation of the function that discourse 

specifically has within collective identity construction, a discussion of framing as a process that 

groups can use to form collective identity, especially when engaging together in collective 

action. Because I center groups’ opposition rather than those groups’ self-presentations, which is 

a departure for most studies of collective identity formation, I also specify how collective 

identity construction calls for some consideration of how groups present their opposition in 

addition to groups’ self-presentations. 

Beyond broader discussions of collective identity, this project specifically considers the 

role of racial identity in groups’ descriptions of their opposition and themselves. Understanding 

how contemporary strategies that groups use in their discourse to positively or negatively present 

various racial identities, however, requires some understanding of how racial identity 

 
1 Throughout this project, I use “the opposition” to refer those that a group perceives as both outside of their 

membership and not aligned with their interests. Accordingly, “the opposition” is meant to be more specific than 

references to “others” or “outsiders” alone are. 
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construction occurs in the United States and how some aspects of this construction have changed 

over time while others remain constant. Taking an approach to the subject that highlights 

historical context, this discussion begins with a review of the initial motivations that Americans 

had for constructing racial categories and the ideologies that work within such a construction to 

maintain a white supremacist social order. While the fundamental beliefs in defense of the 

existing status quo behind dominant racial ideologies have remained constant since their 

adoption, how Americans have expressed them changes with social and historical context. 

Accordingly, this discussion provides a brief overview of racialization strategies that Americans 

at different points in time have employed to both apply and reinforce white supremacy over time. 

Beyond providing historical background for the modern racialization strategies explored later in 

this dissertation, the review of racial identity and racialization provided in this chapter 

demonstrates how racial identity is inherently relational and, through white Americans’ attempts 

to use racial identity as dividing factor between groups, oppositional. Given this situation, 

studying the different ways groups racially identify their opposition can explain how they 

racially identify their own memberships or the people who they claim to represent. 

Following coverage of these two subjects, this chapter will conclude with a reflection of 

this study’s relevance for academic research and beyond the academy. I will first explain how a 

study of collective and racial identity construction through a group’s discourse about its 

opposition builds upon previous academic research related to collective identity construction and 

racialization. As a project concerned with discourse used to discuss multiple current – and, on 

some occasions, high-profile – events, however, the project’s relevance extends beyond scholarly 

research. Accordingly, I will also consider how this project matters for popular understanding of 
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public discourse and political polarization related to divisive topics in the contemporary United 

States.  

2.2 COLLECTIVE IDENTITY  

In general terms, collective identity can be understood as “we-ness” shared among 

members of a group (Snow and McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). Rather than existing as 

static form of identity that groups have, however, collective identity emerges through a series of 

habitual performances and interactions (Snow and Corrigall-Brown 2015). Group members 

establish and maintain a collective identity by uniting members under common goals or 

motivations (Snow and McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014), and relevant collective action 

gives group members a shared sense of agency to act upon their goals or motivations (Polletta 

and Jasper 2001; Snow and Corrigall-Brown 2015). Through these behaviors, collective identity 

exists as both a personal experience unique to each group member and collective experience that 

unites members as a singular entity (Berstein and Olsen 2009).  

As a component of many performative behaviors that group members use to construct 

and maintain collective identity, discourse both shared by group members and between group 

members and outsiders has close connections to identity. Scholars of social psychology and 

philosophy recognized these connections in works that date back to the turn of the twentieth 

century. Within these early pieces, the language that people use in everyday interactions was 

conceptualized as a key symbol system used in developing a “self” through interaction with the 

social world (Cooley [1902] 1968; James [1892] 1985; Mead [1934] 1956). From these early 

perspectives, discourse specifically served as a means of communicating and negotiating identity 

with others. This initial idea developed with advances in the dramaturgical perspective of 

identity (see Goffman 1959), which held discourse as a crucial component of the presentation of 
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self since it allowed actors to perform their various identities within different social settings. 

With these previous conceptualizations of language as an essential system in developing and 

maintaining identity, the connection between discourse and identity has been established for 

some time in philosophical, psychological, and sociological branches of study. The existence of 

deep foundations, however, does not mean that no developments in perspectives on discourse 

and identity have been made over time. 

2.2.1 Collective Identity Construction and Framing 

Perhaps the most noteworthy area of expansion relates to the role of discursive practices 

in shaping the identities of groups in addition to those of individuals. As a method of 

communicating identity through discourse, framing and developments related to the concept are 

central to this expansion. Frames, defined simply, are discursive lenses that people use perceive 

certain situations. Originating with Thomas and Thomas’ (1928, The Child in America) 

“definition of the situation” and developed in Goffman’s (1974) Frame Analysis, framing 

involves individuals making sense of an interaction by conceptualizing it in certain ways. To 

accomplish this task, individuals often use strategies to contextualize speech and themselves as 

speakers. Intertextuality, one such strategy, involves the application of a set of meanings 

associated with a discursive context to analogous aspects of a partially or completely different 

context (see Hodges 2015; Kristeva 1980). While intertextuality can be as simple as quoting or 

commenting old speech in new speech, it can also involve repurposing a set of terms and 

definitions for a new setting. For example, scholars of the “dramaturgical” perspective that build 

upon Goffman’s (1959) work generally use terms associated with stage performances to discuss 

how members of a community interact with one another. Footing, another strategy, occurs when 

speakers align with specific others or utterances within an interaction (see Goffman 1981; 
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Gordon 2015). With a series of linguistic and discursive practices over the course of an 

interaction, speakers locate themselves closely to some and distant from others within a 

conversation. Of course, a speaker’s footing can change with different contexts. As Goffman 

(1981: 128) explains, these shifts “[imply] a change in the alignment we take up to ourselves and 

the others present." Through strategies such as intertextuality and footing, framing becomes 

useful for people to understand the world around them.  

Within social movements literature from the 1980s to the present, framing has become 

particularly central to collective identity by being viewed as a way for groups to make sense of 

collective actions in which they engage. As social movements usually arise as a means of 

addressing a problematic social circumstance with some solution produced through action, this 

type of framing often relies on a problem-solution context. “Collective action frames,” a type of 

frames used for classifying positions that individuals and groups involved in forms of collective 

action take (Benford and Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow 2004, 2008; Snow et al 

1986; Snow and Owens 2014; Snow, Vliegenthart, and Ketelaars 2019; Steinberg 1998, 1999), 

fulfill this expectation. As groups prepare for collective action by engaging with both their 

memberships and broader audiences, the frames that they use in relation to the collective action 

frequently fit into one of three categories: diagnostic, which outline the problems that groups 

involved attempt to address with the collective action; prognostic, which present the solution that 

groups propose for the problem; and participatory, which appeal to wider audiences in an attempt 

to draw more members to a cause that groups support (Snow 2004; Snow et al. 1986; Snow and 

Owens 2014). These three types of framing may appear to originate from leaders and spread as 

others follow, but this pattern is not always the case. Frames within broader social movements 

that organize collective actions can actually come from a variety of actors at different levels of 
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involvement within movements (Benford 1997; Gahan and Pekarek 2013; Snow 2004). The key 

factor is that frames adopted by a group align with public perceptions of a certain issue (Benford 

and Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow et al. 1986). Such an alignment helps to draw 

larger numbers of people to participate in collective action and leads the action and any broader 

movement that it supports to transcend an individual statement of goals (Benford and Snow 

2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow et al. 1986). 

The ways in which groups choose to employ frames does not occur at random once the 

activities receive a certain level of public recognition. Typically, salient frames emerge from the 

discourse that surrounds a particular series of collective actions, whether it comes from those 

involved in those actions, outside observers of actions, or the opposition that the actions target 

(Benford and Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000). Discursive fields, one concept used to 

discuss the emergence of frames from discourse, help to explain the process. Beyond 

establishing connections between competing ideologies and competing lines of discourse (Snow 

2004, 2008; Steinberg 1998, 1999), discursive fields can determine the range of possible frames 

that groups could adopt by weighing the success that collective actions have in competing yet 

related discourses (Snow 2004, 2008; Steinberg 1998, 1999). By outlining the series of 

discourses that surround sets of collective actions, discursive fields essentially indicate which 

frames may be compatible or incompatible with those surrounding discourses. Given the 

tendency for individuals and groups to adopt frames that bridge their goals with popular 

perspectives when possible (Benford and Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow et al. 

1986), such a distinction has a valuable place within collective action framing. When considering 

the link between discourse and frames overall, then, discursive fields limit frames used to those 

that emerge from popular and thus accepted lines of discourse. 
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With this range on the possible discourse to discuss collective actions related to a 

common cause in place, two additional framing processes, frame articulation and frame 

elaboration, work together in the process of extracting frames from discourse. Frame articulation 

involves the combination of several lines of related (ideologically or otherwise) discourse to 

construct a frame for collective actions (Snow 2004; Snow et al. 2013). Frame elaboration, 

meanwhile, occurs through selection among combined discourses in order to highlight key 

components of the constructed frame (Snow 2004; Snow et al. 2013). While frame elaboration 

may limit frames in the sense that it emphasizes only key components of discourse, these two 

framing processes focus on the discourse that produce a specific frame rather than all the 

discourses that fall within an acceptable range for frames. In that sense, frame articulation and 

elaboration are more closely related to the discourse that actors and groups use to discuss their 

movements than to the discursive fields associated with them. Still, these processes demonstrate 

how discourse can function through frames to shape collective identity. 

When applied to collective actions and broader social movements that may unite them, 

framing enables groups to construct collective identities through discourse in relation to 

dominant systems of power. While this can sometimes be in defense of dominant systems of 

power (Snow et al. 2004), identities associated with groups more often involve a challenge to 

those systems (Augustín and Díaz 2014; Bennett 2017; Bonilla and Rosa 2015; Koopmans 2004; 

McIlvenny 2017; Steinberg 2014). How exactly frames establish collective identity through 

power relations, however, can depend on the structure that actions take. This process typically 

involves both the space in which the discourse surrounding an action takes place (McIlvenny 

2017; Steinberg 2014) and the space that the discourse employed by groups references (Augustín 

and Díaz 2014; Bennett 2017). While consideration of a symbolic space generated via discourse 
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typically involves recontextualizing spaces associated with a collective action to match that 

action’s unique social and cultural setting (Augustín and Díaz 2014; Bennett 2017), analyses 

related to the construction of group identity within physical spaces often involve some 

exploration of how discursive actions and interactions among those who engage in a collective 

action impact the identities attributed to the individuals and groups involved (McIlvenny 2017; 

Steinberg 2014).  

Recent technological developments, however, have created a digital space that combines 

the interactive component of physical spaces with the recontextualization, or the adaptation of 

meaning from one discursive context to another (see Linell 2009; Semino et al. 2013), of 

symbolic spatial connections. In the digital space that various social media platforms create, 

individuals can interact both with those physically present at a collective action and others 

following the action online. This addition of online presence to accompany physical collective 

actions can recontextualize the group identity created by participation in an action through 

centralization of certain discussions around keywords or (in Twitter’s case specifically) hashtags 

(Bonilla and Rosa 2015) and connection of descriptions related to the collective action to images 

and digital links (Christensen 2011). Whether occurring in symbolic spaces, physical spaces, or a 

mixture of the two present in some online communities, framing processes still involve the 

relationship between discourse and collective identity. 

2.2.2 Identity Construction as Relational 

This extensive discussion of framing points to an additional way conceptualizations of 

discourse and identity have developed over time. Particularly within recent studies associated 

with discourse analysis, discussions of discourse and identity have indicated, in addition to 

discourse about the self, discourse about others is an important component of identity 
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construction and maintenance. Research on dual-faceted discourse has approached discourse as a 

facilitator within a relational construction in identity rather than a reflector of individual identity. 

For example, one essential component of identity construction involves the use of discourse to 

seem similar to some and notably different from others (see Bamberg et al.2011; Bucholtz and 

Hall 2010). While this recognition of group belonging can occur using geographic or social 

criteria to establish sameness or difference, it can also form on the basis of the moral or 

ideological positioning that an individual takes (Bamberg et al. 2011; Bucholtz and Hall 2010). 

Whatever the group belonging that individuals incorporate into their identity, these individuals 

ultimately construct identities through refences to both themselves and others (Bucholtz and Hall 

2010) that simultaneously establish individuals’ sameness with and difference from others as 

would match varying contexts (Bamberg et al. 2011). Construction and maintenance of both 

identities and inequalities between them, then, involve the use of discourse to simultaneously 

communicate unity with some and opposition to others. In other words, identity construction and 

maintenance based on an exclusionary form of identity require a simultaneous positive 

presentation of self and negative presentation of others (Wodak 2011). 

To be clear, the ability that individuals and groups have to present others and, to an 

extent, themselves depends substantially on the power of those groups and individuals relative to 

others. Power, conceptualized in this chapter and, by extension, this project as a capacity to 

maintain or challenge social relations through interactions with others rather than as a force that 

individuals possess (see Foucault 1980), largely determines how much weight certain lines of 

discourse carry (Fairclough 2001; Blumer 1958). Borrowing from one example from Tannen 

(2017), a leader such as a U.S. president expressing their hopes for a certain action or outcome to 

subordinates is very likely to prompt those subordinates to act upon that expression, but an 
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average American expressing those same hopes to someone else they pass on the street is quite 

unlikely to motivate any action. This same idea applies when considering the use of discourse for 

identity construction. If a group has considerable power over others, it can expect audiences to 

acknowledge how group members present the group and those who the group opposes and 

behave in ways that align with these presentations. If a group does not have power, however, 

how it defines itself and its opposition may not have a notable effect on audiences. Of course, not 

all groups have an equal opportunity to reach a position of power where their discourse 

influences others. Various identity categories such as social class, racial identity, and gender can 

determine the likelihood of individuals and groups (based on the identities of their memberships) 

to be influential. 

Particularly when considering the role of power in discourse and identity construction, 

groups who engage in collective action certainly have a motivation to appeal to as broad of an 

audience as possible to gain additional influence. As important as communicating aspects of a 

group’s collective identity to broaden membership is to this process, a group’s construction and 

maintenance of collective identities that both appeal to critical mass and motivate that mass to 

take action requires more than a sense of a common “we.” While shared characteristics among 

all group members influences it, collective identity also involves a group’s perceived source (or 

sources) of opposition and the threat that opposition poses for the group (Flesher Fominaya 

2010; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). Thus, collective identity requires a 

“them” (outsiders perceived as opposition by a group) to accompany the “we” (in-group 

members) that members of a group share. This concept becomes especially relevant when 

considering groups that operate in relation to one another. When groups operate in opposition to 

others that advocate for a different position, the presence of this opposition serves as a 
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motivating force in the narratives groups use to explain their involvement in certain actions 

(Andrews 2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 2018; Rohlinger 2002). Despite 

the lack of attention given to how this motivation connects to collective identity formation, the 

connection is nonetheless apparent. Groups use a “them” to identify what their membership 

should work against, while they us a “we” to unite their membership in shared opposition to the 

goals of other groups. 

This process of using a “them” as a component of establishing a group’s “we” by way of 

contrast is frequently accomplished through a tactic referred to as “othering” to distinguish 

themselves from competing individuals or groups. Othering, referred to by Wodak as “negative 

other-presentation” (2011: 57), relates to the negative portrayal of an outside group by those 

within a specific group. By defining some category of “other” individuals, individuals or groups 

can construct and maintain their own identities through the creation of new identity boundaries 

or the alteration of existing boundaries to exclude undesirable attributes. When considering how 

exactly individuals or groups accomplish this exclusionary strategy of othering, Gal and Irvine 

(1995: 972-975) provide three semiotic-ideological processes that work towards accomplishing 

the task: iconicity, in which group members use discourse about others to make some (usually 

undesirable) attribute iconic of an outside group; recursiveness, by which group members 

discursively spread an iconic attribute of an outside group understood at one “level” of relations 

(in particular, intragroup and intergroup) to others; and erasure, through which group members 

obscure or erase certain characteristics of an outside group that would make that outside group 

look either too positive or too similar to the group practicing othering. In combination, iconicity, 

recursiveness, and erasure shape both how groups (and their relations) perceive one another and 

how they define themselves in relation to those others. As these developments on difference 
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indicate, identity is not just a matter of individuals or groups using discourse to talk about 

themselves. Rather, identity is fundamentally relational. 

2.3 RACIAL IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION 

 Racial identity construction in the United States emerged from the country’s history with 

European conquests over various non-white groups, as seen in Native American genocide and 

relocation (see Dunbar-Ortiz 2014) and the Slave Trade (see Feagin 2006). These legally-

sanctioned conquests contributed as much to the United States’ legacy as popularly-emphasized 

attributes such as independence and equal representation. As public scrutiny of these early 

conquests increased and laws that supported them were overturned,2 however, white Americans 

began to rely more heavily on actively ensuring social legitimacy for their dominance over non-

white groups. A substantial component of this legitimacy using ideologies rooted in white 

supremacy to construct different racial identities. Briefly defined, ideologies are sets of beliefs 

that all function together in making meaning (Form and Rytina 1969; Eagleton 1991; Gerring 

1997; Hunt 2014). Ideologies, particularly in the context of unequal social relations, function as 

tools that benefit elites by upholding dominant groups in existing power structures (Eagleton 

1991; Form and Rytina 1969; Hunt 2014; Huber and Form 1973; Jackman 1994; Schwalbe et al. 

2000; Sennett and Cobb 1972), and they depend more on appealing to public perceptions at a 

particular time and place than on maintaining consistency (see Jackman 1994). In the context of 

 
2 To be clear, this statement is not meant to imply that all legal means for supporting white dominance over non-

white groups collapsed. As explored later in this chapter, government officials have used many strategies that rely 

on seemingly race-neutral laws related to matters such as law enforcement (see Alexander 2012) and housing (see 

Rothstein 2017) to advantage whites and disadvantage people of color. However, the passage of the Reconstruction 

Amendments as a consequence of the Civil War (see Kaczorowski 1987) and the induction of African Americans 

senators and congressional representatives following these amendments (Brady and Ehlers 2008) expanded the 

racial makeup of those who contributed to U.S. policymaking and, in turn, weakened white Americans’ universal 

control over U.S. laws. 
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post-Civil War race relations in the United States, ideologies that supported dominant racial 

groups typically relied on white supremacy. 

White supremacy can be understood as fundamental beliefs that affirm whites’ status at 

the top of a racial hierarchy and prompt people to act accordingly.3 While some groups have 

used and reinforced white supremacy by making explicit claims about white superiority in 

relation to other racial groups (perhaps most notorious in U.S. history, the Ku Klux Klan), 

strategies that support white supremacy are certainly not limited to such dramatic measures. To 

the contrary, one of the most effective means for reinforcing white supremacy are actually quite 

subtle. This approach, which Feagin (2006, 2010) refers to as the “white racial frame,” involves 

viewing the experiences of white Americans as the dominant and assumed norm for all aspects 

of everyday life, and social practices from the real or fictional stories told about Americans to the 

measurement scales used in doctor’s offices have relied on it (Bonilla-Silva 2012). Instead of 

supporting white supremacy through direct assertions about white superiority, the white racial 

frame uses and reinforces white supremacy by framing white Americans as normal while 

framing members of other racial groups as deviant (Bonilla-Silva 1997, 2022; Bonilla-Silva and 

Dietrich 2011; Feagin 2006, 2010; Feagin and Elias 2013; Fields 1990). Both explicit and subtle 

approaches related to racial identity, then, rely on and recreate white supremacy. Accordingly, 

ideologies connected to and strategies behind both understandings of racial identity – not just 

overt, extreme positions on white dominance – can be understood as white supremacy. 

In order to prioritize white Americans over others, ideologies tied to white supremacy 

had to provide Americans with some sense of what constituted white racial identity. Rather than 

 
3 While not drawn from a specific definition of white supremacy, this definition takes inspiration from Omi and 

Winant’s discussion of racial projects and white supremacy inclusion as an example (see Omi and Winant 2015: 

124-127). Feagin’s (2006) descriptions of racist ideology also influenced this definition and the accompanying 

explanations. 
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being a unique identity tied to a set of specific, concrete characteristics, however, white racial 

identity has been and is still dependent on descriptions of it in relation to other racial identities 

(Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013). Racial identity construction as a product of these 

ideologies, then, is highly relational rather than isolated. Within this process, white racial identity 

can only be constructed and maintained through a classification of various non-white groups in a 

way that differentiates them from whites (see Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 

1999). Therefore, the construction of white racial identity frequently occurred by identifying 

characteristics that separate various non-white groups from the identity rather than by identifying 

exactly what it means to be white. 

In line with Jackman’s (1994) discussion of the flexibility of ideologies, efforts to 

distinguish white and non-white racial identity have often relied changing descriptions of racial 

identities and the distinctions between them contingent on social and historical context. With that 

said, context itself has not superseded white supremacy. Two Supreme Court cases, Takeo 

Ozawa v. United States in 1922 and United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind in 1923, illustrate this 

point. The two cases involved claims by different groups of Asian immigrants (Japanese in 

Ozawa v. U.S.; Indian in U.S. v. Thind) to American citizenship in a time where citizenship was 

restricted to white (European) and Black (African) immigrants. The Supreme Court first ruled 

against Ozawa on the grounds that, according to scientific classifications of the time, Ozawa was 

a member of the non-white “Mongoloid” race rather than the white “Caucasian” race. When 

faced with Thind’s claim to white racial identity based on the then-scientific classification of 

Indians as “Caucasian,” however, the Court ruled against Thind by rejecting science and instead 

arguing that Thind did not fit into a category that “the common man” would identify as 

“Caucasian” or white. While both of these cases involved the maintenance of a boundary 
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between white and non-white racial identity, the supreme court applied a logic for maintaining 

the boundary in the second case that practically invalidated the logic they used to decide the first 

case. 

Beyond demonstrating the flexibility of the relationships between different racial 

identities in order to defend against different kinds of challenges to racial boundaries, the 

example of Ozawa v. U.S. and U.S. v. Thind also demonstrates how the power dynamics between 

different racial groups can shape who has influence in racial identity construction. While white 

Americans are not solely responsible for creating and maintaining various racial categories, they 

have been and remain the dominant racial group in the United States and have the ability to exert 

their power over various non-white groups. Accordingly, what it means to be white in the United 

States can vary over time, but those who white Americans have already recognized as their own 

receive legal backing to legitimate their perceptions of various racial groups and the boundaries 

between groups. This legitimacy of white Americans over others in racial identity construction 

applies and fortifies white supremacy. 

2.3.1 Racial Identity Construction in Practice 

In practice, racial identity construction frequently connects to government policies that 

have either explicit or implicit connections to racial identity. Government officials, historically 

more representative of white Americans than other racial groups, enact policies that attempt to 

defend white Americans’ status and access to resources against any perceived threats posed by 

these other groups (Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 1996). These policies have 

created social hierarchies in which racial stratification of white and non-white groups aligns 

closely with economic stratification of rich and poor (Baldwin 1984; Du Bois 1999). While the 

social and economic institution of slavery clearly distinguished white “citizens” from Black 
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“slaves,” the alignment of economic hierarchies with racial ones were less inherent following the 

Civil War, after which many working-class whites occupied a similar economic position as the 

former enslaved population. In addition to spurring the dissemination of ideologies rooted in 

white supremacy and racial identity construction in the United States, these circumstances gave 

rise to a specific practice known as racialization. Especially in light of the emerging use of 

“ethnicity” to different distinctions within a racial group from those across racial lines (see 

Roediger 1999; Treitler 2013), racialization, defined as the practice of associating certain 

character attributes or social practices with a racial identity so that they become representative of 

individuals with that racial identity (see Omi and Winant 2015: 13), became an essential tool to 

conceal economic differences shared across racial lines beneath supposedly larger racial 

divisions. 

Uses of racialization at different points in American history following the civil war, 

however, have adapted to align with changing social and political contexts. More specifically, 

racialization tactics change as different groups rearticulate racial identity based on their interests 

(Omi and Winant 2015). Following the civil war, white Americans rearticulated racial identity 

by establishing a racial hierarchy that situated non-white groups below whites based on negative 

character attributions directed at these groups rather than formal institutions such as slavery. 

Through performance techniques such as blackface, whites highlighted negative stereotypes 

associated with non-white groups to present these groups as distinct and inferior to all whites 

(Roediger 1999). Such an emphasis on racial division prompted working-class whites to align 

themselves with bosses rather than with non-white working-class individuals who share their 

economic interests (Baldwin 1984; Roediger 1999). These negative presentations of non-white 

groups also served as the basis for laws across the United States, such as those related to 
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housing, that affected the abilities of non-white families in this time to build wealth, which in 

turn restricted intergenerational wealth within these families (Rothstein 2017). In other words, 

laws enacted based on racialization in the late 1800s and early 1900s have impacted the lives of 

those born well after the laws were overturned. 

2.3.2 Modern Racialization 

Following this period of overt racialization, another rearticulation emerged in the form of 

the civil rights movement. Through their use of disciplined nonviolent resistance in the many 

demonstrations of the movement, civil rights activists challenged negative presentations of 

African Americans as more similar to untamed beasts than civilized whites (see Fleming and 

Morris 2017). This challenge accomplished some legal gains, perhaps most notably the Voting 

Rights Act of 1965, and began what Omi and Winant (2015) refer to as a transition from a “war 

of maneuver,” where a group must work outside of its government to bring about social change, 

to a “war of position,” where the group uses government positions and policies to aid its efforts 

for change. While this rearticulation through the civil rights movement can be considered a 

victory for African Americans specifically and people of color more broadly, it by no means 

resolved racial inequality in the United States. While overt racialization would no longer work to 

maintain a white-led racial hierarchy, many more covert forms of racialization emerged to take 

their place. 

Frequently, these new forms of racialization did not require those who used them to talk 

about racial superiority or inferiority directly but still reinforced white dominance. One 

particularly prominent discussion of this shift appears in Bonilla-Silva’s (2022) discussion of 

color-blind frames. Essentially, color-blind frames provide a way for Americans to support ideas 

about racial superiority or inferiority by attributing that superiority or inferiority to 
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characteristics or contexts that are not strictly about racial identity (Bonilla-Silva 2022). For 

example, rather than saying that whites deserve to earn more than Black Americans because they 

(whites) are better, a white American might discuss how whites are typically a better fit for 

higher-paying jobs than Black Americans, how cultures of poverty in Black American 

communities keep Black Americans from earning as much as whites, or how Affirmative Action 

policies have interfered with equal opportunity in education and subsequent employment. While 

these alternatives do not explicitly connect Black Americans with specific negative character 

attributes, they nonetheless present white Americans as deserving Black Americans as 

undeserving. Accordingly, color-blind frames still racialize Americans in a way that places 

whites above others. 

Particularly within political circles, new forms of racialization appear in what Omi and 

Winant (2015) refer to as “coded language.” Since government officials found it increasingly 

difficult to advocate for policies based on overt racial outcomes of those policies, they began to 

use other justifications for policies that would still benefit or harm certain racial groups. Lee 

Atwater explained this transition well in a frequently-cited quote from a 1981 interview 

(Perlstein 2012): 

You start out in 1954 by saying, “Nigger, nigger, nigger.” By 1968 you can’t say 

“nigger”—that hurts you, backfires. So you say stuff like, uh, forced busing, states’ 

rights, and all that stuff, and you’re getting so abstract. Now, you’re talking about cutting 

taxes, and all these things you’re talking about are totally economic things and a 

byproduct of them is, blacks get hurt worse than whites . . . “We want to cut this,” is 

much more abstract than even the busing thing, uh, and a hell of a lot more abstract than 

“Nigger, nigger.”  

 

As noted in Atwater’s quote, support for certain government policies can have racial 

consequences even if the policies never directly refer to racial identity. These consequences, in 

turn, racialize certain communities. For example, as law enforcement policies have 
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disproportionately targeted certain communities of color, Americans broadly have linked the 

racial identities associated with these communities to criminality (see Alexander 2012; Armenta 

2017). Accordingly, government officials can support seemingly race-neutral policies that 

nonetheless racialize various communities in their effects, typically in ways that uphold the 

existing, white-led racial hierarchy rather than challenge it. Particularly if government officials 

and Americans more generally recognize this link when expressing their support for such 

policies, they essentially use “coded language” to maintain racial inequality without presenting 

any specific racial groups positively or negatively. 

While the new forms of racialization discussed so far generally provide Americans with 

ways to avoid discussing racial identity in detail, not all modern strategies rely on this avoidance. 

In particular, contemporary white advocacy organizations still frequently talk about white racial 

identity. Instead of discussing white superiority over nonwhite groups, however, these 

organizations have adopted narratives that rely on what Wodak (2015) calls “victim-perpetrator 

reversal” to emphasize their supposed status as victims (see Bloch et al. 2020; Cacho 2000; 

Carter et al. 2019; Rodriguez 2017) and call for white defense against these other groups. Rather 

than presenting themselves as organizations needed to demonstrate their dominance over racial 

others, modern white advocacy organizations frequently present themselves and those they 

support as victims who are in need of protection. Using rhetoric similar to that employed by civil 

rights organizations (Berbrier 1998, 2002), these organizations present white Americans as a 

group that has become vulnerable due to its lack of explicit representation. As other civil rights 

organizations have advocated for the rights of various non-white groups, these white 

organizations claim to advocate for the rights of white Americans, whether openly as “whites” or 

indirectly as “Americans with European ancestry” (Berbrier 1998). In their advocacy for “white 
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rights,” the organizations use a form of impression management (see Goffman 1959) to 

reconstruct white activists as nonviolent, minority-group representatives similar to other civil 

rights leaders. Racialization within this newer context, then, applies aspects of a rearticulated 

racial identity among nonwhite groups to whites themselves. By doing so, members of white 

advocacy organizations obscure the power over, status above, and resources beyond various 

nonwhite groups that whites already hold. 

While these three modern forms of racialization frequently focus on different targets and 

use unique rhetorical strategies, they all share a couple similarities. First, when considering how 

they affect communities of color, these forms of racialization often involve some form of indirect 

communication. Rather than naming or connecting individuals from a certain racial background 

with negative character attributes, these strategies often involve associating racial groups with 

particular political/social circumstances within communities that are then presented as the fault 

of those communities. In other words, non-white groups are no longer perceived as bad 

themselves, but they are perceived as responsible for certain social problems. Second, when 

turning to presentations of white Americans, these strategies have a tendency to conceal white 

advocacy as racial equality or justice more generally by operating under the inaccurate 

assumption that members from all racial backgrounds have equal opportunities for success. This 

perspective conceals systemic forms of inequality that have persisted across generations to 

ensure that whites (particularly those who are middle-class and above) have an advantageous 

“starting point” in comparison to communities of color. Based on these commonalities, the three 

modern forms of racialization discussed here could be considered selectively covert. More 

specifically, they depend on indirect connections between racial identity and character attributes 

when these connections have unfavorable implications for certain racial groups, but they do not 
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necessarily avoid connections that only present the racial group involved (typically whites) 

favorably. 

2.3.3 Racial Identity Construction as Relational 

 Racial identity construction is relational rather than isolated. The dominant racial 

ideologies that motivated racial identity construction in the United States cannot function by 

merely glorifying white Americans; rather, in line with other cases of positive self-presentations 

and negative presentations of others (see Wodak 2011), it requires positive presentations of white 

Americans alongside negative presentations of Americans with non-white racial identities. 

Through this comparison of separate racial groups rather than praise for white Americans alone, 

ideologies reliant on white supremacy foster a sense of competition among racial groups. As 

white Americans have maintained firm control over the majority of resources through legal 

practices and social relations (see Goldberg 2002; Omi and Winant 2015; For examples, see 

Alexander 2012; Lewis and Diamond 2015; Rothstein 2017; Royster 2003), this perceived 

competition is little more than a perception that white Americans can use to conceal their power 

over other racial groups (see Treitler 2013). This perception of competition, however, provides 

government officials and other activists who benefit from the racial status quo with a group of 

“others” to target as an existential threat to the United States.4 Beyond just being relational, then, 

racial identity construction ties into how certain groups perceive their opposition. Given how 

central a perceived threat of racial outsiders can be to groups’ identities, considering how these 

groups describe their opposition and how they racialize both that opposition and themselves 

within these descriptions can help to understand just how groups identify themselves and the 

racial identity/identities that their members have. 

 
4 Discussions of U.S. immigration policy and right-wing populist rhetoric illustrate this point particularly well. For 

examples, see Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019, Heiss and Matthes 2017, and Kreis 2017. 
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2.4 IMPLICATIONS 

As demonstrated through the review of both collective identity and racial identity, a 

group’s perceived opposition matters. Groups use opposition when discursively constructing 

their collective identities to present others as different from them (see Bamberg et al. 2011; Gal 

and Irvine 1995; Wodak 2011) and to provide a target that the group can work against through 

collective action (see Andrews 2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 2018; 

Rohlinger 2002). Racial identity construction in the United States, meanwhile, depends on the 

identification of racial others (see Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999) and, 

especially for whites, the presentation of these racial others as an opposition that threatens the 

existing, white-led racial hierarchy (see Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 1996; 

Treitler 2013). Given the importance of opposition illustrated in reviews of these two subjects, a 

close investigation of how groups use discourse to present this opposition alongside descriptions 

of themselves could provide insight into how groups make sense of their identities in ways that 

previous research has typically overlooked. As the following empirical chapters demonstrate, 

such a close reading of discourse about the opposition reveals that this discourse is often 

essential to understanding just how groups understand their own collective and racial identities 

and how they define the scope of social issues they work to address. 

A detailed consideration of the opposition, however, extends beyond academic 

applications. When looking at a range of current social and political disagreements in the United 

States, the role of the opposition is frequently quite visible. Donald Trump relied on rhetoric 

about his opposition to establishment politics in a successful 2016 presidential election campaign 

(Biegon 2019; Oliver and Rahn 2016), and Joe Biden then used explanations about his 

opposition to the Trump administration in a successful campaign against Trump for the 2020 
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election (For example, see Biden 2020). For the upcoming 2022 elections, many discussions 

about the prospects of both parties relate primarily to who or what they oppose, whether that be 

an unpopular Biden administration and, by extension, Democratic party or an unpopular 

Supreme Court decision that challenges abortion rights (for example analyses, see Krieg et al. 

2022; Sommer 2022). Individual Americans, meanwhile, have fewer beliefs in common with 

those who do not share their political position (see DellaPosta 2020) and are thus increasingly 

likely to view their beliefs in terms of what they oppose instead of just what they support (for 

example analysis, see Wilson et al. 2020). Calling attention to how groups identity themselves 

based on how they present their opposition may give average Americans a better understanding 

of how they make sense of their own group affiliations and how others do the same. 

To a certain extent, these broader implications with regards to collective identity are also 

true of racial identity. In recognizing the importance of perceived opposition, Americans broadly 

may see not only how racial identity is a social construction based on perceived differences 

between people with different physical appearances and an identity that can only be fully 

realized when recognizing what that identity is not. A full consideration of the impact that a 

deeper consideration of the role that perceived opposition has in racial identity construction, 

however, goes beyond this point. An investigation of how groups racialize their opposition and 

themselves in relation to one another demonstrates how racialization strategies are flexible in 

order to accommodate underlying, dominant racial ideologies, how some groups use racialization 

to become more comfortable with the racial identities of those they represent than others, and 

how racial identity construction within a conversation about a particular social issue, even in the 

absence of overt references to racial identity, can exclude communities associated with certain 

non-white racial identities from that conversation. In essence, a project focused on the role of the 
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opposition in collective identity formation can help average Americans to understand white 

supremacy as a rule rather than a series of unfortunate exceptions for race relations in the United 

States.
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3. “AMERICAN DEFENDERS AGAINST AN ‘ILLEGAL’ INVASION”: DUAL 

RACIALIZATION PROCESSES IN COLLECTIVE IDENTITY FORMATION1 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Americans likely know the phrase “illegal alien.” The Department of Homeland Security 

(2018) uses the term to reference “any person not a citizen or national of the United States” who 

lacks legal documentation to reside there. Anti-immigrant groups and organizations have 

incorporated it into a form of racialization that relies on legal status (Rodriguez 2017) to vilify 

noncitizens and others who share their appearance as foreign threats (Bloch 2016; Bloch et al. 

2020; Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; Gemignani and Hernandez-Albujar 2015; Lippard 2016; Sohoni 

2017). What, however, does their usage of terms like “illegal alien” say about these groups and 

organizations? 

 No shortage of past literature analyzes racialization processes that occur through the use 

of phrases such as “illegal aliens.” Typically, it explores combinations of race and criminality in 

identity constructions for certain nonwhite individuals who are immigrants or could be perceived 

as immigrants (henceforth included together in the term “immigrants”) within their everyday 

lives (Brown et al. 2018; Flores and Schachter 2018; Ngai 2004; Rendón et al. 2020) and their 

interactions with U.S. institutions (Armenta 2017; Brown et al. 2018; García 2017). By focusing 

on the negative consequences that immigrants face through racialization, however, this research 

leaves collective identity formation within anti-immigrant organizations themselves 

understudied. Placing the meaning of terms such as “illegal aliens” in in the context of 

 
1 This chapter largely shares its contents with an article published prior to this dissertation’s completion. While some 

revisions have been made in the process of integrating the article into the dissertation, the overall argument and 

much of the text remains the same. The reference for the article appears as follows: 

Hummel, Joshua R. 2022. ““American Defenders Against an Illegal Invasion”: Dual Racialization Processes in 

Collective Identity Formation.” American Behavioral Scientist 66(12): 1688-1708. DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.1177/00027642221083524. 
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organizational identity can better emphasize the relational nature of racialization that much of the 

previous literature on the subject overlooks by considering how “positive self-presentation” 

works alongside “negative presentation of others” within racializing processes and collective 

identity formation (Wodak 2011). 

 In an analysis of public documents released between 2005 and 2018 from Americans for 

Legal Immigration PAC’s (ALIPAC), this study investigates how an anti-immigrant organization 

draws meaning from terms used to classify immigrants and larger descriptions that accompany 

them in constructing its own collective identity. In a departure from previous studies of 

racialization in migration as a unidirectional force imposed on certain groups, this study 

demonstrates how ALIPAC’s leadership uses a dual racialization process to construct collective 

identity through a combination of discourse about immigrants and immigration policy and 

discourse about those ALIPAC represents. As such, this study discusses not only who “illegal 

aliens” are in ALIPAC’s view but also how the people that use phrases such as “illegal aliens” 

exist in relation to them. 

The results of this study demonstrate how ALIPAC presents “illegal aliens” as nonwhite 

immigrants who pose a threat to deserving American citizens, immigration as a process by which 

political elites will overwhelm the U.S. with “illegal aliens,” and ALIPAC as a defender of the 

American people against marginalization. These characterizations of migrants, immigration, and 

ALIPAC exemplify the complex, multifaceted narratives needed to maintain racial inequality 

between white Americans and nonwhite immigrants. Through its application of a dual 

racialization process to make sense of how an anti-immigrant organization constructs collective 

identity in tandem with its presentations of others, this study highlights the relational nature of 
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inequality. By exploring how an organization assigns meaning to racial and political opposition, 

this study also discovers how the organization depend on these meanings when defining itself. 

3.2 BACKGROUND 

By focusing on how ALIPAC’s descriptions of its opposition relate to the organization’s 

presentation of itself, I explore the collective identity of an anti-immigrant organization. In the 

following section, I review literature on collective identity within both organizations and anti-

immigrant discourse.  

3.2.1 Collective Identity and Organizations 

To briefly review from Chapter 2, collective identity is a sense of “we-ness” shared 

among members of a group created through group performances and interactions (Snow and 

McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014; Snow and Corrigall-Brown 2015). As important as a 

sense of “we-ness” is, collective identity also involves some consideration of a group’s perceived 

opposition and the apparent threat to the group raised by that opposition (Flesher Fominaya 

2010; Pottella and Jasper 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). Thus, collective identity involves some 

conceptualization of a “them” alongside an “us.” How do each of these components appear 

within organizations, and how do they appear in discussions related to immigration? 

In research on organizations, collective identity tends to revolve around the “us” rather 

than the “them.” For example, by considering the ideal characteristics of organization members, 

their values, and their roles within the surrounding community, Braunstein (2017) describes how 

the collective identities of Interfaith members as “prophets” and Patriots members as 

“patriots”—notably the “us” of each organization—led members to live out their vision of active 

American citizenship. Similarly, other studies of collective identity within organizations tend to 

focus on how shared traits and ideas among members help them to construct and maintain an 
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“us” within an organization (Schwalbe 1996; Valocchi 2001), and in recent iterations, a defined 

online community (McCluskey 2013; O’callaghan et al. 2015; Ray et al. 2017). Indeed, 

discussions of collective identity in organizations could be referred to as us-centered. 

Despite the concentration on “us,” the “them” component of collective identities also 

appears in discussions of collective identify formation in organizations. Braunstein (2017), for 

example, discusses how Patriots use negative perceptions of government officials to distinguish 

themselves and their policy positions from these officials. These descriptions of “them,” 

however, typically function more as a way of marking boundaries for collective identity within 

an organization and provide abstract rather specific characterizations of a “them” (Tyler 2020). 

To say studies of collective identity within organizations are us-centered does not mean that they 

focus exclusively on an organization itself; rather, it indicates that these studies discuss “us” and 

“them” in ways that explain who members of an organization are rather than who their 

opposition is. 

3.2.2 Collective Identity and Anti-Immigration Narratives 

Unlike discussions of organizational identity, research on narratives related to 

immigration emphasize the “them” identified within a narrative. More specifically, past studies 

of anti-immigrant organizations and government institutions highlight how these organizations 

racialize immigrants as foreigners and criminals to maintain white supremacist structures (García 

2017; Golash-Boza et al. 2019; Treitler 2015; Valdez and Golash-Boza 2017). While scholars 

have traditionally discussed the process of racialization as one that enables whites to maintain a 

position of power above all nonwhite groups (Feagin 2010; Omi and Winant 2015), presentations 

of immigrants often involve racialization processes that connect with the perceived citizenship 

status or nationality of nonwhite immigrant groups. Since this connection of race and citizenship 
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leads Americans to perceive immigrants as outsiders who threaten the safety and economic well-

being of Americans (Armenta 2017; Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; Golash-Boza et al. 2019; Jacobson 

2008; Rodriguez 2017), anti-immigrant organizations can use it to foster support for government 

policy that threatens and destabilizes the lives of immigrants (Jacobson 2008; Rodriguez 2017). 

These policies accomplish two tasks: defense of white Americans against the supposed threat of 

racial others (Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958) and legitimation of opposition to racial others within a 

changing racial-political landscape (Ebert 2021). 

In the context of contemporary immigration in the United States, illegality often 

functions as part of racialization processes. Groups of color, especially Asian American and the 

Latin@ communities, are perceived as “perpetual foreigners” regardless of immigration status or 

nationality through the use of labels such as “illegal” (Armenta 2017; Brown et al. 2018; Flores 

and Schachter 2018; García 2017; Ngai 2004).2 Under this argument, “illegal” immigrants are 

fundamentally criminals (Armenta 2017; Rendón et al. 2020) and occupy a real but legally 

impossible position (Ngai 2004). Whether a means by which individuals perceive immigrants 

(Brown et al. 2018; Flores and Schachter 2018) or a set of policies that government institutions 

apply to these immigrants (Armenta 2017; Brown et al. 2018; García 2017), this association of 

perceived foreign identity with “illegal” status subjects them to racial marginalization that 

appears as a legal status classification. While differential treatment of groups based on legal 

status may seem “color-blind” in its supposed reliance of the law rather than racial identity, the 

practices that emerge from “illegal” status attribution are not color-blind in their consequences. 

 
2 The use of the term “Latin@” to refer to people with Latin American ancestry rather than the increasingly popular 

“Latinx” is intentional. While “Latinx” does well to avoid forcing a gender binary on this group of people, it also 

denies the more conventional use of “Latino” and “Latina” by many members of this group. The term “Latin@” 

attempts to recognize that potential for members to self-identify as either “Latino” or “Latina” while using only a 

single word that is not divided on the basis of gender itself. 
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When employed by anti-immigrant organizations, racialization does not end with 

negative presentations of immigrants. As members of these organizations often share a common 

racial identity (usually “white”) that contrasts with who they perceive as “immigrant” (e.g., 

Asian Americans and Latin@ communities, regardless of immigration status; see Bloch 2014, 

2016; Bloch et al. 2020), organizations must also racialize the people they represent. If 

Americans who participate in anti-immigrant organizations conceptualize immigrants as 

“illegals” or “criminals,” the obvious victims of this “illegal” or “criminal” behavior would be 

“legal” Americans themselves. This role assignment for Americans connects to white identity 

through “racist nativism.” As Huber and colleagues (2008: 43) explain, “racist nativism” refers 

to a process by which white Americans use native status to defend an existing racial hierarchy 

rooted in white supremacy. “Natives” of the United States, who are conceptualized as having a 

white European background, hold a high status as insiders, while immigrants hold lower statuses 

as outsiders (Huber et al. 2008). This adoption of “racist nativism” among American citizens and 

lawmakers prompted the legal exclusion of different immigrant groups in the past (Fox and 

Bloemraad 2015), and it has continued to influence the narratives surrounding more recent 

policies on immigration from Latin American countries (Jacobson 2008; Rodriguez 2017). 

Through this linkage of native status and race, “Americans” effectively becomes a way to refer 

to whites without explicitly referencing race. Whites, then, are the “Americans” victimized by 

“illegal” or “criminal” immigrants (Bloch et al. 2020; Cacho 2000; Carter et al. 2019; Rodriguez 

2017). 

Following in this recognition that anti-immigrant narratives connect the identities of 

immigrant communities and white Americans, a set of works have considered how anti-

immigrant organizations present themselves in relation to their opposition. Some investigate how 
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community members racialize immigrants through online discourse (Bloch 2014, 2016), while 

others consider how organizations curate their public images through presentations of 

immigrants that contrast with the identities of organization members (Chavez 2013; Oliviero 

2011; Romero 2008). Several of these works do well to highlight how organizations connect the 

racial and national identities of both their memberships and immigrant groups to distinct 

gendered identities (Oliviero 2011; Romero 2008), but, when evaluating the literature on anti-

immigrant narratives as a whole, considerations of racialization within anti-immigration 

narratives largely center the consequences for affected immigrants rather than the organizations 

that use them. When studies reduce the “us” in anti-immigrant narratives to either a subset of 

broadly defined group (such as “Americans”) or a culmination of who immigrants are not, they 

fail to capture complexities within the collective identities within these organizations and how 

that complexity reinforces racializing narratives. 

3.2.3 Summary: Collective Identity in an Anti-Immigrant Organization 

 To sum, past research that informs this study takes two notably different approaches. 

Studies of collective identities within organizations is us-centered in the sense that they focus on 

establishing who members of an organization are rather than who that organization opposes. 

Works discussing anti-immigrant organizations, meanwhile, is generally them-centered in that it 

focuses on how an organization’s anti-immigrant narratives define its opposition rather than on 

who the people using the narratives are themselves. Since the examination of identities behind 

the people who use anti-immigrant narratives involves the relationship between how anti-

immigrant organizations racialize their opposition and how they racialize themselves, this line of 

inquiry in addition to inquiries about how migrants are racialized is essential when investigating 

racial components of these organizations’ collective identities. While not unprecedented among 
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considerations of gendered identity in anti-immigrant movements (see Oliviero 2011; Romero 

2008), attention to how anti-immigrant organizations define themselves in the act of 

characterizing the migrants they oppose occurs infrequently in studies of racialization and 

migration. In this study, I investigate how members of one anti-immigrant organization define 

themselves. Since the organization primarily identifies itself in the context of reinforcing anti-

immigrant narratives, however, much of the organization’s discourse about itself also describes 

the immigrants that the organization opposes. To analyze the complexity of racial and collective 

identities within discourse from anti-immigrant organizations, I ask: 

How do anti-immigrant organizations characterize their perceived opposition and 

themselves in order to construct and maintain their collective identity? 

3.3 DATA AND METHODS 

To address this research question, I conducted a frame analysis of public documents from 

2005 to 2018 concerning immigration news, immigration policy positions, and actions against 

“illegal” immigration from an anti-immigrant political action committee (PAC) known as 

Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC). In the following, I provide an overview of 

ALIPAC, discuss the sources of data and data collection techniques used, and explain data 

coding and analysis. 

3.3.1 Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) 

 ALIPAC is a political action committee (PAC) based in Raleigh, North Carolina that, as 

of September 2022, represents just over 20,000 members (ALIPAC N.D.a). William Gheen, a 

political activist and former affiliate of the Federation for American Immigration Reform (ADL 

2009), has been president of the organization since its founding on September 11, 2004. 

ALIPAC is an anti-immigrant advocacy organization (Andrews and Edwards 2004: 485) that 
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supports punitive immigration laws and restrictions both in immigration and the services 

provided to immigrant groups. As a PAC, though, it places more of an emphasis on fundraising 

to help support candidates who align with ALIPAC’s message and oppose those who do not. 

 Beyond its anti-immigrant advocacy work, ALIPAC also uses its website, 

www.alipac.us, to archive information related to U.S. immigration policy and alleged crimes 

committed by “illegal” immigrants. Some information, such as that included in press releases 

and emails to members, contains discussions of current immigration policy and immigrant 

actions. Posts with this information appear within an “Illegal Immigration Announcements” 

forum, while other posts related to specific topics (crimes committed by immigrants and 

immigration legislation, for example) are located within several specialized forums.  

3.3.2 Data Collection 

 To represent ALIPAC throughout their existence as an organization, I focused data 

collection efforts on two types of public documents authored by Gheen or other ALIPAC 

administrators. First, I used a set of 21 “Most Important Articles” released between 2005 and 

2016 (henceforth referred to as “articles;” see ALIPAC N.D.b). Second, I collected 291 “Illegal 

Immigration Announcements” released during Trump’s first year in office, from January 20, 

2017, to January 19, 2018 (henceforth referred to as “announcements”). While I reviewed all 

collected announcements and included them when creating a codebook for the study, I selected a 

stratified random sample with half, or 146, of the announcements to use for coding. While the 

combination of announcements and articles initially provided me with a coding sample of 167 

http://www.alipac.us/
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documents, the omission of 14 ineligible documents3 left me with 153 eligible documents to 

code. 

 Since I am primarily concerned with ALIPAC’s “front-stage” presentation (Goffman 

1959), articles selected by ALIPAC itself work well for my study because they reveal an identity 

that ALIPAC intended to construct for itself rather than one that a researcher may impose on the 

organization. Due to this focus on content produced by ALIPAC, I selected announcements 

rather than other documents available on ALIPAC’s website.  

3.3.3 Coding/Analysis 

 Coding involved a semi-inductive strategy. I started with several topics derived from 

prior research (Armenta 2017; Flores and Satchler 2018; Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; García 2017) 

but allowed for unique frames to emerge from the data as well. Inspired by Gamson and 

Modigliani’s (1987) conceptualization of frames and packages, I organized codes by grouping 

them under the larger themes communicated within a package. To refine my codes, I applied an 

early codebook to a 10% sample of documents and updated the codebook accordingly in 

response to emergent patterns. I used paragraphs that could contain multiple codes as my unit of 

analysis to account for the context surrounding any frame used and to consider which frames 

may co-occur or occur closely to one another. As I coded my sample of 153 documents, I added, 

removed, and modified codes to provide a more accurate representation of ALIPAC’s 

discussions of government officials and itself alongside its presentations of immigrants already 

captured through codes in previous drafts of the codebook. 

 

 
3 Documents were considered ineligible for paragraph-level coding if they contained only an image or link to a 

video without any multi-sentence paragraphs, only discussed ALIPAC’s efforts to raise funds without any references 

to immigrants or immigration, or only discussed technical matters (such as website maintenance) related to 

ALIPAC. 
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Table 3.1. Frequency and Percent Share of ALIPAC Documents Codes 

Name Presence within 

Documents 

Total Occurrences 

 Count % Count % of Total % in 

Category 

Motivational frames 
  

Call to Action 94 61.44 255 9.07 59.16 

Call for Funding 76 49.67 176 6.26 40.84 

Immigrant descriptions 
  

Immigrants as “aliens” 117 76.47 343 12.19 31.24 

Immigrants as “criminals” 13 8.50 15 0.53 1.37 

Immigrants as a drain on public 

resources 

11 7.19 19 0.68 1.73 

Immigrants as “illegal” 142 92.81 628 22.32 57.19 

Immigrants as a threat to 

Americans 

39 25.49 93 3.31 8.47 

Policy discussions  
  

Opposition to existing or proposed 

immigration policy 

108 70.59 304 10.81 33.74 

Association of immigration policy 

with socialism 

36 23.53 65 2.31 7.21 

Expression of harm that 

immigration policy does to 

white Americans 

3 1.96 15 0.53 1.66 

Comments about public officials 

defying their campaign 

promises, the will of the 

American people, or the 

United States constitution 

86 56.21 290 10.31 32.19 

Support for immigration policy that 

would increase enforcement 

17 11.11 20 0.71 2.22 

Support for an increase in 

immigration enforcement 

that would be kind to 

immigrants 

1 0.65 2 0.07 0.22 

Assertion that immigrants and 

public officials are using an 

invasion of immigrants to 

take over the United States 

48 31.37 110 3.91 12.21 

Support for immigration policy that 

relies on the maintenance of 

law and order 

44 28.76 91 3.23 10.10 

Support for immigration policy to 

protect Americans from 

immigrants 

4 2.61 4 0.14 0.44 
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Table 3.1 (Continued) 

Organizational identification 
  

ALIPAC presenting itself as 

aligned with a certain 

government official or 

political organization 

35 22.88 75 2.67 19.58 

ALIPAC presenting itself as acting 

on behalf of the American 

people 

43 28.1 76 2.70 19.84 

ALIPAC presenting core aspects of 

its identity 

39 25.49 58 2.06 15.14 

ALIPAC presenting itself as a 

defender of the American 

people against immigrants 

and immigration policy 

82 53.59 167 5.94 43.60 

ALIPAC discussing important 

values within the 

organization 

5 3.27 7 0.25 1.83 

TOTAL 153  2813   

 

3.4 FINDINGS 

Findings reveal that ALIPAC employs a dual racialization of immigrants and of the 

organization’s membership to construct its collective identity. Despite having a name that 

implies it advocates for legal immigration, ALIPAC is best described as an anti-immigrant 

advocacy organization, as the majority of its discourse involves negative characterizations of 

immigrants and immigration. The organization also depicts immigration as a tool for invasion, 

implying that immigrants and supporters of immigration are anti-American. In contrast, ALIPAC 

characterizes itself as heroes who defend America and its citizenry. ALIPAC’s negative 

portrayal of immigration and its advocates, and its positive characterization of itself as the 

champion of “America,” imply that ALIPAC is in fact an anti-immigrant organization whose 

narratives uphold white supremacy.  
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3.4.1 Immigrants as Negative “Others” 

 ALIPAC depicts immigrants negatively in nearly all contexts. A few references to having 

“legal” immigrants as members aside, discussions of immigrants focus so heavily on “illegal” 

immigrants that the existence of other immigrants became nearly invisible. ALIPAC’s expansion 

of this “illegal” classification to include “hyper-legal immigrants” who obtained legal status in 

the United States through newer immigration policies established by the Obama administration 

highlights the invisibility of possible “legal” immigrants. Thus, ALIPAC, like other anti-

immigrant organizations (see Armenta 2017; Brown et al. 2018; Flores and Schachter 2018; 

Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; Golash-Boza et al. 2019; Jacobson 2008; Rodriguez 2017), frames 

immigrants as part of a problem that must be controlled through restrictive policies rather than a 

group with “legal” members that deserve American rights. 

 ALIPAC primarily accomplishes this by indexing criminality and foreign identity 

through frequently-repeated terms. As displayed in Table 3.1, the two most common terms that 

ALIPAC uses to identify immigrants are “illegal(s),” which appears in 93% of the 153 

documents (in 1,073 uses), and “alien(s),” which appears in 76% of all documents (in 464 uses). 

These two terms often occur consecutively, which ties an “illegal” and “alien” status to 

immigrant identity. A few passages also connect “illegal” status with national or cultural 

identity. For example, the following passage refers to both “Mexico” and “China” as countries to 

target in efforts to reduce the United States’ “illegal alien” population: 

We could stop giving Mexico over 200 million in foreign aid per year and rescind China's 

25 million in foreign aid, and use those funds on walls and fences to keep illegal aliens 

from both countries from crossing our Southern border. (ALIPAC 2015c) 
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In this passage, ALIPAC characterizes foreign countries that receive aid from the United States 

as contributing to “illegal aliens” in the United States and, accordingly, suggests to redirect this 

aid towards defense of the United States from immigrants. ALIPAC’s connection of “illegal” 

status to national or cultural identity, however, does not apply to every country or culture 

equally. Rather, it primarily occurs with identities associated with a non-white racial identity. 

More specifically, passages that discuss “illegal” status in the context of a national or cultural 

identity typically reference “Mexico” (12 uses), “Mexican” (11 uses), “Muslim” (14 uses), or 

“China” (5 uses). ALIPAC’s discussions of legal status, then, not only negatively present but 

also explicitly racialize immigrants with identity labels that distance “illegal” immigrants from 

white racial identity. Since groups use “othering” to make negative characteristics iconic of 

certain out-group members (Milkie et al. 2014; Schwalbe et al. 2000), ALIPAC uses these terms 

serve to “other” immigrants as criminals and lawbreakers and unusual, strange, or foreign beings. 

This presentation mirrors references to “illegal” status both among ALIPAC forum participants 

(Bloch 2014) and by government officials (Armenta 2017; Flores and Schachter 2018; García 

2017), and it differentiates immigrants with varying types of non-white identities from “real 

Americans” (for ALIPAC, white Americans).  

 Differentiation particularly materializes when ALIPAC portrays immigrants as 

endangering the lives and living conditions of “Americans,” which appears in the article passage 

below: 

Most [Americans] are concerned about the 4,000+ preventable deaths of Americans by 

the criminal acts of illegal aliens on our soil each year… most Americans do not want to 

surrender or capitulate to the lawless masses rushing into our nation. (ALIPAC 2007) 
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Here, ALIPAC holds immigrants responsible for thousands of American deaths annually and 

describes them as criminals flowing into a nation ALIPAC calls its own. While the passage does 

not explicitly position immigrants as inferior to American citizens, references to immigrants 

committing criminal acts and performing a “lawless” occupation of the United States both make 

criminality iconic of immigrant populations in the United States and erase the possibility of these 

immigrants being anything other than criminals. In effect, this description distances immigrants 

from U.S. citizens by suggesting that immigrants do not uphold the same legal standards as 

“Americans.” Within this differentiation, ALIPAC aligns itself with American citizens rather 

than immigrants, as illustrated by “our” in such phrases as “our soil” and “our nation.” Since 

negative presentation of others help a group to establish its own identity (Wodak 2011), 

ALIPAC’s negative presentation of and distancing from immigrants and its alignment with 

American citizens enables ALIPAC to appeal to American citizens – members of the same group 

as the organization – for support. For ALIPAC, this support is necessary to overcome a larger 

threat than immigrants alone. 

3.4.2 Immigration as a Political Weapon 

 ALIPAC’s diagnostic framing (see Benford and Snow 2000) of immigration does not 

stop with identifying immigrants themselves as the problem. As mentioned in the previous 

section, one threat that ALIPAC attributes to immigrants is their potential to physically 

overwhelming “Americans.” In the process of making a perceived invasive capacity iconic of 

immigrants, ALIPAC also discusses immigration policy that benefits migrants as the foundation 

for an invasion of the United States occurs. While other-than-legal entry is one tactic for 

invasion, the use of U.S. resources, as discussed in the following passage about in-state tuition 

benefits, can further invasion efforts as well: 
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Today we only have time to send you this ONE WARNING that the illegals are very 

close to passing in-state tuition for illegal aliens in Tennessee TODAY where they failed 

by only one vote on their last attempt. If they win in TN… they will use this victory to 

spread in-state tuition for illegals to other states including yours if you are not already 

being forced to pay higher taxes to pay tuition for illegal aliens to replace your own kids 

and grandkids in limited college seats. (ALIPAC 2017b) 

According to this passage, immigrants invade by overtaking American citizens in their access to 

U.S. institutions. While ALIPAC certainly portrays this increased presence of immigrants as a 

prominent threat to the American people (see Bloch 2014, 2016; Bloch et al. 2020), it does not 

claim that immigrants themselves are exclusively responsible for orchestrating a supposed 

overthrow of the United States. Beyond recognizing the threat that immigrants’ increased 

presence in the United States poses, ALIPAC recognizes political insiders as masterminds within 

an invasion. The following description of “Muslim” immigration within European countries 

illustrates this point: 

In England, France, Germany, and Sweden, the socialist globalists have successfully 

imported enough Muslim illegal immigrants, who were quickly given legal status by the 

“Democrats and RINO Republicans of Europe” as they plan to do in the US, that a 

Muslim socialist Mayor now rules London… it may now be impossible for Europe to 

avoid being under complete Muslim rule by [t]he year 2040 AD. (ALIPAC 2017c) 

ALIPAC identifies “socialist globalists,” which include a group that the organization 

characterizes as “the Democrats and RINO Republicans of Europe,” as the agents behind the 

“Muslim” takeover of Europe. In this framing of immigration as threatening, ALIPAC attributes 
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a potential invasion to certain varieties of political elites across European countries as much as it 

does to immigrants themselves. 

 This use of political elites as agents within immigrant invasions makes sense for 

ALIPAC, an organization that engages in social movement-like actions. To get people to 

participate within the action, organizations involved use frames that align with the perspectives 

that others hold (Benford and Snow 2000; Snow et al. 1986). ALIPAC, then, can frame 

immigration as a threat including political elites as well as immigrants themselves to appeal to 

American citizens who may view political elites who happen to support policies that benefit 

immigrants as the preeminent threat. By focusing on government officials in addition to 

immigrants, ALIPAC may draw support from individuals who oppose those officials even if they 

have mixed feelings about immigration policy. 

 By holding political elites as responsible for an invasion, however, ALIPAC erases 

immigrants’ capacity for human agency, thereby characterizing them as lacking the power and 

capacity for self-rule and generally dehumanizing them. Instead of presenting them as people 

who make rationalized decisions, ALIPAC discusses immigrants as a natural disaster-like force 

unleashed by politicians. Consider, for example, this passage discussing the impact of trade 

policies on immigration: 

These destructive trade agreements allowed more rule by globalist bureaucrats and more 

executive overreach by Bush and Obama that has flooded America with more than 10 

million illegal aliens. (ALIPAC 2015b) 

 “Globalist bureaucrats” and “Bush and Obama” are the actors who “flooded America” through 

their “rule” and “executive overreach,” while “illegal aliens,” an object rather than subject in this 

quote, are merely the bodies that do the flooding. Political elites act within the invasion, while 
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immigrants make the invasion happen just by existing. When considering ALIPAC’s pattern of 

connecting “illegal” status to non-white identities, however, this separation of roles for elites and 

immigrants within an invasion certainly appears to have a racial connotation. Elites – who, as 

leaders in American business and government, are predominantly white – act within the 

invasion, while immigrants with non-white racial identity are merely acted upon to make the 

invasion happen. Beyond just framing immigration as a problem that positions immigrants as a 

source of opposition, ALIPAC also racializes immigrants by subordinating them within this 

framing. 

3.4.3 ALIPAC as the Defender of White American Citizens 

 Positive self-presentation typically occurs alongside negative presentation of others in 

establishing group identity (Wodak 2011). In anti-immigrant discourse, this positive self-

presentation accomplishes a second type of racialization to compliment the racialization of 

immigrants. 

For ALIPAC, positive self-presentations regularly index the organization’s supposed 

defense of the American people from the threat that elites and immigrants pose. At times, 

ALIPAC makes its role as a defender central to the organization’s history. In the following 

announcement passage, for example, ALIPAC attributes the prevention of “amnesty” legislation 

in Congress to its membership: 

ALIPAC volunteers are Americans whom we have organized since 9/11/2004 who care 

deeply about America’s future. Our past contributions and accomplishments are the 

reason amnesty has been defeated in Congress at least five times in the last ten years. 

(ALIPAC 2017a) 
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While ALIPAC positions itself in opposition to immigrants via its stance on legislation, it does 

not characterize itself as defending America against immigrants directly. Rather, ALIPAC uses a 

type of fractal recursive mapping (see Bolonyai and Campolong 2017) to emphasize both the 

differentiation of Americans from immigrants and the defense of these Americans against 

government policies such as “amnesty” that enable a supposed invasion of immigrants to occur. 

By framing its action as a defense against federal government officials akin to the Southern 

Strategy (see Crespino 2007; Ebert 2021) rather than a deterrent of immigrants themselves, 

ALIPAC may gain support from Americans who oppose those lawmakers for any number of 

reasons. 

This construction of ALIPAC’s group identity through its framing of immigration policy 

as a problem that must be addressed also extends to its racial identity. At first glance, ALIPAC 

would appear to have a racially diverse membership based on its claims to represent the 

immigration policy interests of a majority of Americans, as in the announcement passage below: 

ALIPAC has over 40,000 supporters, comprised of Americans of every race, party, 

religion, and walk of life, who represent the over 80% who want America's existing 

immigration laws enforced. (ALIPAC 2011)  

Without providing any proportions, ALIPAC’s claim to include “Americans of every race, party, 

religion, and walk of life” among its members implies that the organization has a diverse 

membership united by their shared sense of American identity. Taken at face value, these 

references to membership across racial groups would indicate that ALIPAC is an organization 

without any prevailing racial identity among the “Americans” it represents. ALIPAC’s further 

discussions and actions, however, reveal that works towards the protection of one form of 

“American” identity over others. 
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 As discovered in a more comprehensive analysis, ALIPAC’s claims of diverse racial 

representation appear to function as an inauthentic cover for its efforts to protect and promote the 

interest of white Americans. ALIPAC rarely discusses specific racial identities within the 

organization’s documents, but on the few occasions where it does, ALIPAC discusses the threats 

that white Americans face from various nonwhite groups and elites. The passage below, for 

example, identifies the most vulnerable “Americans” impacted by an “illegal immigrant 

invasion” organized by political elites: 

Their goal is to demonize whites, Christians, and males (and especially white Christian 

males) because they perceive attacking those demographics as the key to overthrowing 

America and the American values which include the Bill of Rights Freedoms. (AIPAC 

2013) 

While this article passage does not necessarily specify who “Americans” are or are not, it 

presents “whites, Christians, and males” as the most important group to target in a revolution 

initiated by others. White Americans (and, according to this passage, specifically “white 

Christian males”), then, are the vulnerable group of “Americans” that ALIPAC must defend to 

preserve the United States. In another passage, William Gheen (the document’s author) even 

calls for support from nonwhite allies to address supposed attacks on white Americans: 

I would hope that the many black and Hispanic activists and leaders I have worked with 

over the years, and those that I consider to be personal friends, would stand with me in 

denouncing this form of racism, discrimination, and violence against Caucasians as I 

have stood with them on such issues. (ALIPAC 2015a) 

By employing a “victim-perpetrator reversal” (Wodak 2015) that replicates other uses of white 

victimhood (Bloch et al. 2020; Cacho 2000; Carter et al. 2019; Rodriguez 2017) and “reverse 
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racism” narratives (Bonilla-Silva 2022), ALIPAC’s presentation of white Americans makes them 

appear powerless to the threat that racial “others” and the supposed elites that support them pose. 

Such a description of white Americans enables ALIPAC to frame its advocacy on behalf of 

whites specifically as absolutely necessary for the preservation of the “American” people. 

Through such a frame, ALIPAC presents itself not as an organization that attacks individuals 

with nonwhite racial identities but as one that fights for the survival of white Americans. 

Beyond discussions of racial identity that reinforce white victimhood narratives, 

ALIPAC’s advocacy as a political action committee also shows the organization’s preference for 

white Americans. Every ALIPAC-endorsed politician mentioned in coded Trump-era 

announcements was white4, and the politician of color that ALIPAC referenced most frequently, 

Barack Obama, also remained the most consistently named source of political opposition 

throughout Trump’s first year in office (with 78 references during this period) despite no longer 

serving as a government official at that time. While ALIPAC may invite membership from a 

variety of nonwhite racial groups, the rare yet telling discussions of racial identity and political 

support within the organization establish its dedication to work primarily on behalf of white 

Americans. 

Viewed through Huber et al.’s (2008) concept of “racist nativism,” ALIPAC’s claims to 

support Americans “of every race,” then, appear accurate only at a surface level. Despite the 

organizations claims of diversity, ALIPAC’s campaigns against immigration legislation 

primarily sympathize with and advocate for white Americans. Through discourses that 

emphasize immigrants and government elites as a source to be feared and defended against, 

ALIPAC portrays itself not as an organization that attacks individuals with non-white racial 

 
4 Within the coded Trump-era documents, ALIPAC endorsed 10 candidates for various state and federal offices. 

Online searches for each of these candidates revealed that they all appeared white. 
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identities but as a savior that fights for the survival of white Americans (see Wodak 2015). As a 

result, ALIPAC, whether or not organization leaders are aware of their advocacy as racially 

motivated, aligns itself with white racial identity by racializing white Americans over those with 

other racial identities as defenseless victims who need a champion. 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

ALIPAC’s construction of collective identity can be understood as a dual racialization 

process. In terms of its presentation of the opposition, ALIPAC presents immigrants as negative 

“others” apart from American citizens and immigration as a threat of invasion for these citizens. 

This presentation of immigrants largely matches the use of citizenship status to racialize 

immigrants seen in previous works on immigration (Armenta 2017; Bloch 2014; Flores and 

Schachter 2018; García 2017) by linking illegality with immigrant identity. In mirroring the 

perceptions of immigrants as “illegals” found in these works (Brown et al. 2018; Flores and 

Schachter 2018), ALIPAC uses perceived legal status to present immigrants as a criminal group. 

While the organization typically racializes immigrants together as a group rather than separately 

based on specific national identities, ALIPAC’s occasional connections of “illegal” immigrants 

with Mexico, Muslim communities, and, to a lesser extent, China still racializes several 

immigrant groups that differ from “white Christian males” together. 

ALIPAC’s presentation of immigration, however, goes beyond characterizations of 

immigrants themselves. ALIPAC racializes immigrants through terms such as “illegal,” but it 

also highlights government officials’ use of “illegal” immigrants in carrying out a “socialist 

globalist” revolution of the United States, an emergent finding that differs from previous 

research. By presenting immigrants as a tool that government officials use for revolution rather 

than formidable actors themselves, ALIPAC dehumanizes immigrants as a natural disaster-like 
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force that lacks any agency of its own. Immigrants themselves are not the sole threat to 

“Americans” that others have made them out to be (see, for example, Rodriguez 2017); rather, 

political elites who ALIPAC recognizes as capable of self-rule and self-determination are the 

true masterminds. Reminiscent of some characterizations of enslaved African Americans (for 

example, see Frederickson 1988), Immigrants are described as both threatening and inert. 

ALIPAC racializes them not only as criminals but also as beings incapable of self-determination. 

In the second part of the dual racialization process, ALIPAC racializes itself and its 

associates as the “real” American citizens. Applying this context to the self-focused half of its 

dual racialization process, ALIPAC describes itself as a crucial line of defense for American 

citizens – particularly “whites, Christians, and males” – against undue persecution by “pro-

amnesty” government officials. In their emphasis of white Americans as victims and adoption of 

a savior role for these supposed victims, ALIPAC’s self-presentations mirror those common 

among other white advocacy organizations (see, for example, Wodak 2015). While ALIPAC 

certainly holds white victimhood as a core component of its identity (Bloch et al. 2020; Cacho 

2000; Carter et al. 2019; Rodriguez 2017), this victimhood is primarily in relation to pro-

immigrant government officials rather than immigrants directly.  

This presentation of (white) Americans as victims of a government that uses “illegal” 

immigrants who lack agency demonstrates how ALIPAC constructs its anti-immigrant stance 

within a populist framework. Populism, a rhetorical strategy that places the authority held by 

people who make up a nation in opposition to elites’ unjust concentration of power among a few 

(Engesser et al. 2017; Laclau 1977; Mudde 2004), historically has prominence in studies of 

discourse among European (Bracciale and Martella 2017; Heiss and Matthes 2017; Jacobs and 

Spierings 2019) or Latin American (Waisbord and Amado 2017) leaders. Recently, however, 
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some scholars have turned to Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign as a prominent source 

of populist rhetoric in the United States (Biegon 2019; Kreis 2017; Montgomery 2017; Oliver 

and Rahn 2016). Through populist rhetoric, Trump characterized himself as a clear challenge to 

the political elites that occupied Washington, D.C. at the time of his campaign (Biegon 2019) 

while also establishing his blunt statements about social and political issues as a display of 

authenticity that could capture underlying sentiments among the American people (Montgomery 

2017). In Trump’s case as well as others in the past, then, populist rhetoric has helped political 

candidates accomplish their goals. 

While not actually representatives of all American people, leaders in ALIPAC exemplify 

a similar form of populist rhetoric targeting white Americans in relation to immigration within 

the United States. Like organizations within several European countries (see Diani 1996; 

Krzyżanowski and Ledin 2017; Rydgren 2003), ALIPAC is an American organization that relies 

on populist discourse to establish its identity in relation to immigrants and immigration. 

ALIPAC’s use of populist rhetoric, however, did not stop with Trump’s electoral victory. As 

many of ALIPAC’s documents following Trump’s election demonstrate (see ALIPAC 2017a in 

particular), ALIPAC reclassified Trump and his administration as part of the political elite 

supporting “illegal” immigration. Populist rhetoric, then, functioned as an aspect of collective 

identity construction for the organization rather than just a strategy for victory. Through this 

rhetoric, ALIPAC racializes white Americans it represents not only as victims but also as the true 

American population that, accordingly, deserve power over others in the United States. 

 In closing, this investigation of ALIPAC’s dual racialization process provides similar yet 

unique insights in relation to works on other anti-immigrant organizations. Beyond providing the 

expected racialization of immigrants as “illegals,” ALIPAC draws upon this racialization to craft 
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a separate identity for those it claims to defend. Mirroring Romero’s (2008) observed division in 

motherhood between Mothers Against Illegal Aliens members and immigrant women, ALIPAC 

separates the rightful American identity that its membership and others it represents possess from 

an unworthy American identity that “socialist globalist” politicians and the immigrants they use 

claim. This dual racialization of immigrants and (white) Americans through perceived validity of 

American identity speaks to the relational nature of racial identity in migration studies. American 

identity must recall white experiences to exclude nonwhite immigrants specifically, and negative 

presentations of “inauthentically American” supporters for these immigrants prompt defenses of 

white Americans’ right to rule.  
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4. WARS OVER WHITENESS: OPPOSITION AND IDENTITY AMONG 

ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE UNITE THE RIGHT RALLY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Given the historical trajectory of race relations in the United States, the persistent 

maintenance of a white-dominated racial hierarchy is not particularly surprising. Based on this 

history, a resurgence of white activism reacting to increasingly prominent instances of Black 

mobilizations through the Movement for Black Lives should be expected. The strategies that 

organizations use to situate themselves in relation to those they oppose, however, are not as 

easily predicted by the past. While support for and criticism of a white-led racial hierarchy 

remain consistent, the precise ways in which organizations provide this support or criticism 

depends on, in part, appealing to the audiences of the time (see Omi and Winant 2015). When 

looking at contexts where opposing organizations clash, this point is particularly relevant. One 

such conflict occurred during the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia on August 

12, 2017. Here, an event that began as a protest against the removal of a Robert Lee monument 

from a Charlottesville park ultimately ended with violent confrontations and the killing of a 

woman by a supporter of the protest (Stolberg and Rosenthal 2017). This outcome of the Unite 

the Right rally demonstrated that organizations involved were willing either to engage in violent 

confrontations or endure them as part of their activism. When considering how the organizations 

involved perceived themselves as part of this conflict with others, two related questions emerge: 

First, how do organizations that supported and resisted the Unite the Right rally characterize and 

racialize themselves and their opposition?  

 Previous literature on the perpetuation of white supremacy through the relational 

construction of racial identity broadly addresses these questions. Various social institutions have 
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defined white racial identity based on what “white” is not rather than what it is (see Du Bois 

1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999), and white individuals use this distinction to 

protect themselves from the perceived threat posed by racialized others (see Blalock 1967; 

Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 1996). Accordingly, white Americans reinforce the racial 

status quo by excluding non-white groups from access to many resources rather than presenting 

whites as specifically well-suited for that access (see Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Bobo and 

Hutchings 1996). Prior studies on white and conservative movements and organizations rarely 

engage in theoretical literature on race.5 In their lack of attention given to theories behind racial 

identity construction (for example, see Omi and Winant 2015), such studies often overlook the 

relational nature of whiteness.6 These works have acknowledged how white organizations 

appropriate rhetoric from non-white advocacy groups (Berbrier 1998; Brooks et al. 2017) and 

how conservative movements generally defend the status of the actors within them (see Lo 

1982), but they do not center the relational and, at times, oppositional character of white racial 

identity. As a result, these studies cannot explain how this relational nature of white racial 

identity influences how white advocacy and racial justice organizations present themselves and 

their opposition and how these presentations reinforce or challenge white supremacy. This study 

builds upon previous accounts of the relational nature of racial identity formation (see Du Bois 

1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Omi and Winant 2015; Roediger 1999) to consider collective and 

racial identity within white nationalist organizations and those that oppose them. 

 
5 There are, of course, some exceptions. For example, see Brooks et al. 2017 and Ebert 2021. 
6 It is important to note that I do not use “white racial identity” and “whiteness” interchangeably in this chapter. 

When I use “white racial identity,” I refer to various aspects of identity that are associated with being white. When I 

use “whiteness,” meanwhile, I refer more specifically to the components of white racial identity that give those who 

claim it greater capacity to enact their will over those who do not. In other words, I conceptualize “white racial 

identity” as an identity and “whiteness” as an asset to use in establishing power relations, especially those that 

maintain white supremacy. 
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 To accomplish this study of collective and racial identity, I analyzed a series of 

documents available on websites of four active (or, in the case of some, formerly active) 

organizations associated with the coalition Nationalist Front (League of the South, Nationalist 

Socialist Movement, Traditionalist Worker Party, and Vanguard America; henceforth referred to 

as “Nationalist Front organizations”) and two racial justice organizations whose work countered 

white nationalist organizations (Solidarity Cville and Showing up for Racial Justice; henceforth 

referred to as “racial justice organizations”). Using the Unite the Right rally as a contextual point 

of reference, I collected and coded 159 documents accessible primarily from versions of 

organizations’ websites archived in August 2017. While this selection of an event preferences 

organizations’ connections to white racial identity and limits comparable connections to non-

white identities, the prominence of white racial identity in organizations’ efforts to contrast 

themselves with their perceived opposition makes this racial identity in particular ideal for a 

study on presentations of the opposition to consider. By concentrating on how both sets of 

organizations described their opposition and themselves, my coding revealed how organizations 

exemplified the relational nature of racial identity formation.  

 The results of this study indicate that the two sets of organizations employed different 

strategies to arrive at their collective identities. In general, while Nationalist Front organizations 

embrace the complexity of white racial identity, racial justice organizations rely on simpler but 

more limited forms of white racial identity. In a move beyond narratives that reinforce a simple 

Black-white “color line” (see Bobo 1997; Du Bois 1903; Lee et al. 2003), Nationalist Front 

organizations sometimes racialized groups, especially Jewish people, as dominant rulers who 

sway political forces in their favor and mislead Americans through news media influence. 

However, Nationalist Front organizations also racialized others, such as Black and Latin@ 
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individuals, as uncivilized people who engage in criminal behavior, start violent interactions, and 

require government assistance to succeed. Based on these presentations of their opposition, 

Nationalist Front organizations present white Americans as both victims of and superior to 

racialized others and rationalize violent actions among their membership as both unprovoked 

self-defense and praiseworthy demonstrations of force.  

Racial justice organizations, meanwhile, took different approaches to constructing 

collective and racial identity in descriptions of their opposition and themselves. Although 

Solidarity Cville kept details about the racial identities of those it represented, it was clear that 

the organization opposed white advocacy organizations that operated in Charlottesville. 

Alternatively, Showing up for Racial Justice openly identified its membership as white while 

expressing opposition primarily to complex and abstract concepts such as “white supremacy” 

and “racism.” In addition to demonstrating how organizations’ descriptions of their opposition 

can expand or limit their self-presentations, these findings can increase our understanding of how 

the complexity of white racial identity helps white supremacy to persist in the face of organized 

resistance among racial justice activists.  

4.2 BACKGROUND 

As discussed in Chapter 2, groups establish collective identities among their 

memberships to promote unity through a sense of “we-ness” that members of a group share 

(Snow and McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). In addition to fostering unity within a 

group, however, practices such as framing can present a group’s collective identity in a way that 

appeals to outside audiences and, in turn, helps that group gain additional support (Benford and 

Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow et al. 1986). While collective identity and the 

practices that construct it often relate to their own identities, they are not limited to self-
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presentation. In efforts to unite members and broader audiences against a commonly-perceived 

threat, a group may identify itself through its descriptions of the opposition (Flesher Fominaya 

2010; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). 

Of course, collective identity construction through both self-presentations and 

presentations of others is quite apparent when organizations work directly against one another 

within a certain context; each organization establishes a “we” based on what their members 

share, and each group uses a “them” to identify who their membership is not. The ways each 

organization relates to central issues in particular social contexts, however, may differ. Given the 

importance of white racial identity as a factor that motivated coalitions of organizations involved 

in the Unite the Right rally to oppose one another (white nationalist organizations in Nationalist 

Front and opposing organizations that acted to protect community members from white 

nationalist action), collective identities for each coalition, particularly within the context of the 

rally, can be understood in relation to white racial formation. While far-right organizations tend 

to use exclusionary attributes of white racial identity and the supposed threat to white dominance 

that communities of color pose as part of a community-building strategy within their 

organizational efforts, racial justice organizations tend to complicate these strategies through 

accentuations and obfuscations of varying racial identities as suited for a particular context (see 

Yazdiha 2022). The following subsections will elaborate on white racial formation and its 

influence in both racist and racial justice organizations.  

4.2.1 Racialization, White Racial Identity, and the Unite the Right Rally 

 Previous chapters have already discussed the role of racialization in constructing white 

racial identity. To summarize these discussions, racialization is both inherently relational and 

oppositional, which means that white racial identity only exists in relation to and in opposition 
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with other racial identities. In general, defining white racial identity depends on characterizations 

of those who are not white (see Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999), so 

racialization of neither whites nor members of various non-white groups can occur in isolation. 

Rather, racialization happens through social construction—by defining boundaries between 

racial groups. Of course, racial groups who have power are better able to influence racialization 

to align with their own interests. Whites are currently the dominant racial group in the United 

States, and as such, they use racialization as a tool to defend against challenges posed by those 

they see as subordinate racial others (see Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 

1996). Accordingly, racialization prompts members of that dominant racial group to view those 

with other racial identities as a threat, while it positions the dominant racial group as an obstacle 

that those with non-white racial identities must overcome. Since opposition is such a 

fundamental component of racialization, studies that explore racial identity should consider how 

different groups involved characterize their opposition. 

 Depending on the context under consideration, certain racial identities may receive more 

attention than others. When considering the Unite the Right rally, white racial identity in 

particular can be found at the center. While the naming of the Unite the Right rally emphasizes 

political orientation over racial identity, key organizations affiliated with the event and a central 

motivation for the event are both connected to white racial identity. Nationalist Front, a coalition 

involved in organizing the rally, includes organizations that openly express their advocacy for 

white Americans or Americans of European descent. The structuring of the event around the 

proposed removal of a confederate monument, meanwhile, connected supporters of the rally to 

the Confederate States of America, a past time and place that sought to maintain white 

dominance through the continued enslavement of Black Americans. Accordingly, supporters of 
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the Unite the Right rally advocated in favor of a natural superiority of white racial identity in 

relation to others, while racial justice organizations that opposed the rally challenged this 

assumption of white superiority. In an analogue of how unrest in response to police shootings of 

Black Americans has involved contestations of Blackness within the United States, the United 

the Right rally featured a debate over whiteness and its usefulness for maintaining a white-

dominated racial hierarchy. 

 To match the concentration of this event, this study centers how the various groups 

involved navigate white racial identity in relation to the positions they took in the Unite the Right 

rally. Centering of white racial identity comes with its limitations, especially when considering 

the racial justice organizations involved in the Unite the Right rally. By centering white racial 

identity, I limit the ability of my results to address how non-white activists identified themselves 

amidst a prominent event about white advocacy. If I were to center non-white racial identities, 

this study might be able to speak to how organizations aligned themselves with or distanced 

themselves from non-white racial identities in the context of the Unite the Right rally, which 

would likely yield helpful insights for understanding the relationships between actors within the 

Unite the Right rally more fully. That said, this study prioritizes how presentations of the 

opposition relate to organizations’ collective identities, and Nationalist Front and racial justice 

organizations alike used white racial identity as a way to distance themselves with their 

perceived opposition. Different organizations used different distancing strategies, which allows 

for a necessary consideration of whiteness as dynamic rather than static.  

4.2.2 Racialization in Far-Right Organizations 

Whether they operate in defense of state policies or as entities without any official 

political ties, far-right organizations typically present those they claim to represent (often white 
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American citizens) as under attack from others with different political affiliations, religious 

beliefs, racial identities, and/or nationalities (Berbrier 2000; Blee and Creasap 2010; Blee and 

Yates 2015). Historically, the exact shape that these organizations have taken largely depended 

on social context. Within the United States, the most notorious example is the Ku Klux Klan, 

which first emerged as a response to Reconstruction following the Civil War. Within this 

organizational context, racialization typically functions to characterize non-white groups as 

unsuited to challenge the supposedly natural dominance of white Americans. As a method of 

putting this racialization into practice, white groups have historically used performative 

techniques such as blackface to highlight negative stereotypes associated with non-white groups. 

These efforts presented non-white groups as distinct from and inferior to all whites (Roediger 

1999), which prompted working-class whites to align themselves with bosses who did not share 

their economic interests rather than with non-white groups who did (Baldwin 1984; Roediger 

1999). Within this earlier social context, then, racialization functioned as a way to define whites 

as superior in relation to other non-white groups, thereby reinforcing white supremacy. 

As the social context changed, however, racialization in far-right organizations has 

increasingly involved narratives about white defense, or victimhood, rather than white 

superiority. Beyond using strategies such as Omi and Winant’s (2015) “coded language” and 

Bonilla-Silva’s (2022) “color-blind frames” to conceal racist ideologies and actions, white 

supremacist organizations have begun favoring presentations of (white) Americans as a group in 

need of a defense since the 1970s. Appropriating rhetoric from civil rights organizations 

(Berbrier 1998, 2002), these organizations present white Americans as a group that has become 

vulnerable due to its supposed lack of representation in government policy and cultural 

recognition. Just as other civil rights organizations have advocated for the rights of various non-
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white groups, far-right organizations claim to advocate for the rights of white Americans, 

whether openly as “whites” or indirectly and “ethnically” as “Americans with European 

ancestry” (Adams and Roscigno 2005; Berbrier 1998, 2000). In their advocacy for “white 

rights,” these organizations use a form of “impressions management” (see Goffman 1959) to 

reconstruct white activists as nonviolent, minority-group representatives the follow the path other 

civil rights leaders have taken for various non-white groups (Berbrier 1998, 2002). Racialization 

within this more recent context, then, applies aspects of a rearticulated racial identity among non-

white groups to whites themselves. By doing so, white Americans obscure the power they 

already hold over various non-white groups and the racial inequality that results from such a 

power imbalance. In other words, they dismiss existing racism and white supremacy. 

In addition to accommodating changing social contexts, far-right organizations must 

adapt to the times by appealing to a broad enough base of membership to gain a critical mass. 

While past efforts have gone as far as Ku Klux Klan members in 1920s Indiana seeking support 

from African American and non-white communities while still excluding those communities 

from their membership (see McVeigh et al. 2004), recent efforts seem concentrated on 

expanding their memberships with broad appeals rather than seeking assistance from others who 

would never be accepted as members. Here, far-right organizations simultaneously offer 

prospective members a supportive space to express feelings of alienation and resentment over 

policies that support increasing racial diversity in the United States (Adams and Roscigno 2005; 

Berbrier 1998, 2000; Blee 2002; McVeigh and Sikkink 2005) and combat assumptions about 

their hateful, racist character with seemingly race neutral rhetoric and activities (Berbrier 1998; 

Blee 2002; Simi and Futrell 2009).  
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In addition to accomplishing these tasks through in-person meetings and events, far-right 

organizations have also taken advantage of developments with internet technologies to 

communicate with and reach larger audiences. Through its advances in the twenty-first century, 

the internet has become effective when a movement can produce a high volume of content within 

a particular space online (McCluskey 2012) and adapt key messages related to the movement to 

appeal to broad audiences (Adams and Roscigno 2005). If executed well, these tactics can help 

movements to turn online spaces into an “echo chamber” (Ray et al. 2017) or “ideological 

bubble” (O’Callaghan et al. 2015), where keywords or (on Twitter specifically) hashtags 

concentrate posts about specific topics. With repeated posting and sharing in these “echo 

chambers” or “ideological bubbles,” the large amounts of recycled information can help viewers 

of those spaces develop perspectives that align with the far-right organizations that use them and 

rationalize the far-right perspectives they (viewers) already hold. Dissemination of racializing 

narratives among an audience, then, is a gradual process that works in conjunction with social 

context rather than a quick one that fights to replace that context instantaneously. 

4.2.3 Racial Justice Organizations and White Racial Identity 

 Racial justice organizations typically construct collective identities that involve some 

connections between members of different racial groups. While racial justice organizations can 

identify their membership as either multiracial or as predominantly a single racial identity, even 

organizations composed of members with only one racial identity are still expected either to 

advocate for or to collaborate with members of other racial groups. Accordingly, separate racial 

justice organizations may have different connections to white racial identity and, therefore, may 

employ distinct racialization strategies.  
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 For some racial justice organizations, specifying their relationship to whiteness within 

their collective identity formations becomes quite important. Within organizations composed of 

members from various communities of color, this relationship often serves as a form of 

distancing from white racial identity. Luna (2016), for example, discusses how SisterSong, an 

organization composed of women from different communities of color, uses a “same difference” 

rhetorical strategy to distinguish its membership from white outsiders foster a sense of 

community among members. Racial justice organizations, however, are not limited to using 

white racial identity to distance their membership from others. White racial justice organizations 

in particular may embrace the privilege that whiteness affords members of the group when 

crafting a collective identity focused on helping groups of color (see Hughey 2012). Different 

racial justice organizations, then, can racialize themselves and others by embracing or rejecting 

white racial identity within their membership. 

 Despite the presentation of two distinct alternatives with previous examples, how racial 

justice organizations relate to white racial identity is not always as easily visible. Many racial 

justice organizations and coalitions with white membership attempt to identify themselves using 

shared circumstances or concerns in relation to specific social issues across racial groups 

(Beeman 2015; Ernst 2012; Lichterman 1995). While this organizational strategy can help 

members to unite based on a set of shared experiences, values, and goals, it does not address the 

different experiences that members of separate racial groups bring to the organization if not 

discussed further among organization members (Carastathis 2013; Luna 2016). Instead of 

addressing disparities in social location among members, many racial justice organizations have 

instead employed color-blind ideology (see Bonilla-Silva 2022) to minimize the importance of 

racial differences among organization members for the primary goals that the organization has 
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(Beeman 2015; Ernst 2012; Lichterman 1995). This use of color-blind rhetoric within racial 

justice organizations has resulted in their organizations failing to attract and retain many 

members outside of a white base (Lichterman 1995), and for organizations focused on issues 

directly related to racial inequality, lacking the adequate organizational structure to bring about 

central goals that organizations have (Beeman 2015). In other words, racial justice organizations 

that neglect to consider the unique social locations that members from separate racial groups 

occupy implicitly rely on whiteness in constructing racial identity either by centering white 

experiences, values, and goals within organizational work or by failing to meaningfully 

challenge power relations reliant on white supremacy. 

 Based on the trends discussed in this section, racial justice organizations can use 

racialization strategies depending on how they want to present themselves. Organizations that 

have members who share a sense of belonging related to their racial identities may racialize 

themselves as part of establishing who they are or racialize others to establish who they are not. 

Other organizations, particularly those composed of diverse racial memberships, that do not 

present racial identity as a unifying aspect of their membership may opt for a different kind of 

racialization than used among previously-discussed organizations. Rather than explicitly uniting 

their membership through shared characteristics linked to racial identity or distinguishing their 

membership from members of a particular racial group, these organizations may use color-blind 

rhetoric that, while not specifically racializing any group of membership or outsiders, reaffirms 

an unstated white supremacist racial order. These different racialization strategies provide further 

support for a conceptualization of racialization as inherently relational and oppositional. 
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4.2.4 Proposing a Classification for Racialization Strategies 

 Discussions throughout this section indicate that collective identity requires some 

understanding of not only how a group considers itself but also how members of a group see 

themselves in relation to other groups. When considering racial identity as a component of a 

group’s collective identity, a focus on the racialization processes at play within a group can help 

to understand these relationships. As indicated throughout discussions of far-right and racial 

justice organizations, however, racialization can take different forms depending on the 

organizations involved and the context of an event. Depending on the degree to which 

organizations wish to emphasize or conceal predominant racial identities among their 

memberships, the political ideologies and racial identities of organizations’ audiences within an 

event, and the ways in which organizations want to appeal to those audiences, different patterns 

and forms of racialization can be considered strategic. For example, while exploring pro- and 

anti-immigrant organizations, Yazdiha (2022) discusses how these organizations strategically 

emphasize or avoid racial identity when appealing to audiences within the movements that they 

represent. According to Yazdiha, organization leaders evaluate racial identity as a core 

component of what motivates participants to join a cause in some contexts, and they view it as a 

potential wedge that could divide an otherwise-unified critical mass in others. 

Similarly, I assert that organizations can strategically make explicit references to racial 

identity to racialize themselves, their opposition, or both depending on how organizations wish 

to define themselves in a given context. Especially given the degree to which white racial 

identity is dependent on defining non-white identities (Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; 

Roediger 1999), Determining how organizations connected to white racial identity racialize 

themselves, their opposition, or both can explain how organizations construct their collective 
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identities and the organizations’ strategic priorities. Accordingly, distinctions between different 

racialization strategies reveal information about organizations’ constructions of collective 

identity that are consequential for understanding those organizations. In other words, what racial 

identities organizations emphasize most when identifying themselves and others matters for how 

these organizations relate to their memberships, their audiences, and their opposition. 

Taking inspiration from Yazdiha’s (2022) typology of racial emphasis and obfuscation 

within social movement organizations related to immigration policy, I propose the following 

classification for considering how Nationalist Front organizations and racial justice organizations 

involved in the Unite the Right rally use references to racial identity strategically for collective 

identity construction and racialization: 

Table 4.1. Racialization Strategies 

Discuss Racial Identity of Self and Opposition? 

Yes No 

Dual Racialization: The 

organization discusses 

racial identity in a way 

that explicitly racializes 

itself and its opposition 

simultaneously 

The organization only discusses… The organization does not 

discuss racial identity 

The 

opposition’s 

racial identity 

It’s racial 

identity 

No explicit form of 

racialization occurs; other 

forms of racialization may be 

present Other-

Racialization: 

The 

organization 

connects 

negative 

presentations of 

outsiders to 

their racial 

identities 

Self-

Racialization: 

The 

organization 

connects 

positive self-

presentations to 

racial identity 

 

As illustrated in Table 4.1, this classification is organized around whether organizations 

explicitly racialize themselves and their opposition as part of shaping their collective identities. 

The category in the left column of the classification, “dual racialization,” refers to organizations 
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that explicitly use racial identity to employ two forms of racialization when constructing their 

collective identities. These organizations openly connect racial identities that they associate with 

their members and with their opposition to favorable and unfavorable character attributes, 

respectively. Far-right organizations that openly advocate for white Americans (see Adams and 

Roscigno 2005) exemplify the use of dual racialization strategies when establishing collective 

identity since these organizations rely on specific presentations of communities of color and of 

white Americans. 

 Other organizations may connect either themselves or their opposition to specific racial 

identities, as is represented by options in the right column of Table 4.1. Some of these 

organizations discuss racial identity when crafting their collective identities, as captured in the 

right sub-column of the right column. The category in this column, “self-racialization,” applies to 

organizations that overtly discuss racial identity to racialize their membership without doing the 

same for opposition. White racial justice groups, for example, may use an self-racialization 

strategy to racialize themselves as privileged actors to help others who are disadvantaged without 

explicitly expressing their opposition to others who identify as white.  

Conversely, the left sub-column, “other-racialization,” applies to organizations that link 

specific racial identities groups that they oppose without overtly racializing their memberships. 

Some anti-immigrant organizations that emphasize their opposition to “illegal immigration” 

without discussing who that opposition benefits may be classified as other-racializing for their 

presentations of Latin@ individuals (see Doty 2009). As I argue in Chapter 3 (see also Hummel 

2022), however, anti-immigrant organizations often also indirectly or implicitly express their 

support for whites by discussing it as a matter of support for “American citizens” (see Huber et 

al. 2008), which would make these organizations dual-racializing rather than other-racializing.  
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To avoid potential misconceptions about when this typology is applicable, I will explain 

three additional points. First, it is important to note that this classification only accounts for 

racialization that occurs among an organization’s membership and racialization directed at a 

group(s) that the organization opposes. Organizations may racialize groups that are neither their 

membership nor their opposition in the process of establishing their collective identities (for 

example, consider white racial justice organizations racializing people of color as incapable 

victims; Hughey 2012), but that type of racialization is not accounted for in this typology. 

Second, to say that organizations do not openly link racial identities to their memberships or their 

opposition is not to say that they do not engage in any form of racialization whatsoever. As the 

organizations considered in this study tend not to use these more implicit forms of racialization 

in self-presentations, this typology emphasizes racialization that organizations would publicly 

acknowledge to some degree over these less visible forms of racialization. As Chapter 5 

demonstrates, however, groups are still quite capable of racializing themselves or others without 

explicitly referencing racial identity Third, while this typology only accounts for racialization 

strategies, organizations that don’t explicitly racialize either themselves or their opposition still 

use presentations of both to construct their collective identities. Groups rely on positive self-

presentations and negative presentations of others when establishing collective identity (Wodak 

2011), whether these presentations link some meaning with racial identity or not. 

 When turning to this study of organizations that facilitated and opposed the Unite the 

Right rally in Charlottesville, this classification can help to understand the complex strategies in 

which different organizations evoke racial identity in the process of presenting themselves. To 

gauge where organizations may fall on this typology based on the discourses they use to discuss 

themselves and their work, I asks the following research question: 
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 How do actors within Nationalist Front organizations and within opposing racial justice 

organizations involved in the August 2017 Unite the Right rally racialize themselves and 

their opposition? 

4.3 DATA AND METHODS 

As a chapter of a dissertation, this study contributes to a larger project concerned with 

how organizations use both descriptions of their opposition and descriptions of themselves in 

constructing and maintaining their collective identities. Accordingly, the study covered in this 

chapter investigates how Nationalist Front organizations and racial justice organizations that 

participated in the August 2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, VA7 construct and 

maintain their collective identity. While the Unite the Right rally serves as a point of connection 

for all organizations included in this study, materials collected and analyzed for each 

organization are not limited to those that reference the rally. Most organizations studied 

produced several documents near the time of the rally that do not relate directly to rally itself, 

and one racial justice organization, Showing Up for Racial Justice, does not even mention the 

Unite the Right rally in materials on its website from near the time the rally occurred. This study, 

however, is not strictly a study of how Nationalist Front organizations and responding racial 

justice organizations discussed their roles in the Unite the Right rally. Rather, it considers how 

organizations collectively identify themselves in how they racialize those they claim to represent 

and their opposition. Among other possible strategies for their racialization processes, the Unite 

the Right rally provided one opportunity for all organizations included to reference physical 

action against one another. Accordingly, organizational materials that do not reference the Unite 

 
7 To determine which organizations were associated with the event, this study relied on New York Times articles 

about the rally and its aftermath. Organizations considered in this study were mentioned by name in this news 

coverage. 
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the Right rally still speak to who these organizations are and how they relate to white racial 

identity. The following subsections provide a brief overview of the organizations involved, the 

data collected for each of these organizations, and the data analysis. 

4.3.1 Nationalist Front 

Nationalist Front was a coalition of various white nationalist organizations formed under 

the name “Aryan Nationalist Alliance” in April 2016, renamed “Nationalist Front” in November 

of that year, and disbanded between late 2017 and early 2018 (ADL 2019, N.D.b). As a coalition 

rather than a sole organization, Nationalist Front consisted of a number of separate white 

nationalist organizations working together. Four organizations had particularly strong leadership 

presence within Nationalist Front at the time of the Unite the Right rally: the Nationalist Socialist 

Movement, the Traditionalist Worker Party, the League of the South, and Vanguard America 

(ADL 2018; Hatewatch Staff 2018; Nationalist Front 2017). While both the Traditionalist 

Worker Party and Vanguard America are now defunct (see ADL N.D.d, N.D.e), the Nationalist 

Socialist Movement and the League of the South still appear to be active in some capacity (see 

ADL 2019, N.D.d; Southern Poverty Law Center N.D.a). 

 The Nationalist Socialist Movement maintained the most control over Nationalist Front 

throughout the coalition’s operation (ADL 2019, N.D.d). Founded in the late 1960s and recently 

led by Jeff Schoep from 1994 to 2019, the Nationalist Socialist Movement is a Detroit-based 

organization that works towards the realization of Nazi ideals (benefits for white heterosexual 

individuals; othering and/or elimination of groups with other ethnic identities or sexual 

orientations) within the United States (ADL 2019). The group had used a symbol that combined 

aspects of the American flag with a swastika until 2016 (ADL 2019, ADL N.D.c), and they hold 

an annual event to celebrate Hitler’s birthday on April 20 (ADL 2019). Whether on their own or 
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through cooperation with other groups via Nationalist Front, the Nationalist Socialist Movement 

regularly takes part in rallies to spread their message (ADL 2019). 

 The Nationalist Socialist Movement, however, is not the only organization to hold a 

significant role in the formation of Nationalist Front. The Traditionalist Worker Party, an 

organization concentrated on creating a state solely for white Americans, took an active role in 

building Nationalist Front upon joining in November 2016 (ADL 2019, N.D.d). The leader of the 

organization, Matthew Heimbach, claimed that he advocates primarily for separation of racial 

groups into different nations and not white superiority over non-white groups (ADL N.D.d; 

Southern Poverty Law Center N.D.b). Still, this position did not stop Heimbach and the 

Traditionalist Worker Party by extension from engaging in anti-Semitic speech (ADL N.D.d; 

Southern Poverty Law Center N.D.b) and joining forces with other white nationalist and white 

supremacist organizations in their advocacy (ADL 2018; ADL 2019; Southern Poverty Law 

Center N.D.b). 

 While the other organizations referenced by name did not necessarily have as active of a 

role in establishing Nationalist Front, they still operated together with other white nationalist and 

white supremacist organizations through the coalition. The League of the South, the first of these 

two remaining organizations, joined Nationalist Front in April 2017 (ADL 2019). Despite the 

organization’s academic ties across the southeastern United States upon its founding in 1994 

(Southern Poverty Law Center N.D.a), the League of the South has increasingly embraced more 

radical white supremacist stances as it developed (ADL 2015; Southern Poverty Law Center 

N.D.a). This radicalization led Michael Hill, the organization’s leader, to lose the support of 

professors who had helped him with a PhD in history and the League itself to join advocacy 
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efforts of other white nationalist, white supremacist, and neo-Nazi organizations (Southern 

Poverty Law Center N.D.a). 

 Vanguard America, the final of the four named organizations, also joined Nationalist 

Front in April 2017. Using the slogan “blood and soil” to advocate for the right that United 

States citizens with “white blood” have to “American soil,” Vanguard America worked toward 

the establishment of the United States as a white nation and the removal of non-white racial 

groups from this nation (ADL N.D.e). Like Heimbach’s Traditionalist Worker Party, Vanguard 

America is no longer unified under its earlier leader, Dillon Ulysses Hopper (ADL N.D.e). 

Unlike the Traditionalist Worker Party, however, it did produce successor organizations. The 

first of these successors, the Patriot Front, formed in a takeover of Vanguard America’s online 

resources by Thomas Rousseau, a former leader of Vanguard America’s Texas chapter, in late 

August 2017 (ADL N.D.e). Despite his association with the members of Vanguard America who 

participated in Charlottesville’s “Unite the Right” rally, Rousseau distanced Patriot Front from 

James Alex Fields Jr., a follower (though not necessarily a member) of Vanguard America and 

the individual to kill Heather Heyer and injure other “anti-monument” actors with his car (ADL 

N.D.e). The second, the Nationalist Socialist Legion, formed in January 2018 and concentrated 

on homesteading as a way to build white power (ADL N.D.e). 

 Together, this coalition of organizations all shared a common interest in preserving white 

dominance in the United States. In that unified goal, these organizations provide a case of 

collective identity within a social movement context involving race. In terms of social 

movements, this case features a set of organizations that gained public recognition in an event 

with opposing organizations present rather than a single organization that operated in isolation 

from its opposition. As Nationalist Front is a coalition of organizations, shared components of 
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different collective identities for each organization come together to form one unifying identity 

for the whole. Additionally, while the organizations may not refer to the organizations that 

oppose them by name, the presence of organizations with competing perspectives at the Unite 

the Right rally effectively put the organizations in opposition to these other racial justice 

organizations. When considering the racial identity component of this project, the complexity of 

a coalition rather than a single organization provides opportunities for novel forms of 

racialization to emerge. Within a coalition, various organizations contribute different racial 

identities associated with their membership, those they claim to represent, and those they see as 

their opposition. Not all organizations use the same racialization tactics, but common patterns 

across organizations within the coalition still emerge. For both movement dynamics and 

racialization strategies, then, Nationalist front makes for a compelling case. 

4.3.2 Racial Justice Organizations 

 While all racial justice organizations considered for this study were related through their 

participation in the Unite the Right rally, these organizations appeared to operate independent 

from one another rather than as part of a larger coalition. Despite the lack of a formal coalition, 

these organizations still shared a common opposition to white nationalists at the time of the 

Unite the Right rally. As such, racial justice organizations may have more differences from one 

another in their collective identities than Nationalist Front organizations, but they can still 

function as a group with a common goal. While data collection and analysis included materials 

from four racial justice organizations, two organizations in particular, Solidarity Cville and 

Showing up for Racial Justice, served as the primary sources of data for this study. 

 Solidarity Cville was a local online news organization that formed within Charlottesville 

several months before the Unite the Right rally (Solidarity Cville N.D.a). While the 
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organization’s website is still available (as of September 2022), the lack of any new articles 

posted there since 2018 indicates that it is no longer active in the way that it was around the time 

of the rally. A typical news organization may be expected to discuss events in an unbiased 

manner that captures “both sides of the story,” but Solidarity Cville is an advocacy organization 

(Andrews and Edwards 2002), and as such it was consistently supportive of Charlottesville 

activists who worked against white nationalist organizations and government policies with racial 

implications more broadly. In addition to posting news and analyses on behalf of activists in 

Charlottesville, Solidarity Cville also crafted its own list of demands for local government 

officials in Charlottesville in July 2017 leading up to and following the Unite the Right rally in 

coordination with these activists. Based on this cooperation with local activists, Solidarity 

Cville’s membership seemed to consist more so of people that it represented that people who 

specifically identified as members. 

 Showing up for Racial Justice, meanwhile, is a national organization of white Americans 

who work in coalition with various communities of color to oppose racism and white supremacy 

broadly. While the organization has a Charlottesville chapter, most materials available on its 

website related to the national organization rather than any specific chapters. As such, the 

majority of documents available from Showing up for Racial Justice discussed the organization 

itself or broad issues that the organization sought to address through its work. Showing up for 

Racial Justice had a presence at the Unite the Right rally (see Stockman 2017), but documents 

available on Showing up for Racial Justice’s website did not address this event or others similar 

to it directly. 

 One frequently referenced group in relation to the Unite the Right rally, Antifa, was 

omitted from consideration in this study. While members of Antifa were recognized as a part of 
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the opposing force to white nationalists during the Unite the Right rally (see Stockman 2017; 

Stolberg and Rosenthal 2017), the group functions more so through a shared sense of antifascist 

identity rather than with a formal organization structure (ADL 2017, N.D.a). As such, Antifa did 

not have a website available in 2017 that I could use to review documents in a comparable 

manner to others included within this study. Given some expressed opposition to fascism and 

government oppression by racial justice organizations (see Solidarity Cville N.D.a; Showing up 

for Racial Justice 2017), however, it is quite possible that individuals associated with these 

organizations may identify as Antifa as well. 

4.3.3 Data Collection 

 Since this project uses the Unite the Right rally as a point of reference, the data for this 

study primarily come from websites for Nationalist Front organizations and racial justice 

organizations and the four prominent organizations as they appeared in August 2017. 

For Nationalist Front Organizations, this criterion applies to most documents included. 

Using the Wayback Machine (https://archive.org/web/) to access archived versions of these 

websites that existed in August 2017, I accessed webpages about the organizations, webpages 

with information about organizational membership, mission statements, articles produced, and 

press releases made by each organization. From these data, I collected any webpages with at 

least one paragraph of text that were accessible from the homepage of an organization’s website, 

any documents that could be accessed within three clicks of an organization’s homepage, and all 

documents available within the first three pages of an organization’s article archives. To further 

capture the organizations’ discourse about the Unite the Right rally specifically, documents that 

discussed the event released through December 31, 2017 were also included. This data collection 

https://archive.org/web/
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search provided me with 106 webpages and documents combined to analyze, 97 of which were 

eligible to code.8 

Data collection for racial justice organizations, however, became more difficult. I began 

by using the same process discussed above for Nationalist Front organizations when possible, but 

this process provided few documents for several organizations. Some organizations had websites 

with little content available during this time period, whereas other websites did not have any 

archived versions from August 2017 available using the Wayback Machine. In these cases, I 

used a mixture of techniques to get documents that likely would have been available on the 

versions of organization websites that appeared August 2017. First, I used archives on modern 

versions of organization websites to search for documents released prior to the Unite the Right 

rally in 2017 and documents that discussed the Unite the Right rally after August 2017. Second, I 

used the Wayback Machine to access archived versions of websites available both before August 

2017 and after August 2017 to look for consistent documents that, accordingly, would likely 

have been available in and August 2017 version of the website as well. These steps led me to 

collect 64 racial justice organization documents to analyze, 63 of which were eligible for coding 

and 53 of which came specifically from Solidarity Cville or Showing up for Racial Justice.9 

 Since the webpages and documents included in this study feature content highlighted by 

organizations in 2017 rather than a random sample of content, this project’s dataset provides 

insight into each organization’s self-presentation rather than an outside view independent from 

influence of the organizations themselves (such as coverage in mainstream news media). While 

 
8 Documents required at least one multi-sentence paragraph in order to be eligible. While most documents collected 

met this criteria, a few that just featured forms to complete or images that served as organizational “propaganda” 

were omitted from the coding process. 
9 While Solidarity Cville regularly discussed the Unite the Right rally within materials on its website, Showing up 

for Racial Justice did not. Given Showing up for Racial Justice’s lack of Unite the Right rally coverage specifically, 

I used quotes from Showing up for Racial Justice members in New York Times coverage of the event to supplement 

materials from Showing up for Racial Justice’s website. 
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not necessarily suitable for all research designs, this sample works well for a study of “front-

stage” presentation (see Goffman 1959) among Nationalist Front and contributing organizations. 

4.3.4 Coding/Analysis 

 Coding for this study involved a semi-inductive coding strategy (see Saldaña 2015). I 

started with a set of frames based on themes that emerged in prior research (Adams and 

Roscigno 2005; Berbrier 1998, 2000; McVeigh and Sikkink 2005; Simi and Futrell 2009) but 

added unique frames based on emergent patterns in the data as well. Inspired by Gamson and 

Modigliani’s (1987) conceptualization of frames and packages, I organized codes by grouping 

them within categories based on targets behind codes (such as those related to government 

operations) or tasks that the codes accomplish (such as those that identify and describe others as 

the opposition). I refined my codes by applying an early codebook to a 10% sample of 

documents and updating the codebook to account for new patterns not captured by original codes 

(for an example, see Ebert et al. 2020). For my unit of analysis, I used paragraphs that could 

contain multiple codes in order to capture the context surrounding any frame used and consider 

which frames may co-occur or occur closely to one another. Coding of both the 10% sample and 

the initial parts of the full sample revealed more about how Nationalist Front and contributing 

organizations discuss both their opposition and themselves, so I added, removed, and modified 

codes to provide a more accurate representation of these later patterns alongside others already 

captured in previous drafts of the codebook. 

4.4 FINDINGS 

 Organizations’ use of racial identity shaped how they identified themselves in relation to 

their opposition. When describing themselves and their membership, Nationalist Front 

organizations used race as a point of division between themselves and those they opposed. By 
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racializing different sectors of their opposition in different ways, Nationalist Front organizations 

relied on the flexibility of white supremacy to adopt near-contradictory forms of white racial 

identity and positions on violence. While these racialization strategies worked well to reinforce 

white supremacy, their effectiveness in promoting a cohesive collective identity within 

organizations is less clear. Racial justice organizations, meanwhile, did not explicitly racialize 

themselves and their opposition simultaneously. Solidarity Cville, which frequently racializes its 

opposition as white extremists while expressing support for Black activists in Charlottesville, 

avoids racially identifying its own membership in favor of presenting itself through the positions 

it supports. Showing up for Racial Justice (SURJ), an organization composed of white antiracist 

activists, primarily presents its opposition as abstract concepts related to racial inequality rather 

than as racialized groups. Both strategies by racial justice organizations enabled those 

organizations to make broad rather than narrow appeals to audiences, but both also compromised 

the abilities of the organizations to combat white supremacy effectively. The following 

subsections elaborate on each of these points. 

4.4.1 Using Racial Identity to Divide: Nationalist Front Organizations 

This analysis of how Nationalist Front organizations discuss their opposition and, in turn, 

how they identify themselves yielded several interesting findings. Within various documents 

available on their websites, nationalist front organizations separate non-white groups into distinct 

sectors of their opposition. One group in particular, Jewish people, are frequently identified as 

dominant leadership in the Nationalist Front organizations’ many criticisms of government 

operations that impede their goals. Other non-white groups, meanwhile, are presented as 

uncontrolled, violent masses that the government enables. Nationalist Front organizations use 

this diverse presentation and racialization of their opposition (1) to identify themselves as white 
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and (2) to rationalize the actions they take on behalf of (white) Americans, both accomplished 

through contradictory messaging. 

4.4.1.1 Opposition 

Beginning with their presentations of the opposition, Nationalist Front organizations most 

consistently focus on distancing themselves from a federal government that has bad policies or 

politicians (a frame that appeared 228 times across 61 documents). While the government could 

be considered a primary source of opposition for Nationalist Front organizations accordingly, 

several passages would suggest that the organizations view the government as influenced by 

other dominant groups that are not the United States Government itself. Two such groups emerge 

over a number of documents: people on the political left (134 occurrences across 42 documents) 

and Jewish people (89 occurrences across 23 documents). The following passage from the 

League of the South illustrates this influence of these groups in government operations: 

As soon as Trump took office back in January (if not before), the left made it clear that it 

would not accept the practical outcome of the November 2016 election. For the past two 

months, they have done everything they can to prevent the new administration from 

governing and from enacting the platform on which it was elected. This resistance goes 

as far as openly disobeying the law (see “Sanctuary Cities”) and carrying out street 

violence against Trump supporters (see Antifa and Black Lives Matter). The elite, Jew-

dominated media have run interference for the left by pushing the anti-nationalist, 

progressive Narrative non stop. The tension has been ratcheted so high that something 

simply has to give. (League of the South 2017b) 

The League of the South indexes broad groups through terms such as “the left” and “the elite, 

Jew-dominated media” rather than the government or government branches to hold responsible 
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for negative fallout following Trump’s election. The government may institute the wrong 

policies, but it does not operate without influence from the outside. Since the political left and 

Jewish people behind the government influence rather than the government itself pose an 

apparent threat the status of (white) Americans, Nationalist Front organizations’ expressed 

opposition to the United States government can be understood as opposition to these groups 

specifically. 

Within this context, Nationalist Front organizations portray the racial identity of their 

opposition in complex ways. These organizations typically make elite status and influence over 

government operations iconic of Jewish people, as exemplified above. Nationalist Front 

organizations present other non-white groups with somewhat mixed messaging. Despite 

comments that suggest non-white groups are just as entitled as white Americans to have racially 

homogenous territory, Nationalist Front organizations still present non-white groups as a 

problem for an ideal nation due to their supposed abuse of government resources. This passage 

from Vanguard America discussing immigration policy in Maryland provides one example: 

Where the real problem starts right now is that on the day this evil act occurred the leftist 

controlled Maryland House of Delegates passed the “Maryland Law Enforcement and 

Trust Act” 83-55 which effectively takes one big step toward making Maryland the first 

‘sanctuary state’. This law protects criminals and puts our people at risk by impairing 

federal immigration enforcement. The Maryland government clearly does not understand 

the gravity of what it is doing to our people by allowing non-White criminals to run 

rampant in our state. (Vanguard America 2017) 

Vanguard America characterizes “non-white criminals” as a group that has taken advantage of 

immigration laws “to run rampant,” thereby indicating that these “non-white criminals” are 
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abusing government policies. Nationalist Front organizations also seemed to identify non-white 

individuals as likely instigators of violent confrontations during events. Consider, for example, 

this passage from the League of the South describing their experience at the Unite the Right 

rally:  

By such actions, the riot squads had forced our members to divide into small groups and 

make their way to safety as best they could. There is graphic video footage of running 

skirmishes as our people tried to get back to their vehicles while being hounded by Antifa 

and a growing presence from hostile young black males armed with bats and clubs. Video 

clearly shows that the main goal of our members was to get out of the danger zone as 

quickly as possible. At no point along the escape routes did our people initiate physical 

contact with those following and harassing us. All confrontations, according to the 

available video evidence, were initiated by leftist protestors against our people. Our 

response was, when necessary, to fight back with enough force to stop the threat. (League 

of the South 2017a) 

By recognizing “hostile young black men armed with bats and clubs” separately from references 

to “Antifa” or “leftist[s]” as its opposition within the Unite the Right rally, the League of the 

South connects Black, masculine identity in particular to violence. Overall, Nationalist Front 

organizations’ presentation of non-white groups seems to indicate that, while these groups 

should have their own nations, their presence within the United States diminishes from the nation 

that white Americans could create without them. 

 Together, these descriptions of the opposition accomplish a multifaceted form of 

diagnostic framing (see Benford and Snow 2000). On one level, Nationalist Front organizations 

identify the influence that politically left groups and Jewish people have over government 
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operations as a threat to the status of (white) Americans in the United States. At a different level, 

these organizations characterize other non-white groups as a hinderance that prevent (white) 

Americans from pushing the United States to its full potential as a nation. This framing strategy 

involves a form of racialization that extends beyond a single, uniform boundary between white 

and non-white groups. Nationalist Front organizations racialize Jewish people as elite 

masterminds who wish to establish and maintain dominance over (white) Americans, and it 

racialize other non-white groups violent criminals who are enabled through their access to 

United States resources. These organizations, then, use racialization as a strategy to attribute 

unique characteristics to separate non-white groups while still applying a negative status to all of 

these groups (see Glenn 2015). This dynamic framing and racialization of the opposition 

influences how Nationalist Front organizations discuss aspects of their own identities. 

4.4.1.2 White Americans and Defense 

This complex presentation of diverse opposition groups provides an opportunity for 

Nationalist Front to use paradoxical characterizations of white racial identity and of their role in 

protecting white Americans. When discussing white racial identity, Nationalist Front 

organizations identify whites as victims of the current United States government and other 

groups that they perceive as dominant. Alongside these discussions of whites as victims, 

however, Nationalist Front organizations also present whites as superior in relation to other 

groups, especially when highlighting the supposed accomplishments of whites. The following 

two quotes from the Nationalist Socialist Movement illustrate this point: 

White Nationalists have long been the voice for the White Americans who have been 

abandoned, ignored, and forgotten by the corrupt system. The politicians and media want 

us to die quietly, to accept our demographic displacement, and to not fight back against 
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the murder, rape, torture, and persecution that our people face. (Nationalist Socialist 

Movement 2017a)  

The White Aryan Race has been one of great success stories of human evolution. Its 

accomplishments remained unequaled in all of human history. Our race created Western 

civilization, it became the hope and light of the world, and its colonialism and aggressive 

policies are no different than the behavior of any other powerful earthly creature fighting 

for dominance and survival. It is justified by the deepest traditions of our humanity, OUR 

WHITE ARYAN RACE. (Nationalist Socialist Movement 2017b) 

In the first passage, the Nationalist Socialist Movement characterizes whites as being subjected 

to “murder, rape, torture, and persecution,” which mirrors other uses of the “victim-perpetrator 

reversal” discursive strategy (see Wodak 2015) to reinforce white victimhood narratives 

(Berbrier 2000, 2002; Bloch et al. 2020; Carter et al. 2019) by suggesting that whites are the 

victims of these actions rather than perpetrators behind them in interactions with non-white 

groups. The second passage from the Nationalist Socialist Movement, however, applauds whites 

for “creat[ing] Western civilization” and compares the racial group to “other powerful earthly 

creature[s]” as a justification for actions that whites took to reach their accomplishments. This 

contradictory messaging about white racial identity produced through alternating footing can aid 

Nationalist Front organizations in mobilizing prospective members through motivational framing 

(see Benford and Snow 2000). White Americans are weak enough to need defense from 

supposedly dominant others, which provides cause for joining organizations dedicated to 

protecting white Americans. At the same time, white Americans are also strong enough to 

surpass other racial or ethnic groups in building a prosperous nation, which may motivate 

members to participate in an organization’s actions and expect successful results. 
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Turning from racial identification to action, members of Nationalist Front organizations 

continue to take contradictory stances while carrying out their as defenders of and advocates for 

white Americans. While most of the organizations state that they do not support illegal or 

criminal behavior, they do not align with that position perfectly when discussing physical 

confrontations with their opposition. Coverage of the Unite the Right rally by Nationalist Front 

organizations demonstrates this point. To align with their non-criminal stance, Nationalist Front 

organizations rationalize violent behavior among members by presenting it only as a means of 

self-defense against violent assailants. The following passage from the Traditionalist Worker 

Party exemplifies this: 

We will be absolved because we are innocent and we have the proof. The notion that 

we’re an anti-government militia is an absurd fiction, tantamount to convicting Colonel 

Sanders or the Salvation Army of insurrection for similar superficialities. Due to targeted 

dereliction of their constitutional duties by law enforcement, we do have to take a firm 

defensive stance to protect our members. But to blatantly deny us protection and then 

accuse us of being a paramilitary insurgency when we bring shields to fend off the 

flamethrowers and projectiles lobbed at us is craven and it won’t stand in court. 

(Traditionalist Worker Party 2017b) 

Here, the Traditionalist Worker Party credits its membership with taking “a firm defensive 

stance” in response to violence and using “shields to fend off … flamethrowers and projectiles,” 

indicating that the party only supports justifiable defensive action in confrontations. If members 

prevail over their opposition in these conflicts, however, Nationalist Front organizations praise 

their membership for demonstrating their skill in a fight. Consider another passage from the 

Traditionalist Worker Party: 
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Aside from having a couple men unfairly held behind the wire, Charlottesville was a 

tremendous victory. It was a culmination of the momentum which began with the 

successful Battle of Sacramento and led up to our decisively defeating the single greatest 

mob of anti-white radicals in American history in a brutal street battle. The altright is not 

a pathetic and faceless Internet fad, but a fearsome street fighting force which the state 

and the media now understand to be the greatest enemies. As more and more people grow 

disillusioned with the state and its media, we’ve positioned ourselves as its opposition in 

the polarity we’ve constructed, …and all without a dime of their worthless, corrupted, 

unwelcome paleocon elite donor money. (Traditionalist Worker Party 2017a) 

Within this passage, the Traditionalist Worker Party’s characterizes the Unite the Right rally as 

“a tremendous victory” because it showcased the effectiveness of white nationalists as “a 

fearsome street fighting force.” In this latter passage, violence becomes an impressive show of 

force that warrants celebration. When considering how many descriptions of the opposition 

within confrontations at the Unite the Right rally specifically identify Black men (see, for 

example, League of the South 2017a), these accounts of conflict become racializing narratives. 

These narratives indicate that the white membership of Nationalist Front organizations only 

engages in physical confrontations to defend themselves from violent non-white groups who 

instigate the confrontations. For confrontations with supposedly non-white combatants, violence 

is purely a matter of self-defense. When considering opposition to political elites, however, the 

capacity for violence among the membership in Nationalist Front organizations becomes a 

symbolic asset. Through Nationalist Front organizations’ successful performances in 

confrontations with others, violence becomes a demonstration of force that these organizations 

can use if necessary to disrupt political elites. In other words, violence by non-white groups 
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against white Americans is unconscionable, yet the capacity for violence by white Americans 

against political elites is righteous. 

 In essence, Nationalist Front organizations used the adaptability of racial ideologies 

based in white supremacy (See Jackman 1994) to support a complex collective and racial 

identity. By adapting their footing to distinct conversations, Nationalist Front organizations 

racialize different segments of their opposition separately and shift between near-contradictory 

self-presentation as fits its perceived opposition in a context. When working against non-white 

groups commonly recognized as racial minorities (such as Black Americans), Nationalist Front 

organizations describe their white memberships as natural superiors who can claim rightful rule 

over the United States and only engage in violent behavior to defend themselves against attacks 

from these non-white groups. Against Jewish elites, however, Nationalist Front organizations 

characterize their white members as victims of a dominant regime who may use violence to 

demonstrate their capability of combatting these elites by force if necessary. By relying on the 

flexibility of white racial identity in relation to varying sources of opposition, Nationalist Front 

organizations demonstrate how their racialization of the opposition is central to their 

constructions of collective identity rather than, as other studies of collective action have argued 

(see Andrews 2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 2018; Rohlinger 2002), a 

method of motivating members to act. Given the short life span of several of Nationalist Front 

organizations as well as the coalition itself, however, this complex racialization strategy does not 

appear to be particularly effective at maintaining the internal unity, a key function of collective 

identities (Snow and McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). As a result, Nationalist Front 

organizations effectively maintained white supremacy with their presentations of the opposition, 

but they did not always maintain themselves. 
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4.4.2 Racial Identity without the Divide: Racial Justice Organizations 

Various racial justice organizations that opposed the goals of Unite the Right rally 

attendees handled racial identity differently. While these organizations still discussed racial 

identity and inequality within materials available on their websites, they often lacked strong non-

white identities to differentiate themselves from white nationalists on racial grounds. Instead, 

different organizations used different strategies in their discussions of racial identity. Solidarity 

Cville, while racializing its opposition as white extremists and aligning itself with Black activists 

in Charlottesville, said little about racial identity among its members and others it represented. 

Alternatively, SURJ, which racialized its membership as white antiracist revolutionaries, 

identified abstract concepts such as “white supremacy” and “hate” as its opposition. These 

strategies provided ways for each organization to navigate what Luna (2016) refers to as “same 

difference” and “difference within sameness” among their members and others they claim to 

represent. 

4.4.2.1 Racializing the Opposition: Solidarity Cville 

As a local organization, Solidarity Cville typically focused on how various local events 

impacted the people of Charlottesville. Within that scope, the organization often discussed how 

the actions of white nationalist individuals and groups threatened Charlottesville citizens. This 

presentation of the organization’s opposition often appeared in accounts of violent white 

nationalist aggression against others, especially those from communities of color. The following 

passage, for example, describes how white nationalists attacked a Black “community member” 

present during the Unite the Right rally: 
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On August 12th, Rashawn Jackson10 was among the community members who showed 

up to confront white supremacy and fascism in Charlottesville. The world watched as 

Rashawn Jackson was brutally beaten by a group of white supremacists in the parking 

garage adjacent to the Charlottesville Police Station. Jackson was chased and beaten with 

metal poles. Police stood down and watched the incident occur, as they did the entire day. 

(Solidarity Cville 2017b) 

Here, Solidarity Cville characterizes Jackson as a victim of violence instigated “white 

supremacists.” While several clauses within the passage feature Jackson as the subject, they 

often use a passive sentence structure (such as “Jackson was brutally beaten”) in order to 

represent him as the individual acted upon “by a group of white supremacists.” This presentation 

is reminiscent of other Solidarity Cville materials that describe residents as the people affected 

by violent actions that predominantly white groups perpetuated.  

While Solidarity Cville and Nationalist Front organizations share their emphases on 

respective outsiders initiating violent conflict in their accounts of the Unite the Right rally, it 

should be noted that only Nationalist Front organizations applauded their membership for 

employing violence to resolve conflicts. Solidarity Cville did not recognize the use of violence 

among their membership or those with whom they were aligned. Instead, it predominantly 

presented community members as fighting against abstract concepts such as “white supremacy” 

rather than actual people and relied on narratives that characterized themselves as victims of 

violent action, as illustrated in the previous passage. To communicate this point in a way that 

would appeal to wider audiences, Solidarity Cville indexed opposing organizations with the 

 
10 I have changed this name to provide anonymity to the person referenced. While that person’s involvement in the 

Unite the Right rally is public, their identity is not crucial to the argument made in this section and, accordingly, was 

changed to avoid readers misinterpreting this point. 
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names of commonly reviled organizations from previous historical contexts, such as the Ku Klux 

Klan (110 references across 18 documents) and Nazis (22 references across 15 documents). This 

connection of Solidarity Cville’s opposition to specific, historically defined organizations also 

constructs a concrete “other” from which the organization differentiates itself. 

 Solidarity Cville’s full presentation of its opposition, however, extends beyond white 

nationalist groups alone. Within many materials on its website, Solidarity Cville identifies 

government generally and law enforcement specifically as a force that works counter to the 

people the organization represents. Beyond criticizing government officials for their failure to 

prevent escalation by intervening in the Unite the Right rally, Solidarity Cville criticized other 

instance where Charlottesville police took action in ways that reinforced white nationalist 

organizations or practices and hurt community activists. The following account of the police’s 

response to a counter-protest against a “KKK” rally on July 8 provides one example of Solidarity 

Cville’s negative presentation of police: 

Less than 15 minutes after KKK members were carefully escorted out, police declared 

the assembly an unlawful gathering… police officers who arrived wearing riot gear and 

bearing military-grade equipment donned gas masks and deployed chemical weapons 

banned by the Geneva convention on their own citizens. The brutality police enacted on 

the Charlottesville community sits in stark contrast to the patience and protection 

provided to the KKK. (Solidarity Cville 2017a) 

This quote features several processes that Solidarity Cville used to characterize the 

Charlottesville police and distance them from citizens of the city. First, by noting that the 

Charlottesville Police gave “patience and protection” and “escorted out” supposed KKK 

members, Solidarity Cville aligns those police with the Ku Klux Klan, an infamous white 
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advocacy organization. Second, the use of allusions to war in descriptions of the Charlottesville 

police’s response – such as “military-grade equipment” and “chemical weapons banned by the 

Geneva convention” – help Solidarity Cville to present the Charlottesville police not only as 

standing in opposition to racial justice protesters in Charlottesville but also as being at war with 

them. Third and finally, by contrasting the Charlotteville police’s reaction to these protesters to 

their support of KKK members, and by generalizing protesters as “the Charlottesville 

community,” Solidarity Cville criticizes the Charlottesville police as a force that supports for 

white supremacist organizations over their own citizens. 

While solidarity Cville does not hesitate to racialize its opposition as proponents of 

sympathizers with white supremacy, its descriptions of the Charlottesville community itself are 

less clear. Instead of presenting their membership through identification with a single racial 

identity or a combination of racial identities, Solidarity Cville, avoid direct discussions of the 

racial identities of those they represent and relied almost exclusively on references to their 

sympathy for, support of, or connections with people of color. The following quote about the 

Charlottesville police’s response during the Unite the Right rally illustrates this practice: 

The police do NOTHING in this city to defend people of color. The police do nothing in 

this town to protect, serve, encourage and stimulate the hopes of people under the 

imminent threat of white supremacy. This is how the police have conducted themselves 

for decades. Even while people of color were beaten, assaulted and shot at that entire 

weekend of August 11–13th, the Charlottesville Police Department stood there with 

folded arms and did nothing. Only when a white woman was killed by white 

supremacists’ violence did the police finally take to action, and even the mother of 
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Heather Heyer, Susan Bro, spoke on how racism was a factor in their inaction, and how 

even Heather would not want people to focus solely on her. (Solidarity Cville 2017c) 

Within this quote, Solidarity Cville’s account of police inaction to “the imminent threat of white 

supremacy” prior to “a white woman [being] killed” and links the Charlottesville police to white 

racial identity. The racial identities of Solidarity Cville’s membership, however, is not directly 

addressed. The organization’s portrayal of people of color as the victims of violent action during 

the rally indicate that Solidarity Cville sympathizes with people of color in Charlottesville, but 

they stop short of claiming people of color as their primary member base. While Solidarity Cville 

uses the quote as an opportunity to align itself with people of color in opposition to multiple 

groups affiliated with white racial identity, the organization does not actually adopt a racial 

identity itself. 

 In summary, Solidarity Cville relied on an “other-racialization” strategy that 

differentiated itself from white extremists and supported local Black activists to identify itself as 

an organization. It did not, however, use many descriptions the Charlottesville community that it 

represents to construct its collective identity. By distinguishing itself from white extremists 

without linking any form of white racial identity to its membership, Solidarity Cville employs a 

strategy similar to Luna’s (2016) “same difference” to unify those it represents in their shared 

opposition to the form of white racial identity that white extremists embrace. Accordingly, 

Solidarity Cville appeals to broad audiences by centering their opposition to white extremism 

rather than their affiliation with characteristics specific to a segment of the Charlottesville 

community, a process reminiscent of other groups relying on frames about the opposition to rally 

members (see Andrews 2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 2018; Rohlinger 

2002). 
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This broader appeal, however, comes at a cost. As Luna (2016) notes with “same 

difference,” the strategy does not help groups to navigate differences among members that could 

fracture the membership. While some racial justice organizations attempt to mitigate this 

challenge by minimizing racial differences among members (see Beeman 2015; Ernst 2012; 

Lichterman 1995), Solidarity Cville avoids discussing community members racialized 

experiences beyond its coverage of Black community members. This tactic creates the 

appearance that Solidarity Cville’s opposition to white extremists distances the organization 

from white racial identity in general, which leaves the role of white racial justice activists within 

Solidarity Cville unclear. Doing so not only compromises part of the broad appeal of Solidarity 

Cville opposition to white extremism but also risks erasing the potential for white activists to 

engage in racial justice work (see Gal and Irvine 1995), an outcome that would support white 

advocacy organizations’ presentations of whites as underrepresented (see Berbrier 2002). As a 

result, Solidarity Cville’s identification as a racial justice organization primarily through its 

opposition to white extremist groups may partially reinforce white extremists’ claims. 

4.4.2.2 Self-Racialization: Showing up for Racial Justice 

SURJ took an alternative approach to presenting itself and its opposition. Beginning with 

self-identification, SURJ clearly identified itself as a white organization that serves a primarily 

white membership. The following passage provides one example of SURJ’s openness with its 

membership’s racial identity: 

SURJ is a national network of affiliated groups working together to expand our collective 

capacity to organize White people for racial justice. Through community organizing, 

mobilizing, and education, SURJ groups and affiliates aim to move White people in 

motion to take action as part of a multi-racial majority for racial justice. (SURJ 2017b). 
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In this passage, SURJ presents itself as dedicated mobilizing white Americans to join a “multi-

racial majority for racial justice.” While SURJ certainly embraces white racial identity among its 

membership through this description of the organization, white racial identity in this context 

appears to be complimentary rather than exclusive. For SURJ, whiteness is power that can be 

used to help other racial groups instead of power that needs to be protected from those others. 

Indeed, SURJ does discuss how they align themselves with the interests of various non-white 

groups somewhat frequently. For example, the following passage presents SURJ in the context 

of other, predominantly non-white movements: 

This is a challenging time for SURJ and for the movement to organize white people for 

racial justice. Spurred by the courageous leadership of the movement for Black lives, and 

the struggles for immigrant and indigenous justice, more and more white people are 

coming to understand that our silence holds oppression in place, and that our liberation is 

bound up in ending white supremacy. (SURJ 2017c) 

SURJ’ alignment with these non-white movements in the name of collective “liberation” 

displays some similarities to Solidarity Cville’s support for Black activists in Charlottesville. 

Unlike Solidarity Cville, however, SURJ clearly identifies their movement as one oriented 

towards “organiz[ing] white people,” whose “liberation is bound up in ending white supremacy.” 

SURJ, then, presents itself as a partner to non-white organizers rather than as a supporter without 

a clearly defined identity of its own. 

By embracing white racial identity among its membership, however, SURJ faced a 

challenging in distancing itself from others who claimed the same racial identity. Rather than 

attempting to construct its membership and its opposition as affiliated with separate forms of 

white racial identity, SURJ frequently aligns itself with others who identify as white while 
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simultaneously distancing those others from certain forms of white racial identity. In the 

following passage, for example, SURJ discusses its efforts to appeal to a growing base of white 

individuals through inclusivity while also expressing a clear opposition to abstract ideologies and 

practices such as “racism” and “white supremacy” within its work:  

SURJ believes that we must ground our organizing in a framework of “mutual interest” -

white supremacy is integral to economic injustice, to maintaining patriarchy and other 

forms of oppression. Racism and white supremacy keep the many divided for the benefit 

of the few. We must have an inclusive, open-hearted approach to organizing, calling 

people into this work rather than creating barriers to participation while maintaining a 

clear political line. When those of us who are white realize that racial justice is core to 

our liberation as well, then masses of white people will withdraw support from white 

supremacy. Together, as part of a powerful multi-racial, cross-class movement for 

collective liberation we can force the system of white supremacy to crumble. (SURJ 

2017a) 

For SURJ, the unification of various people groups through “collective liberation” can only 

happen when whites “withdraw support from” and dismantle “white supremacy.” Since its goals 

require white people beyond those who are organization members to act, SURJ must present 

itself and its opposition in ways that appeal to other whites rather than distance them. This 

practice carried over into SURJ’s discussions of the Unite the Right rally as well. While SURJ’s 

own documents did not address the rally directly, one New York Times Article about the event 

did feature a SURJ member’s response to the rally: 
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We cannot ignore them [organizations that supported the Unite the Right rally] away as 

their numbers grow and their influence expands… We cannot let their worldview 

normalize. (Stockman 2017)  

While the member’s reference to “them” and “their” does identify some vaguely identified group 

as a source of opposition, the member seems more directly concerned with ideas that might come 

out of this group rather than the identities of opposition group members themselves. In particular, 

the member notes the importance of stopping “their worldview” from being widely accepted and 

identifies “their influence” as a cause for concern. The Unite the Right rally pushed SURG to 

identify a group of people rather than ideas alone as the opposition, but, in keeping that group 

vague and noting ideas that come from that group as the real threat, SURJ avoids any 

descriptions of the opposition in the context of the Unite the Right rally that would alienate 

whites from their cause. Accordingly, SURJ can present itself as aligned with rather than 

opposed to the interests of other white people both in general and in the context of the Unite the 

Right rally. 

SURJ’s inclusive approach with regards to other whites may not limit its efforts at racial 

self-identification, but it does influence how they discuss their opposition. As captured in the 

previous two passages, SURJ does not identify named individuals or organizations that it 

opposes. Instead, the organization presents itself as working against several abstract ideologies 

and practices, such as “white supremacy,” “patriarchy,” “racism,” and “oppression.” Whereas 

Solidarity Cville would reference some of these terms in the context of specific acts of violence 

committed by unnamed actors within the Unite the Right rally, SURJ treated the terms only as 

abstract concepts that lacked any connection to a set of people or actions. SURJ, then, seems to 

function as an organization of white individuals opposed to the idea of “white supremacy” 
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without opposing certain white-identifying groups directly. Given the organization’s stated need 

for participation of white people as a whole to achieve its goals, SURJ cannot racialize its 

opposition using a form of white racial identity without risking progress toward their own goals. 

By openly connecting its membership to a form of white racial identity while also 

discussing its ties to groups and organizations with membership from other backgrounds, SURJ 

positions itself as part of a larger interracial movement where people from different social 

locations work towards a common goal. In this respect, SURJ’s approach to collective identity 

construction resembles some aspects of Luna’s (2016) “sameness-within-difference” strategy. 

With that said, SURJ is considerably less effective in identifying a “same difference” that unites 

different people groups within this movement. SURJ’s choice to identify its opposition as 

abstract concepts such as “white supremacy” without linking these concepts to specific, concrete 

events or organizations does not provide any real-world target for SURJ to oppose in its work. 

In light of SURJ’s openness to including most whites within its activism,11 the 

organization’s lack of any physical targets leaves the identities of individuals or groups that 

SURJ perceives as supporting these concepts unclear. Members of SURJ likely understood that 

their participation in protest of the Unite the Right rally identified Nationalist Front organizations 

as supporters of “white supremacy,” but, outside events, recognizing white Americans who are 

too committed to a white-led racial hierarchy to be convinced to advocate for racial justice 

becomes more challenging. As a result of its openness, SURJ fails to define an implied boundary 

between whiteness as a tool for racial justice advocacy and whiteness as scaffolding for white 

supremacy. This practice presents two notable issues. First, without defining the boundary, SURJ 

 
11 SURJ does make some class distinctions when discussing its organizational identity that would place political and 

socioeconomic elites against SURJ’s main goals (See SURJ 2017a), but the organization frequently references 

support for racial justice among a majority of whites as one of its core goals. 
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runs to risk of amassing widespread support for racial justice among white Americans without 

actually preparing them to work towards racial justice, a process that involves institutional 

practices as well as individual beliefs (see Bonilla-Silva 1997, 2012; Feagin 2006, 2010). 

Second, in using whiteness for racial justice work, SURJ depends on white supremacy to 

empower its members (see Hughey 2012). SURJ’s simplification of white racial identity in an 

effort to appeal broadly to white audiences, then, compromises some of the organization’s key 

goals. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Although the context of the Unite the Right rally positioned Nationalist Front and racial 

justice organizations in opposition to one another, collective identity construction often relied 

less on this specific characterization and more on organizations’ general opposition to certain 

groups or ideas. That said, all organizations did use a common strategy to present themselves in 

relation to some portion of their opposition: taking the role of victims. A common strategy 

among far-right organizations more broadly (see Bebout 2019; Bloch et al. 2020; Brown 2016; 

Carter et al. 2019), organizations involved either in support of or opposition to the Unite the 

Right rally referred to their memberships as victims of a sort in order to frame their work as 

resistance against racism. The exact character of different organizations’ adoption of a 

victimhood frame – and, in turn, how each group relates to white racial identity – differs across 

organizations. 

Nationalist Front organizations use a dual racialization strategy to present themselves as 

simultaneously victims and natural superiors. In line with Glenn’s (2015) discussion of distinct 

racial groups experiencing racialization differently, these organizations begin by dynamically 

racializing their opposition as a diverse range of non-white groups rather than a singular force. 
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This range spans from those they characterize as elite Jewish people who supposedly influence 

government operations to other non-white (particularly Black) groups who they portray as taking 

advantage of government policies and pose a threat of violence. This multi-faceted racialization 

process that takes different approaches to distinct non-white groups rather than treating non-

white as a single generalized other enables Nationalist Front organizations to characterize white 

racial identity as weak and oppressed in comparison to political and Jewish elites but strong and 

dominant in relation to other (typically darker) non-white groups. Accordingly, physical 

confrontations are represented as both strictly self-defense from initiations of violence as a tactic 

that their (Black) opposition uses and also as praiseworthy demonstrations of the organizations’ 

capacities to resolve conflict through violence in potential confrontations with elites. As far-right 

organizations in the late 20th and early 21st century have a history of portraying whites as 

minorities to frame their work as advocacy for a small, underpowered group rather than as 

maintenance of an existing racial hierarchy (see Adams and Roscigno 2005; Berbrier 1998, 

2000, 2002; Blee 2002; Blee and Yates 2015; McVeigh and Sikkink 2015), some of the 

discourse that Nationalist Front organizations use continues in this tradition.  

Using this framing alongside narratives that explicitly identify whites as racially superior 

and the rightful rulers of the United States, then, seems almost contradictory. As Jackman (1994) 

notes, however, ideologies are not exercises in logic. Rather, the purpose of dominant ideologies 

is to maintain dominance. Therefore, racial ideologies rooted in white supremacy can adapt to 

diverse – and sometimes contradictory – narratives to maintain power. Nationalist Front 

organizations’ collective identity construction, then, demonstrates the adaptability of dominant 

racial ideologies to support seemingly incompatible presentations of themselves in relation to 

“others.”  
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Racial justice organizations that opposed the Unite the Right rally similarly presented 

themselves as victims, but, given the lack of a clear racial distinction between themselves and 

those they opposed, they generally did not connect their victimhood to white racial identity. 

Solidarity Cville used an other-racialization strategy to racialize its opposition as white 

extremists, but, aside from expressing its support for some Black community members as clear 

targets of both white extremist actions and law enforcement responses to community unrest, it 

did not connect the Charlottesville community as a whole with any racial identities. Instead of 

following a trend among similar organizations to downplay racial differences among its 

membership (Beeman 2015; Ernst 2012; Lichterman 1995), Solidarity Cville opted to avoid 

complex discussions of racial identity altogether. Instead, the organization suggested Black 

victimhood at the hands of whites motivated its racial justice activism while leaving the role of 

white community members in that activism unclear. Alternatively, SURJ relied on a self-

racialization strategy in which it racialized its membership both as victims of “white supremacy” 

alongside members of other racial groups and as agents who have power to resist and dismantle 

“white supremacy,” which can bring about “collective liberation” across racial lines. Like other 

white “anti-racist” organizations that face challenges with identifying both themselves and 

individuals or groups who they oppose as white (see Hughey 2012), SURJ opted to refer to 

abstract concepts rather than concrete groups with white members as its primary opposition. 

Accordingly, SURJ did identify its white membership as victims, but victims of abstract forces 

rather than the actions of other individuals or groups.  

While Solidarity Cville and Showing up for Racial Justice used these separate strategies 

to create notably different identities as organizations, they both share a common pattern: in 

preferring simpler narratives that may resonate with broad target audiences (see Benford and 
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Snow 2000; Snow et al. 1986), the organizations established relationship between themselves 

and their opposition that do not require a dynamic view of racial identity to understand. 

Particularly with regards to neglecting to discuss complexities associated with white racial 

identity, these organizations fail to capture the adaptive nature of whiteness in support of a social 

order that benefits whites (see Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Bobo and Hutchings 1996). As a 

result, Solidarity Cville and SURJ provide critical responses to far-right organizations’ 

presentations of white superiority without pointing out the contradictions that this presentation 

has when used alongside victimhood narratives. These responses do distance Solidarity Cville 

and SURJ from white extremist groups and present these groups negatively, but they do not 

actually challenge how these groups uphold white supremacy through their presentations of 

white Americans in relation to various non-white communities. In other words, while Solidarity 

Cville and SURJ’s simplifications of white racial identity enables them to construct their own 

collective identities in opposition to white extremism, it does not challenge the rhetorical 

strategies that white extremists use to reinforce white supremacy, and, to a certain extent, can 

actually aid white extremists’ efforts. 

For all organizations considered, then, their use of different racialization strategies to 

navigate their relationships with white racial identity matter for not only how they construct 

collective identity but also how successful they are in maintaining or challenging a white-

dominated racial hierarchy. Nationalist front organizations use a complex dual racialization 

strategy to craft a complex form of white racial identity for their memberships, but this complex 

racial identity raises some contradictions with narratives that present whites as victims. While 

nationalist front organizations have ways of rationalizing these contradictions, the complex 

nature of their explanations may be more difficult to express in appeals to broader audiences. 
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Based on the organizations’ abilities to organize events such as the Unite the Right rally, these 

complex racial identities and the narratives to support them appeared effective for motivating 

members to support their organizations. When considering how multiple Nationalist Front 

organizations and the coalition Nationalist Front itself became defunct not long after the Unite 

the Right rally, however, it appears as though members have difficulty when using these 

identities and narratives to keep groups together over longer periods of time, especially in times 

of public scrutiny. Racial justice organizations, meanwhile, opted for simpler forms of 

racialization that give the organizations simpler relationships with white racial identity. This 

simplicity, however, comes at the cost of being able to specify exactly who they represent (in the 

case of other-racialization) and who they work against through their operations (in the case of 

self-racialization). 

To be clear, this analysis is not meant to center the ineffectiveness of strategies that 

Nationalist Front organizations and racial justice organizations involved in the Unite the Right 

rally use to appeal to larger audiences. Rather, these findings would indicate that the racialization 

strategies that different organizations choose to apply with regards to themselves and their 

opposition can have different effects on that organization’s collective identity construction and 

its ability to realize organizational goals. By examining how Nationalist Front organizations 

racialize themselves and their opposition, for example, seemingly contradictory descriptions of 

white racial identity can be understood as positional identities relative to others described as 

elites and those characterized as inferiors. For racial justice organizations, meanwhile, this form 

of analysis reveals how two seemingly different strategies actually encounter the same larger 

challenge in conveying the complexities of white racial identity. Accordingly, theorizing 

racialization (and, as part of racialization processes, white racial identity) as a dynamic concept 
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rather than a uniform process can aid in understanding the racial subtleties of organizations’ 

collective identity constructions. This perspective of racialization would certainly aid scholars of 

collective and racial identity to take a more holistic approach in their work, but it has the 

capacity to extend beyond academic applications as well. When navigating conflicting narratives 

related to social or political controversies, Activists can apply a dynamic perspective of 

racialization to what the groups that perpetuate a certain narrative say about themselves and their 

opposition to understand how groups understand themselves. Especially for those dedicated to 

challenging white supremacy, this understanding would prompt activists to include flawed logic 

in addition to extremist behavior in their criticisms of white advocacy organizations.
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5. THE ASSUMPTION OF UNCONSTRAINED CHOICE: COLLECTIVE AND RACIAL 

IDENTITY IN TWITTER DISCOURSE ON FACE MASK USAGE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Since entering the American public’s awareness in March 2020 (see Gumbrecht and 

Howard 2020), the COVID-19 pandemic has remained a frequently-referenced topic in global 

news coverage. Particularly within the United States, the pandemic has also prompted several 

controversies, specifically in relation to pandemic precautions such as face mask usage and 

vaccinations. These controversies, which, due to the nature of a pandemic, often occurred 

through communication using online platforms, involved debates about the effectiveness of 

certain precautions and the role that government policy should have in ensuring Americans take 

such precautions. These online debates, however, did not directly address the racial realities of 

the time. Beyond the prominence of the Movement for Black Lives in news media following the 

police killing of George Floyd in May 2020, race had a specific place in the pandemic through 

differential experiences of COVID-19 among members of various communities of color (see 

Gold et al. 2020; Killerby et al. 2020; Millett et al. 2020; Price-Haywood et al. 2020; Stokes et 

al. 2020) and increasing discrimination and violence against Asian Americans specifically 

(Cheah et al. 2020; Costello et al. 2021; Ren and Feagin 20201; Wu et al. 2021). Discussions 

about the pandemic such as these online debates established how Americans understood the 

pandemic, but they did not appear to encourage users either to reinforce or to challenge racial 

inequalities associated with it. How, then, might these users differentiate the racial identities of 

themselves and others in an online discussion of a topic without explicitly mentioning race? 

 Individuals and groups can use strategies to racially identify themselves and others 

without actually talking about race. These strategies range from more conscious attempts to 
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avoid racial identifications by relying on racial consequences of seemingly race-neutral policy 

position (Omi and Winant 2015) to disregarding non-white experiences altogether from 

expectations for normal life (Feagin 2010; Mills 2007; Mueller 2017). Existing research on racial 

identity in social media discourse, however, often uses cases where race relations are a primary 

subject of discussion. For example, a number of these studies have considered how individuals 

used social media narratives about the 2014 police shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, 

Missouri as a way either to challenge or to uphold racialization practices applied on Black 

Americans (Bonilla and Rosa 2015; Ince et al. 2017; Ray et al. 2017). This study, then, builds on 

past work using social media to discuss identity construction and racialization by expanding the 

range of cases studied to one that, while connected to racial inequality, does not center it. 

 To consider how groups establish collective and racial identity through social media 

discourse about the pandemic, I analyze collection of approximately 22,000 tweets focused on 

the topic of face mask usage posted in May and June 2020. By classifying, coding, and analyzing 

these tweets, I determined that, while users make different arguments in their tweets based on 

their positions on face mask usage, both those who support face mask usage (referred to 

collectively as the “pro-mask group”) and those who oppose it (referred to collectively as the 

“anti-mask group”) share some common characteristics. Both present themselves as taking a 

necessary role in combatting misinformation, express their opposition to government officials, 

and frame pandemic precautions such as face mask usage as a choice that Americans make. Each 

group uses these strategies to situate itself within a distinct reality of the pandemic, and, while 

neither group emphasizes the racial identities of users aligned with the group’s position 

(henceforth referred to as “members”) or others who are perceived to oppose that position, the 
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role of individual agency that both groups highlight through their framing of precautions as a 

choice privileges white middle class experiences of the pandemic over others. 

 These results address how groups can use social media discourse to construct collective 

and racial identity, but the findings speak to matters beyond that goal alone. In particular, the 

findings of this study highlight how subtly groups can racialize others. While the groups 

considered in this study do not link themselves or others to specific racial identities, their 

presentations of the opposition as people who made different choices than they did nonetheless 

racializes Americans based on who has agency to decide which pandemic precautions to take. 

Since this agency connects to structural forms of oppression (as I explain later in this chapter), 

these findings illustrate how failure to acknowledge systemic inequality can become a form of 

racialization itself. Rather than indicating how groups’ descriptions of others can racialize those 

others and the groups’ memberships, then, this study explores how racialization can occur 

through omission of these descriptions as well. 

5.2 BACKGROUND 

 In introducing this study of tweets related to the COVID-19 pandemic as a means of 

examining collective and racial identity, I have operated under two key assumptions: First, 

Twitter users can construct collective identity through their tweets about a certain position; 

Second, the pandemic as a topic of discussion has some relationship with racial identity. I begin 

this section by discussing each of these points further and explaining how both are accurate with 

regards to the pandemic. Drawing from the results of this coverage, I continue by considering 

concepts related to racial identity that have been applied to similar contexts as the one 

investigated in this study. An understanding of these concepts thus helps to set expectations for 

the present study. 
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5.2.1 Collective Identity and Social Media 

 Individuals who communicate similar messages to one another through social media 

platforms do not necessarily engage in the same form of collective identity construction as other 

groups. These individuals do not typically define themselves together as a group in the same way 

that official organizations might, and, as a result, they do not necessarily work together to agree 

upon and contest core attributes or beliefs that they all have in common. With that said, these 

groups still construct shared belief systems in ways that are somewhat reminiscent of more 

traditional collective identity construction. To briefly review, collective identity construction 

involves members of a group using presentations of their goals and of others who would oppose 

those goals to unify group members through a shared “we-ness” (see Flesher Fominaya 2010; 

Pottella and Jasper 2001; Snow and McAdam 2001; Snow and Owens 2014). Social media 

platforms frequently operate in ways that facilitate some awareness of these unifying 

presentations. One major component of this process involves keywords. By using a shared set of 

keywords in social media posts, users can effectively align themselves with or distance 

themselves from others. Twitter in particular is notable for its use of a hashtag system, in which 

users can include certain hashtags within their posts as a way of both expressing a short-form 

argument that many other users have stated in similar posts and marking their posts as part of a 

larger conversation held among those using the same hashtags (Bonilla and Rosa 2015; Ince et 

al. 2017; Ray et al. 2017). 

 By providing users with a common way of expressing an argument, a method for joining 

a conversation with like-minded users about a specific topic, and a strategy for users to amplify a 

shared message, keywords can effectively function as a basic form of framing on social media 

platforms. Through repeated use of keywords and the same core messages, users can enregister 
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their arguments (see Agha 2003) to form discursive spaces online where they reinforce a 

collective set of beliefs (Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; O’Callaghan et al. 2015; Ray et al. 2017). Ray 

et al. (2017), for example, discuss how users responding to the 2014 shooting of Michael Brown 

in Ferguson, Missouri employed unique sets of hashtags with their posts to create two distinct 

“echo chambers” with contrasting descriptions of the events in Ferguson and police brutality in 

general. 

 Again, while examples like Ray et al. (2017) indicate that groups can use social media 

platforms to create shared spaces based around common sets of beliefs that users have in 

common, this process does not specifically involve users in these spaces constructing collective 

identities that all users in a space support. As such, social media users who share beliefs and 

positions through their posts may be better discussed as what John DuBois and, later, Anna Bax 

call “stance cohorts.”1 In essence, “stance cohorts” include a collection of people in a 

conversation who all share the same ideological position or argument within that conversation. 

Through their creation of shared narratives and knowledge bases within online spaces, that 

different users create, social media users effectively create environments where they share such 

ideological positions and arguments.  For simplicity and ease of discussion in relation to other 

chapters, however, this study will refer to sets of social media users who are considered to form a 

“stance cohort” together simply as “groups.” 

5.2.2 Racial Identity and the COVID-19 Pandemic 

 As the inclusion of the word “pandemic” in its title may suggest, the COVID-19 

pandemic has impacted communities across the globe in various ways. Given how universal 

some aspects of the pandemic have been, it may appear unrelated to racial identity. Turning 

 
1 See Bax 2018 for further elaboration on stance cohorts. 
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specifically to the United States, the pandemic and policies related to it have resulted in 

considerable impacts that have affected the lives of Americans as a whole (see Carter and May 

2020; Haffajee and Mello 2020). How, then, would the pandemic be understood as a racial 

phenomenon? While the pandemic was not limited to members of specific racial groups, some 

groups did have more severe experiences of the pandemic than others. 

 Within the United States specifically, communities of color often faced disproportionate 

shares of exposure and risk of exposure to COVID-19. Several studies from early months of the 

pandemic noted how illness and death from COVID-19 disproportionately affected communities 

of color (Gold et al. 2020; Killerby et al. 2020; Millett et al. 2020; Price-Haywood et al. 2020; 

Stokes et al. 2020), but those works focus more on outcomes related to COVID-19 rather than 

possible reasons behind these outcomes. As an extension of systemic racial inequalities in the 

United States, people of color disproportionately occupy social positions that carried a higher 

risk of exposure to COVID-19. Imprisoned and detained communities, which include 

disproportionately high numbers of people of color (see Alexander 2012; Yancy 2016), were put 

at greater risk of exposure due to prison and detention managers’ decisions to prioritize other 

aspects about their operations over the health of people in their facilities (Liao et al. 2021). 

Among working Americans, higher proportions of people of color have jobs in industries that 

frequently required workers to be present in-person, such as service, manufacturing, and 

transportation, than do in sectors with a greater ability to shift to remote working conditions, 

such as professional or managerial work (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020, 2021). The pandemic, 

then, should not be understood as a new or unique form of racial inequality. Rather, it is an 

extension of systemic practices with many forms of racialized consequences. 
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 Public discourse related to these systemic practices in the context of the pandemic tend to 

erase the idea that such practices result in racial inequality. Discussions about the harm people of 

color in prisons and detention centers face due to the negligence of managers become contrasts 

between the deservingness of healthcare professionals and lack thereof among imprisoned and 

detained populations broadly (see Paxton 2020; Perry et al. 2021). Workers who risk their health 

at in-person jobs, meanwhile, become “essential workers” who selflessly sacrifice their safety in 

order to provide goods and services others expect and do not care about the unsafe working 

conditions they face (Bonilla-Silva 2022). By emphasizing aspects of other identities that people 

of color have, public discourse about the pandemic continues a tradition of downplaying 

systemic racial inequality (Bonilla-Silva 2022; Mueller 2017). 

 The pandemic, then, functions as a new battleground in a longstanding war over racial 

inequality. Systemic practices have continued to relegate people of color to certain social 

locations during the pandemic, and, accordingly, these practices have consequences that are 

specific to the context of the pandemic. Rather than acknowledging the different, racialized 

realities that Americans face during the pandemic, the discourse that Americans use to talk about 

it conceal any connections to racial identity behind character attributions. Much talk about the 

pandemic that does not appear to be racial on the surface, then, has a clearer relationship with 

racial identity upon scrutiny. Accordingly, many statements related to the pandemic are 

statements about racial identity as well. 

 Of course, the COVID-19 pandemic is not unique for having racial implications that did 

not become a central topic of discussion. Many discussions that can range from policy positions 

to personal beliefs involve racial identity even when that identity is not the subject of the 

conversation, and, rather than just disregarding racial identity and its implications altogether, 
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participants often find ways to talk about race without ever actually mentioning racial identity. 

Drawing from literature on the concealed forms of racialization in everyday interactions, the 

following subsection provides details on strategies for maintaining a racial status quo when racial 

identity never openly enters a discussion. 

5.2.3 Discussing Race without Talking about Race 

 Previous literature does provide some precedent for evaluating situations in which 

individuals may discuss matters that relate to racial inequality without actually referencing racial 

identity. Before discussing some of the practices that people use to accomplish this division of 

racialized consequences from racial inequality, it may help to consider how people can develop 

such a position. Here, Feagin’s (2010) “white racial frame” is particularly useful. According to 

Feagin, a dominant and widespread framework that he calls the white racial frame maintains a 

racial order in which whites are viewed as superior to people of color. Rather than maintaining 

this racial order by using overt forms of racialization to praise whites and demonize people of 

color, people with influence use the white racial frame when they characterize everyday 

experiences most familiar to those who identify as white as a “normal” or default American 

experience while simultaneously presenting experiences that may not be familiar to many whites 

but common within some communities of color as “abnormal” or “deviant.” When subscribing to 

Feagin’s white racial frame, then, many Americans may not perceive how many conversations 

about matters related to everyday life actually involve social arrangements that perpetuate racial 

inequality. 

 To be sure, some influential people intentionally use the white racial frame to further 

their interests in maintaining white superiority. Government officials use coded language to 

express support for maintained racial inequality by taking stances on various political issues that 
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would disproportionately disadvantage communities of color (Omi and Winant 2015; Perlstein 

2012), and some white advocacy organizations frequently outline their key positions in ways that 

conceal how their work to secure whites’ advantages subjugates various communities of color 

(Berbrier 1998, 2002; Bobo et al. 1997). These applications can extend beyond policy positions 

alone. For example, government officials and other nativist activists have used references to 

articles of clothing such as the hijab as a way to portray Muslims from Middle Eastern 

backgrounds as proponents of oppressive regimes who pose an existential threat to the United 

States and, by extension, the American people (Beydoun 2018; Byng 2010; Husain 2019; 

Karaman and Christian 2020). For these individuals and groups, the white racial frame provides 

a way of maintaining a white supremacist racial order while avoiding criticism for reinforcing 

racist ideas and practices. 

 Where there are certainly some who consciously use the white racial frame to their 

advantage, many others subscribe to it without ever intentionally acting in ways that maintain 

racial inequality. For these situations, white ignorance is key. White ignorance is a form of 

ignorance that Americans employ to maintain white dominance over other racial groups. Beyond 

just not knowing about past and present accounts of racial inequality, Americans employing 

white ignorance actively work to not know more about racial inequality or to enter situations that 

could lead to them learning more about racial inequality (Mills 2007; Mueller 2017, 2020). 

When confronted with discussions related to racial inequality, Americans employ white 

ignorance to avoid discussing the racially-biased nature of current social institutions and express 

skepticism when considering strategies for radical change or the need to employ such strategies 

(Mueller 2017). Particularly when combined with “racial apathy,” a strategy that Americans use 

to overlook the racialized consequences of certain social relations or practices (see Forman 
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2004), white ignorance can prompt Americans to avoid bringing racial identity into a 

conversation where it is relevant altogether (Ebert et al. 2020). In a situation where Americans 

discuss a social issue with severe consequences but fail to acknowledge racially-biased 

implications of those consequences, then, they are likely applying some form of white ignorance 

to their discourse. 

 Unintentional applications of the white racial frame do not always require a complete 

avoidance of racial identity. Research on implicit associations indicates that Americans more 

readily identify American identity with white racial identity than with other racial identities. For 

example, participants in some association tests were quicker to identify images of white people – 

even some with non-American national identities – as American than they were when identifying 

images of Black or Asian Americans (Devos and Banaji 2005; Devos and Mohamed 2014). 

These implicit associations, however, have the capability of extending beyond personal identity. 

Through the connections of white racial identity to American-ness, Americans perceive some 

national symbols as more strongly associated with and representative of white racial identity than 

others (see Butz 2009: 793-794). If American symbols can become associated with white racial 

identity, it stands to reason core American values such as “freedom” and “independence” may 

share a similar connection. References to these core values in discourse, then, may implicitly 

privilege white experiences related to these values over those that members of other racial groups 

may commonly have. 

5.2.4 Considerations for Online Discussions of the COVID-19 Pandemic 

 While the information covered in this section draws from a broad range of subjects, it all 

still informs the present study. To restate, this study involves a consideration of how twitter users 

engage in collective identity constructions through their debate over pandemic policies and how 
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this collective identity construction evokes racial identity. Twitter users, while not always part of 

a named group, can engage in practices such as repetition of shared messaging and strategic 

hashtag use to establish groups with others. The pandemic, though largely portrayed as racial-

neutral through popular lines of discussion, perpetuates many avenues for systemic racial 

inequality that give various practices during the pandemic racialized consequences. Drawing 

upon the white racial frame (Feagin 2010), Americans have used a number of strategies to 

minimize the role of racial identity in various contexts that have racialized consequences. As 

established above, these include using coded language to talk about circumstances with 

racializing consequences without referencing racial identity (Omi and Winant 2015), applying 

white ignorance to avoid discussions of racial identity altogether (Ebert et al. 2020; Mills 2007; 

Mueller 2017, 2020), and implicitly associating American identity more closely with white racial 

identity than others (Devos and Banaji 2005; Devos and Mohamed 2014). When considering the 

pandemic specifically, however, possible parallels between the implied racial meaning associated 

with articles of clothing such as the hijab (Beydoun 2018; Byng 2010; Husain 2019; Karaman 

and Christian 2020) and negative characterizations of face mask usage seem worth particular 

consideration. Given associations of the pandemic’s origins with “Asian-ness” (Cheah et al. 

2020; Chen et al. 2020; Ren and Feagin 2021; Ruiz et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2021) and the history 

of face mask usage as a public health practice that predates COVID-19 in some East Asian 

countries (for example, see Ives 2022), a presentation of face mask usage among Asian 

Americans and immigrants as symbolic of viral transmission would match analogous 

racialization of those with a Middle Eastern appearance through the hijab with terrorism and 

oppression. While this form of racialization would not necessarily counter other racially unequal 
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consequences of the pandemic, it would function as a strategy that minimizes other racial 

differences in favor of emphasizing collective victimhood of all (non-Asian) Americans together. 

 With this variety of possibilities for Americans to evoke racial identity in conversations 

about the pandemic in mind, this study has two primary goals. First, it considers how groups of 

twitter users construct their collective identities though their descriptions of others that they 

oppose. Second, it assesses how these descriptions racialize the membership of groups and those 

they oppose. To connect the latter goal more closely to content of this section, this study seeks to 

consider how groups, in discussing who or what they oppose with regards to pandemic policies, 

either apply previously-used strategies to minimize the importance of racial identity when 

discussing pandemic policies or adopt new strategies for handling racial identity. In light of these 

goals, this study seeks to address the following research question and sub-question: 

How do groups of Twitter users connected to positions on COVID-19 pandemic policies 

construct collective identities of their memberships and apply racial identity in 

presentations of their opposition? 

What strategies do these groups use either to emphasize or to obscure the role of racial 

identity during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

5.3 DATA AND METHODS 

In considering how Americans have used face mask usage as a way to construct 

collective identity in relation to opposing forces and attribute racial identities to themselves and 

their opposition, I analyzed a dataset of 22,076 tweets related to face mask usage. Additional 

details on the background of the face mask debate, data collection procedures, and the coding 

process as well as follow-up analyses appear in the following subsections. 
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5.3.1 The Face Mask Debate 

The debate over face mask usage as a strategy to reduce community transmission of 

COVID-19 emerged through inconsistent messaging from government officials. Following early 

recommendations against face mask usage in the weeks after COVID-19 became widespread in 

the United States (CDC 2020), the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) updated its 

guidance to encourage Americans to wear face masks in early April 2020 (CDC 2022). When 

speaking about this updated recommendation to the American public, however, Trump 

emphasized how the policy was a recommendation rather than a requirement and shared his 

personal decision not to wear a face mask (Trump 2020). After Trump’s announced his position, 

face mask usage transformed from a public health recommendation into a politically contested 

practice. While some Americans aligned with the CDC’s guidance by viewing wearing masks as 

a necessary preventative measure to reduce the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, others 

perceived the situation in terms of social, political, and even scientific elites imposing excessive 

control over and withholding trust from the American people (Aratani 2020; Smith 2020; 

Stewart 2020). Beyond simply having different perspectives on the issue of wearing masks, 

however, this debate over public health policy doubled as one attached to competing political 

platforms, in which individuals with differing perspectives began to see one another as their 

opposition. Individuals who support wearing masks viewed those who refuse to wear masks as 

exacerbating the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, and those who oppose wearing 

masks saw those who support wearing them as diminishing the freedom that Americans have 

(Aranti 2020; Stewart 2020). This conflict between broad groups of Americans has persisted 

along with the COVID-19 pandemic itself since states began to transition away from stay-at-

home measures in late April and early May of 2020 (CDC 2022).  
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5.3.2 Data Collection 

 To study the public debate over face mask usage near the beginning of the pandemic, I 

collected tweets related to face masks during May and June 2020. While discussions about face 

mask usage occurred in a wide variety of physical and digital venues, Twitter provides a record 

of conversation with an amplitude and organization not seen elsewhere. As with many other 

social media platforms, twitter serves as an online environment where many people are able to 

participate in conversations simultaneously (Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; O’Callaghan et al. 2015; 

Ray et al. 2017). Beyond providing a large-scale conversation venue, however, Twitter in 

particular allows users to categorize their posts by including hashtags within them. These 

hashtags serve both as a way for users to join specific conversations and to amplify a shared 

message with others (Bonilla and Rosa 2015). Based on these qualities, Twitter is not only a 

platform with an ample amount of data but one in which groups of users who shared a position 

on face mask usage become particularly visible. The time frame for collected data, meanwhile, 

related to timing of stay-at-home orders in the United States. Most states that implemented stay-

at-home orders in the initial weeks of the pandemic let those orders expire in either late April or 

early May 2020 (CDC 2022). Following the end of these orders, Americans worked towards 

finding a balance between returning to familiar types of community interaction while still taking 

precautions to prevent transmission of COVID-19. This balancing act has persisted throughout 

various stages of the pandemic, but, given the recent CDC update regarding face masks just a 

few weeks before, the two months following the end of stay-at-home orders capture a point when 

face mask usage as part of everyday life was a highly prevalent topic among discussions related 

to COVID-19. The messages about face mask usage communicated in this period of time, then, 
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established strategies that Americans with differing perspectives continued to use throughout the 

pandemic. 

 To collect tweets related to face mask usage from this timeframe, I used tools available 

from Brandwatch Consumer Research (see Brandwatch 2022). While Brandwatch identifies 

itself as a provider of marketing tools to study consumer trends, some services that Brandwatch 

offers provide an effective way of collecting data from social media platforms such as Twitter 

and Facebook. When specifically considering Twitter, Brandwatch provides users with the 

ability to search past tweets within a particular date range using sets of key words and phrases. In 

addition to providing users with the ability to download the set of tweets within the selected 

timeframe, Brandwatch also provides several other measures related to the tweets as a dataset, 

such as lists of common keywords and hashtags used across all tweets. To begin, I searched for 

tweets posted from the United States between May 1, 2020 and June 30, 2020 that contained 

both a reference to COVID-19 and a reference to face coverings.2 Using the output from this 

search, I took note of all hashtags with over 1,000 uses. Given my specific interests in the groups 

that formed around users’ support for or opposition to face mask usage, I took particular note 

both of hashtags that seemed related to a position on wearing face masks.3 From this 

consideration of the hashtags, I created two sets of hashtags that appeared to express association 

with support for or opposition to face make usage. While the most frequent hashtags associated 

 
2
 More specifically, I used this notation for my initial search: (COVID-19 OR COVID OR coronavirus) AND (“face 

mask” OR mask OR “face covering”). Brandwatch includes filters to limit search results by geographic location, so I 

used those to collect only tweets posted by users in the United States. While it did not necessarily ensure all tweets 

included in the dataset are from U.S. residents (A foreign visitor who tweeted while in the United States, for 

example, would have their tweet included in the results), this filter, especially given the limited amount of 

international travel in May and June 2020, ensured that the vast majority of Tweets in the dataset come from people 

living in the United States. 
3
 While hashtags such as #coronavirus and #mask occurred with some of the highest frequencies in the dataset, these 

hashtags did not express support for or opposition to face mask usage. As such, they were not used for further data 

collection procedures. 
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with support for face masks (#wearamask, #wearadamnmask, #maskup, and #staysafe)4 often 

directly commanded readers to take action, the only hashtags associated with opposition to face 

masks in the set (#trump and #maga) displayed some connection to an individual or group that 

did not support the CDC’s recommendations on face mask usage.5 Using these hashtags, I added 

these hashtags into my search to focus my results more narrowly on those either in support of or 

in opposition to face mask usage.6 This revised search yielded a sample of 22,076 tweets to use 

for my study. 

5.3.3 Coding/Analysis 

Before I began coding, I decided to create a coding sample. Within the sample of tweets 

that I collected, the majority were retweets of others, and many discussed face mask usage 

without making clear arguments in support of or in opposition to the practice.7 To ensure that I 

coded tweets efficiently and that I was capturing the debate over face mask usage rather than 

other conversations related to face masks, I took a purposive coding sample from the full sample 

of tweets that I collected. To construct this sample, I classified all original tweets8 as “pro-mask,” 

“anti-mask,” or “neutral” based on the content of the tweet.9 Since this process revealed that 

 
4
 Given the large number of hashtags within the set that appeared to show support for face mask usage, I included 

only those with over 2000 uses in this subset. 
5
 I should mention that nether subset of hashtags is a perfect match for each position. Many tweets in support of face 

mask usage used #trump or #maga to criticize Trump or followers of Trump’s Make America Great Again 

campaign, and some tweets that opposed face mask usage used #wearamask in what appeared to be attempts to 

make themselves part of conversations between users who supported face mask usage. With that said, tweets in 

support of face mask usage tended to use #wearamask, #wearadamnmask, #maskup, or #staysafe, while tweets in 

opposition to face mask usage tended to use either #trump or #maga. 
6
 I used the following notation for the revised search: (#wearamask OR #wearadamnmask OR #maskup OR 

#staysafe OR #trump OR #maga) AND (COVID-19 OR COVID OR coronavirus) AND (“face mask” OR mask OR 

“face covering”) 
7
 Tweets that fall into this latter category primarily consist of ones that face mask sellers used to market their 

products. 
8
 This included all tweets that were not retweets. In total, I classified 6,733 tweets in this process. 

9
 Classification primarily relied on a literal reading of the tweets. Unless parts of a tweet made it obvious that the 

user argued for a certain position sarcastically, I classified tweets according to the message they communicated. If I 

was uncertain about the sincerity of an argument in a tweet, I typically classified the tweet as “neutral” 
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“anti-mask” tweets were notably underrepresented within the full sample,10 I included all of 

these tweets and only a portion of the “pro mask” tweets in my coding sample.11 In order to 

make sure that the sample accounted for particularly impactful tweets, I also made sure that all 

tweets with at least 100 retweets were included as part of the coding sample. After factoring out 

tweets that were ineligible for coding,12 I was left with a coding sample of 859 tweets. 

Coding for this project occurred of the course of two main rounds. The first round of 

coding, which involved identifying central themes in tweets based on how they discuss their 

position and themselves and their opposition in relation to that position, proceeded using a semi-

inductive coding strategy (Saldaña 2015). Drawing from both themes discussed in previous 

literature (Bonilla-Silva 2022; Mueller 2017) and themes that I observed in classifying all 

original tweets, I created a codebook with individual codes organized in larger “packages” that 

share a common theme (see Gamson and Modigliani 1987). To refine this initial codebook, I 

coded three random samples of approximately 100 tweets drawn from tweets classified as “pro-

mask” or “anti-mask” and from the list of tweets with over 100 retweets and added, removed, 

and modified codes based on emergent patterns in the coding. As I began coding the coding 

sample of 859 tweets, however, I continued to make minor modifications to codes in order to 

best reflect patterns across tweets. Following this first round of coding, I conducted a second 

round of coding with all tweets from the coding sample that discussed others who opposed the 

position communicated in the tweet (466 tweets) to identify specific discursive mechanisms and 

strategies that Twitter users who took either a “pro-mask” or “anti-mask” position used to talk 

 
10

 Only 83 tweets, or 1.2% of all original tweets, were classified as “anti-mask.” 
11

 More specifically, I took a random 20% sample of the 3,795 original tweets classified as “pro-mask.” This 

sampling strategy produced a coding sample composed of roughly 10% “anti-mask” tweets and roughly 90% “pro-

mask” tweets. 
12

 17 tweets were ineligible for coding because they were duplicates of other tweets in the sample without being 

retweets. 6 of these were “anti-mask” tweets, while the remaining 11 were “pro-mask” tweets. 
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about their opposition. This round of coding helped to elaborate how different groups of Twitter 

users identified their opposition and themselves in relation to this opposition through discourse. 

In order to account for the context of each tweet rather than segmenting each tweet into parts, I 

applied all codes used in both rounds of coding to the entirety of each applicable tweet. 

Following the completion of both rounds of coding, I analyzed the data by considering 

descriptive statistics related to frequencies of codes within the coding sample and subsets of the 

sample as well as rates of co-occurrences between codes. Based on prominent patterns in coding 

visible in these statistics, I revisited the coding sample to investigate the themes and discursive 

practices related to these patterns. This analysis helped me to address how groups of twitter users 

taking a position of face mask usage both identified themselves in relation to their opposition and 

applied racial identity to Americans in the pandemic. 

5.4 FINDINGS 

 In discussing face mask usage and other COVID-19 pandemic policies in May and June 

2020, pro-mask and anti-mask groups use descriptions of their opposition as an important 

component of identifying themselves and the reality of the pandemic. Pro-mask group members 

use characterizations of the opposition as ignorant, selfish, reckless, and morally inferior to 

identify themselves as knowledgeable, responsible, and morally superior actors in the middle of 

a very real and severe pandemic. Anti-mask tweets similarly use presentations of their opposition 

as ignorant to characterize members of the anti-mask group as knowledgeable, but they claim to 

do so in a very different reality. For anti-mask users, the pandemic is an excuse that liberal 

government officials have used to take an excessive level of control over the American people. 

Despite notable differences in the ways that pro-mask and anti-mask groups describe the 

pandemic in general and face mask usage specifically, both share a common recognition of face 
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mask usage and other precautionary measures as a choice. The subsections that follow explain 

these findings in greater detail. 

5.4.1 Misinformation and the Construction of Pandemic Realities 

 Appearing in 182 coded tweets, misinformation13 was a prominent topic of conversation 

for both groups. users from both groups described their opposition as misrepresenting either face 

mask usage or information about COVID-19. As these claims of misrepresentation were 

common enough to be among a small number of frequently-occurring codes that emerged from 

the dataset,14 they account for a substantial portion of all arguments that either group made in 

their tweets. Given the difference in position between the two groups, however, what was 

portrayed as a misrepresentation varied substantially between pro-mask tweets and anti-mask 

tweets. These different recognitions of misinformation led each group to adopt separate 

conceptualizations of the reality behind the pandemic. 

 Pro-mask group members typically highlight misinformation that downplays the severity 

of the COVID-19 or the effectiveness of face mask usage as a public health precaution. 

Misrepresentation of information related to these topics, pro-mask group members argue, has 

increased both the severity of the pandemic in the United States and the number of Americans 

who put public health at risk through everyday interactions. In an effort to change conditions in 

the United States, some pro-mask tweets attempt to dispel misinformation. The following tweet, 

 
13

 To clarify, I use “misinformation” throughout this subsection as a way of referencing what each group considers 

to be misinformation. I do not mean to argue that both group’s discussions of misinformation are equally valid, a 

point that I discuss further in the conclusion of this chapter. 
14

 Codes that accounted for more than 7.5% of all codes that members of either the pro-mask group or anti-mask 

group used were considered to be “frequently-occurring” codes. This threshold designated between five and ten 

codes as frequently-occurring for each group, with the code for misrepresentation being the only one that was 

frequently-occurring for both groups. 
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for example, uses medical measurements from an individual wearing different types of face 

masks to counter an anti-mask narrative that face masks can restrict the wearer’s oxygen intake: 

Note the heart rate readings: rest=109, mask=115, KN95=118, P100=119. Only 6 bps 

raise with a #mask, and no blood O2 saturation drop even with a P100 in the subject 

with a self-reported asthma. Please #MaskUp and don't spread the #coronavirus. The 

mask won't suffocate you! 

By using measurements of a minimal raise in the heart rate of the participant and evidence that 

the participant did not experience any change in blood Oxygen levels to adopt a form of 

epistemic stance, the author refutes the claim that face mask usage can “suffocate” wearers. 

Furthermore, the author’s note that the participant used for measurements had “self-reported 

asthma” speaks to the safety of face mask usage for people with respiratory conditions. Doing so 

dispels a line of argument by some who opposed face mask usage to justify refusal to wear a 

mask with Americans with Disabilities Act protections (Morales 2020). While this tweet turns to 

data as a way of discrediting misinformation, not all pro-mask group members use scientific 

evidence to do so. Some, as in the following tweet, rely on general references to the nature of 

COVID-19 to challenge misrepresentations: 

The “oppressed” anti-mask/anti-stay-home COVID protestors scream “it’s just a flu”. I’d 

love to hear about each of their individual experiences having a flu where the fever lasted 

MONTHS and how they’d like a loved one to experience that. #WearADamnMask 

Within this tweet, the author description of a “fever [that] lasted MONTHS” alludes to reported 

cases of COVID-19 where symptoms continue for substantially longer than would be expected in 

most cases of viral infection (Wanga et al. 2021). By indexing the lasting severity of symptoms 

in some cases of COVID-19, the author refutes the claim challenges those who use the claim that 
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COVID-19 is similar to other diseases like influenza, which anti-mask group members use as 

justification for opposing pandemic precautions. Whether addressing misinformation about the 

supposed harm that face mask usage causes or the apparently mild nature of COVID-19, pro-

mask tweets ultimately work against challenges to face mask usage. 

 Dismissing invalid reasons to oppose face mask usage, however, is not the sole incentive 

that pro-mask group members have for addressing misinformation. For pro-mask group 

members, misinformation related to the pandemic and precautions can have severe health 

consequences. The following tweet, for example, connects misinformation with American deaths 

from COVID-19: 

The US has 4% of the world’s population, but 25% of Coronavirus deaths. This is not a 

“freedom” thing, this is a science thing. The virus DOES NOT CARE about your 

perceived freedom, and by not wearing a mask, you are killing others. #WearAMask 

With the use of statistics indicating that the United States had a disproportionately high number 

of deaths from COVID-19 at the time and reference to misrepresentations of pandemic 

precautions as related to Americans’ “perceived freedom,” the author argues not only that 

misrepresentations of face mask usage as a restriction on “perceived freedom” have harmed the 

United States more than other parts of the world but also that Americans who act upon this 

misrepresentation are responsible for “killing others.” The author particularly presents pandemic 

precautions such as face mask usage as a contest between “freedom” and “science,” with 

“freedom” causing American deaths and “science” supporting the use of precautions. In 

distancing themselves from misrepresentations of pandemic precautions as a matter of “freedom” 

and aligning themselves with perceptions of these precautions as a matter of “science,” the 
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author and other pro-mask group members position themselves as lifesavers working against 

lethal misinformation. 

 Anti-mask group members, meanwhile, primarily target misinformation that justifies 

government policies related to COVID-19 precautions, such as face mask usage. According to 

this group, inconsistent or deceptive messaging about pandemic precautions by various 

government officials has been used to justify policies that place unjustified restrictions on the 

American people. On some occasions, anti-mask group members use references to this 

messaging to argue that face mask usage is an ineffective tool for reducing COVID-19 

transmission. The tweet below, for example, challenges “liberal” claims about the effectiveness 

of mask wearing: 

#LiberalismIsAMentalDisorder #maskoff #MaskUp virtue signaling liberals at their best 

if you think a cloth mask is going to save you, you’re an idiot I’m Sorry #COVID19 

#COVID #LiberalHypocrisy #mybodymychoice #DemocratsTheEnemyWithin 

Instead of adopting an epistemic stance against misinformation through reliance on evidence, the 

author of this tweet develops a stance towards their opposition through character attacks. In 

addition to directly labeling those who trust the effectiveness of face masks as “idiot[s],” the 

tweet also implies that face mask usage itself is “virtue signaling” performed by individuals with 

liberal political beliefs. The tweet further associates liberal politics with “mental disorder[s]”, 

“hypocrisy,” and being “the enemy within.” By associating several negative character attributes 

with a group that the author also connects with face mask usage, the author dismisses the 

effectiveness of face mask usage by discrediting those who would claim that face mask usage is 

effective rather than by addressing the practice itself. Not all attempts to combat misinformation 

related to face mask usage, however, avoid the use of evidence to speak to the practice. For 
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example, the following tweet uses a statement from Dr. Anthony Fauci, a leading medical 

professional in the United States whom many Americans turned to for COVID-19 guidance 

throughout the pandemic. By referencing Fauci’s descriptions of face masks as having symbolic 

meaning and the possibility of avoiding future waves of COVID-19, the author downplays the 

severity of the pandemic and questions the need for any precautions: 

The #MaskofFear is symbolic? Who knew? Can we stop the nonsense now?: Fauci 

changes tune, now says second COVID-19 wave may never happen — and mask-wearing 

is symbolic https://t.co/fpSavN7PFb #GetUpOffYourKnees 

#DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica #MAGA #tcot[top conservatives on Twitter] 

#ccot[Christian conservatives on Twitter] 

Rather than approaching Fauci’s comments as an expansion of what he previously said, the 

author references a self-identified conservative news organization’s account of Fauci “chang[ing] 

tune” (linked in the tweet) as a refutation of Fauci’s previous guidance in the pandemic. The 

author’s inclusion of the rhetorical question “who knew?” to comment on Fauci’s comments, 

however, suggests not only that anti-mask group members already doubted the truth behind 

previous pandemic guidance but also that liberal government officials are incompetent in their 

handling of the pandemic. The author confirms both of these points by using the word 

“nonsense” to index face mask usage and potentially other pandemic practices. Instead, the 

author portrays face mask usage specifically and the pandemic response more generally as tactics 

to impede Americans from resisting liberal government officials who are “destroying America.” 

To convey this point, the author refers to face masks used during the pandemic as “the 

#MaskofFear.” While this hashtag could just characterize Americans’ use of face masks as a 

result of fear related to COVID-19, the author’s inclusion of “#GetUpOffYourKnees” in the 
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tweet as well indicates that “#MaskofFear” may also refer to government officials’ use of face 

masks and face mask policies to essentially scare people into a state of inaction during the 

pandemic. For anti-mask group members, then, combatting misinformation is a matter of 

mobilizing Americans to oppose liberal government officials who supposedly act against the 

nation’s best interests. This strategy mirrors other lines of right-wing populist discourse, which 

frequently characterize liberal officials as weaker than the nation’s people (see Wodak 2015). 

 Through their different accounts of perceived misinformation related to the pandemic, 

each group creates a distinct reality around their interpretations of the pandemic (see Berger and 

Luckmann 1966; Fairclough 2001; Herbst 1993; Watson 1995). For the pro-mask group, 

COVID-19 is a severe illness capable of doing substantial harm to the American people. This 

group uses a scientific basis to support various pandemic precautions, such as face mask usage to 

reduce COVID-19 transmission, and it depicts resistance to these precautions as attacks against 

science. Furthermore, the group credits those who misrepresent precautions or COVID-19 

broadly with responsibility for severe illness and death among Americans. As an opponent of 

face mask usage resistors, then, the pro-mask group is a guardian of American lives. The anti-

mask group, meanwhile, constructs a reality where COVID-19 is less an atypical threat to 

Americans’ health and more an opportunity that government officials can use to enact restrictive 

policies. Whether they are practices that give government officials the appearance of control in 

an out-of-control situation or the start of a destructive political revolution, these policies, 

according to the anti-mask group, run against what Americans want or believe is necessary. By 

working in opposition to these policies, then, the anti-mask group protects American values 

while dismissing any need to protect American lives. 
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5.4.2 Opposition to Government 

 Tweets from both groups shared a considerable focus on government officials as a source 

of opposition during the pandemic. Fitting with the two groups’ distinctive portrayals of the 

reality of the pandemic, however, each group criticized different sets of government officials and 

used different lines of reasoning to express their criticism. 

 For the pro-mask group, opposition to the government targeted the poor leadership of 

Donald Trump, the Trump administration broadly, or other Republican officials for their lack of 

support for face mask usage and other precautionary practices in 115 tweets included in the 

coding sample. Within these tweets, pro-mask group members commonly express this opposition 

through commentary on public events organized or attended by these officials. For example, 21 

tweets, including the one below, criticized then-Vice President Mike Pence by contrasting his 

maskless interactions with the public with his role as the leader of the Trump administrations 

COVID-19 task force: 

Mike Pence—the head of @realDonaldTrump’s #coronavirus “task force”—just 

interacted with the public, and NO ONE is wearing a mask. Total #COVIDIOT. 

#COVID19 #WearAMask 

While this tweet’s reference to Pence as a “total #COVIDIOT” for engaging the public without 

any face mask usage is a clear negative presentation of Pence himself, the author of the tweet 

further criticizes the Trump administration’s COVID-19 task force. Here, the author’s inclusion 

of quotations around the words “task force” is particularly meaningful. While these quotations 

designate that “task force” is the label that the Trump administration has given to an organized 

body within the administration responsible for addressing the pandemic, they index an additional 

meaning upon consideration of context. The author negatively characterizes Pence for not 
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implementing face mask usage in public interactions, and the inclusion of #WearAMask aligns 

the tweet with a larger collection of tweets that more frequently than not support face mask usage 

as a precautionary practice to follow during the pandemic. In light of this context, the quotations 

around “task force” also distance the Trump administration’s definition of a COVID-19 task 

force from what pro-mask group members understand a COVID-19 task force to be. In other 

words, by using quotation marks around “task force,” the author uses a form of double voicing 

(see Bakhtin 2002) to augment the original meaning of the phrase “task force” with doubt 

regarding the Trump administration’s qualifications for managing the pandemic. 

 Other criticisms of the government among pro-mask group members emphasize the 

consequences of government officials’ leadership on face mask usage specifically and pandemic 

policies generally. The following tweet, for example, connects Trump’s position on face mask 

usage with American deaths in the pandemic: 

Trump made not wearing a face mask part of his culture wars and his war on truth and 

science. A new study from Hong Kong shows that wearing masks lowers the spread of 

Covid-19 by as much as 75%. #TrumpDeathToll95K #WearAMask 

This tweet and others similar to it criticize Trump, not just for his lack of face mask usage alone 

but for other aspects of Trump’s character or politics that it represents. In the case of this tweet 

specifically, the author discusses how Trump’s lack of face mask usage is iconic of a larger 

position that he has taken in relation to “truth and science.” To support that point, the author 

references a “study” as evidence that face mask usage is an effective strategy for preventing 

COVID-19 transmission. Through this reference, the author aligns themselves with scientific 

evidence related to the reality of the pandemic and distances Trump from that evidence. Near the 

end of the tweet, the author identifies the consequence that Trump’s position had through the 
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hashtag “#TrumpDeathToll95K.” In addition to the author’s earlier attribution of an opposition 

to “truth and science” to Trump, this hashtag attributes American COVID-19 deaths up to the 

time of the tweet to Trump as well. In portraying Trump as a poor leader for choosing to oppose 

scientific evidence and costing many Americans their lives for doing so, the author essentially 

establishes pro-mask group members as the opposite – people who care about scientific evidence 

related to COVID-19 and, by extension, human life. 

 The anti-mask group, meanwhile, emphasized the negative consequences that actions of 

government officials related to COVID-19 face mask policies had on the American people over 

negative presentations of government officials themselves. In particular, this group emphasized 

how government officials’ implementation of face mask policies imposed excessive control over 

Americans. Some tweets express this point through straightforward criticism of face mask 

policies, as illustrated in the tweet below: 

Tell Gov. Newsom "Don't force me to wear a face mask. COVID hospitalizations and 

death rates are NOT rising. An across-the-board mask mandate is NOT justified." … 

"Newsom considering statewide mask order" https://t.co/3YBZrw5TJW #patriot #maga 

Here, the author calls California residents to express their opposition to face mask policies to 

Gavin Newsom, the California governor at the time. In the template message that the tweet 

provides for Newsom, however, the author appears to convey their argument. Based on the claim 

that COVID-19 hospitalization numbers and death rates are not increasing, the author argues that 

a face mask policy would be unjustified. To make this argument, the author uses “NOT” to 

negate two key statements: “COVID hospitalization and death rates are rising” and “An across-

the-board mask mandate is justified.” This emphasized form of negation may go beyond a 

rejection of these statements to signal an attempted erasure of these circumstances, which, in 
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turn, distances the author from unspecified others who may claim both statements to be true (see 

Gal and Irvine 1995). While the author primarily identifies a face mask policy as their opponent, 

they still align Newsom with this policy and distance themselves from him. While the statement 

“Newsom considering statewide mask order” links Newsom with a face mask policy in itself, the 

attribution of the statement to a Sacramento Bee article (via the link following the tweet) and the 

use of quotations around the statement indicate that it is evidence from a cited source rather than 

conjecture on the part of the author. The statement “Don’t force me to wear a face mask,” 

meanwhile, indicates that Newsom has sufficient power over the author to compel them to 

perform an action that they generally oppose throughout the tweet. This statement, in 

combination with the author’s self-identification with conservative politics through the use of 

“#maga,” distances the author from Newsom.15 

 Although some other anti-mask tweets include references to specific politicians similar to 

those listed in the previous tweet, many others use vague terminology when identifying a source 

of political opposition. Some focus on the conservative-liberal divide in the United States and, 

accordingly, express opposition to Democrats: 

I will NOT wear a mask anymore. I did, when I believed govt lies that #covid19 would 

kill us all. Now I know that #coronavirus is up to 34X LESS FATAL THAN THE FLU. 

(I can read data; check Hawaii.) I refuse to be a pawn in @TheDemocrats' scheme to 

control us. #NoMasks #MAGA 

The tweet above, for example, indicates that members of the Democratic Party used the 

pandemic as part of a malevolent plan “to control us.” By referencing evidence that indicates 

 
15

 Gavin Newsom is a member of the Democratic Party, the more political liberal of the two major parties in the 

United States. This affiliation would put Newsom in political opposition with conservative individuals and 

government officials. 
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COVID-19 is less harmful than a familiar virus (influenza) that does not prompt most Americans 

to take precautions that affect everyday life, the author explains how they have come to perceive 

the severity of the pandemic as “govt lies” and face mask usage as an extension of this deception. 

By refusing to wear a face mask and, by extension, participate in what the author describes as a 

form of unjustified government control, then, the author distances themselves from Democratic 

lawmakers who implement face mask policies. Not all anti-mask tweets that follow a similar line 

of argument to the one in this tweet, however, even identify Democrats specifically as a source 

of opposition. Some simply refer to the government officials that implement and enforce face 

mask policies as “they,” as exemplified in the tweet below: 

Let’s remember this when they force everyone to wear masks. Don’t let the Ministry of 

Truth erase it from your memory. #COVID?19 #wearamask #hypocrisy #ministryoftruth 

https://t.co/3IuV5Swq3h 

In this tweet, the author connects a vague “they” behind face mask policy enforcement with “the 

Ministry of Truth,” a dystopian government agency in George Orwell’s 1984 responsible for 

destroying all historical records that contradict present-day state narratives.16 Through this 

reference to 1984, the author implies that government officials will eliminate any records of past, 

less restrictive face mask recommendations, such as the news article linked at the end of the 

tweet, upon their future implementation of a universal face mask policy. The author’s call to 

remember, then, is another call to resist excessive government control. 

 It is worth noting that the strategies that the anti-mask group uses to talk about 

government officials as a source of opposition are not new. As demonstrated in both of the 

 
16

 While this reference to 1984 is unique to this tweet, it should be noted that other anti-mask tweets use analogies 

or terminology that characterize face mask usage as an authoritarian practice. One particularly salient example is the 

use of the term “slave plate” to refer to a face mask in multiple anti-mask tweets. 
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previous chapters and many previous studies of right-wing groups or organizations (See, for 

example, Berbrier 2000; Blee and Creasap 2010; Blee and Yates 2015; Wodak 2015), the anti-

mask group’s references to the pandemic broadly and face mask usage specifically as a form of 

oppression carried out by a vaguely-defined group of government officials on the American 

people is the latest instance of supposed government overreach in a history of the practice 

discussed by right-wing organizations rather than a completely novel phenomenon. Where the 

anti-mask group differs from the right-wing groups and organizations covered in previous 

studies, however, relates to overtly linking certain racial identities to this government overreach. 

Research on other right-wing organizations, again including the previous two chapters, often 

includes some discussion of narratives that racialize people of color as beneficiaries of 

government overreach or, in the case of Jewish people specifically, the agents behind it and 

white Americans as the victims of such overreach. The anti-mask group uses similar rhetorical 

strategies to discuss government overreach as these other right-wing groups and organizations, 

but, outside of three references to Asian identity or nationalities in anti-mask tweets, the anti-

mask group does not tie government overreach during the pandemic to any particular racial 

identity.17 

 In fact, both the pro-mask and anti-mask groups remain relatively silent about racial 

identity in their discussions of the opposition. Four pro-mask tweets within the coding sample 

express support for communities of color, but, given how rare tweets that critically discuss 

communities of color are, they serve more as an exception within the dataset than the norm.18 As 

 
17

 More specifically, only two of these tweets held “China” responsible for COVID-19 or the virus’ international 

classification as a pandemic. The third tweet, meanwhile, criticized an “Asian-American” reporter for their 

expressive criticism of Trump’s pandemic response in a news broadcast. 
18 Within the coding sample, a single tweet discusses how Black and Latinx communities are more severely 

impacted by the pandemic than other groups due to higher COVID-19 death rates within these communities. The 
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such, neither group regularly brings racial identity into its discussion of face mask usage and the 

pandemic more broadly. As the next section will explore in more detail, however, the absence of 

intentional references to racial identity in pro-mask and anti-mask tweets is not an indicator that 

these tweets do not connect to racial identity at all. 

In summary, while pro-mask and anti-mask groups both identify government officials as 

a notable source of opposition, both create dramatically different narratives in doing so. Pro-

mask tweets negatively present the Trump administration or other conservative politicians for 

their use of a leadership style that prioritizes  conservative politics (or, in some cases, Trump’s 

personal beliefs) over scientific evidence and the toll that this leadership has had on the 

American people. By distancing themselves from these officials, pro-mask group members 

depict themselves as individuals who care about following scientific evidence and protecting 

American lives from COVID-19 by doing so. Anti-mask tweets, meanwhile, focus on how 

government officials use face mask policies as a method of gaining control over Americans. 

When they distance themselves from government officials, then, anti-mask group members self-

identify as a resistance against a vaguely-defined regime attempting to use the pandemic as a 

justification to expand their power over others. This narrative reflects those that other right-wing 

groups over the past several decades have used when discussing their work, so it is not altogether 

unexpected. Unlike several other contexts involving these groups, especially when interacting 

with political opponents, the pro-mask and anti-mask groups do not use racialization as a key 

strategy to characterize their opposition and themselves. As the next section will demonstrate, 

these groups instead share a conceptualization of face mask usage as a choice that has racial 

consequences. 

 
remaining tweets that show support for communities of color do so with just the inclusion of a hashtag, such as 

#BlackLivesMatter 
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5.4.3 The Choice to Take Precautions 

 In the process of considering how members of both groups described themselves and 

their opposition, one additional common theme emerged from the data: members of both groups 

ultimately frame pandemic precautions, such as face mask usage, as a choice that people make. 

While this framing is not as clearly a matter of collective identity formation through 

presentations of the opposition as are the groups’ discussions of misinformation and government 

officials, this framing is nonetheless important to understanding how groups understand 

themselves in relation to their opposition and how racial identity is involved in Twitter discourse 

related to the pandemic. 

 Based on previous discussions of findings, pro-mask group members commonly portray 

their opposition as ignorant about the pandemic, unqualified to lead the American people through 

it, and, as a result of both these points, a danger to American lives. By contrast, members of this 

group are informed about the science behind the pandemic and use that knowledge to care about 

other Americans. Accordingly, pro-mask tweets commonly present pandemic precautions as a 

choice between responsibility for others’ lives and risk of those lives. Pro-mask group members 

often communicated this choice as an order or request related to face mask usage and, on some 

occasions, other precautions for readers to follow.19 Some tweets, such as the one below, only 

contained simple directives: 

Wear a mask in public. Stay home if you can. Wash your hands. Please! 

#WearADamnMask #COVID__19 #ProtectEachOther #CaliforniaCovid #LosAngeles 

 
19

 The code for pro-mask tweets that included orders or requests for readers to wear a face mask was the most 

common thematic code applied to the coding sample. It was applied 244 times, which accounts for approximately 

28% of the coding sample. 
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#DontBeACunt #MyMaskProtectsYou #LATimes #YourMaskProtectsMe 

#SocialDistance 

While included hashtags such as “#ProtectEachOther,” “#MyMaskProtectsYou,” 

“#YourMaskProtectsMe,” and “#DontBeACunt” explain some of the reasoning that the author 

has for making an order about face mask usage, the author’s actual orders occur alone and 

without any additional context. Other pro-mask tweets, however, provide additional details 

related to the pandemic in addition to the directive: 

I lost my older brother Tyrone Brown20 yesterday morning to this deadly coronavirus so 

please take the necessary precautions to protect you & your loved ones. Stay inside, 

continue to practice social distancing & wear a mask. This disease is REAL people. 

#staysafe 

Rather than simply ordering readers to take precautions, this author begins their tweet with a 

brief anecdote about a brother who recently died of COVID-19, which highlights the severity of 

the disease. The author then provides an initial order not for readers to perform any clear action 

but more generally to protect themselves and those close to them. Only after this first order does 

the author list several precautions for people to take during the pandemic, including social 

distancing and face mask usage. The author’s first order, then, functions as a preemptive 

explanation for taking the actions stated in the following sentence. An additional sentence 

emphasizing the existence of COVID-19 as a threat and the commonly-used hashtag 

“#staysafe”21 following the actions further indicate why readers should take those actions. In 

 
20

 I have changed the name in this tweet in an effort to keep the identity of the author anonymous. While the tweets 

included in this study are public data, I am concerned with how tweets that share similar positions on face mask 

usage operate collectively rather than how individual Twitter users talk about themselves. Accordingly, I have 

chosen to omit or modify identifying information where possible. 
21

 This hashtag stands out as the most frequently-occuring hashtag in the full dataset that makes an argument not 

specifically about wearing a face mask. It occurred 2,119 times in the full dataset and 70 times in the coding sample. 
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addition to explaining why readers should take precautions in the main text of the tweet rather 

than including that information exclusively through hashtags, this second tweet personalizes and 

legitimates the order for readers to wear face masks and social distance by describing a severe 

consequence of COVID-19 with which readers can sympathize and potentially empathize. Both 

simple and complex orders for readers to wear face masks and take other precautions in pro-

mask tweets, however, rely on a common idea: An order to take precautions can only be 

effective if readers can choose to take those precautions. Accordingly, simple and complex 

orders alike both presuppose that readers can choose to wear face masks and otherwise protect 

themselves from COVID-19. 

 Additional pro-mask tweets do more than make orders to describe what the choice that 

Americans make related to precautions is. The following tweet references actions of U.S. house 

representatives to portray face mask usage in particular as a choice between protection and 

endangerment: 

Democratic Rep. Clyburn wears a mask to protect the life of his Republican colleague 

Scalise. Scalise refuses to wear a mask to protect Clyburn, potentially endangering him. 

Each of us answers this: Who do I want to be in this time of crisis? 

The question that ends this tweet asks readers to make a choice in line with one of the two 

representatives that the author describes. Like Clyburn, readers can choose to take on the 

responsibility of caring for others – including those who they may oppose – by wearing a face 

mask. Alternatively, readers may, like Scalise, choose to put others around them at risk by not 

wearing a face mask. By associating each option with a member of a specific political party, the 

author further connects the choice to wear a face mask with the choice in political alignment. 

Given the number of retweets made of this particular tweet, it would appear that thousands of 
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other pro-mask group members agree with making this connection.22 With that said, not every 

description of the choice behind face mask usage in pro-mask tweets has a political component. 

Consider, for example, the tweet below: 

If you are still not wearing a mask while in public I automatically will think you are a bad 

person. Period. Wearing a mask [will] protect others, don’t be selfish. Enough people 

have died from COVID, don’t be the reason someone else [does]. 

#WearAMaskSaveALife #COVID #WearADamnMask 

Instead of connecting positions on face mask usage with different political parties, the author of 

this tweet attributes negative characteristics, such as being “selfish” and “a bad person,” with 

people who do not wear face masks. Still, other components of the choice expressed in the 

previous tweet remain in place. Wearing a face mask is a choice to take responsibility for 

protecting others, while refusing to wear a face mask risks others’ lives. 

 Given their other distinctions from the pro-mask group, the anti-mask group describes 

pandemic precautions such as face mask usage as a very different choice. For members of this 

group, precautions are a choice between a show of leadership and submission to social or 

political oppression. Like pro-mask tweets, some anti-mask tweets use orders to others about 

taking precautions generally or wearing a face mask specifically to express this choice. For 

example, the following tweet directed at Joe Biden, then-Democratic candidate for the 2020 

presidential election, orders him to stop wearing a face mask: 

@JoeBiden . . Take off your mask you silly old fool!!!! COVID was a Democrat 

Hoax!!!!! . . . #maga 

 
22

 The tweet under discussion here was retweeted 5,158 times within the dataset. It was the most frequently-

retweeted tweet in the dataset by a margin of just over 3,000 retweets, indicating that it was shared substantially 

more than any other tweet in the dataset. 
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In this tweet, the author refers to the pandemic as “a Democrat Hoax” and implies that Biden is a 

“silly old fool” for wearing a face mask. Through these attributions, the author delegitimizes 

those wearing face masks as clueless individuals who were deceived by a false crisis that 

Democrats created. Just as pro-mask tweets that order readers to wear face masks presuppose 

that face mask usage is a choice that readers can make, however, anti-mask tweets that order 

readers not to wear face masks operate under the same presupposition. 

 Despite these similarities in tweets that give orders to readers regarding precautions 

generally and face mask usage specifically, anti-mask group members detail the choice they 

associate with precautions differently from pro-mask group members. Instead of including both 

sides of a choice within the same tweet, anti-mask group members typically focus on just one 

side per tweet. Consider the tweet below: 

@ChrisMurphyCT Trump is displaying the courage and bravery of Lincoln & Churchill 

by refusing to wear a face mask, and his handling of the legislative and scientific 

elements of the Dems-China23 created COVID-19 fake crisis is superior to anything 

James Madison or Ben Franklin ever did! Go #MAGA 

Through their praise of Trump’s handling of the pandemic, the author identifies several qualities 

associated with the choice to not wear a face mask or engage in other pandemic precautions. 

Here, the author indexes  historical world leaders as points of comparison indicate that Trump’s 

“refus[al] to wear a face mask” reflects “the courage and bravery of Lincoln & Churchill” and 

 
23

 It should be noted that, while a few tweets do make reference to Chinese identity or Asian identity broadly in a 

way that connects that identity to the COVID-19 pandemic, that is not a prominent trend within the dataset. Within 

the full sample of 22,076 tweets, “China” appears 43 times, “Chinese” appears 16 times, and “Asian” appears 8 

times. For each word, uses occurred across a close to even mixture of appearances in news headlines that connect to 

Chinese or Asian identity, uses of the word in a hashtag (such as #China) without a clear explanation of how the 

hashtag connects to the tweet, and references to the word in a way that connects Chinese or Asian identity with the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Even those that fall within the last category, however, do not always involve face mask usage 

specifically. For example, the one use of “Asian” that fell into this category negatively characterized an Asian 

American reporter for their response to Trump in pandemic news coverage featuring him. 
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that Trump’s pandemic-era policies accomplish more than “James Madison or Ben Franklin ever 

did” in their political efforts. In other words, the author’s historical comparisons position Trump 

as a true leader for his choices related to face mask usage and other precautions. Those who 

refuse to wear face masks and take other precautions, then, follow Trump in emulating his 

leadership within their communities. 

A separate set of anti-mask tweets describes the choice to wear a face mask. While some 

tweets, such as the previous order for Biden to remove his mask, focus on negatively 

characterizing those who wear face masks, others highlight the action of wearing a face mask 

rather than the wearers themselves. The following tweet, in which the author associates face 

mask usage with unfortunate life circumstances, provides one such example: 

Whether it’s wearing [a] mask to avoid coronavirus, or giving up on your dreams because 

being an accountant is more realistic, or putting up with abuse because there is no 

financial way out, it’s all people super imposing their fears upon you to STOP you! … 

#Masks #MaskUp #USA 

Through their comparison of face mask usage with suppression of career ambitions and tolerance 

of abuse, the author portrays the practice as one that has serious and long-term consequences. As 

indicated by their reference to all practices involving “people super imposing their fears upon 

you to STOP you,” the author suggests that face mask usage is a form of submission to some 

external power. Interestingly, while the other two circumstances discussed have clear alternatives 

that come with resistance (following one’s dreams and escaping abuse, respectively), face mask 

usage does not. While this tweet itself does not provide a clear indication of what face mask 

usage keeps wearers from doing, references to the pandemic as a “hoax” (as seen in both other 

anti-mask tweets in this subsection) and liberal government officials controlling Americans in 
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other anti-mask tweets suggest that face mask usage keeps wearers from living a normal life in 

line with American values such as “freedom” and “liberty.” When this context is applied to this 

tweet, the choice to wear a face mask becomes submission to overbearing (and typically liberal) 

government officials and their restrictive policies. 

As demonstrated through these example tweets, both groups refer to face mask usage 

during the pandemic as a distinct type of choice. Each choice, however, operates under a shared 

assumption: all Americans (or, at the very least, all American Twitter users) have an equal ability 

to make pandemic-related choices and, accordingly, realize their agency. This is not the case. 

Populations such as those held in prisons or detention centers and those with jobs in sectors that 

require in-person work have less agency in deciding what precautions to take, and these 

populations contain disproportionately high numbers of people of color. Given these 

circumstances, the Twitter discourse about face mask usage communicated by both groups’ 

privilege a white experience of the pandemic over others. 

 Upon recognizing racial and class-based privilege in Twitter discourse about face mask 

usage, the messaging from both organizations takes on different meanings. Those who had the 

most flexibility with returning to in-person community life in May and June 2020 due to working 

in professional or managerial fields, a disproportionately high share of whom were white, had the 

agency to make choices about the pandemic. Whether they are making choices between 

responsibility and risk or choices between leadership and submission, they could choose how to 

respond to the pandemic and, to some extent, the direction that the pandemic would take. Those 

with obligations to return to in-person community life in that time due to working in positions 

that could not be done remotely, a disproportionately high share of whom were people of color, 

had less agency to make choices during the pandemic. These individuals may have had some 
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capacity make choices about face mask usage or other precautions, but others, such as executives 

or employers, set policies on various pandemic-era precautions that effectively made many of 

these choices for them for the duration of time they spent in public while working. Accordingly, 

these individuals had some capacity to engage in the choices specified in Twitter discourse, but, 

in many respects, they were subjected to the consequences that choices among those with more 

agency to take certain precautions made. Twitter discourse from both groups largely ignored how 

these individuals lacked agency in comparison to others, and the few references those with less 

agency typically either portray them as self-sacrificing medical professionals (see Bonilla-Silva 

2022) or those that people making choices about precautions need to protect. Neither group, 

however, address the racial and class differences in agency that individuals had to take 

precautions critically. 

 In summary, both groups construct face mask usage and other pandemic precautions as 

different choices. For pro-mask group members, face mask usage is a choice where wearing a 

face mask is taking responsibility to care for personal and community health and not wearing one 

is risking others’ health and lives. Anti-mask group members, meanwhile, describe face mask 

usage as a choice where wearing a face mask is submission to government officials and policies 

that work against key American values and not wearing a face mask is taking on a leadership 

role to ensure that these officials do not succeed in taking control of the United States. Despite 

the stark differences in the ways that each group portrays face mask usage, both still frame 

precautions as choices that individuals make and, accordingly, emphasize the agency that 

individuals have either to address or to discredit the pandemic. Neither group, however, provides 

a critical discussion about the differential capacities that people with different racial or class 

backgrounds have to take pandemic precautions. Instead of addressing how these differential 
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capacities perpetuate racial and class-based inequalities, both groups erase the potential for 

differences by implying that all Americans are equal in their capacity to choose. This 

assumption, of course, further perpetuates the harm that communities of color, working-class and 

poor communities, and, in particular, those at the intersection of both have faced in the pandemic 

by making that harm invisible. 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

Within Twitter discourse about face mask usage during the pandemic, both what groups 

intentionally communicated through their members’ tweets and what they unintentionally 

conveyed through omission were quite important. Through the content of their tweets, each 

group operated within a distinct reality in which face mask usage and other precautions were 

choices that Americans made. While precautions were a way to save Americans from further 

COVID-19 illness and death for the pro-mask group, they were a façade used by government 

officials to manipulate the American people for the anti-mask group. Accordingly, pro-mask 

group members had to be knowledgeable and caring to combat an ignorant, careless presidential 

administration and its supporters, while anti-mask group members had to stand up to government 

mandates to avoid submitting to the government powers that they opposed. Both groups’ 

presentations of choice, however, neglected to consider the fact that people operate under vastly 

different constraints—constraints that are largely caused by systems of oppression (Bonilla-Silva 

2022; Feagin 2006, 2010; Mills 1997, 2007; Mueller 2017, 2020; Omi and Winant 2015). 

Therefore, these differences in capacities operate amid a hierarchy of agency, and, while racial 

divisions are not absolute, the hierarchy privileges white middle class experiences with the 

pandemic over others. Accordingly, by not discussing the role of racial identity in the pandemic, 
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Twitter discourse about face mask usage inadvertently upholds the white supremacist order in 

the United States. 

Focusing first on collective identity, how separate groups describe face mask usage is 

reminiscent of Ray et al.’s (2017) findings related to “echo chambers” in the Twitter response to 

the 2014 shooting of Michael Brown. According to Ray and colleagues, separate groups of 

Twitter users who used distinct sets of hashtags essentially created a unique reality about the 

shooting of Michael Brown and police brutality in the United States more broadly. While 

hashtags were not as mutually exclusive to each group in this study as they were in Ray et al.’s 

work, a similar construction of competing realities occurred. The pro-mask group operated in a 

reality where the pandemic was the product of a scientifically-documented virus that could be 

managed through certain precautions, while the anti-mask group existed in a reality where the 

pandemic arose from government officials turning an unremarkable or even nonexistent virus 

into a reason for them to take near-authoritarian levels of control over the American people. To 

be clear, these two realities are neither equally distributed nor valid. As noted in my previous 

discussion of data collection, just over 1% of all original tweets in the dataset took an anti-mask 

perspective, while approximately 56% of original tweets took a pro-mask perspective. This 

distribution clearly indicates that many fewer Twitter users prescribed to the reality of the anti-

mask group rather than the reality of the pro-mask group. Furthermore, while tweets from 

members of both groups used evidence to justify their perspectives, both the quality24 and 

quantity of evidence in pro-mask tweets outweighs that of anti-mask tweets. While Twitter may 

 
24

 While I did not conduct an analysis using an empirical measure for the quality of evidence that tweets used, I did 

take note of trends in evidence from pro-mask tweets and anti-mask tweets. In doing so, I noticed that pro-mask 

tweets typically referenced news coverage of scientific studies or other reports from recognizable news outlets, 

while anti-mask tweets frequently referenced reports from news outlets that were too obscure to recognize by name 

alone. This is my basis for claiming that pro-mask tweets have higher quality evidence than anti-mask tweets. 
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overrepresent the pro-mask group relative to the full American population, this evidence 

provides strong support for the reality of this group most accurately resembling what Americans 

and people throughout the world understand as “reality” during the pandemic era more so than 

the reality of the anti-mask group. Still, the construction of competing realities within these 

groups affirms previous work that speaks to the insular nature of social media communities (see 

O’Callaghan et al. 2015; Ray et al. 2017).  

Given how the pro-mask and anti-mask groups based their respective collective identities 

in such different realities of the pandemic, their shared concentration on the government as a 

prominent source of their opposition may seem unexpected. This shared opposition to 

government despite the groups’ adoptions of distinct collective, however, makes sense in the 

context of previous work on collective action. To present their collective action in a way that 

appeals to broader audiences, groups commonly frame themselves as resisting a dominant power 

and their action as bringing about needed social change (see Benford et al. 2000; McAdam et al. 

2001; Snow et al. 2004). As Americans recognize that government officials are part of an 

institution that has authority over the American people, identifying these government officials as 

a key source of opposition certainly frames a group as resisting a dominant power. Accordingly, 

while the pro-mask and anti-mask groups each target different sets of government officials in 

their tweets, they both identify themselves as needing support from the public to counteract 

harmful practices within the government in doing so. The two groups, then, shared an important 

strategy related to collective identity construction in crafting their separate collective identities. 

With regards to racial identity, the groups defied certain expectations while upholding 

others. Previous research on racial identity during the pandemic (see Cheah et al. 2020; Chen et 

al. 2020; Ren and Feagin 2021; Ruiz et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2021) and the potential for discussing 
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face mask usage in an analogous manner to the hijab (see Beydoun 2018; Byng 2010; Husain 

2019; Karaman and Christian 2020) point towards racialization strategies that would characterize 

Asian Americans and immigrants as diseased. However, that narrative was virtually absent in my 

study. Both groups, however, make implicit connections to racial identity through their 

depictions of the pandemic generally and precautions such as face mask usage specifically. Anti-

mask group members in particular use strategies that seem reminiscent of other right-wing 

narratives that reaffirm a white supremacist racial hierarchy by highlighting the injustice of 

implied white victimhood (see Berbrier 2000; Bloch et al. 2020; Brown 2016; Carter et al. 2019), 

but both groups are ultimately involved in maintaining this hierarchy through their construction 

of pandemic precautions such as face mask usage as a choice. Since white and middle or upper-

middle class Americans disproportionately filled social positions where they could choose which 

precautions to follow, representing precautions as a choice privileges these Americans’ 

experiences of the pandemic over those of people of color, people with lower class backgrounds, 

and people at the intersections. 

This narrative exemplifies white ignorance and color-blind ideology broadly speaking 

(see Bonilla-Silva 2022; Mills 2007; Mueller 2017, 2020). To review, white ignorance is an 

active form of ignorance that individuals use to disregard the connections that certain 

circumstances or practices have to racial inequality (see Mills 2007; Mueller 2017). By failing to 

acknowledge differential capacities to respond, then, both groups avoid any discussion of how 

these differential capacities perpetuate racial inequality and, in doing so, erase racial inequality 

from conversations about pandemic precautions. This avoidance seems particularly reminiscent 

of Mueller’s (2017) discussion of an “avoidance” strategy among participants in her study, where 

participants wrote about topics they were asked to address in ways that avoided any discussion of 
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racial identity. While the connections that the pandemic has with racial inequality may not be as 

obvious as the link is for topics used in Mueller’s work, the same principle stands. Instead of 

addressing the racial inequality that comes out of individuals’ different capacities to respond to 

precautions, both groups ignore this point in favor of implying that all Americans are equal in 

their capacity to choose and, in doing so, fail to address how certain practices in the pandemic – 

including the emphasis on individual choice as a way to shape its course – perpetuate systemic 

racial inequality in the United States (Bonilla-Silva 2022; Perry et al. 2021). The groups’ Twitter 

discourse, then, is a recent display in a history of reliance on white ignorance to avoid critical 

approaches to not only racial but also class-based inequality. 

 To most Americans, the idea that debates over precautionary policies has produced 

separate and generally incompatible understandings of the pandemic is not new. Even when 

limiting the scope of consideration to this dataset, many pro-mask and anti-mask group members 

note how they do not understand the actions or perspectives of their opposition. In focusing so 

much on how differently opposition groups have responded to the pandemic, however, Twitter 

users – and, by extension, Americans who have engaged in debates over COVID-19 policies in 

other public forums – are likely not aware of what they accomplish together. By portraying 

various pandemic precautions as a choice that Americans have an equal capacity to make freely, 

these users obscure the experiences of those living amid vast constraints. Of course, how each 

group understands the reality of the pandemic matters for how this neglect can be understood. 

Pro-mask group members advocate for taking precautions to reduce COVID-19 transmission 

among the American population. In framing these precautions as choices that all Americans can 

make, however, the group overlooks the ability that those who are not white and middle-class 

have to take precautions in defense against a pandemic and the implications that this lesser 
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ability has for the vulnerability of non-white and working-class Americans. Anti-mask group 

members, meanwhile, describe the pandemic as a conspiracy created by liberal government 

officials. This construction of the pandemic prompts anti-mask group members to dismiss any 

hardships or loss that Americans have experienced during the pandemic as an illusory 

justification for government overreach, which, given the disproportionate vulnerability of non-

white or working-class Americans to these hardships and loss, particularly invalidates 

experiences of the pandemic among these communities. With that said, both groups still play a 

role in concealing systemic forms of inequality that restrict certain populations’ capacity to take 

certain precautions. 

Unfortunately, this erasure of experiences outside of those common among white, 

middle-class Americans is not limited to debates over face mask usage. Turning to the more 

recent discussion of vaccines during the pandemic, other communities (such as older Americans 

and those who are immunocompromised) are likely made partially or entirely invisible when 

framing vaccination as a public health choice. The pandemic, however, is just one context. 

Erasure analogous to that witnessed in the pandemic normalized the white-dominated racial 

order in the United States established through European conquest (see Dunbar-Ortiz 2014; 

Feagin 2006) and many aspects of everyday life that align with that order (for example, see 

Bonilla-Silva 2012; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Lareau 2011; Rothstein 2017). As 

Americans continue discussing who they are and who they oppose within and beyond the 

pandemic, they continue to risk omitting the most vulnerable among them from the conversation. 

More detailed comparisons between debates over face mask usage and other discussions that 

omit vulnerable communities from the conversation are ideal subjects for future work, but the 
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findings of this study may still prompt Americans to consider whom they include and exclude in 

everyday conversations about the pandemic or other divisive subjects. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS: FROM WHO THEY ARE NOT TO WHO THEY ARE 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this dissertation, I have studied how groups identify themselves by 

describing their opposition. While I use three distinct cases to carry out this project, I still 

ensured that each case involves the role that a group’s (or groups’) discourse about the 

opposition has in that group’s collective and racial identity construction. Beyond demonstrating 

how groups’ descriptions of their opposition can help to understand who groups are and how 

they justify their identities, these three cases each involve groups that explicitly or implicitly 

evoke racial identity. Therefore, they provide insight into the nature of racialization practices 

broadly, the complexities of white racial identity specifically, and the turn that white advocacy 

has taken around the time of Trump’s presidency. From these similarities, three patterns across 

cases emerged. 

 First, to address my first research question (“how do groups collectively identify 

themselves through what they say about their opposition?”), groups use detailed accounts their 

opposition not only to construct specific aspects of their collective identities but also to 

rationalize these aspects of their identities to their memberships and broader audiences. To have 

greater control over this collective identity construction, groups typically rely on descriptions of 

who they perceive themselves as opposing rather than who actually opposes them. Accordingly, 

groups that directly oppose one another in a shared context often favor their own perceptions of 

opposing groups’ identities in their descriptions of the opposition over those opposing groups’ 

self-presentations. This reliance on perceived rather than real opposition grants groups additional 

flexibility in their collective identity construction by avoiding external constraints based on how 

others actually portray themselves. With that said, perceptions must still have some appeal to a 
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group’s membership and broader audience to be successful. Among groups in all cases, this 

resonant presentation of opposition involved opposing some form of government authority, 

which indicates that the groups considered generally attempt to identify themselves collectively 

as part of a resistance that unites individuals against a powerful institution.  

Second, to address my second research question (“how do groups racialize themselves 

through presentations of their opposition in contexts that involve challenging or reinforcing 

unequal relations among racially distinct groups?”), the three cases reveal that groups depend on 

the racial identities of others to racialize their (groups’) own memberships. Groups that 

differentiate themselves from their opposition on the basis of racial identity succeed in 

racializing their memberships in clear and sometimes complex ways, but groups with members 

that share the primary racial identities of their opposition encountered challenges with racializing 

themselves and their opposition simultaneously. These challenges typically benefit those who 

spread racial ideologies rooted in a white supremacy rather than impede them. Furthermore, the 

cases exemplify how racialization as a practice can connect racial identities with positive as well 

as negative character attributes, typically to the benefit of white supremacy. 

Third, analyses of strategies in common across groups reveals one additional compelling 

trend that warrants further discussion. Several groups, especially white advocacy groups, adopt a 

variation of the populist rhetoric prominent within Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign and the 

political right following that election. While those who use this rhetoric do not necessarily 

represent the interests of a majority of Americans, their strategies appeal to sentiments shared by 

a larger portion of the American public due to class marginalization during the twenty-first 

century, especially following the 2008 recession. By combining this sentiment with anxieties that 

politically conservative Americans have concerning the growth of non-white populations in the 
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United States, contemporary right-wing leaders and groups have used populist rhetoric as a new 

form of coded language to enforce the existing racial hierarchy. In effect, this practice redirects 

white, conservative Americans’ social class grievances into racial ones, a point that groups in my 

project that responded to this rhetoric tended to overlook. 

 The first three sections of this chapter will explore each of patterns introduced above in 

more detail. Following these discussions, I will discuss the limitations of this project and 

potential expansions for future research on collective and racial identity construction through 

discourse about the opposition. 

6.2 OPPOSITION IN COLLECTIVE IDENTITY 

 In large part, this project has focused on exploring how groups use discourse about their 

opposition to identify themselves. As discussed in Chapter 2, groups engaged in collective action 

often use discourse about their opposition to motivate members to participate (see Andrews 

2002; Dillard 2013; Dorf and Tarrow 2014; Lindstedt 2018; Rohlinger 2002). Results from the 

three cases certainly verify this role of discourse about the opposition. ALIPAC, Nationalist 

Front organizations, and racial justice organizations (especially Solidarity Cville) all use 

descriptions of the imminent threat that their opposition faces to give their work a sense of 

urgency, which both engages their memberships and emphasizes the importance of the groups’ 

existences at a specific place and time. While less direct, members of pro-mask and anti-mask 

groups on Twitter frequently combined descriptions of a source of opposition with some call for 

readers to act. A close review of these cases, however, reveals that discourse about the 

opposition is more than just motivation. 

For the groups considered within these cases, discourse about the opposition is an 

essential component for understanding how groups make sense of their collective identities. 
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ALIPAC, for example, relies on granting agency from political elites but withholding it from 

migrants to justify its anti-immigrant and white advocacy work as an essential defense of the 

United States. In particular, ALIPAC uses this varied attribution of agency to make its attempts 

to preserve the U.S. legal system in spite of government officials who would pass pro-immigrant 

legislation analogous to protecting the integrity of a dam from terrorists who plan to break it 

open. Turning to organizations involved with the Unite the right rally, Nationalist Front 

organizations relied on characterizing segments of their opposition with different racial identity 

as posing separate threats to justify near-contradictory aspects of their own collective identities 

as relevant to unique contexts involving distinct segments of the opposition. The simpler 

strategies that racial justice organizations use to discuss their opposition as uniform, meanwhile, 

reveal how these organizations experience challenges when specifying who they are or who they 

target with their action when both seem to share some aspects of their identities. Finally, how 

groups characterize their opposition during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic is a key 

part of two strategies that members of the groups use in crafting collective identity: first, by 

stating who their group is not, these members identify who their group is; second, by identifying 

certain statements or narratives as misinformation that their group is trying to dispel, members of 

a group identify describe how they perceive the reality of the pandemic. Within each case, then, 

discourse about the opposition helps to explain how the groups involved construct their 

collective identities. 

To be clear, this finding about the importance of discourse related to the opposition in 

collective identity construction is not new. Scholars have certainly explored the role that 

presentations of others as different or in a negative way have alongside self-presentations in 

collective identity construction (see Bamberg et al. 2011; Gal and Irvine 1995; Wodak 2011), 
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and some studies of organization engaged in forms of collective action do address the influence 

that descriptions of the opposition have on specific aspects of those organizations’ collective 

identities (see, for example, Oliviero 2011; Romero 2008). These works, however, tend to be an 

exception rather than the rule, as more conventional analyses of groups typically emphasize that 

groups are motivated by opposition rather than defined by it. Findings from this project, then, 

would support making the exception less of an exception. As demonstrated across discussions of 

all three cases and in the brief summary above, a close review of discourse about the opposition 

reveals information about groups’ collective identities and their meaning-making practices 

within collective identity construction that a less detailed analysis would miss. Furthermore, 

since this discourse comes from materials that groups have shared with others, this close reading 

of discourse about the opposition can aid in explaining not only how groups understand their 

own collective identities but also how they want their audiences to understand these identities. 

 Particularly when considering how organizations strategically use discourse about the 

opposition in practices related to collective identity construction, one point about this opposition 

must be clarified: Even when groups directly oppose one another in a single physical or virtual 

venue, they use their perceptions of the opposition rather than that opposition’s own descriptions 

of itself to craft their (groups’) collective identities. Within the Unite the Right rally, neither set 

of organizations identified any others by name as their opposition and instead opted for more 

general terms to describe that opposition. In tweets about face mask usage, meanwhile, users 

who took either perspective usually linked their opposition to a clear political identity, which 

may or may not fit some or most users of the opposing perspective. While some of these 

descriptions of the opposition may overlap with aspects of the collective identity that the 
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opposition constructed, these descriptions nonetheless relied on a group’s perception of the 

opposition regardless of how true that perception actually is. 

 When considering collective identity construction as a strategy, this use of perceived 

rather than actual opposition likely relates to the likelihood of audiences to sympathize with a 

group’s collective identity. In the process of explaining framing, Chapter 2 discussed how groups 

often use collective action frames as a means of conveying messages that resonate with certain 

target audiences (see Benford and Snow 2000; Oliver and Johnston 2000; Snow et al. 1986). 

While studies of collective action frequently focus on how groups can adapt their self-

presentations to match particular audiences (for example, see Augustín and Díaz 2014; Bennett 

2017), the same concept certainly applies to presentations of the opposition that groups 

themselves rather than the opposition produce. Especially for groups with core values that are 

largely unpopular among the American public (such as Nationalist Front organizations), the use 

of frames related to those groups’ perceptions of the opposition rather than frames about 

themselves would likely be more appealing to broader audiences. 

 Of course, frames that emphasize a group’s perceived opposition would require a group 

to describe its opposition in a way that aligns with popular perspectives among the American 

public. Based on the groups studied, one source of opposition seemed particularly noteworthy 

here: government authorities. While different groups did identify different areas or different 

government officials when discussing their opposition, all groups considered within the project 

referenced some aspect of the U.S. government as part of their opposition. Admittedly, this 

popularity of government as opposition is not surprising. Collective action often involves groups 

united participants in a challenge to dominant power structures (see Snow et al. 2004), so 

challenging an institution that Americans generally recognize as dominant certainly fits that 
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pattern. Just because different groups share a common source of opposition, however, does not 

that these groups share similar collective identities. To revisit the debate over face mask usage on 

Twitter discussed in Chapter 5 for an example, pro-mask group members opposed government 

officials described as ignorant and uncaring to identify themselves as responsible and 

compassionate, while anti-mask group members opposed government officials portrayed as 

controlling and manipulative to identify themselves as defenders of freedom and truth. The 

pattern illustrated in this example and found elsewhere across this project’s three cases highlight 

an important aspect of collective identity construction broadly: rather than being tied to one 

collective identity, even a single source of opposition may have many facets that help different 

groups construct unique collective identities. 

 Based on the opposition to some form of government that all groups considered share, it 

would appear as though these groups all challenge dominant systems of power through their 

work. A more detailed look at the narratives some organizations use about their opposition, 

however, presents a more complex picture. Articles and announcements from ALIPAC, for 

example, explain how the organization mainly worked to ensure that the United States would 

enforce existing immigration laws. In this situation, ALIPAC seems to indicate that it helps 

maintain a dominant institution in the U.S. legal system rather than challenge it. With that said, 

ALIPAC also frames segments of the U.S. Government that would enact and enforce 

immigration laws as being under attack by more dominant forces both within other areas of 

government and from outside the government altogether. ALIPAC, then, is not solely 

challenging dominant institutions or maintaining them. Rather, the organization frames itself as 

having to challenge dominant systems of power in order to maintain what are already dominant 

systems of power. This practice, which appears in materials from Nationalist Front organizations 
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to an extent as well, situates these organizations in an interesting position: while their work helps 

to maintain dominant systems of power, these groups can nonetheless construct collective 

identities in which they appear to be a resistance against segments of these systems. As 

ideologies often work for the benefit of elites (see Eagleton 1991; Form and Rytina 1969; Hunt 

2014; Huber and Form 1973; Jackman 1994; Schwalbe et al. 2000; Sennett and Cobb 1972), this 

trend complicates how the groups that follow it rely on these ideologies and how, if at all, they 

resist them. Later sections of this chapter will explore these ideological implications in further 

detail. 

To review, my analysis of the ways that groups use discourse about their opposition 

reveals that this discourse is essential to reaching a holistic understanding of not only who 

groups understand themselves to be but also how they present their collective identities in ways 

that appeal to others. While groups tend to rely on their perceptions rather than others’ accounts 

of their opposition, they must still discuss themselves and their reasons for opposing others in a 

way that appeals to audiences beyond their memberships. In this respect, opposition to some 

segment of the U.S. government is particularly popular. In expressing their opposition to 

government, however, not all groups challenge dominant systems of power despite some efforts 

to frame themselves as doing so, which prompts consideration of each group’s usage of or 

resistance to ideologies. In a discussion of racial identity construction and racialization through 

discourse about the opposition, the next section will begin to explain this last point further. 

6.3 OPPOSITION IN RACIAL IDENTITY 

 Racial identity had a notable role in how the groups described their opposition and 

themselves. In large part, how groups evoked racial identity through their discourse reaffirmed 

previous arguments related to the relational nature of racial inequality (see Du Bois 1999; 
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Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 1999). To revisit a discussion of this topic from Chapter 2, 

racial identity construction in the United States serves as a means of preserving white supremacy 

following a move away from forms of traditional conquest fundamental to the country’s 

founding (see Dunbar-Ortiz 2014; Feagin 2006). As a form of identity construction that has 

preserved white Americans access to and control over resources, a key component of the practice 

has involved distinguishing between what is white and what is not (see Blumer 1958; Bobo and 

Hutchings 1996). Through this distinction, white racial identity has been understood not by 

defining what whiteness is but by establishing the characteristics of other racial identities that 

exclude people from white racial identity (Du Bois 1999; Hughey and Byrd 2013; Roediger 

1999). 

Within the context of this project, racial identity construction related to white racial 

identity not only illustrated the relational nature of the process but also revealed how groups’ 

racialization of their own memberships depended on how they racialized others. ALIPAC 

identified its membership as white not by describing the characteristics of its core membership 

but by identifying non-white perpetrators who supposedly victimize the Americans – “whites, 

Christians, and males” in particular – that the organization represents (see ALIPAC 2013). 

Nationalist Front organizations, meanwhile, needed separate descriptions of distinct non-white 

groups that they opposed to rationalize different components their own near-contradictory 

definition of white racial identity as situational. The relational nature of racial identity 

construction also presented some groups with challenges when identifying themselves or their 

opposition. Solidarity Cville, which clearly expressed its opposition to white extremists, did not 

provide a well-defined racial identity for its membership, while Showing up for Racial Justice, 

which identified its membership as white and thereby capable of advancing the interests of other 
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racial groups, used abstract terms such as “white supremacy” and “racial inequality” to present 

its opposition rather than references to concrete individuals or groups. Particularly in 

conversations that explicitly racialize white Americans, the groups not only define white racial 

identity and other racial identities as being in opposition to one another but also avoid portraying 

some aspects of white racial identity as being in opposition with others. 

 Of course, practices that reinforce a white-led racial hierarchy do not require overt 

presentations of racial identity. As noted in Chapter 2, individuals and groups apply forms of 

white supremacy that ultimately motivate explicit racialization through everyday practices that 

preference white experiences over those of others (see Bonilla-Silva 1997, 2012, 2022; Bonilla-

Silva and Dietrich 2011; Feagin 2006, 2010; Feagin and Elias 2013; Fields 1990). Modern 

racialization strategies often take this more covert, everyday approach, whether intentionally 

through practices such as using coded language (see Omi and Winant 2015) or less consciously 

through practices such as color-blind racism (see Bonilla-Silva 2022) or white ignorance (see 

Mills 1997, 2007; Mueller 2017, 2020). Groups sometimes rely on these strategies when using 

discourse about the opposition. For example, ALIPAC frequently uses legal status rather than 

racialized group markers to identity those who appear as though they could have immigrated to 

the United States “illegally” (in other words, primarily Latin@ individuals) as criminal invaders. 

Perhaps the most compelling evidence, however, is not strictly within discourse about the 

opposition itself. Within the face mask debate on Twitter, users with differing perspectives both 

implicitly self-identify as white by referring to face mask usage and other pandemic-era policies 

as a choice, which is truer of white, middle and upper-middle class Americans than it is of 

working-class Americans, particularly those of color. In this case, discourse about the opposition 

does not directly racialize people of color as less central to the face mask debate, but, through its 
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construction of face mask usage and other precautions as a choice people have, this discourse 

sets racial boundaries that position certain (primarily white) Americans as more central in the 

conversation than others. Reminiscent of Mueller’s (2017) findings related to white ignorance, 

this centralization of disproportionately white experiences over those more pronounced in 

communities of color effectively normalizes racial inequality by concealing experiences and 

perspectives of non-white individuals. 

 While perhaps evident from previous examples, not all instances of racialization associate 

unfavorable character attributes with certain racial groups. Previous studies of racialization seem 

to emphasize its negative application to people of color (for examples, see Alexander 2012; 

Armenta 2017; Collins 2000, 2005; Flores-Yeffal et al. 2019; Beydoun 2018),1 but, as identity 

construction involves both negative presentation of others alongside positive self-presentation 

(see Ladegard 2020; Wodak 2011, 2013), racialization has positive and negative uses as well.2 

To use Nationalist Front organizations as an example, positive racialization of white Americans 

as both superiors and victims requires negative racialization of some non-white groups as 

subordinates and others as victimizers, respectively. Of course, groups tend to attribute most 

positive racialization to those who are already dominant. With white supremacy in the 

contemporary United States, Americans are most likely to racialize whites positively and 

communities of color negatively (see Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Roediger 1999; Feagin 2006, 

 
1 Recent work related to identity construction among migrant communities presents an exception to this pattern. For 

example, see Terriquez et al. (2018), Vaquera et al. (2022), and Yazdiha (2022). 
2 This is not to say that positive and negative characterizations are always clearly tied to the self and others, 

respectively. Drawing one example from Brown and Jones’ (2022) work about a Latinx organization’s public 

shaming campaign, organization use negative presentations of some members of their communities in an attempt to 

distance themselves from these communities members and align themselves with the American mainstream. While 

these presentations may be more related to group aspirations than the reality of group memberships, they still 

involve negative descriptions of those a group does not want to be and explicit or implicit positive descriptions of 

those a group intends itself to be. 
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2010).3 Examples from the groups studied certainly reflect this trend. Aside from Solidarity 

Cville’s negative racialization of whites as extremists, white Americans are explicitly or 

implicitly racialized as victims that deserve sympathy, rightful occupants of and decision-makers 

in the United States, agents who have the influence necessary to help others, and even just people 

who are part of the conversation. Various non-white groups, meanwhile, are racialized as 

illegitimate elites, a force reminiscent of a natural disaster, criminals, violent agitators, and 

people who go unheard a conversation about a topic that affects them. Racial justice 

organizations alone racialize non-white groups in a way that could be considered positive, and 

that only occurs by racializing these groups as victims. In accordance with previous insights on 

the subject, then, individuals and groups can apply racialization both positively and negatively, 

but these different forms of racialization typically align with the racial order of the society where 

they occur. 

The findings from this project, then, indicate that racialization is not only a relational 

process but also frequently an oppositional one, particularly when white racial identity is 

involved. Accordingly, discourse about a group’s opposition and the way that its members 

racialize others through this discourse is important in evaluating just how groups racialize their 

own memberships. While racializing discourse itself may be the key to understanding how 

groups racially identify themselves, other practices accomplished through discourse about the 

opposition, such as defining the boundaries for inclusion in a conversation, can also have a 

notable influence. Finally, groups can apply racialization positively as well as negatively, but the 

distribution of positive and negative racialization typically follows an existing racial order. 

 
3 Some may argue that racialization of some racial groups as a “model minority” counters this point. While “model 

minority” stereotypes do positively characterize individuals with certain racial identities superficially, the underlying 

effects of these stereotypes still perpetuate racial inequality in a manner that primarily benefits whites. For one 

discussion, see Kim 1999. 
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Although these findings demonstrate how groups can use racialization to rationalize near-

contradictory aspects of themselves, they do not directly explain how some near-contradictory 

self-presentations can be useful. By discussing the use of populist rhetoric among some groups, 

the next section explores this latter point further. 

6.4 EXPLAINING POPULIST RHETORIC 

 My analysis of group, especially those that advocated for white Americans, right-wing 

political solutions, or both, revealed one additional compelling trend: the use of populist rhetoric. 

this rhetoric emphasized the opposition’s status as a minority either in numbers or in perceived 

legitimacy within the United States to affirm their identities as supposed representatives for the 

majority of Americans.4 Based on previous strategies that white advocacy organizations have 

used when constructing their collective and racial identities, the use of populist rhetoric for white 

advocacy is somewhat unexpected. As explored in Chapter 2, the end of the twentieth century 

and beginning of the twenty-first saw a shift in the strategies that white advocacy organizations 

used to reinforce white supremacy. That is, they presented themselves as “victims,” at times even 

characterizing whites as a racial minority group (for example, see Berbrier 1998). In a departure 

from the overt targeting of individuals with non-white racial identities prior to the civil rights 

movement (see Moore 1991; Morris 1986; Omi and Winant 2015; Roediger 1999), white 

advocacy organizations around this time appropriated the rhetoric of civil rights activists to craft 

narratives that presented white Americans as a new minority racial group (Berbrier 1998, 2002). 

According to this narrative, policies designed to reduce racial inequality such as affirmative 

 
4 To be clear, I am not claiming that these groups are authentically populist and actually represent the interests of a 

majority of Americans. In fact, given the difficulties several organizations that used populist rhetoric encountered 

with either keeping their organizations operational or securing sufficient funding to support their goals, it appears 

unlikely that these groups represent or represented any more than small minorities of the American population. 

Rather, I argue that, in using populist rhetoric, these groups presented themselves as though they represented the 

majority of Americans. 
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action had victimized white Americans, so whites must organize to advocate for government 

policies that benefit them and against those that do not (Adams and Roscigno 2005; Berbrier 

1998, 2000). While white advocacy organizations still frequently identified themselves as 

victims, they rarely did so in ways that defined white Americans as a minority group. Instead, 

these organizations presented this victimization as an upset of a rightful order. Rather than 

needing to act in order to protect their own interests, then, these white advocacy organizations 

pushed members and audiences to act as a means of correcting a grave injustice. 

 Understanding this change in narrative strategy requires a review of two developments 

since the Civil Rights Movement that have become particularly pronounced in the twenty-first 

century. First, economic inequality has increased during this period of time, with an increasingly 

larger share of wealth in the United States being concentrated among an increasingly select 

number of Americans (see Saez and Zuchman 2019; Schwalbe 2015; Volscho and Kelly 2012). 

This disproportionate distribution of wealth has become especially apparent among the American 

public following the 2008 recession. Through a series of risky investment decisions related to 

mortgages, financial institutions prompted a collapse in the housing market that spread out to a 

number of economic sectors (for one account, see Fligstein and Goldstein 2011). While some 

received financial assistance from government programs, many Americans faced foreclosures on 

their properties and lost their jobs as a result of these financial institutions’ practices (see Grusky 

et al. 2011). The fallout of this recession resulted in many Americans feeling as though they had 

no viable options to adequately care for themselves (Sherman 2013). Some directed this 

sentiment towards financial institutions, establishing Occupy Wall Street and the broader Occupy 

movement in the fallout of the recession. Others, however, have faulted government for failing to 

protect the interests of the American people and, accordingly, turned away from solutions that 
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involve the traditional government establishment (see Hochschild 2016). With little done to 

address the increasingly disproportionate distribution of wealth, however, Americans’ 

resentment and animosity over economic inequality has continued to build.  

 Second, attention on the supposed threat of perceived outsiders as opposed to 

communities of color recognized as American has increased during this time period. The attack 

on September 11, 2001 has certainly contributed to American sentiment against individuals who 

are visibly “Muslim” (see Beydoun 2018; Byng 2010; Husain 2019; Karaman and Christian 

2020), but recent developments related to immigration policy have also dramatically influenced 

this trend. In particular, since the passage of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant 

Responsibility Act of 1996, certain groups of Americans have emphasized the criminality of 

undocumented migration pathways. Under this perspective of immigration, migrants who appear 

as though they could be in the United States “illegally” are racialized as criminals who pose an 

existential threat to the American people (see Armenta, 2017; Rendón et al., 2020). This 

narrative should seem familiar from Chapter 3’s coverage of ALIPAC, but it has also been 

applied in more prominent political rhetoric. Through the a “New Southern Strategy,” political 

candidates (especially those with right-wing political affiliations) in recent election cycles have 

combined presentations of racial others as threatening, characteristic of the original Southern 

Strategy, with this newer criminalization of migrants to campaign on the supposed need to 

prevent migrants from taking working-class jobs from Americans and overrunning the United 

States with crime (see Brown 2016). With these developments in the perception of U.S. 

immigration, perceived racial threats to white Americans have expanded from those within the 

United States to those that come from abroad.  
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 These two developments come together with Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential 

campaign. Trump, a political outsider but wealthy, well-recognized T.V. personality, used 

rhetoric during his campaign that distanced him from other government officials by presenting 

them as political elites who did not understand the concerns of the American people (see Biegon 

2019; Oliver and Rahn 2016). This rhetoric resonated with the segment of Americans who 

responded to increasing economic inequality by dismissing the effectiveness of the U.S. 

government, an institution they perceived as abandoning them, from acting in the interests of the 

American public (See Hochschild 2016). In using this anti-establishment rhetoric, then, Trump 

established himself as a populist figure among his base. With his perceived understanding of the 

plight that the American people face, Trump’s supporters would accordingly identify proposed 

solutions in his platform as being in the people’s interest. Trump’s anti-immigration positions, 

including his well-publicized support for building a wall at the U.S.-Mexico border as a means of 

protecting the United States (For example, see Nixon and Qiu 2018), were a particularly notable 

component of this platform. In effect, then, Trump capitalized on class-based animosity among a 

segment of the American population to garner support for policies that maintain a white-led 

racial hierarchy. While Trump did not convince a large enough share of voting Americans to win 

the popular vote in the 2016 election, his strategy was successful enough to win the presidency 

and to gain widespread Republican support even after his loss to Joe Biden in 2020. 

 Trump’s high-profile victories with this strategy provided a model that white advocacy 

organizations around the time of his campaign and his term in office could emulate. By 

presenting themselves as representatives of the majority of American public against a supposed 

political elite that is out of touch with the American people, these organizations appeal to class 

animosity within a larger share of the U.S. population than those who have strong race-based 
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animosity. If an audience can relate to an organization’s framing of a problem, however, they are 

in a position to consider other positions and calls to action within the organization (See Benford 

and Snow 2000; Klandermans 1984). As a result, these organizations can use arguments about 

this elite using communities of color to take the United States away from the “American” people 

to draw support for their white advocacy. Anti-immigrant organizations may have the most 

straightforward path to this strategy as they can rely on associations of Americans with white 

racial identity and undocumented immigrants with non-white identities (see Huber et al. 2008). 

However, given associations between Black Americans and criminality in particular (see 

Alexander 2012; Collins 2005; Ferguson 2000), other white advocacy organizations would have 

little trouble adapting the strategy to fit their goals by racializing white Americans as “worthy” 

citizens and communities of color as “unworthy” of citizenship. Through this use of populist 

rhetoric, white advocacy organizations could claim fight for the “American” majority against a 

destructive minority rule rather than to defend whites as a supposed minority in an increasingly 

diverse population. Through claims to represent a broader population not explicitly united 

through white racial identity, white advocacy organizations can attract audiences beyond those 

specifically invested in ensuring white power. 

 In conclusion, the trend towards populist rhetoric observed in several organizations 

appears to be a product of animosity over increasing economic inequality and shifting 

perceptions of racial threats as extending outside the United States rather than being contained 

within it. As Trump’s presidential campaign demonstrated on a national scale, appeals to 

economically-marginalized Americans through populist rhetoric could successfully generate 
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support for policies that target supposed racial threats from outside the United States.5 

Accordingly, groups with audiences that overlap with Trump’s base have begun to emulate his 

strategy. While this strategy marks a notable departure from previous presentations of whites as a 

minority, it also uses a different tactic from simply generating support for white Americans to 

maintain a white-led racial hierarchy. Rather, it accomplishes this goal by redirecting distrust in 

the U.S. government rooted in economic inequality among the American working class towards 

defending the American people from literal and figurative outsiders. 

6.5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 In this section, I address limitations of this project and possibilities for future research. 

Perhaps the most notable of these limitations relate to sources of data. As is common practice 

with studies of organizations that engage in collective action, this project focuses on a limited 

number of organizations. Although I selected these organizations to represent larger positions 

related to social issues, findings specific to one or a small set of organizations is not necessarily 

generalizable to all organizations that share their same core positions. Accordingly, the findings 

provide evidence for the conclusions discussed within this chapter. The findings are not meant to 

represent absolute principles for collective and racial identity formation that apply to all groups. 

Furthermore, groups represent certain identities more so than others. In particular, all groups 

have some connection to white racial identity, which would not necessarily apply to all groups 

engaged in collective action. To reiterate this concern from Chapter 4, this focus on white racial 

identity effectively centers this racial identity, which can in itself reinforce white supremacy. 

Racial identity is often relevant for the cases studied, so centering it is more a result of the case 

 
5 Several immigration policies that Trump supported an enacted during his term exemplify this point. A couple well 

known examples include Trump’s frequent support for building a wall between the U.S.-Mexico border and his 

restrictions on migrants from several Middle Eastern countries into the United States early in his term (colloquially 

referred to as “the Muslim ban”). 
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selection than a motivation for that process. With that said, groups that do not have white 

memberships or primarily oppose others they identify as white may well function differently 

from those in this project. 

 While not strictly a limitation, choices in research design had some consequences worth 

mentioning. In particular, I used a semi-inductive research strategy where I started this project 

with two broad research questions rather than a series of more specific hypotheses to guide my 

research. This design enabled me to recognize emergent patterns from the data as I proceeded 

with the research, as is appropriate for a qualitative content analysis of written documents. With 

that said, such an open-ended research design can produce unexpected results. For this project, I 

encountered an unexpecting finding in the common use of populist rhetoric among 

organizations’ presentations of their opposition and themselves across several groups. This 

pattern, while certainly noteworthy, was not directly related to the project’s research questions. 

Although findings related to that pattern were discussed in some detail earlier in this chapter, this 

these does not easily align with the initial motivations for this project the same way that other 

findings do. 

 These limitations and consequences point to fruitful directions for future research. 

Limitations related to data sources speak to the potential of conducting a study of discourse 

about the opposition and collective identity formation among racial advocacy organizations for 

groups of color. While white advocacy organizations tend to use dual racialization processes that 

simultaneously racializes their white memberships positively and their non-white opposition 

negatively, it remains unclear if other racial advocacy organizations would use a form of dual 

racialization and, if they did, how exactly they would racialize their opposition and themselves. 

Given the difference between white advocacy organizations that maintain existing systems of 
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power and other racial advocacy organizations that frequently challenge those systems, a 

consideration of similarities and differences between the racialization strategies that these sets of 

groups use to construct their collective identities could provide additional insight into the effects 

of social location on collective identity construction. Limitations related to research design and 

unexpected results, meanwhile, point to the use of populist rhetoric in white advocacy as a topic 

for further study in future work. In particular, future studies could review discourse from both 

white advocacy organizations and prominent government officials to consider both how 

frequently this discourse uses populist rhetoric and white advocacy together and what patterns in 

this usage may occur across groups (for example, do white advocacy organizations use more 

populist rhetoric in the weeks or months following a government official’s use of populist 

rhetoric and white advocacy together in a widely-publicized comment?). This work would 

provide further support for or against the integration of populist rhetoric into contemporary 

strategies for maintaining a white-led racial hierarchy and clarification on the adoption and 

dissemination of these strategies among supporters. 

6.6 CLOSING REMARKS 

 While the various sections have discussed the notable findings of this project in some 

detail, they have done so with an academic audience in mind. A reader who is not engaged with 

scholarship on collective identity, political discourse, social movements and collective action, or 

racial identity formation and whiteness may understand the main points of these findings, but 

they would likely not know how these findings apply to their everyday life and what changes 

they may support. By briefly revisiting each of the three sections on findings here, this final 

section will attempt to clarify these points. 
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 With regards to collective identity, the findings from this project indicate that how people 

perceive who they are not matters for how they identify themselves. When people affiliate 

themselves with others as part of a group, then, they do so based on what that group is against 

rather than purely on the basis of who that group is. Accordingly, people can identify themselves 

as a group based on who or what they collectively oppose as much as or even more so that what 

they all have in common. When describing that opposition, however, people within a group 

might rely on who they perceive their opposition to be rather than who their opposition actually 

is. This means that groups tailor descriptions of their opposition to match how their members 

think about that opposition and appeal to others who might relate to a certain presentation of the 

opposition. These perceptions, even if not accurate, have consequences, and, in severe cases such 

as the Unite the Right rally, these consequences can become fatal. Addressing misconceptions 

and escalation that may arise from relying on perceptions of others requires a critical evaluation 

of these perceptions, ideally involving some first-hand contact with that opposition. In other 

words, as Americans (especially those who identify as white and middle-class) work to identify 

who they are, they should consider seeking out and conversing with others with whom they 

disagree rather than acting purely based on how they perceive others. 

 Of course, the necessity of critically evaluating negative perceptions of others is not to 

say that every perspective is equally valid. Rather, it emphasizes the importance of considering 

the implications of perceptions about the opposition. Racial identity construction illustrates this 

point particularly well. Since racial identity is relational, people within groups who largely share 

a racial identity must establish who those who do not share that identity are as well as identifying 

themselves. This process, however, is not even across all groups. The United States has 

historically valued white experiences and positions above others, and this has consequences 
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within conversation. By assuming that everyone who either agrees or disagrees with a policy or 

practice shares an experience of events that is more common for whites than people of color, 

participants in a conversation can include whites and exclude others without even mentioning 

racial identity. Even when racial identity is referenced, however, whites still have advantages. As 

illustrated in findings from this project, characteristics assigned to whites are more positive than 

negative, while those attributed to groups of color are more negative than positive. Groups with 

predominantly white memberships, then, have the advantage of working with rather than against 

this pattern when positively presenting themselves and negatively presenting others. This 

advantage should be understood a product of the existing, imposed social order, not a fact in 

itself. Given the degree to which it has perpetuated misconceptions about racial identity, the 

advantage associated with positive presentations of white individuals and negative presentations 

of people of color is one that should be challenged. 

 Unfortunately, challenging the existing racial order is certainly easier said than done. 

Strategies to maintain this underlying racial order adapt to be as effective as possible within their 

times, and, in the current period, that strategy has taken the form of populist rhetoric. By using 

rhetoric about their opposition to a government that has supposedly abandoned the will of the 

American public, individuals and groups who primarily advocate for the interests of white 

Americans can appeal not only to whites who view other racial groups as a threat but also to 

large portions of the working class who have felt forgotten by government officials in the midst 

of increasing racial inequality. From there, these individuals and groups frame white interests as 

a matter of Americans in opposition to perceived outsiders rather than whites in opposition to 

communities of color to appeal to this broader audience. As a result, these advocates for white 

Americans are returning from presentations of themselves as minority groups to claims of 
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representing the will of the American people. The use of the word “returning” in the previous 

statement is key, as this form of presentation shares some similarities with strategies in the Jim 

Crow South prior to the Civil Rights Movement. The scope of outsiders in modern rhetoric has 

been expanded both to capitalize on anxiety related to “illegal immigrants” and to use citizenship 

as code for racial identity, but the goal of maintaining the power of white Americans as rightful 

rulers over non-white communities remains the same. This repeated history in rhetoric calls for a 

repeated history in resistance to match it.
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APPENDIX A: ALIPAC DOCUMENTS CODEBOOK1 

(Last Updated 3/28/20) 

General Coding Instructions 

let’s – do  

1. Eligibility Criteria for Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) Documents 

a. Eligible: If the document is from ALIPAC’s announcements forum and posted 

between January 20, 2017 and January 19, 2018 

i. Eligible: A supplementary sample of articles from ALIPAC’s “Most 

Important Articles” page 

b. Eligible: If the document comes from a post made by the administrative user 

“ALIPAC” 

c. Ineligible: If the document only contains technical information related to 

operations, such as an update about website maintenance 

2. When in doubt, “over code.” Be more inclusive rather than exclusive. If multiple codes 

seem to apply to a particular sentence, do not hesitate to apply more than one code/frame 

to that sentence. 

3.  When unsure about how to proceed, code the following: 

a. Flagged documents 

b. Flagged paragraphs 

4. Bring up any flagged documents/paragraphs for discussion with others 

5. I will also do the following: 

a. Further investigate the documents and paragraphs marked “investigate.” 

 

Source of Data Collection for ALIPAC Documents 

 

1. Databases and Websites: 

a. https://www.alipac.us/articles/ 

b. https://www.alipac.us/8-illegal-immigration-announcements.html/ 

2. In January 2020, I downloaded a set of 21 documents listed as ALIPAC’s “Most 

Important Documents.” These documents came from the first link included above. 

3. In February 2020, I download a set of 291 of ALIPAC’s “illegal immigration 

announcements” (found at the second link above) posted during the first year of Donald 

Trump’s presidency (between January 20, 2017 and January 19, 2018) 

a. For my sample, I combined half of these “illegal immigration announcements” 

(146) with the supplementary data about ALIPAC provided in their “most 

important articles.” The total sample size from this combination is 167 articles. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Classifications (unit of analysis: document) 

 

Code: ELIGIBILITY 

 
1 Note that a few codes within the codebooks listed here do not have examples. Typically, these are codes that were 

added based on expectations either from previous literature related to the subject of study or a preliminary review of 

documents but were not used within the full coding process. While they did not ultimately correspond to any 

patterns in the data, I had not cut them in my most recent uses of each codebook. As such, I decided to include them 

here as a record of themes or discursive strategies I expected to find prominently within the data but did not. 

https://www.alipac.us/articles/
https://www.alipac.us/8-illegal-immigration-announcements.html/
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Full: If the document is an ALIPAC announcement posted in between January 20, 2017 and 

January 19, 2018, it is eligible. If the document is not posted in that time frame but is listed as 

one of ALIPAC’s “Most Important Articles,” it is also eligible. 

Values: Eligible for eligible documents; Ineligible for ineligible documents; Repeat for duplicate 

documents. don’t code ineligible and repeat documents.   

 

Code: DATE 

Full: List the date that the document was originally posted online.  

 

Code: AUTHOR 

Full: List the authorship associated with the document. 

Values: WG for documents authored by William Gheen alone; WG&Co for documents authored 

by William Gheen along with others (the ALIPAC team, for example); ALIPAC for articles 

authored by ALIPAC alone or “the ALIPAC team”; Other for articles with a different author; 

Unspecified for articles that do not have any listed authorship. 

 

Code: MIA 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Most Important Articles” if it is an article listed in ALIPAC’s “Most Important 

Articles” section. Within the current dataset, all of these articles were posted before January 20, 

2017 and have a file name ending with “Article” rather than “Announcement” 

 

Code: PUREFUND 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Purely Fundraising” if it covers ALIPAC’s efforts to raise funds and nothing 

else. If you apply this code, you will not need to code beyond the document level. 

Value: Purely Fundraising for documents that only cover ALIPAC’s fundraising efforts.  

 

Code: PUREIMG 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Image Only” If it only contains an image, link to a video, or link to an external 

article with no multi-sentence paragraphs. If you apply this code, you will not need to code 

beyond the document level. 

Value: Image Only for documents that only cover ALIPAC’s fundraising efforts.  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: You don’t need to mess with this attribute unless you want to flag a document. Mark the 

document as “Flag” if you think it is complicated and that it should be reviewed by the coding 

team.   

Value: Flag for pieces that do not fit in any of the categories we have discussed but nonetheless 

appears relevant or pieces that are within the categories we discussed but for which you have a 

hard time coding overall (use the “Flag” node at the paragraph level if your confusion is about a 

few isolated sections of the document)  

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 
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Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Investigate” if you think it needs further attention. Explain what you think 

should be investigated. 

Value: Investigate for pieces that are in themselves not necessarily noteworthy but contains 

information that might be worth looking into in the future, such as information on re-opening of 

facilities without discussion on the reason for closing, potential new data source, etc.   

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Attributes, Packages, and Frames (unit of analysis: paragraph)  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs to request discussion. Apply this when you’re unsure how to code 

something, or when the paragraph is relevant but there are currently no available codes. Flag 

means that we want to talk about how to code it. 

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs that you think need further investigation and indicate what you 

think should be done here. Examples include… 

 

Call: Use codes within this section when ALIPAC calls its users to do something. Generally, 

this call would be one to action or one for additional funds to support ALIPAC. 

 

Code: ACTION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that feature some call to action. This call to action could involve 

writing a message, making a phone call, or attending a certain event, among other possibilities. 

Example: “Call Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam (615) 741-2001 to say "I'm very disappointed 

that Governor Haslam supports the in-state tuition bill SB 1014 and amnesty for illegal aliens! 

American citizens should not have to pay tuition for illegal immigrants to replace our own 

children in limited seats in our colleges! Please tell Governor Haslam to stop encouraging illegal 

immigrants and stop fostering illegal immigration by offering taxpayer benefits for illegal 

immigrants to go to our colleges! Governor Haslam should drop his support for SB 1014 

immediately!"” (ALIPAC 20170322) 

 

Code: FUNDING 

Full: Apply this code to paragraphs that discuss a call for additional funding to support ALIPAC. 

This call for funding may exist in the context of paragraphs with other codes, or it may occur in 

an isolated paragraph at the end of the document 

Example: “Please consider a donation of $25, $50, $100 or more to help me launch an 

emergency trip to Washington to intercept this DACA Amnesty plot!” (ALIPAC 20170924) 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “CALL.” 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CquZTAnqRX8307Kt2f7TIoxtGP-JhPVeDUD4EM5ku1Y/edit?usp=sharing
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Immigrant: Use codes within this section to identify discussions of immigrants. These codes 

may define who immigrants are or describe what immigrants do. While some paragraphs 

may only have codes that perform one of these tasks, many will include codes to accomplish 

both. 

  

Code: ALIEN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that refer to certain immigrants as “Aliens.” This word often appears 

in the construction “Illegal Aliens,” so expect this code to co-occur with ILLEGAL frequently. 

Example: “William Gheen of ALIPAC was just quoted in the Durham Herald Sun about the 

"sanctuary movement" attempting to aid and harbor illegal aliens under deportation orders in 

churches! ALIPAC is in the national and local media on a regular basis fighting illegal 

immigration” (ALIPAC 20170711) 

 

Code: CRIMINAL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how immigrants engage in criminal behavior. Some 

paragraphs may specify the type of criminal behavior in which these criminals engage or 

emphasize the intensity of criminal behavior. In instances where address discuss immigrants as 

violating U.S. laws through the act of immigration itself, use the code ILLEGAL. 

Example: “If Congress does not respond by July 15, ALIPAC will move to call for public 

protests across the nation calling for the ouster of this authoritarian regime which feels it can arm 

rebel groups invading America with their illegal cargo while forcing an Amnesty on the public” 

(ALIPAC 20110628). 

 

Code: DRAIN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss immigrants as individuals who exploit loopholes in 

United States immigration processes and drain United States resources, including services 

funded by taxpayers and jobs that United States citizens could otherwise take. 

Example: “Congresswoman Barbara Comstock joined with Obama's Democrats to pass the 

funding bill that allowed the Department of Homeland Security to ignore and violate our existing 

border and immigration laws. This allowed them to begin processing illegal aliens for a form of 

legal status where they can stay in America and receive taxpayer-subsidized benefits, education, 

jobs, and healthcare” (ALIPAC 20171219). 

 

Code: ILLEGAL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss certain immigrants or a type of immigration as violating 

U.S. laws. This code should only apply if the paragraph recognizes immigration itself and not 

some other action as the source of the violation. In instances where immigrants engage in other 

behaviors that violate U.S. laws, use the code CRIMINAL. 

Example: “People who say Trump should have more time should be asked how much more than 

100+ days should Trump be allowed to violate the Constitution, existing immigration laws, his 

oath of office, and his campaign promises in order to give jobs, ID, and amnesty to illegals?” 

(ALIPAC 20170502). 

 

Code: THREAT 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs that describe immigrants as a threat to the safety of United States 

citizens. Generally, these paragraphs will discuss the violence and crime that immigrants bring to 

the United States. 

Example: “If enough of us stand and speak out together through groups like ALIPAC, then 

illegal immigration, dangerous refugee resettlement programs, and hyper-legal immigration 

levels that make terrorist attacks possible can be stopped and reversed!” (ALIPAC 20170604) 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled 

“IMMIGRANT.” 

 

Policy: Use codes for policy level discussions of immigrants and immigration. Paragraphs 

with these codes could discuss either ALIPAC’s response to or ALIPAC’s recommendation 

for specific immigration policies or strategies that the administration plans to introduce. 

Paragraphs may also discuss how specific government officials are related to certain 

immigration policies. 

 

Code: ANTIPOLICY 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that provide a negative presentation of proposed or adopted 

immigration policies. Often, these paragraphs will focus on amnesty policies and indicate that 

politicians use them to help undocumented immigrants at the expense of the American people. 

Example: “Many ALIPAC supporters expressed their dismay at this statement in emailed 

responses that can be viewed here. (View) Many reactions can be summed up by comments like 

"D + R in Congress +immigration reform = Amnesty for illegal aliens & hard working citizens 

are put last!!" and "His actions do not match his words. He is not fulfilling his campaign 

promises." and "It sounds like Trump is planning to sell us out with "immigration reform," i.e., 

amnesty."” (ALIPAC 20170907). 

 

Code: ANTISOC 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify socialist or communist influence as a force that is 

negatively impacting immigration policy. Some paragraphs may refer to government officials as 

socialists or communists themselves, while others will make more broad references to socialism 

or communism affecting the United States government. 

Example: “Shak Hill has responded to ALIPAC's 2018 Federal Candidate Survey indicating his 

support for existing immigration laws and opposition to "DACA, Dream Act, or Comprehensive 

Amnesty which would allow illegal aliens to either have a path to citizenship, a new visa, or 

some new form of legal status which would eventually lead to a new voting bloc of 11-20 

million illegal immigrants, which would in turn destroy any future hopes of border or 

immigration law existence or enforcement by handing permanent political power to the 

Democrats and Socialists"” (ALIPAC 20171219). 

 

Code: ANTIWHITE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss practices and policies in the United States as negatively 

impacting white people. Through some discussions about public perceptions of “illegal” 

immigration, ALIPAC references examples of ways in which white Americans have supposedly 
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become disadvantaged in comparison to non-white groups. Typically, ALIPAC evaluates these 

examples as anti-white discrimination. This code would capture moments where ALIPAC uses 

the supposed presence of anti-white discrimination as justification for their position. 

Example: “We have reached a point where violent mobs of minority youth roam many cities 

hunting down white victims for potentially deadly assaults. And these violent mobs and youths 

playing the "knock out game" or going "polar bear hunting" (white people, we are the polar 

bears) rival the most egregious racist acts of the KKK, yet the major media in America blocks 

coverage of this new and growing phenomenon. In fact, it is mostly like the media narrative 

about how innately evil white people are that is fueling the mobs and violence!” (ALIPAC 

2015a). 

 

Code: DEFIANCE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that present actions of certain government officials or groups as 

defying the United States. This defiance can come in the form of defying the constitution or 

other laws directly, or it can appear in opposition to the will of the American people. 

Example: “"President Obama is no longer the legitimate President of the United States," said 

William Gheen, President of ALIPAC. "By arming drug and human smugglers with assault 

weapons that have been used to kill American and Mexican citizens and police forces, and by 

ordering Amnesty for illegal aliens which has been rejected by both the Congress and the 

American public more than eight times, Obama has committed a form of Treason against the 

United States and must be removed from office by Congress"” (ALIPAC 20110628).  

 

Code: ENFORCE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that prioritize enforcement of immigration laws and policies. These 

paragraphs often highlight border security as an area of focus, but they can also refer to other 

types of immigration control. 

Example: “We should tell the 12-20 million illegal immigrants in America they are to begin 

leaving immediately and any that we have to detain and deport will have any and all assets 

seized to compensate the American taxpayers for the cost of their arrest, deportation, and any 

social services they drained while in the US. Tell illegal aliens you will seize their belongings, 

assets, cash, and bank accounts and watch them run for the border on their own! Illegal aliens 

leaving America on their own would dissuade many future illegals from even trying to enter 

illegally. The US could set up special points of exit where illegals could leave America and 

avoid asset seizures and the 10 year ban penalty” (ALIPAC 20150818). 

Code: KIND 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that emphasize how enforcement tactics should not do any 

more harm than necessary. These passages do not suggest that enforcement should be 

lenient, but they may provide suggestions for softening harsh consequences of that 

enforcement. 

Example: “If these measures are put in place, our illegal alien population will shrink 

instead of grow. This will also allow the employers that have been unscrupulous in their 

hiring practices to have some adjustment time. It took us years to get into this crisis and it 

will take years to get out. There will be some pain in the process, but we can send the 

illegal aliens home on air conditioned, first class buses stocked with diapers, 

refreshments, and baby formula, to satisfy the most tender-hearted Americans” (ALIPAC 

20060316). 
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Code: INVASION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss immigration practices and policies as allowing 

immigrants to overtake the United States. Along with identifying undocumented immigrants as 

“illegal aliens,” ALIPAC referenced an invasion of these immigrants that would take the United 

States from American citizens with some frequency. This code would capture these references to 

an “illegal alien invasion.” 

Example: “When I speak, I speak for most Americans on the core topics of opposing illegal 

immigration and amnesty. When Michael Keegan speaks, he represents what was once a small 

minority of views detested by most Americans before his army of tens of millions of illegal 

aliens were imported to overcome the native citizens of America” (ALIPAC 2015c). 

 

Code: LAWORDER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the need for immigration policy to uphold law and order 

in the United States. Paragraphs with this code typically present immigration policy and 

immigrants themselves as at odds with United States laws and social order, and some propose 

new policies in line with these laws and social order. 

Example: “Only by reversing the flow of illegal aliens can we lower pressure on the border. The 

message we need to send? That America is not open, accommodating, or receptive to those the 

disrespect our laws and citizenry by entering as illegal aliens. The best messengers to carry this 

news will be millions of illegal aliens returning to their legal homes, to the nations they are 

citizens of” (ALIPAC 20060316). 

 

Code: SAFETY 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that describe immigration as a safety concern. Among other 

possibilities, these paragraphs may focus on the lack of security at United States borders, the 

danger that certain groups of immigrants bring, or the necessity of keeping the United States a 

“free” country. 

Example: “Mount activist pressure on hundreds of Sanctuary Cities to comply with the Trump 

administration's orders to begin cooperating with immigration officials to remove dangerous 

illegal aliens. We can save many American lives by shutting down sanctuary city policies” 

(ALIPAC 20170205). 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigration systems that are not captured by 

any of the above codes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “SYSTEM.” 

 

SelfID: Use codes within this section to identify how ALIPAC talks about itself. These 

codes may relate to ALIPAC’s core values or to the ways in which ALIPAC positions itself 

in relation to other groups. 

 

Code: ALIGN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs in which ALIPAC aligns with a particular government official. This 

alignment may be in the form of positive comments about the government official in the absence 

of any negative ones, or it can appear as direct encouragement for followers to take action to 

support that official. 
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Example: “Please keep fighting for Roy Moore all day today until polls close in Alabama 

tonight in what may be a very close race! Special prayers for our activists on the ground going 

door to door and those making calls from home for the Moore campaign!” (ALIPAC 20170926) 

 

Code: COLLECTIVE 

Full: Apply this code to paragraphs that identify instances in which ALIPAC associates itself 

with some larger group of Americans. ALIPAC often argued that it represents the majority of 

Americans in its advocacy against “illegal” immigration. This code, then, captures instances 

where ALIPAC supported its anti-immigrant stance with supposedly popular support among 

American Citizens. 

Example: ““Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) is a national organization 

founded on 9/11 of 2004. ALIPAC has over 40,000 supporters, comprised of Americans of every 

race, party, religion, and walk of life, who represent the over 80% who want America's existing 

immigration laws enforced” (ALIPAC 2011). 

 

Code: COREID 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that describe who ALIPAC is and what it does. This code refers to 

ALIPAC’s core identity, i.e. the way that ALIPAC functions as a political action committee 

through fundraising and action. 

Example: “Americans for Legal Immigration PAC (ALIPAC) is a national organization founded 

on 9/11 of 2004. ALIPAC has over 40,000 supporters, comprised of Americans of every race, 

party, religion, and walk of life, who represent the over 80% who want America's existing 

immigration laws enforced.” (ALIPAC 20110628) 

 

Code: DEFENSE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how ALIPAC is defending America from a threat posed 

by “illegal” immigration and its supporters. ALIPAC would often position itself as standing in 

opposition to government entities. In this separation from the state, ALIPAC would position 

itself as a sort of defense against the downfall of the country through the work of illegal 

immigrants and politicians. This code would capture moments where ALIPAC takes a position 

of defense. 

Example: “This real revolution must be between We The People of America (illegal alien 

invaders not included) versus the sellouts and traitors in both parties and a host of groups that 

occupy our government in Washington, DC” (ALIPAC 2013). 

 

Code: VALUE 

Full: Apply to references that explicitly state a value associated with ALIPAC. This may be a 

description of the principles the organization follows or of the qualities an individual/individuals 

associated with the organization possesses. 

Example: “ALIPAC is not a George Soros funded PAC attacking Trump from the left. We are a 

nonpartisan PAC that has stood up against illegal immigration & Amnesty since 2004” (ALIPAC 

20170502). 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “SELFID.” 
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APPENDIX B: UNITE THE RIGHT NATIONALIST FRONT ORGANIZATION 

DOCUMENTS CODEBOOK 

 

(Last Updated 3/29/21) 

General Coding Instructions 

 

1. Eligibility Criteria for Nationalist Front (NF) Documents 

a. Eligible: If the document is accessible from a version of a website for Nationalist 

Front, Nationalist Socialist Movement, Traditionalist Worker Party, League of the 

South, or Vanguard America archived in August 2017 

i. Eligible: if the document can be found on webpages about the 

organization, their position on social or political issues, their membership, 

or their news coverage (within the first three pages of available coverage) 

b. Eligible: If the document is produced by one of the above-mentioned 

organizations during the year 2017 and discusses the Unite the Right rally in 

Charlottesville, Virginia 

c. Ineligible: If the document only contains images or a link to a video with no 

multi-sentence paragraphs 

2. When in doubt, “over code.” Be more inclusive rather than exclusive. If multiple codes 

seem to apply to a particular sentence, do not hesitate to apply more than one code/frame 

to that sentence. 

3. When unsure about how to proceed, code the following: 

a. Flagged documents 

b. Flagged paragraphs 

4. Bring up any flagged documents/paragraphs for discussion with others  

5. I will also do the following: 

a. Further investigate the documents and paragraphs marked “investigate.” 

 

Source of Data Collection for NF Documents 

 

1. Databases and Websites: 

a. https://archive.org/web 

i. League of the South (LotS): 

https://web.archive.org/web/*/leagueofthesouth.com 

ii. Nationalist Front (NF): https://web.archive.org/web/*/nfunity.org 

iii. Nationalist Socialist Movement (NSM): 

https://web.archive.org/web/*/nsm88.org 

iv. Taditionalist Worker Party (TWP): 

https://web.archive.org/web/*/tradworker.org 

v. Vanguard America (VA): https://web.archive.org/web/*/bloodandsoil.org 

2. In February 2021, I collected documents from each of the above sources available during 

August 2017. 

a. Collected all webpages with at least one multi-sentence paragraph of eligible text 

accessible from the homepage of each source 

b. Collected all documents accessible on a page within three clicks of the homepage 

of each source 

https://archive.org/web
https://web.archive.org/web/*/leagueofthesouth.com
https://web.archive.org/web/*/nfunity.org
https://web.archive.org/web/*/nsm88.org
https://web.archive.org/web/*/tradworker.org
https://web.archive.org/web/*/bloodandsoil.org
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c. For article archives within sources: 

i. if only the first page of the archive was accessible, collected all accessible 

documents 

ii. if multiple pages of the archive were accessible, collected all accessible 

documents within the first three pages 

3. In February 2021, I also collected documents from each of the above sources available 

between September 2017 and December 2017 that had a connection to the Unite the 

Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Classifications (unit of analysis: document) 

 

Code: ELIGIBILITY 

Full: If the document is a webpage or article produced by a Nationalist Front organization (see 

above) available on a version of an organization’s website archived in August 2017, it is eligible. 

If the document does not meet the aforementioned criteria but is a webpage or article produced 

by a Nationalist Front organization in 2017 that discusses the Unite the Right rally in 

Charlottesville, Virginia, it is also eligible. 

Values: Eligible for eligible documents; Ineligible for ineligible documents; Repeat for duplicate 

documents. don’t code ineligible and repeat documents.   

 

Code: DATE 

Full: List the date that the document was originally posted online. If that is not available, list the 

date that the website with the document was archived. 

 

Code: ORG 

Full: List the organization that created the document 

Values: LotS for League of the South; NF for Nationalist Front; NSM for Nationalist Socialist 

Movement; TWP for Traditionalist Worker Party; VA for Vanguard America 

 

Code: TYPE 

Full: List the type of document 

Values: About Us Page for about us webpages; Article for articles; Magazine for magazines; 

Membership Page for membership pages 

 

Code: CVILLE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Discusses Charlottesville” if the document covers the August 2017 Unite the 

Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia in some form. 

Value: Discusses Charlottesville if the document includes references to the Unite the Right rally. 

 

Code: OPERATIONS 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Operations Only” if it only covers related to the organization’s internal 

operations, such as website maintenance, the release of new merchandise, or fundraising efforts. 

If you apply this code, you will not need to code beyond the document level. 
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Value: Operations Only if the document only covers an organization’s internal operations.  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: You don’t need to mess with this attribute unless you want to flag a document. Mark the 

document as “Flag” if you think it is complicated and that it should be reviewed by the coding 

team.   

Value: Flag for pieces that do not fit in any of the categories we have discussed but nonetheless 

appears relevant or pieces that are within the categories we discussed but for which you have a 

hard time coding overall (use the “Flag” node at the paragraph level if your confusion is about a 

few isolated sections of the document)  

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Investigate” if you think it needs further attention. Explain what you think 

should be investigated. 

Value: Investigate for pieces that are in themselves not necessarily noteworthy but contains 

information that might be worth looking into in the future, such as information on re-opening of 

facilities without discussion on the reason for closing, potential new data source, etc.   

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Attributes, Packages, and Frames (unit of analysis: paragraph)  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs to request discussion. Apply this when you’re unsure how to code 

something, or when the paragraph is relevant but there are currently no available codes. Flag 

means that we want to talk about how to code it. 

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs that you think need further investigation and indicate what you 

think should be done. Examples include… 

 

Call: Use codes within this section when a Nationalist Front organization calls its members 

to do something. Generally, this call would be a call to action. 

 

Code: ACTION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that feature some call to action. This call to action could involve 

writing a message, making a phone call, or attending a certain event, among other possibilities. 

Example: “In the end, I expect that the most important manifestation of the law of Salus Populi 

for the South will be secession and independence. But to accomplish that we must be in 

possession of the means to protect ourselves from those who would enslave us. Let us, then, 

declare as the Southern People united that we invoke the law of Salus Populi against all tyrants, 

foreign or domestic” (LotS 20170815) 

 

Code: DEMAND 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs where a Nationalist Front organization makes some demand. If the 

paragraph provides a specific plan of action that should be enacted in order to make that demand 

happen, use “ACTION” instead. 

Example: “We demand the treasonable system of health care be completely revolutionized.  

We demand an end to the status quo in which people die or rot away from lack of proper 

treatment due to the failure of their medical coverage, Health Maintenance Organization, or 

insurance policy. We further demand the extensive development of insurance for old age and that 

prescription drugs be made both affordable and accessible” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “CALL.” 

 

Government: Use codes in this section for paragraphs where Nationalist Front 

organizations discuss the current United States government. Some codes may relate to 

government more generally, whereas others can be applied to paragraphs involving specific 

government officials. Paragraphs may also involve presentations of Nationalist Front 

organizations in relation to certain government officials or policies.  

 

Code: ANTIWHITE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss practices and policies in the United States as negatively 

impacting white people. Though not necessary to apply the code, discussions of anti-white 

policies as “discrimination” may be present in relevant paragraphs. Often, these references to 

anti-white policies serve as justification for the positions that nationalist front organizations take. 

Example: “Therein lies your choice, goyim: You either redefine your statues and your heritage 

to accommodate the anti-white globalist elites, surrendering your principles and your future, or 

we’re going to have to take the statues down. David Cole wants to pretend this is a simple 

project to keep as many monuments as possible standing. I, for one, would rather every 

monument to the heritage of my people fall in a polarizing controversy as we fight like hell to 

preserve our future. That’s preferable to our monuments succumbing to the elements like the 

Statue of Liberty in the Planet of the Apes, with no Charlton Heston left who remembers or cares 

what these men stood and struggled for” (TWP 20170822) 

 

Code: BADPOLITICS 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that provide a negative presentation of certain government officials or 

policies. Generally, Nationalist Front organizations will use these descriptions to distance 

themselves from such officials and policies. 

Example: “Democracy has failed in this once great nation. Brought to its knees by decadence, 

America now faces the greatest threat in its history. Our people are subjugated while an endless 

tide of incompatible foreigners floods this nation every year. If current trends continue, White 

Americans will be a minority in the nation they built. It’s time to take a stand” (VA 20170814) 

 

Code: CONTROL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the power and influence of the United States government 

in relation to the American people. Relevant paragraphs can either discuss existing power 
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relations between the government and the people or proposed power relations within an ideal 

version of America. 

Example: “As you all know, since the tragic school shooting in Connecticut, the issue of gun 

control has been at the top of the news. The regime would like nothing better than to outlaw 

~rearms and make us defenseless serfs. But I have determined that I need ~rearms to protect my 

family and my liberty. And I will decide what sort of ~rearms are necessary for those tasks. In 

the process it is my truthful desire to be able to obey the laws of my sovereign State of Alabama 

where ~rearms possession and use are concerned. But any “law”, declaration, or decision that 

mandates that I disarm myself shall in my household be declared null and void” (LotS 

20180815) 

 

Code: CORPORATE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss corporate influences within the United States government. 

Paragraphs with this code can either discuss the influence that specific corporations have within 

certain sectors of government or the more general influences that corporate America has on 

government. 

Example: “We started winning when we stopped taking Jewish and paleocon “advice” and 

we’re not about to change course now. The fact that the Confederate battle flag has been rescued 

from the waste bin of Rainbow Confederate pop country kitsch and restored as something that 

strikes fear into the hearts of our oppressors is a victory. The fact that the Atlanticist corporate 

oligopoly controlling the Internet has betrayed its supposed “net neutrality” to attempt to silence 

us is an invaluable escalation and confirmation that this system is threatened by us” (TWP 

20170822) 

 

Code: CTZNSHP 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss policies related to United States citizenship. Discussions 

within these paragraphs may relate to current government policies about citizenship, but they 

may also involve hypothetical proposals for citizenship within an ideal American government. 

Example: “Only members of the nation may be citizens of the state. Only those of pure White 

blood, whatever their creed, may be members of the nation. Non-citizens may live in America 

only as guests and must be subject to laws for aliens. Accordingly, no Jew or homosexual may 

be a member of the nation” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: GOODPOLITICS 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that provide a positive presentation of certain government officials or 

policies. Generally, Nationalist Front organizations will use these descriptions to align 

themselves with such officials and policies. 

Example: “The Charlottesville Police Department assured the organizers of the #UniteTheRight 

rally that our people would be kept safe with or without a permit and violent Antifa would be 

penned and allowed to peacefully express their views but not allowed to engage in violence. In 

light of the events of July 8th, it seemed plausible to us that the police would do their jobs, which 

is why our groups debated coming armed into Charlottesville but decided against this because 

carrying firearms would look “too provocative.” We expected to have a tense but peaceful event 

in Lee Park along the lines of the previous rally in Pikeville, KY in April in which both sides 

were kept separated by riot police and there were no injuries.” (LotS 20170814) 
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Code: REFORM 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the need to reform the current government of the United 

States. Some relevant paragraphs may discuss changes only to a limited number of government 

positions or institutions, while others may argue for a complete replacement of the government 

with a new system. 

Example: We demand that the State shall make it its primary duty to provide a livelihood for its 

citizens. If it should prove impossible to feed the entire population, foreign nationals (non-

citizens) will be deported” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: SAFETY 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that describe the presence of certain government officials or policies 

as a safety concern. Among other possibilities, these paragraphs may focus on the danger that 

current government officials or policies pose to the American people. 

Example: “As you all know, since the tragic school shooting in Connecticut, the issue of gun 

control has been at the top of the news. The regime would like nothing better than to outlaw 

~rearms and make us defenseless serfs. But I have determined that I need ~rearms to protect my 

family and my liberty. And I will decide what sort of ~rearms are necessary for those tasks. In 

the process it is my truthful desire to be able to obey the laws of my sovereign State of Alabama 

where ~rearms possession and use are concerned. But any “law”, declaration, or decision that 

mandates that I disarm myself shall in my household be declared null and void” (LotS 

20170815) 

 

Code: SECESSION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss secession from the United States and/or the formation of 

other countries independent from the United States. 

Example: “As this short, critical analysis shows, the notion that independence means poverty 

and misery for any of our Southern States is a fallacy. On the contrary, independence opens the 

door to prosperity for our people. The only question remaining is – what are we waiting for?!?!” 

(LotS 20170830) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of government that are not captured by any of the 

above codes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “GOVERNMENT.” 

 

Opposition: Use codes within this section to identify discussions of non-government 

individuals or groups that do not have the same interests and goals as Nationalist Front 

organizations. These codes may define who certain individuals or groups are or describe 

what specific individuals or groups do. While some paragraphs may only have codes that 

perform one of these tasks, others will include codes to accomplish both. 

  

Code: CRIMINAL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how an organization’s opposition includes individuals or 

groups who engage in criminal behavior. Some paragraphs may specify the type of criminal 

behavior in which these individuals or groups engage or emphasize the intensity of criminal 

behavior among specific groups. 
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Example: “Until the public outrage shut them down, the police brass and politicians in Chicago 

tried to downplay the Hate Crime as “kids being kids.” They said that the kidnapping and torture 

of a White man as Black criminals are shouting “Fuck White People” and “Fuck Donald Trump” 

while scalping the young White man had an “undetermined motive”” (NSM 20170829) 

 

Code: DEVIANT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss certain individuals or groups as deviant. Beyond 

paragraphs that describe deviant behavior, this code can also apply to paragraphs that diminish or 

exclude a certain group of people based on characteristics that the Nationalist Front organization 

classifies as deviant (such as sexual orientation). 

Example: “Only members of the nation may be citizens of the state. Only those of pure White 

blood, whatever their creed, may be members of the nation. Non-citizens may live in America 

only as guests and must be subject to laws for aliens. Accordingly, no Jew or homosexual may 

be a member of the nation” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: DOMINANT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how a Nationalist Front organization’s opposition is a 

dominant or oppressive force within current social arrangements. This code may be accompanied 

by descriptions of a group’s membership as victims that need to defend themselves from their 

opposition. 

Example: “No longer will we be goaded into attacking and insulting one another. No longer will 

we invest more time and energy in competing with and kicking down one another than we invest 

in defeating the powerful global forces allied against ourselves and families and communities we 

defend. The Nationalist Front will leverage the power of solidarity and scale to raise our voices 

and our fists against the organized Left and the globalist Jewish oligarchs” (NSM 20170830) 

Code: MISLEAD 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how certain individuals or groups that hold power 

may mislead or misguide the people that a Nationalist Front organization represents. 

Often, paragraphs with this code will discuss how these individuals or groups are 

prompting those who the organization represents to act against their own self interests. 

Example: “We started winning when we stopped taking Jewish and paleocon “advice” 

and we’re not about to change course now. The fact that the Confederate battle flag has 

been rescued from the waste bin of Rainbow Confederate pop country kitsch and restored 

as something that strikes fear into the hearts of our oppressors is a victory. The fact that 

the Atlanticist corporate oligopoly controlling the Internet has betrayed its supposed “net 

neutrality” to attempt to silence us is an invaluable escalation and confirmation that this 

system is threatened by us” (TWP 20170822) 

 

Code: DRAIN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how certain individuals or groups exploit loopholes in 

United States policy and drain United States resources, including services funded by taxpayers 

and jobs that Americans represented by a Nationalist Front organization could otherwise take. 

Example: “We demand absolute religious freedom for all denominations in the State, provided 

they do not threaten its existence nor offend the moral feelings of the White race. The Party 

combats the Jewish-materialistic spirit within and without us, and is convinced that our nation 
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can achieve permanent health only from within on the basis of the principle: The common good 

before self-interest” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: LEFT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss politically left individuals or groups as the opposition. 

These individuals or groups may or may not be aligned with certain political organizations (such 

as “Democrats”), but they should not be comprised solely of government officials. 

Example: “Several Chicago residents, White and Black, came over to our protest and shook our 

hands, took group photos and encouraged us for standing against this horrific hate crime and the 

political Establishment. Besides a few hecklers–all White Leftists of course– the response was 

nothing but positive from those passing by. Even in Chicago, White people are tired of 

multiculturalism and the lies of the Establishment” (NSM 20170829) 

 

Code: NONWHITE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss nonwhite groups or individuals as an organization’s 

opposition. If one of the subcodes for this code applies, use that subcode rather than this code. 

Example: “We demand legal warfare on deliberate political mendacity and its dissemination in 

the press. To facilitate the creation of a national press we demand; (a) That all editors of and 

contributors to newspapers appearing in the English language must be members of the nation; (b) 

That no non-American newspapers may appear without the express permission of the State. They 

must not be written in the English language; (c) That non-Whites shall be prohibited by law from 

participating financially in or influencing American newspapers, and that the penalty for 

contravening such a law shall be the suppression of any such newspapers, and the immediate 

deportation of the non-Americans involved” (NSM 20170819) 

Code: BLACK 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss African American or other groups of people who 

identify as “Black” as an organization’s opposition. 

Example: “Organizing a public White Nationalist demonstration in Chicago has not been 

done in several years. Chicago is the land where political corruption is king, Black gangs 

make it more dangerous to walk Chicago streets than to patrol the streets of Baghdad as 

an American soldier, radical Leftists roam the city like orcs in Mordor, and the Jewish 

power structure is firmly in place. The massive menorah hovered ominously in the 

background. It always does in Chicago” (NSM 20170829) 

 

Code: JEW 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify Jewish people or individuals of Jewish descent as 

an organization’s opposition. 

Example: “Of course, Cole doesn’t see it that way because he’s Jewish. Had it been a 

Muslim-bashing Proud Boy driving the Dodge, he would be passionately proclaiming the 

young man’s innocence. The polarity of his chutzpah would’ve reversed, and Fields 

would be a folk hero to him against the rising tide of “Islamofascism” and the “Liberal 

Fascists” or whatever neo-neocon word salad Jewish “conservatives” are hopped up on 

lately” (TWP 20170822) 

 

Code: LATIN 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify individuals of Hispanic or Latin American 

descent as an organization’s opposition. 

Example: “A story has broken through the mainstream media in the last day or so about 

a rape case concerning a 14 year old girl in Rockville, Maryland. This vile act was 

committed by two foreign criminals from Central America, one of which was in this 

country illegally and had been caught previously crossing into our borders. Both of them 

have outstanding orders from Immigration Customs and Enforcement. These fiends had 

been placed into our public school system in Montgomery County, Maryland in the 

freshman class for their poor English skills, and brutally raped a 14 year old classmate in 

the boys bathroom during school hours. This heinous act and the ones to come have not 

been quelled, but enabled by the State of Maryland’s leftist legislation” (VA 20170323) 

 

Code: OUTSIDER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that refer to an organization’s opposition as “outsiders” or “aliens.” 

Example: “All non-White immigration must be prevented. We demand that all non-Whites 

currently residing in America illegally be required to leave the nation forthwith and return to 

their land of origin” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: THREAT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that describe certain individuals or groups as a threat to the safety of 

Americans represented by Nationalist Front organizations. Since paragraphs may also cover 

violence associated with these people or groups, this code may frequently co-occur with either 

CRIMINAL or TERRORIST. 

Example: “To decide the location for our event, we looked to the area that is most to blame; city 

hall. The government of Chicago, like many major American and European cities, works night 

and die to hide the human cost of their genocidal diversity programs. Mayor Rahm Emanuel of 

Chicago is no different than Angela Merkel, Mayor Henriette Reker of Cologne, François 

Hollande; or any other globalist politician. When diversity leads to their citizens being hurt, they 

fall back on Jewish talking points and try to downplay the horrific acts their citizens undergo” 

(NSM 20170829) 

Code: BIOLOGICAL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss groups as a biological threat to white Americans. 

These paragraphs will typically involve discussions related to white purity and its 

supposed deterioration over time due to interracial relationships. Expect this subcode to 

co-occur with “NONWHITE” and its subcodes. 

Example: “The state must ensure that the nation's health standards are raised by 

protecting mothers, infants, and the unborn: By prohibiting abortion and euthanasia, 

except in cases of rape, incest, race-mixing, or mental retardation; By prohibiting child 

labor and ending the rudiments of child abuse, alcoholism, and drug addiction; By 

creating conditions to make possible the reestablishment of the nuclear family in which 

the father works while the mother stays at home and takes care of the children if they so 

choose; By taking away the economic burden associated with childbirth and replacing it 

with a structured system of pay raises for those that give birth to healthy babies, thereby 

returning the blessing associated with children. To further ensure that the nation's health 

standards are raised, legislation shall be passed promoting physical strength and 
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providing for compulsory gymnastics and sports, and by the extensive support of clubs 

engaged in the physical training of youth” (NSM 20170819) 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of relevant individuals or groups that are not 

captured by any of the above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent 

node labeled “OPPOSITION.” 

 

SelfID: Use codes within this section to identify how Nationalist Front organizations talk 

about themselves. These codes may relate to organizations’ core values or to the ways in 

which different organizations position themselves in relation to others. 

 

Code: COLLECTIVE 

Full: Apply this code to paragraphs that identify instances in which a Nationalist Front 

organization associates itself with some larger group of Americans that extends beyond its 

membership alone. This code is intended to capture instances where Nationalist Front 

organizations justify their positions with the appearance of popular support among a larger group 

of American citizens. 

Example: “Several Chicago residents, White and Black, came over to our protest and shook our 

hands, took group photos and encouraged us for standing against this horrific hate crime and the 

political Establishment. Besides a few hecklers–all White Leftists of course– the response was 

nothing but positive from those passing by. Even in Chicago, White people are tired of 

multiculturalism and the lies of the Establishment” (NSM 20170829) 

Code: SOLIDARITY 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs in which a Nationalist Front organization aligns itself with 

other nationalist groups or organizations. Often, these paragraphs will include 

information about shared interests, goals, and/or values across organizations. 

Example: “Comrades from the Traditionalist Worker Party, the National Socialist 

Movement, The Right Stuff, and the Soldiers of Odin all came together for this event. 

The days of movement division based on subculture, organization, or religion, are all in 

the past. 2016 saw a great leap forward for nationalist solidarity with the creation of the 

Nationalist Front. This unity is only increasing in 2017, and the event in Chicago proves 

this” (NSM 20170829) 

 

Code: CONFLICT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss conflicts or violent interactions that a Nationalist Front 

organization has with other individuals, other groups, or the U.S. government. In addition to 

paragraphs that describe past conflicts, this code can apply to paragraphs that talk about looming 

conflicts or the inevitability of a conflict in the future. 

Example: “Even Cole grudgingly admits that we keep winning our street conflicts despite 

astronomical odds. The rightist vs. Antifa brawling is something that folks on both sides have 

come to look forward to… rightists in particular because generally they’ve been “winning” the 

ground war” (TWP 20170822) 

 

Code: CULTURE 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the importance of a certain cultural heritage that connects 

those who a Nationalist Front organization represents. For this code, define “culture” broadly as 

any shared history, values, religion, or practices. 

Example: “Remember this: by simply being Southern Nationalists, honoring our Confederate 

past and ancestors and symbols, we are already branded as “white supremacists”, “racists”, etc. 

ad nauseum. Our enemy lumps us all together under the convenient, catch-all labels (“Nazis,” 

“bigots,” “anti-Semites”) and has done so for years, so why should we be worried about it now? 

Their goal is our utter destruction” (LotS 20170817) 

Code: WHITE 

Full: Apply to passages that identify a Nationalist Front organization’s membership or 

other people that it represents as white. Typically, this description will include references 

either to white racial identity specifically or european ancestry. 

Example: “We’ve established authentic nationalism as the greatest opponent of, threat 

to, and voice against the globalists. In Charlottesville, we notarized ourselves by our 

actions as the authentic vanguard of the traditional American identity, the White 

American identity which founded and fought for this land. There were actually some 

civic nationalists who fought alongside us in Charlottesville, and their reasons for being 

there shouldn’t be entirely eclipsed by mine or Spencer’s or anybody else’s. Both those 

civvies who fought in Charlottesville and the handful of civvies who stood strong in 

Boston are fighting a good fight against these globalists as well. Cole’s advice to stand 

down and avoid escalation with the radical left is terrible advice to them, as well” (TWP 

20170822) 

 

Code: DEFENSE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how Nationalist Front organizations are defending 

America from a threat posed by their opposition. Though the organizations may frequently claim 

to defend America against the threat that certain groups of people pose, they may also argue for 

the necessity of defending America from groups currently within the United States government. 

Example: “Liberals like Cole (and every Jewish man is a global cosmopolitan when the chips 

are down), are pretending that mayhem was inevitable in Charlottesville. Following from that, 

I’m supposedly as guilty as the leftists because I knew there was the possibility of being attacked 

and attended the event anyway. We did our due diligence and preparation, because we don’t take 

the safety of our men for granted. We were prepared to fight. But what happened in 

Charlottesville was a startling, unexpected, game changing dereliction of the way these events 

have been handled for forty years, since the landmark National Socialist Party of America v. 

Village of Skokie confirmed that even nationalists have constitutional rights” (TWP 20170822) 

Code: SURVIVAL 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss survival of the people that a Nationalist Front 

organization represents as motivation for the organization’s work. Paragraphs with this 

code typically discuss how an organization is just doing what is necessary to ensure that 

the people it represents remain a viable group of people. 

Example: “To this, my simple answer is “No.” He and his minions may, for instance, 

pass a “law,” render an executive decision, or push through a court decision to take what 

is necessary for my (and my family’s) survival. But the law of Salus Populi says that my 

right to survive–and by implication, to prosper–trumps any attempt to harm me. And it is 
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my decision as to what is harmful to me and my kith and kin; I know what we need to 

survive and prosper. Government does not” (LotS 20170815) 

 

Code: DISTINCT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where a Nationalist Front organization distinguishes itself from other 

organizations with similar interests, goals, or values. Note that the paragraph does not need to 

present other organizations negatively in order for this code to apply. 

Example: “Just because we lend some support to one another in areas of common interest does 

not necessarily mean that we endorse them or their particular beliefs, nor they us or ours. They 

have their goals, objectives, and methods and we have ours. For instance, we in The League are 

grounded in historic Christianity and all that it entails for our culture and civilization. Our 

cooperation simply means we have a common enemy, and working together on occasion to fight 

that enemy can be advantageous to us all” (LotS 20170817) 

 

Code: LOVE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss Nationalist Front organizations as operating out of love or 

care for the groups they claim to represent. This code may be used to contrast Nationalist Front 

organizations with the descriptive term “hate group.” 

Example: “Q. Is The League a “hate group?” A. We are a “love” group. We love our People and 

the South” (LotS 20170830) 

 

Code: VALUE 

Full: Apply to references that explicitly state a value associated with a Nationalist Front 

organization. This may be a description of the principles the organization follows or of the 

qualities individuals associated with the organization possess. 

Example: “The hour of decision is at hand, and the ideologically, socially, and culturally diverse 

organizations which comprise the Nationalist Front are united against your destructive 

“diversity.” Unlike your “diversity,” our diverse coalition is voluntary instead of forced. Our 

diverse coalition is committed to investing in the future rather than borrowing against and 

sabotaging it” (NF 20170830) 

 

Code: Other 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “SELFID.” 
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APPENDIX C: UNITE THE RIGHT RACIAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION DOCUMENTS 

CODEBOOK 

 

(Last Updated for Coding 8/9/21; Updated with Examples 9/16/22) 

General Coding Instructions 

 

1. Eligibility Criteria for Unite the Right racial justice organization (RJO) Documents 

a. Eligible: If the document is produced by Black Lives Matter, Showing up for 

Racial Justice, Solidarity CVille, or Together CVille and accessible from the 

organization’s website. 

i. Eligible: If the document is from 2017. 

ii. Eligible: If the document was visible in August 2017. Archived versions 

of websites from August 2017 are ideal sources for these documents, but, 

in the absence of those, websites that either have materials dating back to 

August 2017 or have materials that appear in archived versions of 

websites both before and after August 2017 are sufficient as well. 

iii. Eligible: If the document can be found on websites about the organization, 

their position on social or political issues, their membership, or their news 

coverage (within the first three pages of available coverage) 

b. Eligible: If the document is produced by one of the above-mentioned 

organizations between September 2017 and December 2017 and discusses the 

Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia 

c. Ineligible: If the document only contains images or a link to a video with no 

multi-sentence paragraphs. 

2. When in doubt, “over code.” Be more inclusive rather than exclusive. If multiple codes 

seem to apply to a particular sentence, do not hesitate to apply more than one code/frame 

to that sentence. 

3. When unsure about how to proceed, code the following: 

a. Flagged documents 

b. Flagged paragraphs 

4. Bring up any flagged documents/paragraphs for discussion with others  

5. I will also do the following: 

a. Further investigate the documents and paragraphs marked “investigate.” 

 

Source of Data Collection for RJO Documents 

 

1. Databases and Websites: 

a. Showing up for Racial Justice (SURJ): 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170701000000*/http://www.showingupforracialjus

tice.org 

b. Solidarity CVille (SC): https://solidaritycville.wordpress.com/ 

2. In July 2021, I collected documents from each of the above sources available during 

August 2017. 

a. Collected all webpages with at least one multi-sentence paragraph of eligible text 

accessible from the homepage of each source 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170701000000*/http:/www.showingupforracialjustice.org
https://web.archive.org/web/20170701000000*/http:/www.showingupforracialjustice.org
https://solidaritycville.wordpress.com/
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b. Collected all documents accessible on a page within three clicks of the homepage 

of each source 

c. For article archives within sources: 

i. if only the first page of the archive was accessible, collected all accessible 

documents 

ii. if multiple pages of the archive were accessible, collected all accessible 

documents within the first three pages 

3. In July 2021, I also collected documents from each of the above sources available 

between September 2017 and December 2017 that had a connection to the Unite the 

Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Classifications (unit of analysis: document) 

 

Code: ELIGIBILITY 

Full: If the document is a webpage or article produced by a Unite the Right counter organization 

(see above) available on a version of an organization’s website that existed in August 2017, it is 

eligible. If the document does not meet the aforementioned criteria but is a webpage or article 

produced by a RJO in 2017 that discusses the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, it 

is also eligible. 

Values: Eligible for eligible documents; Ineligible for ineligible documents; Repeat for duplicate 

documents. don’t code ineligible and repeat documents.   

 

Code: DATE 

Full: List the date that the document was originally posted online. If that is not available, list 

either the date that the website with the document was archived or, if the website is current, the 

date that the document was accessed. 

 

Code: ORG 

Full: List the organization that created the document 

Values: SufRJ for Showing up for Racial Justice; SC for Solidarity CVille 

 

Code: TYPE 

Full: List the type of document 

Values: About Us Page for about us webpages; Article for articles; Event Page for pages with 

details about specific events 

 

Code: CVILLE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Discusses Charlottesville” if the document covers the August 2017 Unite the 

Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia in some form. 

Value: Discusses Charlottesville if the document includes references to the Unite the Right rally. 

 

Code: OPERATIONS 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Operations Only” if it only covers related to the organization’s internal 
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operations, such as website maintenance, the release of new merchandise, or fundraising efforts. 

If you apply this code, you will not need to code beyond the document level. 

Value: Operations Only if the document only covers an organization’s internal operations.  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: You don’t need to mess with this attribute unless you want to flag a document. Mark the 

document as “Flag” if you think it is complicated and that it should be reviewed by the coding 

team.   

Value: Flag for pieces that do not fit in any of the categories we have discussed but nonetheless 

appears relevant or pieces that are within the categories we discussed but for which you have a 

hard time coding overall (use the “Flag” node at the paragraph level if your confusion is about a 

few isolated sections of the document)  

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Investigate” if you think it needs further attention. Explain what you think 

should be investigated. 

Value: Investigate for pieces that are in themselves not necessarily noteworthy but contains 

information that might be worth looking into in the future, such as information on re-opening of 

facilities without discussion on the reason for closing, potential new data source, etc.   

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Attributes, Packages, and Frames (unit of analysis: paragraph)  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs to request discussion. Apply this when you’re unsure how to code 

something, or when the paragraph is relevant but there are currently no available codes. Flag 

means that we want to talk about how to code it. 

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs that you think need further investigation and indicate what you 

think should be done. Examples include… 

 

Call: Use codes within this section when a RJO calls its members to do something. 

Generally, this call would be a call to action. 

 

Code: ACTION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that feature some call to action. This call to action could involve 

writing a message, making a phone call, or attending a certain event, among other possibilities. 

Example: “Please, give us your voices, your bodies, your faith. We need you. We eagerly await 

your action” (SC 20170531) 

 

Code: DEMAND 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs where a RJO makes some demand. If the paragraph provides a 

specific plan of action that should be enacted in order to make that demand happen, use 

“ACTION” instead. 

Example: “To Mayor Mike Signer, the members of City Council, and the City Manager: Take 

immediate action to put a plan in place to remove both statues the instant the litigation is ended.  

Cause no further delays.” (SC 20170825) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of immigrants that are not captured by any of the 

above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “CALL.” 

 

Government: Use codes in this section for paragraphs where RJOs discuss the current 

United States government. Some codes may relate to government more generally, whereas 

others can be applied to paragraphs involving specific government officials. Paragraphs 

may also involve presentations of RJOs in relation to certain government officials or 

policies.  

 

Code: BADPOLITICS 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that provide a negative presentation of certain government officials or 

policies. Generally, RJOs will use these descriptions to distance themselves from such officials 

and policies. 

Example: “Disproportionate numbers of People of Color and low income White people are 

snared in the net of the criminal “justice” system. Through our actions we can demonstrate our 

belief that the criminal law system is fundamental to creating a more just society. We can speak 

out against racial profiling and mass incarceration, and share a vision of human rights for all, 

including incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people. Read the Injustice in the Criminal 

"Justice" System Took Kit.” (SURJ 20170721) 

 

Code: GOODPOLITICS 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that provide a positive presentation of certain government officials or 

policies. Generally, RJOs will use these descriptions to align themselves with such officials and 

policies. 

Example: 

 

Code: REFORM 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the need to reform the current government of the United 

States. Some relevant paragraphs may discuss changes only to a limited number of government 

positions or institutions, while others may argue for a complete replacement of the government 

with a new system. 

Example: “People faced the police shouting “Find Sage Smith” and “Where is Sage Smith?” 

One person said, “This looks like a great search party for Sage Smith,” telling the police to invest 

resources in expanding the investigation of Sage Smith’s disappearance, and to divest from the 

militarized violence seen today.” (SC 20170708) 

 

Code: OTHER 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of government that are not captured by any of the 

above codes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “GOVERNMENT.” 

 

Opposition: Use codes within this section to identify discussions of non-government 

individuals, groups, or concepts that differ from the interests and goals as RJOs. These 

codes may define who/what certain individuals, groups, or concepts are or describe what 

specific individuals, groups, or concepts do. While some paragraphs may only have codes 

that perform one of these tasks, others will include codes to accomplish both. 

  

Code: ABSTRACT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss an abstract source of opposition. Typically, this occurs 

when RJOs talk about their opposition to certain concepts without associating that opposition to 

any individuals or groups. If one of the subcodes below characterizes the abstract reference that 

an organization, use that subcode instead of this code.  

Code: RACISM 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs discuss racism as a concept that they oppose. As a 

reminder, only apply this code if the organization does not connect racism with a specific 

group or organization. 

Example: “The battle is and always has been a battle for the hearts and minds of White 

people in this country. The fight against racism is our issue. It’s not something that we’re 

called on to help People of Color with. We need to become involved with it as if our lives 

depended on it because really, in truth, they do.” (SURJ 20170819) 

 

Code: WHTSUPREM 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs discuss white supremacy as a concept that they 

oppose. As a reminder, only apply this code if the organization does not connect white 

supremacy with a specific group or organization. 

Example: “SURJ’s mission centers the practice of ‘calling in’ as many white people as 

we can into this work. This is grounded in the belief that while we all have a 

responsibility to dismantle white supremacy, significant privilege dynamics exist within 

white communities that need to be acknowledged and boldly addressed in order to build 

an inclusive, sustainable and expansive movement.” (SURJ 20170620) 

 

Code: DOMINANT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how a RJO’s opposition is a dominant or oppressive force 

within current social arrangements. This code may be accompanied by descriptions of a group’s 

membership as victims that need to defend themselves from their opposition. 

Example: “Women wouldn't have had the right to vote without Sojourner Truth's powerful 

voice, LGBTQ rights would not be what they are today without Marsha P. Johnson and other 

trans women of color leading at Stonewall. As progress is made, White versions of history often 

erase the contribution of these leaders with intersectional* marginalized identities, which means 

those important contributions and leaders are made invisible. We lose out on important 

information about what it takes to become liberated.” (SURJ 20170215) 

 

Code: RACIST 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs refer to individuals or groups that they consider their 

opposition as racist. Unlike RACISM, this code should only apply to paragraphs that specifically 

link an individual or group to racist ideas or behaviors and not paragraphs that discuss racism 

generally. 

Example: These are the people who knew that Jason Kessler was dangerous before many people 

in Charlottesville knew his name. These are the people who have been teaching Charlottesville 

residents that we do not have to tolerate racist harassers on the downtown mall. These are the 

people who warned us. These are the people who protected us.” (SC 20170825) 

 

Code: RIGHT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify politically right individuals or groups as an 

organization’s opposition. If a paragraph refers to a specific individual or group that holds a 

government office, use relevant codes from the Government package rather than this code. 

Example: “Local white nationalist organizer Jason Kessler has announced on his Facebook that 

he will be hosting a gathering with the Proud Boys today at 6:00 p.m. The Proud Boys are a 

militant fraternity-like organization within the alt-right that the SPLC calls a “military arm of the 

alt-right.” The final phase of their initiation process requires them to beat up whom they consider 

antifa [antifascism activists, but also used by the alt-right to include all left-wing activists].” (SC 

20170617) 

 

Code: SOUTHERN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs connect individuals or groups that they identify as their 

opposition with some form of Southern identity. Among other possibilities, this identity could 

involve being based in the southeastern United States, supporting causes or political stances that 

celebrate the Confederate States of America, or advocating for Southern people. 

Example: “A number of pro-Confederate groups and individuals (including The Monument 

Fund and the Sons of Confederate Veterans) have filed a lawsuit in the Charlottesville Circuit 

Court to try and prevent the City of Charlottesville from removing the Lee or Jackson statues and 

from making any changes to the parks in which they sit. The lawsuit makes a number of 

arguments, but the main issue in the suit is a state law which Plaintiffs argue would prevent the 

City from removing or altering the statues.” (SC 20170831) 

 

Code: TERRORIST 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss certain individuals groups as the perpetrators of various 

terrorist acts. Some passages include references to specific acts that qualify as terrorism, while 

others simply refer to individuals or groups as “terrorists.” 

Example: “Furthermore, following the City’s announcement, Kessler released a statement of his 

intentions to ignore the City’s decision and demonstrate at Emancipation Park. This declaration 

shows the group’s willingness to defy the city and shows their commitment to terrorizing the 

community’s nearby homes and businesses.” (SC 20170810) 

 

Code: THREAT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs describe certain individuals or groups as a threat to the 

future of America. Since paragraphs may also cover violence associated with these people or 

groups, this code may frequently co-occur with either CRIMINAL. 
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Example: “Local activists assert that the August 12 “Unite the Right March on Charlottesville” 

must also be confronted and disavowed as part of a larger campaign for racial justice. These 

newer white supremacist groups are no different from the KKK. Activists ask Charlottesville 

leadership to take seriously the threat of Klan-like terrorism and the rise of white nationalism 

here and throughout the country.” (SC 20170707) 

 

Code: UNPOPULAR 

Full: Apply to paragraphs in which RJOs indicate that individuals and groups who they identify 

as opposition are not popular in their regions, their states, or the nation. Lack of popularity may 

frequently be related to community members viewing these individuals or groups negatively, but 

it can also involve declining membership among groups. 

Example: “Monday evening, October 2, local anti-fascists drove out League of the South 

(https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremistfiles/group/league-south)members who came 

to Charlottesville with white supremacist Jason Kessler. They were spotted scouting both 

Emancipation and Justice parks with Kessler early Monday, and seen together in and around the 

downtown mall throughout the day. When word spread of these sightings, community members 

gathered to protect and defend Charlottesville from the presence of these white supremacists. 

The League of the South had signed up to speak at City Council, but never showed up. When it 

was announced at the City Council meeting that local anti-fascists drove the League of the South 

members out of town, the crowd gave a standing ovation to antifascists.” (SC 20171002) 

 

Code: VIOLENT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how an organization’s opposition includes individuals or 

groups who engage in violent behavior. Some paragraphs may describe a type of violent 

behavior in which these individuals or groups engage, while others may just describe individuals 

or groups as “violent” or responsible for “violence.” 

Example: “The horrific acts of violence and white supremacy in Charlo~esville this past 

summer occurred because of continuing white supremacy on all fronts– from the grassroots, 

local level all the way to the White House. White folks failed to address white supremacy on an 

interpersonal level as well as an institutional level. The events of this summer did not occur in a 

vacuum, but rather were the result of the years and centuries-long history of white supremacy, an 

abhorrent philosophy that the Trump administration is intent on strengthening.” (SC 20170906) 

 

Code: WHITE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify groups that advocate for others with white racial identity 

as an organization’s opposition. If references to white racial identity are only implied through the 

use of certain labels, use one of the appropriate subcodes below rather than this code. 

Example: “The City’s decision directly caters to the organizers and attendees of the Unite the 

Right rally. These white supremacists have not only repeatedly violated the terms of their permit, 

but they have explicitly threatened violence against members of the Charlottesville community, 

people of color, transgender and gender nonconforming people, Jewish and Muslim people, and 

members of the City Council. These threats of violence are not empty, given the violent criminal 

histories of several of the rally’s attendees, including the Warlocks motorcycle gang, Based 

Stickman, Nathan Damigo, Matthew Heimbach, and local white supremacist rally organizer, 

Jason Kessler.” (SC 20170810). 

Code: KKK 
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Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and/or its members as 

an organization’s opposition. 

Example: “Charlottesville residents will confront the KKK in its city-sanctioned rally at 

Justice Park on Saturday, July 8th. They will hold a #BlocKKKParty to show the 

vibrancy of collective energy to resist intimidation and initiate change. This action is one 

step in a larger campaign to make reparations for the city’s history of racist terror and 

abuse. In facing these racist terrorists, local activists demand an end to Charlottesville 

policies and practices that target people of color and uphold white supremacy.” (SC 

20170707) 

 

Code: NAZI 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss either Nazis or Neo-Nazis as an organization’s 

opposition. 

Example: ““The Pikeville rally” refers to an April 29, 2017, march of white supremacists 

in the small Appalachian town of Pikeville, TN. (The Pikeville rally was led by the 

Traditionalist Workers Party, League of the South, and National Socialist Movement–

three SPLC-identified “hate groups” who are organizing Charlottesville’s August 12 

“Unite the Right” gathering.) The Traditionalist Workers Party, which has an active 

chapter in Richmond, is a national neo-Nazi group led by Matthew Heimbach, who was 

present at Charlottesville’s May 13 torch rally, and who is a confirmed speaker for 

August 12.” (SC 20170717) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of relevant individuals, groups, or concepts that 

are not captured by any of the above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the 

parent node labeled “OPPOSITION.” 

 

SelfID: Use codes within this section to identify how RJOs talk about themselves. These 

codes may relate to organizations’ core values or to the ways in which different 

organizations position themselves in relation to others. 

 

Code: COLLECTIVE 

Full: Apply this code to paragraphs that identify instances in which a RJO associates itself with 

some larger group of people that extends beyond its membership alone. This code is intended to 

capture instances where RJOs present themselves as speaking on behalf of a larger local or 

national group beyond their membership. 

Example: “When a network of us started SURJ (Showing Up for Racial Justice) the first name 

we chose was U.S. for all of Us. We thought that this was inclusive and countered public policy 

and culture that excluded, marginalized and violated communities of color.” (SURJ 20170721) 

Code: LGBTQ 

Full: Apply to paragraphs in which RJOs express some connection between themselves 

and people with LGBTQ identities. Paragraphs with this code may discuss Racial justice 

organizations representing, advocating for, or working with LGBTQ communities 

through their actions. 

Example: “Black trans women have always been the leaders and pillars of our social 

justice movements, but currently they are being targeted for violence at alarming rates. 
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Transgender women have been bravely and successfully resisting and it is now the time 

for cisgender people to step up and stand with them. For full culture and policy shift, to 

end criminalization, caging and poverty, to create more accurate media and better 

educational materials, white people have a role to play. For action steps, educational 

resources, and more, click here to see SURJ's White People for Black Trans Liberation 

Action Kit.” (SURJ 20170803) 

 

Code: NONWHITE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs in which RJOs express some connection between themselves 

and people of color. Paragraphs with this code may discuss RJOs representing, 

advocating for, or working with different communities of color through their actions. 

Example: “We honor and learn from the long history of people of color and white people 

who have been unrelenting in their struggles for racial justice, and ending all systems of 

oppression.” (SURJ 20170815) 

 

Code: SOLIDARITY 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs in which a RJO aligns itself with other groups or 

organizations. Often, these paragraphs will include information about shared interests, 

goals, and/or values across organizations. 

Example: “Without a doubt, the police’s actions did not protect this community. All they 

did was escalate a situation that was deescalating after the KKK left. There is no excuse, 

there is no justification that the police could give that would explain the things I and so 

many other people that day experienced. But we as a community stood up, and we stood 

together. Even though I wasn’t around anyone I knew for a majority of the protest, I 

never felt alone. And that is because the people of this city protected and cared for me in 

a way the police didn’t.” (SC 20170714) 

 

Code: CONFLICT 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss conflicts or violent interactions that a RJO has with other 

individuals, other groups, or the U.S. government. In addition to paragraphs that describe past 

conflicts, this code can apply to paragraphs that talk about looming conflicts or the inevitability 

of a conflict in the future. 

Example: “The counter-rally against the KKK on July 8 was almost entirely peaceful. 

Throughout the day, almost 1000 counter-demonstrators attended and creatively resisted the 

KKK’s message without resorting to violent measures. However, the same cannot be said for the 

KKK’s supporters, the alt-right, who came to the demonstration with the intent to provoke 

violence.” (SC 20170710) 

 

Code: DEFENSE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that discuss how RJOs are defending America from a threat posed by 

their opposition. Though the organizations may frequently claim to defend America against the 

threat that certain groups of people pose, they may also argue for the necessity of defending 

America against abstract concepts (such as racism or white supremacy). 

Example: “Charlo~esville is mobilizing. We are defending our community from Nazi terror. We 

are taking care of each other to persist through threats from fascists and threats from the police. 
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We will disrupt white supremacy, end racial oppression, and make reparations. We will because 

we must. Join us.” (SC 20171008) 

 

Code: RACE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs where RJOs discuss the racial identity of their membership. If one of 

the subcodes below applies, use that subcode rather than this code. These codes are intended for 

descriptions of an organization’s membership; if an organization specifically describes its 

membership as consisting of people of color, use this code or a subcode rather than the 

COLLECTIVE – NONWHITE. 

Code: BLACK2 

Full: Apply to passages that identify a RJO’s membership as Black. While some 

paragraphs with this code may simply state that members are Black, others may provide 

some explanation of what Black racial identity means in the context of the organization. 

Example: 

 

Code: WHITE 

Full: Apply to passages that identify a RJO’s membership as white. While some 

paragraphs with this code may simply state that members are white, others may provide 

some explanation of what white racial identity means in the context of the organization. 

Example: “At SURJ, we believe it’s the work of white people to undermine support in 

white communities for racist policies and practices, and to proactively build support in 

white communities for racial justice.” (SURJ 20170201) 

 

Code: VALUE 

Full: Apply to passages that explicitly state a value associated with an RJO. This may be a 

description of the principles the organization follows or of the qualities individuals associated 

with the organization possess. 

Example: “Last year, Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ) made a commitment to centering 

and supporting the leadership and organizing of poor and working-class communities. Since 

then, we've taken steps to begin making good on that commitment. In the coming year, you will 

see us dedicating resources, time, and tools to support the crucial organizing work of poor and 

working-class folks across the SURJ network.” (SURJ 20170120) 

 

Code: VICTIM 

Full: Apply to passages that discuss either a RJO’s membership or the communities that a RJO 

represents as being victims. Descriptions may focus either on how individuals and groups target 

affected communities or how communities are impacted by larger government decisions or 

policies. Passages should describe how communities are disadvantaged by others, but they do not 

necessarily have to refer to members of these communities as “victims” specifically. 

Example: “Subverting the standard criminal complaint system is not new in Charlottesville. 

Since April, many local activists have been targeted for their anti-racist work. When the police 

don’t press charges, citizens go to the magistrate and swear out a statement and the magistrate 

 
2 This code was not used while reviewing documents from either Solidarity Cville or SURJ. While it did apply to 

several Black Lives Matter documents, these documents occupied a small portion of all those among racial justice 

organizations connected to the Unite the Right rally and were omitted from the analysis presented in Chapter 4. 
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can issue a warrant. This has happened over and over again: white supremacists going to the 

magistrate to press bogus charges against anti-racist activists.” (SC 20171010) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that identify aspects of an organization’s identity that are not captured 

by any of the above codes or subcodes. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent node labeled 

“SELFID.” 
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APPENDIX D: COVID-19 FACE MASK DEBATE TWEETS CODEBOOK 

 

(Last Updated 2/23/22) 

General Coding Instructions 

 

1. Eligibility Criteria for Face Mask Debate Tweets 

a. Eligible: If the tweet was made between May 1, 2020 and June 30, 2020 

b. Eligible: If the tweet discusses the use of face masks either broadly or specifically 

during the COVID-19 pandemic (see Data Collection for more information) 

c. Ineligible: If the tweet does not reference the use of face masks during the 

COVID-19 debate in any capacity. 

2. When in doubt, “over code.” Be more inclusive rather than exclusive. If multiple codes 

seem to apply to a particular tweet, do not hesitate to apply more than one code/frame to 

that tweet. 

3. When unsure about how to proceed, code the following: 

a. Flagged Tweets 

4. Bring up any flagged documents/paragraphs for discussion with others  

5. I will also do the following: 

a. Further investigate the documents and paragraphs marked “investigate.” 

 

Data Collection 

 

1. Databases and Websites: 

a. Brandwatch Consumer Research (https://app.brandwatch.com/login/) 

2. In October 2021, I downloaded tweets related to the use of face masks during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. These tweets came from two searches for tweets within 

Brandwatch’s system 

a. (#wearamask OR #wearadamnmask OR #maskup OR #staysafe) AND (COVID-

19 OR COVID OR coronavirus) AND (“face mask” OR mask OR “face 

covering”) 

b. (#trump OR #maga) AND (COVID-19 OR COVID OR coronavirus) AND (“face 

mask” OR mask OR “face covering”) NOT (#wearamask OR #wearadamnmask 

OR #maskup OR #staysafe) 

3. Data from May-June 2020 and from August 2021 were collected for the first search. 

Since #trump and #maga were not used frequently (less than 1,000 occurrences) in 

August 2021, however, only data from May-June 2020 were collected for the second 

search. 

a. Note: for the initial stage of this project, only data from May-June 2020 are being 

considered. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Classifications (unit of analysis: tweet) 

 

Code: ELIGIBILITY 

https://app.brandwatch.com/login/
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Full: If the tweet was released in between May 1, 2021 and June 30, 2021 and discusses the use 

of face masks during the COVID-19 pandemic using hashtags specified in searches (see Data 

Collection), then it is eligible. 

Values: Eligible for eligible documents; Ineligible for ineligible documents; Repeat for duplicate 

documents. don’t code ineligible and repeat documents.   

 

Code: DATE 

Full: List the date that the tweet was originally posted online. 

 

Code: POS 

Full: List the general position on the use of face masks that a tweet adopts. If a tweet is classified 

as “Neutral,” you do not need to code beyond the level of the tweet itself. 

Values: Pro-Mask for tweets that support the use of face masks; Anti-Mask for tweets that 

criticize the use of face masks; Neutral for tweets that do not provide a clear position on the use 

of face masks. 

 

Code: RETWEET 

Full: You only need to use this classification if a tweet was frequently retweeted (defined for this 

project as retweeted over 100 times). If a tweet was frequently retweeted, mark it with the 

classification “Retweet.” 

Value: Retweet for tweets that were frequently retweeted. 

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: You don’t need to mess with this attribute unless you want to flag a document. Mark the 

document as “Flag” if you think it is complicated and that it should be reviewed by the coding 

team.   

Value: Flag for pieces that do not fit in any of the categories we have discussed but nonetheless 

appears relevant or pieces that are within the categories we discussed but for which you have a 

hard time coding overall (use the “Flag” node at the paragraph level if your confusion is about a 

few isolated sections of the document)  

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Investigate” if you think it needs further attention. Explain what you think 

should be investigated. 

Value: Investigate for pieces that are in themselves not necessarily noteworthy but contains 

information that might be worth looking into in the future, such as information on re-opening of 

facilities without discussion on the reason for closing, potential new data source, etc.   

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Attributes, Packages, and Frames (unit of analysis: tweet)  

 

Code: FLAG 
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Full: Apply this to tweets to request discussion. Apply this when you’re unsure how to code 

something, or when the tweet is relevant but there are currently no available codes. Flag means 

that we want to talk about how to code it. 

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: Apply this to tweets that you think need further investigation and indicate what you think 

should be done. 

 

Anti: Use codes within this section to mark the arguments that tweets contain to criticize or 

resist the use of face masks during the COVID-19 pandemic. These codes primarily relate 

to different kinds of justification for refusing to wear face masks, but justification is not 

necessary for a tweet to show resistance. Also, while some tweets may only contain one 

argument in opposition to wearing face masks, others may use multiple arguments. Use as 

many codes as necessary to label all relevant arguments in a tweet. 

  

Code: DOWNPLAY 

Full: Apply to tweets that downplay the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic as part of 

expressing resistance to wearing face masks. Downplaying the pandemic may occur by 

describing COVID-19 safety practices as excessive, by identifying COVID-19 as a minimal or 

nonexistent threat to public health, or both. 

Example: “I hate wearing this mask but I do it out of respect to the normies because they 

sincerely believe the end of the world is happening & that they could die at any sec from a 

phantom #covid spore... But I know its really a big joke..... #Qanon #WWG1WGA 

#PatriotsAwakened #MAGA https://t.co/U5TaYRCnOp” 

 

Code: EVIDENCE 

Full: Apply to tweets that use evidence from others to support their opposition to face masks and 

face mask policies. Some tweets will name the source of the evidence they use, whereas others 

may use different indicators (such as quotation marks) to indicate that they are referencing an 

outside source. Additionally, many tweets with this code may reference information provided 

from experts, studies, or polls. If a tweet includes information that may or may not come from an 

outside source without indicating that the information comes from elsewhere in any way, do not 

apply this code. 

Example: “The #MaskofFear is symbolic? Who knew?Can we stop the nonsense now?: Fauci 

changes tune, now says second COVID-19 wave may never happen — and mask-wearing is 

symbolic https://t.co/fpSavN7PFb #GetUpOffYourKnees #DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica 

#MAGA #tcot #ccot” 

 

Code: HARM 

Full: Apply to tweets that characterize face masks or face mask policies as harmful, whether to 

the health of individuals who wear masks or to larger social entities (e.g. “the economy”). 

Tweets with this code may specifically explain how face masks can be understood as harmful, or 

they may simply state that face masks are harmful. 

Example: “Tonight: #PresidentTrump hits the road for the first time in two months with a 

positive message. Also: #Americans reaching the breaking point of the #government 

https://t.co/U5TaYRCnOp
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#coronavirus #lockdown. Plus: One more reason to not wear a #mask; it’s harmful to your 

#health #MAGA #TCOT https://t.co/AK9wSl1f9U” 

 

Code: INEFFECTIVE 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss face masks as an ineffective way of preventing or minimizing 

viral transmission. These tweets may characterize face masks as ineffective with regards to the 

COVID-19 pandemic specifically, or they may present face masks as ineffective more generally. 

Example: “NURSE says. Take off Your Mask!!! ZERO protection from viruses #ObaMAGAte 

#hoaxvirus #COVID #OPENAMERICANOW #MAGA Get Outside #BeFree & Get your 

#VitaminD #lockdown 100% Bull         https://t.co/Mm02e0zECM” 

 

Code: NOMASK 

Full: Apply to tweets that express refusal to wear a face mask, either by users themselves or by 

people related to users in some way (such as friends or family members). This refusal could be 

general or in relation to a specific circumstance. 

Example: “Not wearing my mask to the pool, sorry liberals. #MaskUp4NV #coronavirus 

#MAGA #Patriots #Trump2020Landslide #Trump2020 #MAGA2020 

#LiberalismIsAMentalDisorder #DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica #COVID19” 

 

Code: SUPPORT 

Full: Apply to tweets that support specific people or institutions that are associated with not 

wearing face masks. These tweets may show support for individuals or institutions that 

specifically oppose face mask policies, but it may also be praise for or recognition of other 

actions that individuals or institutions have taken in defiance of COVID-19 policies. Note that 

tweets with these tweets may not make an argument in opposition to wearing face masks 

themselves. 

Example: “@ChelseaClinton Blame #CuomoForPresident (Ha!) + #DeBlasio for allowing NYC 

Subways to become a breeding ground for #COVID19 not #POTUS #Trump #OnlyTrump acted 

quickly and decisively to stop the scourge of the #coronavirus Now go away, run to mommy but 

be sure to wear a mask! #FridayThoughts https://t.co/Bbs3NH8f0t” 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to tweets that criticize or resist wearing face masks in a manner not captured by any 

other codes within this section. To apply in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “ANTI.” 

 

Pro: Use codes within this section to mark the arguments that tweets contain to support the 

use of face masks during the COVID-19 pandemic. These codes primarily relate to 

different kinds of justification for wearing face masks, but justification is not necessary for 

a tweet to show support. Also, while some tweets may only contain one argument in 

support of wearing face masks, others may use multiple arguments. Use as many codes as 

necessary to label all relevant arguments in a tweet. 

 

Code: COMPROTECT 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss wearing face masks as a form of community protection against 

COVID-19. Relevant tweets may describe how wearing face masks protect communities, while 

others may simply state that wearing face masks protects communities. If a tweet talks about 

https://t.co/AK9wSl1f9U
https://t.co/Mm02e0zECM
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protecting a specific segment of the community, use one of the subcodes below instead of this 

code. 

Example: “Democratic Rep. Clyburn wears a mask to protect the life of his Republican 

colleague Scalise. Scalise refuses to wear a mask to protect Clyburn, potentially endangering 

him. Each of us answers this: Who do I want to be in this time of crisis? #WearAMask 

https://t.co/KpxgBZ9959” 

Code: VULNERABLE 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss the importance of protecting particularly vulnerable 

members of a community. Members of a community may be identified as having certain 

conditions that make them vulnerable or they may simply be referred to as “vulnerable.” 

Example: “Please wear a mask! As a healthcare worker, it’s discouraging to see so many 

people taking this pandemic lightly. Masks not only protect you but they protect 

OTHERS. Many are immunocompromised or have other comorbidities that make them 

much more susceptible to COVID 19. #maskup” 

 

Code: CULTURE 

Full: Apply to tweets that use cultural references to support wearing face masks. Tweets with 

this code may involve references may be to pop culture icons or fictional characters who appear 

to support wearing face masks, quotations that have a particular significance within American 

culture, or analogies for some aspect of wearing face masks to a commonly-understood situation. 

Though not required for application of this code, many tweets with this code will use cultural 

references to evoke humor. 

Example: “#TomHardy #WearAMask #Covid19 #Coronavirus 𝐁𝐞 𝐥𝐢𝐤𝐞 𝐁𝐚𝐧𝐞 & 𝐖𝐞𝐚𝐫 𝐚 𝐌𝐚𝐬𝐤 

       https://t.co/C79K8vtOrM” 

Example: “Wear a damn mask. Do it for your country! #COVID19 #coronavirus #WearAMask” 

Example: “Anyone else having the *out in public with no mask* dream? The 2020 version of the 

naked in public dream. #Exposure #coronavirus #COVID19 #WearAMask 

#WearAMaskSaveAlife #dreams” 

 

Code: EVIDENCE 

Full: Apply to tweets that use evidence from others to show their support for face masks and 

face mask policies. Some tweets will name the source of the evidence they use, whereas others 

may use different indicators (such as quotation marks) to indicate that they are referencing an 

outside source. Additionally, many tweets with this code may reference information provided 

from experts, studies, or polls. If a tweet includes information that may or may not come from an 

outside source without indicating that the information comes from elsewhere in any way, do not 

apply this code. 

Example: “Please wear a mask and save a life. #wearamask If 80% of Americans Wore Masks, 

COVID-19 Infections Would Plummet, New Study Says | Vanity Fair” 

 

Code: GOOD 

Full: Apply to tweets that identify people who wear masks as good people. This identification 

typically occurs with the association of positive characteristics with those who wear face masks. 

If a tweet only identifies wearing a mask as caring for or respecting others without including any 

additional positive character attribution, use COMPROTECT instead. 

https://t.co/C79K8vtOrM
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Example: “You dumb ignorant sons a bitches! I am the guy you want wearing a mask! I’ve been 

in or through every fucking corona virus hot spot in the us the last 2 weeks! You get sick, live or 

die I don’t give a fuck! I’m wearing a mask for people like me, who do care! #WearAMask 

#COVID https://t.co/fxdsj4FYiv” 

Example: “We can all be a hero to someone, pick one and wear a mask. Stop the spread of 

Coronavirus. #wearamask #mask #tweets #covid19 #coronavirus #quarantine #transplant 

#immunesystem #selfish #selfishpeople #maskhole… https://t.co/o0kgRlXby1” 

 

Code: MASK 

Full: Apply to tweets that express intention to wear a face mask, either by users themselves or by 

people related to users in some way (such as friends or family members) . While some tweets 

with this code may explain reasons for wearing a mask, others simply express intention to wear a 

mask alone. 

Example: “@CurtisIngraham1 @IngrahamAngle Wearing a mask is such a simple, easy thing. I 

wear one proudly. I #WearAMask in hopes you don't #COVID19Pandemic die, & I don't #Covid 

die. The maskless show me who is Cravenly selfish, & who not to do business with.” 

 

Code: NOTENOUGH 

Full: Apply to tweets that express concern or criticism towards government officials, business 

owners, or other influential individuals for not doing enough to enact and enforce effective face 

mask policies related to COVID-19. Tweets that receive this code should indicate that the people 

involved have attempted to implement some variety of face mask policy. If tweets indicate that 

the people involved are not attempting to enact or enforce any face mask policy, use the 

Opposition code POORLEAD instead. 

Example: “@GavinNewsom #CA #losangeles Covid #’s Soar = people don’t wear a mask and 

cops and LA city govt don’t do anything about it! We need to ticket people $ when they 

endanger others! #maskup #covid @lamayor_crt @GavinNewsom @MikeBoninLA 

@MayorOfLA @ericgarcetti @LAPDHQ @LAPDMarcReina.”  

 

Code: ORDER 

Full: Apply to tweets that order readers to wear face masks. While some tweets with this code 

may contain little more than an order for readers to wear a face mask, others may include that 

order within a larger justification for the use of face masks. Do not use this code for hashtags that 

appear to order readers to wear face masks (such as “#wearamask”) if they are not part of larger 

tweets. 

Example: “Just wear a mask already! #WearAMask” 

Example: “Cases are still climbing daily. And so is the d.e.a.t.h toll. Can we please slow the 

spread? Wear a mask!! And stay home if you can please! #OneVoice1 #WtpTeam #DemCast 

#DemCastNM #WearAMask New Mexico COVID-19 Cases: 6,096 https://t.co/vAhkjhvb7k” 

Code: MANDATE 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss the implementation of a mandate related to wearing 

face masks. Mandates captured by this code can be at a local, state, or federal level. Only 

use this code for mandates that have been put in place. If a tweet discusses or supports a 

hypothetical mandate, use SUPPORT instead. 

https://t.co/fxdsj4FYiv
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Example: “There’s now a citywide mandate to wear a mask. Have you heard? Click here 

to read more: https://t.co/Gbx1ukEV6w #COVID #covid19 #StaySafe #WearAMask 

https://t.co/T8jj0Dhv9z” 

 

Code: SELFPROTECT 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss wearing face masks as a way for people to protect themselves 

against COVID-19. Tweets with this code may discuss mask wearing as a matter of personal 

protection or a strategy for being safe. If a tweet only discusses the necessity of others wearing 

masks to protect the addressee (“you”), use COMPROTECT instead. 

Example: “Let’s talk mask benefits - you can lip synch to songs in public - you can secretly 

mouth ‘I hate you’ to your boss - you can hide dat pimple - you have an air of mystery - you are 

5x more protected from covid, and less likely to spread it (you’re a superhero) #wearamask” 

 

Code: SEVERE 

Full: Apply to tweets that emphasize the severity of harm that the pandemic has caused and/or 

the harm that it continues to do. Indications of severity include discussions of continuing death 

counts or rates, warnings about the threat of exposure to COVID-19, and comments about the 

negative health effects that COVID-19 has on the people it infects. While tweets with this code 

do not have to use severity of harm to justify their support for face masks explicitly, they should 

at least express support for face masks soon before or after discussing the severity of harm. 

Example: “Coronavirus here in Houston is no damn joke. We thought it was going to go away 

but it’s gone from bad to fucking worse. Please wear a mask, don’t touch your face and wash 

your damn hands daily for 20 seconds daily!! #WearADamnMask #coronavirus” 

 

Code: SLOWSPREAD 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss wearing face masks as a way to avoid circumstances related to 

COVID-19 from getting worse. Applicable tweets may identify face masks as the primary way to 

avoid worse circumstances or as part of a larger strategy. 

Example: “#UCIMaskUp! Wearing a mask is an easy & effective way to limit the spread of 

#COVID19. We asked the @UCIrvineSOM community why they #maskup & are sharing their 

reasons starting w/ Dr. Minh-Ha Tran, a clinical professor researching COVID. Please do your 

part & wear a mask, too! https://t.co/cTgulJh6fm” 

 

Code: SUPPORT 

Full: Apply to tweets that express support for a real or hypothetical policy related to wearing 

face masks. This support could involve recognizing specific people or institutions for their 

implementation of or adherence to face mask policies, or it could include only a brief explanation 

of the benefits that a policy has. Note that tweets with these tweets may not make an argument in 

support of wearing face masks themselves. If an author calls their audience to wear a face mask, 

use ORDER instead. Additionally, do not use this code for tweets that only support wearing face 

masks rather than a specific face mask policy. 

Example: “                               Bravo NY Public Library #WearADamnMask #librarytwitter 

#NYC #COVID19 https://t.co/g7g4TlWLzk” 

 

Code: OTHER 

https://t.co/T8jj0Dhv9z
https://t.co/T8jj0Dhv9z
https://t.co/g7g4TlWLzk
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Full: Apply to tweets that support wearing face masks in a manner not captured by any other 

codes within this section. To apply in NVivo, use the parent node labeled “PRO.” 

 

Opposition: Use codes in this section for tweets that describe those who oppose the position 

taken within a tweet. These codes may identify people who can serve as the opposition, or 

they may describe characteristics that people who oppose a certain position have in 

common. Since some tweets may accomplish both tasks simultaneously, use as many codes 

as necessary to account for all descriptions in a tweet. Also, since “pro” tweets and “anti” 

tweets may describe their opposition somewhat differently, expect some codes in this 

section to apply only to tweets from one position. 

 

Code: AGGR 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss opposition behaving in aggressive ways. Tweets with this code 

may involve instances of aggression enacted by opposition already, or they may connect 

opposition to some form of aggressive behavior. 

Example: “US family murdered store security guard for enforcing mask policy?! How can 

people do something like this? We need to come together & help each other. We also need to 

follow the rules. #Coronavirus #Peace #Love #Compassion #WearAMask           

https://t.co/j2rigSqb6c” 

 

Code: CONFRONT 

Full: Apply to tweets that express a user’s confrontation of or desire to confront people or 

groups that they perceive as the opposition. Tweets with this code may express criticism of 

others for taking a position (if criticism is directed at someone’s character, use INSULT instead), 

discuss how an author would confront people who take a certain position in-person, or note how 

they would like to see people who take a certain position treated by other individuals or 

institutions. While not required to receive this code, some tweets may discuss a user’s 

willingness to use violence against others they perceive as opposition. 

Example: “You wearing a mask may not reduce the risk of you getting ill, but it reduces the risk 

of ME getting ill. So, if you get too close to me.. FAIR WARNING: Quarantine has me missing 

the sense of touch, and I may punch you.             #wearamask #COVID19 #coronavirus 

#sorrynotsorry       ” 

 

Code: CONSERVATIVE 

Full: Apply to tweets that identify opposition as politically conservative. This could involve 

references to membership in the Republican party or investment in conservative political 

positions more broadly. If a tweet refers specifically to the opposition’s support of the Trump 

administration or involvement in the MAGA movement, use MAGA instead. If a tweet only 

discusses poor leadership decisions that Trump administration officials have made related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, use POORLEAD instead of this code. 

Example: “Democratic Rep. Clyburn wears a mask to protect the life of his Republican 

colleague Scalise. Scalise refuses to wear a mask to protect Clyburn, potentially endangering 

him. Each of us answers this: Who do I want to be in this time of crisis? #WearAMask” 

Code: MAGA 

Full: Apply to tweets that identify opposition as supporters of the Trump administration 

or related to the Make America Great Again (MAGA) movement more broadly. 
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Accordingly, tweets with this code should contain some reference to either MAGA or the 

Trump administration. If a tweet only discusses poor leadership decisions that Trump 

administration officials have made related to the COVID-19 pandemic, use POORLEAD 

instead of this code. 

Example: “The CDC reported 11,774,956 cases of MAGA idiots refusing to wear a mask 

& making a total ass of themselves this weekend. Up 30% from last weekend. #COVID19 

#coronavirus #MAGA” 

 

Code: HLTHRISK 

Full: Apply to tweets that describe the opposition as posing a health risk. Members of the 

opposition may be characterized only as putting themselves in a risky position, but they may also 

be identified as creating or contributing to a health risk for a larger community. If a tweet only 

indicates that the opposition is not helping to save lives by refusing to wear a mask, do not apply 

this code. 

Example: “Democratic Rep. Clyburn wears a mask to protect the life of his Republican 

colleague Scalise. Scalise refuses to wear a mask to protect Clyburn, potentially endangering 

him. Each of us answers this: Who do I want to be in this time of crisis? #WearAMask 

https://t.co/KpxgBZ9959” 

Example: “This #FreeDumb Whining 'I've Got Tons Of Excuses For Not Wearing A Mask        

#COVIDIDIOT Now Has Coronavirus Symptoms. #WearAMask        #WashYourHands 

#Distancing            https://t.co/8u93rKghG4” 

 

Code: INSULT 

Full: Apply to tweets that use insulting terms or negative characterizations to present opposition. 

Some tweets may use insulting terms or hashtags as a way to describe their opposition, while 

others will use lengthier descriptions to associate a negative attribute (such as ignorance or 

selfishness) with their opposition. 

Example: “Strikeout! “I would rather die from coronavirus than wear a damn mask.” Baseball 

player @aubrey_huff has no problem being a carrier and infecting people in his community. He 

is not a champ. He is a loser. Don’t be like him. #WearAMask” 

Example: “You dumb ignorant sons a bitches! I am the guy you want wearing a mask! I’ve been 

in or through every fucking corona virus hot spot in the us the last 2 weeks! You get sick, live or 

die I don’t give a fuck! I’m wearing a mask for people like me, who do care! #WearAMask 

#COVID https://t.co/fxdsj4FYiv” 

 

Code: LIBERAL 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss the opposition as politically liberal. Members of this 

opposition could be referenced through support of Joe Biden or other Democrats, membership in 

the Democratic party, or invested in liberal political positions. 

Example: “#MAGA folks, great news! We can enjoy a movie in peace without a mask while 

liberals avoiding COVID spreading love and unity. #BoycottAMC https://t.co/52s42FadIu” 

 

Code: MENTAL 

Full: Apply to tweets that discuss members of the opposition as having mental deficiencies or 

instability. Some tweets with this code may involve references to specific mental disorders, 

https://t.co/KpxgBZ9959
https://t.co/KpxgBZ9959
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whereas others may make more general references to an individual’s mental state (“crazy,” 

“having a breakdown,” etc.). 

Example: “ If you think you're gonna walk outside without a mask on get Coronavirus and die.. 

I would suspect you got another medical issue, more than likely its mental #OpenAmericaNOW 

#OpenNYC #MAGA #KeepAmericaGreat #Trump2020” 

 

Code: MISREPRESENT 

Full: Apply to tweets that present the opposition as misrepresenting what wearing face masks 

accomplishes or symbolizes. This misrepresentation can relate to the individual action of 

wearing a face mask or to government mandates requiring people to wear face masks in public 

spaces. Misrepresentation related to face masks can also appear when individuals, groups, or 

institutions act in what a tweet presents as contradictory ways. 

Example: “Sure - it is your choice to wear a mask but know that your choice can hurt others and 

could result in things having to shut down more/again. It is a minor inconvenience not a giant 

infringement on your liberties folks! #WearAMask #MasksSaveLives https://t.co/OuuUQrYuXc” 

Example: “Answer me this, what is the "Health Condition" all these #MAGA Idiots claim they 

have, that is preventing them from shopping with a mask on?       ... isn't COVID-19 especially 

lethal for for someone with an underlying health condition?         #COVIDIOTS” 

 

Code: POORLEAD 

Full: Apply to tweets that describe part of the opposition as government officials or other 

authority figures who have shown poor leadership either with regards to wearing face masks 

specifically or to COVID-19 policies more broadly. Poor leadership includes making decisions 

that seemingly conflict with the people’s will (as expressed by the author) and being a poor role 

model for the public. 

Example: “To 5 of the 6 cops in this video:      *Fuck You*      I’m sick of assholes not wearing a 

mask in the most dangerous pandemic in generations. You would think cops especially would be 

on their best behavior right now- but no. #COVID19 #coronavirus #WearAMask 

https://t.co/BFnNCemQt0” 

Code: AUTHORIT 

Full: Apply to tweets that describe government officials or other authority figures as 

acting in authoritarian ways, such as using the pandemic as a reason to expand their 

authority beyond necessary, imposing excessive control over citizens, and knowingly 

enacting policies that cause great harm to citizens. As with poor leadership, this 

authoritarian action could be either in relation to face mask mandates specifically or 

COVID-19 policies more generally. 

Example: “I will NOT wear a mask anymore. I did, when I believed govt lies that 

#covid19 would kill us all. Now I know that #coronavirus is up to 34X LESS FATAL 

THAN THE FLU. (I can read data; check Hawaii.) I refuse to be a pawn in 

@TheDemocrats' scheme to control us. #NoMasks #MAGA https://t.co/SHRxugiPW8” 

 

Code: RULEBREAK 

Full: Apply to tweets that identify the opposition as rulebreakers. Members of the opposition 

may become rulebreakers by violating government policies related to face masks during the 

pandemic, but it may also relate to their refusal to follow social norms or “rules” related to face 

masks. 

https://t.co/OuuUQrYuXc
https://t.co/BFnNCemQt0
https://t.co/BFnNCemQt0
https://t.co/SHRxugiPW8
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Example: “Anti-COVID #Karen attempts to shop for clothes without a mask, citing a health 

condition as her alibi. Knowing she’d be confronted, her camera was ready       #COVID19 

#KarensGoneWild #FridayVibes #WearAMask #KarenOfTheDay https://t.co/eVr0K7etTy” 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to tweets that describe the opposition to a position supported in the tweet in a 

manner not captured by any other codes within this section. To apply in NVivo, use the parent 

node labeled “OPPOSITION.” 

  

https://t.co/eVr0K7etTy
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APPENDIX E: DISCURSIVE STRATEGIES CODEBOOK 

 

(Last Updated for Coding 3/28/22; Updated with Examples 9/16/22) 

General Coding Instructions 

 

1. Eligibility Criteria for Nationalist Front (NF) Documents 

a. Eligible: If the document is eligible in one of the previous analyses of ALIPAC, 

Nationalist Front organizations, counter-organizations at the Unite the Right rally, 

or the COVID-19 mask debate 

b. Eligible: If the document discusses individuals or groups that the author or 

authors perceive as their opposition 

c. Ineligible: If the document does not discuss any perceived opposition 

2. When in doubt, “over code.” Be more inclusive rather than exclusive. If multiple codes 

seem to apply to a particular sentence, do not hesitate to apply more than one code/frame 

to that sentence. 

3. When unsure about how to proceed, code the following: 

a. Flagged documents 

b. Flagged paragraphs 

4. Bring up any flagged documents/paragraphs for discussion with others  

5. I will also do the following: 

a. Further investigate the documents and paragraphs marked “investigate.” 

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Classifications (unit of analysis: document) 

 

Code: ELIGIBILITY 

Full: If the document is eligible in one of the previous analyses of ALIPAC, Nationalist Front 

organizations, counter-organizations at the Unite the Right rally, or the COVID-19 mask debate, 

and if the document discusses individuals or groups that the author or authors perceive as their 

opposition, it is eligible. 

Values: Eligible for eligible documents; Ineligible for ineligible documents; Repeat for duplicate 

documents. don’t code ineligible and repeat documents.   

 

Code: DATE 

Full: List the date that the document was originally posted online. If that is not available, list the 

date that the website with the document was archived. 

 

Code: DATASET 

Full: List the original dataset for the document 

Values: ALIPAC for documents in the ALIPAC dataset; UtR for documents from Nationalist 

Front organizations and counter-organizations; COVID for documents related to the COVID-19 

mask debate 

 

Code: ORG 
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Full: For documents produced by a named organization, list the organization that created the 

document. For social media posts not associated with a named organization, use the position they 

take here. 

Values: ALIPAC for Americans for Legal Immigration PAC; LotS for League of the South; NF 

for Nationalist Front; NSM for Nationalist Socialist Movement; TWP for Traditionalist Worker 

Party; VA for Vanguard America; BLM fo Black Lives Matter; SufRJ for Showing Up for Racial 

Justice; SC for Solidarity Cville; TC for Together Cville; PM for Pro-Mask Tweets; AM for Anti-

Mask Tweets 

 

Code: TYPE 

Full: List the type of document 

Values: About Us Page for about us webpages; Announcement for organization announcements; 

Article for articles; Magazine for magazines; Membership Page for membership pages; Social 

Media Post for posts on social media websites 

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: You don’t need to mess with this attribute unless you want to flag a document. Mark the 

document as “Flag” if you think it is complicated and that it should be reviewed by the coding 

team.   

Value: Flag for pieces that do not fit in any of the categories we have discussed but nonetheless 

appears relevant or pieces that are within the categories we discussed but for which you have a 

hard time coding overall (use the “Flag” node at the paragraph level if your confusion is about a 

few isolated sections of the document)  

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: You don’t need to make any changes to this attribute unless you are using this code. Mark 

the document as “Investigate” if you think it needs further attention. Explain what you think 

should be investigated. 

Value: Investigate for pieces that are in themselves not necessarily noteworthy but contains 

information that might be worth looking into in the future, such as information on re-opening of 

facilities without discussion on the reason for closing, potential new data source, etc.   

 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Attributes, Packages, and Frames (unit of analysis: paragraph)  

 

Code: FLAG 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs to request discussion. Apply this when you’re unsure how to code 

something, or when the paragraph is relevant but there are currently no available codes. Flag 

means that we want to talk about how to code it. 

 

Code: INVESTIGATE 

Full: Apply this to paragraphs that you think need further investigation and indicate what you 

think should be done. 
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Mechanism: Use codes within this section to label the discursive mechanisms that a passage 

uses. These codes should primarily relate to the actual language that a passage uses rather 

than the message it conveys. While they may assist passages in making arguments, 

mechanisms themselves do not present arguments. 

 

Code: EFFECT 

Full: Apply to passages where authors specify the effects that the opposition has. Depending on 

who the opposition is perceived to affect, the consequences behind effects may be either positive 

or negative. If one of the subcodes below applies, use that subcode rather than this code. 

Effect: “This is so true If #FoxNews didn't exist - even with #Trump not wearing a #Mask - I 

believe that we could have 90% of the country doing what's right to stop the spread of the 

#CoronaVirus But the brainwashed #MAGA are so gullible” (Twitter) 

Code: THEM 

Full: Apply to passages where authors discuss the opposition in a way that affects others 

who are separate from their group. Frequently, passages with this code will discuss how 

actions of the opposition benefit certain opposition groups. 

Example: “Stupid people make my head hurt. If you have a “breathing problem” then 

you should be wearing a mask. You won’t survive a COVID infection. #WearAMask 

#StopTheSpread” (Twitter) 

 

Code: US 

Full: Apply to passages where authors discuss the opposition in a way that affects 

themselves or a group with which they are aligned. Frequently, passages with this code 

will discuss how actions of the opposition hurt individuals or groups with which authors 

identify. 

Example: “Racism is still present throughout all of our contemporary institutions and 

structures. Racism is devastating to people of color and is closely intertwined with all 

systems of oppression. It robs all of us- white people and people of color- of our 

humanity.” (SURJ 20170815) 

 

Code: INDEX 

Full: Apply to passages that use indexicality when discussing perceived opposition. In general, 

indexicality can be understood as using language that references some meaning that exists 

outside the scope of the present conversation itself. If one of the subcodes captures the specific 

type of indexicality that a passage uses, use that subcode instead of this code. 

Example: “And while most Americans just hear about the steady flow of terrorist attacks that 

have been facilitated by this Socialist & Islamo-fascist alliance, beneath the big attack, the rape, 

child abuse, assault, and murder rates have gone towards the sky in places like London and 

Stockholm!” (ALIPAC 20170604; Italics added for to highlight indexed meanings) 

Code: CHRONO 

Full: Apply to passages that use chronotope when discussing perceived opposition. 

Chronotope can be understood as moments when a passage uses language to apply a 

context associated with a specific time and place within the current discussion. 

Example: “Organizing a public White Nationalist demonstration in Chicago has not been 

done in several years. Chicago is the land where political corruption is king, Black gangs 

make it more dangerous to walk Chicago streets than to patrol the streets of Baghdad as 
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an American soldier, radical Leftists roam the city like orcs in Mordor, and the Jewish 

power structure is firmly in place.” (NSM 20170829) 

 

Code: DBLVOICE 

Full: Apply to passages that use double voicing when discussing perceived opposition. 

Double Voicing occurs when a passage uses words or phrases to evoke meanings 

associated with the present context as well as past contexts in which the words or phrases 

have appeared. 

Example: ““The good thing about science is that it's true whether or not you believe in 

it”. Quote by Neil deGrasse Tyson. Yes wear a mask like VP @JoeBiden does it’s for 

your safety it will not make you partisan. #COVID doesn’t know who is democrat or a 

republican. #WearAMask” (Twitter) 

 

Code: REPEAT3 

Full: Apply to passages that use repetition of specific words or phrases when discussing 

perceived opposition. Repetition may occur either within the same passage, across passages in 

the same document, or across documents produced by the same group or organization. 

Example: 

 

Code: SPEAKER 

Full: Apply this to passages that adopt distinct speaker roles when discussing perceived 

opposition. Use this code only for passages that use speaker roles in a way that stands out from 

other text in the document; do not use this code for every passage. If one of the subcodes 

captures the speaker role that a passage uses, use that subcode rather than this code. 

Code: CHARA 

Full: Apply to passages that use a character speaker role to discuss perceived opposition. 

Authors adopt a character speaker role when they use language in a way that seems as 

though they are speaking as a character in the story they are telling. Within these data, a 

character speaker role would be expected to emerge when authors appear to speak as their 

membership or as their opposition. 

Example: “In a post on page 19, an organizer [of the Unite the Right rally] is overtly 

planning to commit hate crimes: “Antifa and niggers will be out in force. We need 

military guys there to crack skulls.”” (SC 20170723) 

 

Code: INTERLOC 

Full: Apply to passages that use an interlocutor speaker role to discuss perceived 

opposition. Authors adopt an interlocutor role when they provide commentary on the 

events of the story they are telling. 

Example: “White Americans need to have their noses shoved in this moment right here, 

a moment where the only men who stood and fought for their identity are being maligned 

 
3 While good in concept, REPEAT became challenging to observe when coding. While some passages that I initially 

coded with REPEAT contained repetition within the passage, I also used the code as an attempt to capture repetition 

across the different passages from the same dataset. Given limitations to how many specific details I was able to 

remember moving from passage to passage and document to document, however, my application of this code with 

regards to repetition across passages became quite inconsistent. Given my inconsistency in coding for this type of 

repetition combined with the limited ability of short passages and tweets to contain internal repetition, I ultimately 

omitted the code from my analysis even though I had used it when coding some datasets. 
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as “terrorists” by a government dedicated to their wholesale replacement. Parker and 

(((Stone))) are chortling about our “You will not replace us!” slogan, claiming that 

anybody who fights back against our erasure is an uneducated buffoon who can’t handle 

“change.” What could possibly represent less change than Schumer, Pelosi, Ryan, and 

McConnell all leaning on Trump to perpetuate an immigration policy which has remained 

unchanged since well before I was born?” (TWP 20170914) 

 

Code: NARRATE 

Full: Apply to passages that use a narrator speaker role to discuss perceived opposition. 

Authors adopt a narrator role when they narrate the story they are telling. 

Example: 

 

Code: TOPIC4 

Full: Apply to passages based on what they use as topics to discuss some aspect of their 

opposition. In most cases, topics related to the opposition are either the subjects or objects of 

passages. If one of the subcodes below characterizes the topic related to opposition in a passage, 

use that subcode instead of this code. Only use this code if a topic stands out from those used in 

other passages. 

Code: ACTION 

Full: Apply to passages that focus on actions when discussing their opposition. For the 

purposes of this code, actions can refer to both physical behaviors, such as attendance at 

an event or habitual practices, or symbolic movements, such as a spoken or written 

statement. 

Example: “The police response to the people of Charlottesville highlights the racism 

inherent in our systems of criminalization and the urgency of meeting the nine demands 

presented today.” (SC 20170708) 

 

Code: IDEA 

Full: Apply to passages that focus on ideas or ideologies when discussing the opposition. 

Passages that receive this code can either talk about fairly specific ideas or broader 

ideologies, such as white supremacy. This code can include some passages where ideas 

are attributed to specific people. If the passage expresses opposition towards a person’s 

expression or dissemination of an idea, however, use ACTION instead of this code. 

Example: “Dear MAGA Christians: If you believe you don't need to wear a mask 

because God will protect you from COVID-19, y'all might as well get rid of: ??Seat belts 

??Car seats ??Smoke detectors ??Deadbolt locks ??Security systems ??Safety goggles 

??Handguns Get it now? #WearAMask” (Twitter) 

 

Code: NATGOV 

Full: Apply to passages that focus on nations or national government when discussing the 

opposition. Only use this code when no smaller group within a nation or government is 

identified within the passage. If a smaller group is identified, use PERSON instead of this 

code. 

 
4 Note that Italics have been added to examples for subcodes of this code to highlight the portion of the examples 

that relates most directly to the code. Since paragraphs often have multiple topics, some examples may have non-

italicized sections that relate to a different subcode. 
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Example: “The government is misguided as long as it listens to the GOP & trump or his 

henchmen. Until the scientists, the doctors and healthcare officials start running this show 

I'm staying home and I'm social distancing with a mask. #WearAMask #coronavirus 

#trumpownseverydeath” (Twitter) 

 

Code: PERSON 

Full: Apply to passages that focus on people when discussing their opposition. For the 

purposes of this code, people can refer either to specific (often named) individuals or 

groups who share some common characteristic. 

Example: “Police arrested and violently removed these activists from the Charlottesville 

City Council meeting on August 21st. Community members gathered to voice their 

frustration while city councilors attempted to sidestep responsibility for the violence of 

August 12th. Mayor Mike Signer then violated Robert’s Rules of Order by ordering the 

removal of a community member who spoke out (a fourth citizen, not on trial). The 

community rose up against Signer’s suppression of dissent, which led to the three arrests. 

The City has blacked out the 40 minutes of video that show what happened after the 

arrests.” 

 

Code: POLICY 

Full: Apply to passages that focus on policy or legislation when discussing their 

opposition. While these passages may identify people behind the policies who are viewed 

as the opposition, the passages should ultimately discuss the consequences that policies 

have rather than character attributes of the people supporting policies. 

Example: “For each victory ALIPAC earned by stopping numerous amnesty bills in DC 

and state level bills designed to give sanctuary, licenses, and in-state tuition funds to 

illegal aliens, it took a lot of volunteer power combined with donations from Americans 

like you for us to prevail!” (ALIPAC 20170428) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to passages that use a discursive mechanism not specified by any of the of the codes 

in this section when discussing perceived opposition. To apply in NVivo, use the parent node 

labeled “MECHANISM.” 

 

Strategy: Use codes in this section to identify the discursive strategies that passages use. For 

this codebook, strategies can be understood as a midpoint between discursive mechanisms 

and arguments in that they identify the ways in which authors use discourse to make an 

argument without specifying the argument itself. Discursive strategies may co-occur with 

certain mechanisms, but they do not have to do so. 

  

Code: ERASE 

Full: Apply to passages that use erasure to characterize perceived opposition. Erasure occurs 

when authors use discourse to restrict individuals or groups to certain traits by erasing the 

possibility of those individuals or groups possessing any other traits. 

Example: “@CharlesMBlow Do these people even understand the severity of COVID-19. 

Wearing a mask don’t kill people, wearing a mask don’t prevent us from breathing, asking 
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people to social distance is not militarizing the nation. #stand6ftapart #wearamask 

#coronaviruskills” (Twitter) 

 

Code: ICON 

Full: Apply to passages that use iconicity to characterize perceived opposition. Iconicity occurs 

when authors use discourse to make a specific trait or set of traits representative of an 

individual’s or group’s identity. 

Example: “Don't let the elite division games confound us and play us off on each other. This 

real revolution must be between We The People of America (illegal alien invaders not included) 

versus the sellouts and traitors in both parties and a host of groups that occupy our government in 

Washington, DC.” (ALIPAC 20131215) 

 

Code: POSITION 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that involve authors using discourse to position themselves in relation 

to others. If authors use positioning to align or distance themselves from others involved in their 

discussion, use the appropriate subcodes below. If authors position themselves in some other 

way, use this code. 

Code: ALIGN 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that involve authors aligning themselves with other individuals 

or groups as a part of the stance-taking process. Authors align themselves with others 

when they discuss similarities between the two or ways that the two benefit one another. 

Example: “The battle is and always has been a battle for the hearts and minds of White 

people in this country. The fight against racism is our issue. It’s not something that we’re 

called on to help People of Color with. We need to become involved with it as if our lives 

depended on it because really, in truth, they do.” (SURJ 20170819) 

 

Code: DISTANCE 

Full: Apply to paragraphs that involve authors distancing themselves from other 

individuals or groups as a part of the stance-taking process. Authors distance themselves 

from others when they discuss differences between the two or ways that one hurts or 

inhibits the other. 

Example: “Democracy has failed in this once great nation. Brought to its knees by 

decadence, America now faces the greatest threat in its history. Our people are 

subjugated while an endless tide of incompatible foreigners floods this nation every year. 

If current trends continue, White Americans will be a minority in the nation they built. 

It’s time to take a stand.” (VA 20170814) 

 

Code: STANCE 

Full: Apply to passages in which authors take a particular stance regarding perceived opposition. 

By adopting different stances, authors may present their group positively or present others 

negatively. 

Code: AFFECT 

Full: Apply to passages that use affective stance when discussing perceived opposition. 

Authors take an affective stance when they use emotion or disposition as a means of 

conveying a stance. 
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Example: “Today as many Southerners celebrate Confederate Memorial Day, workers, 

guarded by heavily-armed police, began dismantling four Confederate monuments (see 

one of them at right, replete with graffiti message to whites) in the city of New Orleans. 

Much of the shameful work was done in the dark of night. One cannot help but think that 

the New Orleans city fathers chose this particular day to begin dismantling those 

cherished monuments simply to rub salt into the wounds of the Southern people. We shall 

not forget.” (LotS 20170424) 

 

Code: EPISTEM 

Full: Apply to passages that use epistemic stance when discussing perceived opposition. 

Authors take an epistemic stance when they use previous knowledge as a means of 

conveying a stance. 

Example: “NURSE says. Take off Your Mask!!! ZERO protection from viruses 

#ObaMAGAte #hoaxvirus #COVID #OPENAMERICANOW #MAGA Get Outside 

#BeFree & Get your #VitaminD #lockdown 100% Bull ?? https://t.co/Mm02e0zECM” 

(Twitter) 

 

Code: OTHER 

Full: Apply to passages that uses a discursive strategy not specified by any of the of the codes in 

this section when discussing perceived opposition. To apply this code in NVivo, use the parent 

node labeled “STRATEGY.” 

  

https://t.co/Mm02e0zECM
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APPENDIX F: ADDITIONAL TABLES 

 

Table F.1. All Codes Applied to ALIPAC Documents 

 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

CALL      

CALL – ACTION 255 4.449485 59.16473 94 56.28743 

CALL – FUNDING 176 3.071017 40.83527 76 45.50898 

IMMIGRANT      

IMMIGRANT – ALIEN 343 5.984994 31.23862 117 70.05988 

IMMIGRANT – CRIMINAL 15 0.261734 1.36612 13 7.784431 

IMMIGRANT – DRAIN 19 0.33153 1.730419 11 6.586826 

IMMIGRANT – ILLEGAL 628 10.95795 57.1949 142 85.02994 

IMMIGRANT – THREAT 93 1.622753 8.469945 39 23.35329 

MECHANISM      

MECHANISM – EFFECT 30 0.523469 1.665741 21 12.57485 

EFFECT – THEM 79 1.378468 4.386452 46 27.54491 

EFFECT – US 216 3.768976 11.99334 77 46.10778 

MECHANISM – INDEX 124 2.163671 6.885064 55 32.93413 

INDEX – CHRONO 15 0.261734 0.832871 11 6.586826 

INDEX – DBLVOICE 4 0.069796 0.222099 3 1.796407 

MECHANISM – REPEAT 34 0.593265 1.88784 21 12.57485 

SPEAKER – CHARA 106 1.84959 5.885619 64 38.32335 

SPEAKER – INTERLOC 8 0.139592 0.444198 4 2.39521 

MECHANISM – TOPIC 25 0.436224 1.388118 9 5.389222 

TOPIC – ACTION 290 5.060199 16.10217 111 66.46707 

TOPIC – PERSON 627 10.9405 34.81399 142 85.02994 

TOPIC – POLICY 243 4.240098 13.4925 102 61.07784 

POLICY      

POLICY – ANTIPOLICY 304 5.304484 33.74029 108 64.67066 

POLICY – ANTISOC 65 1.134183 7.214206 36 21.55689 

POLICY – ANTIWHITE 15 0.261734 1.664817 3 1.796407 

POLICY – DEFIANCE 290 5.060199 32.18646 86 51.49701 

POLICY – ENFORCE 20 0.348979 2.219756 17 10.17964 

ENFORCE – KIND 2 0.034898 0.221976 1 0.598802 

POLICY – INVASION 110 1.919386 12.20866 48 28.74251 

POLICY – LAWORDER 91 1.587856 10.09989 44 26.34731 

POLICY – SAFETY 4 0.069796 0.443951 4 2.39521 

SELFID      

SELFID – ALIGN 75 1.308672 19.58225 35 20.95808 

SELFID – COLLECTIVE 76 1.326121 19.84334 43 25.7485 

SELFID – COREID 58 1.01204 15.1436 39 23.35329 

SELFID – DEFENSE 167 2.913977 43.60313 82 49.1018 
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Table F.1 (Continued) 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

SELFID – VALUE 7 0.122143 1.827676 5 2.994012 

STRATEGY      

STRATEGY – ERASE 5 0.087245 0.407498 4 2.39521 

STRATEGY – ICON 334 5.827953 27.22086 96 57.48503 

STRATEGY – POSITION 12 0.209388 0.977995 10 5.988024 

POSITION – ALIGN 143 2.495202 11.65444 77 46.10778 

POSITION – DISTANCE 534 9.317746 43.52078 137 82.03593 

STRATEGY – STANCE 2 0.034898 0.162999 2 1.197605 

STANCE – AFFECT 87 1.51806 7.090465 38 22.75449 

STANCE – EPISTEM 110 1.919386 8.964955 56 33.53293 

 

Table F.2. All Codes Applied to Nationalist Front Organization Documents 

 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

CALL      

CALL – ACTION 44 1.144046 50.57471 27 27.83505 

CALL – DEMAND 43 1.118045 49.42529 6 6.185567 

GOVERNMENT      

GOVERNMENT – ANTIWHITE 7 0.182007 1.4862 6 6.185567 

GOVERNMENT – BADPOLITICS 228 5.928237 48.40764 61 62.8866 

GOVERNMENT – CONTROL 96 2.4961 20.38217 27 27.83505 

GOVERNMENT – CORPORATE 10 0.26001 2.123142 6 6.185567 

GOVERNMENT – CTZNSHP 26 0.676027 5.52017 11 11.34021 

GOVERNMENT – 

GOODPOLITICS 

19 0.49402 4.03397 15 15.46392 

GOVERNMENT – REFORM 12 0.312012 2.547771 3 3.092784 

GOVERNMENT – SAFETY 11 0.286011 2.335456 10 10.30928 

GOVERNMENT – SECESSION 62 1.612064 13.16348 25 25.7732 

MECHANISM      

MECHANISM – EFFECT 18 0.468019 1.642336 12 12.37113 

EFFECT – THEM 23 0.598024 2.09854 17 17.52577 

EFFECT – US 128 3.328133 11.67883 51 52.57732 

MECHANISM – INDEX 114 2.964119 10.40146 54 55.6701 

INDEX – CHRONO 17 0.442018 1.551095 12 12.37113 

INDEX – DBLVOICE 7 0.182007 0.638686 4 4.123711 

MECHANISM – SPEAKER 1 0.026001 0.091241 1 1.030928 
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Table F.2 (Continued) 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

SPEAKER – CHARA 28 0.728029 2.554745 15 15.46392 

SPEAKER – INTERLOC 24 0.624025 2.189781 20 20.61856 

MECHANISM – TOPIC 111 2.886115 10.12774 48 49.48454 

TOPIC – ACTION 240 6.24025 21.89781 72 74.2268 

TOPIC – PERSON 350 9.100364 31.93431 70 72.16495 

TOPIC – POLICY 35 0.910036 3.193431 19 19.58763 

OPPOSITION      

OPPOSITION – CRIMINAL 35 0.910036 4.660453 18 18.5567 

OPPOSITION – DEVIANT 70 1.820073 9.320905 16 16.49485 

OPPOSITION – DOMINANT 85 2.210088 11.31824 38 39.17526 

DOMINANT – MISLEAD 95 2.470099 12.6498 28 28.86598 

OPPOSITION – DRAIN 6 0.156006 0.798935 4 4.123711 

OPPOSITION – LEFT 134 3.484139 17.84288 42 43.29897 

OPPOSITION – NONWHITE 57 1.482059 7.58988 21 21.64948 

NONWHITE – BLACK 40 1.040042 5.326232 19 19.58763 

NONWHITE – JEW 89 2.314093 11.85087 23 23.71134 

NONWHITE – LATIN 13 0.338014 1.731025 8 8.247423 

OPPOSITION – OUTSIDER 68 1.768071 9.054594 28 28.86598 

OPPOSITION – THREAT 52 1.352054 6.924101 27 27.83505 

THREAT – BIOLOGICAL 7 0.182007 0.932091 5 5.154639 

SELFID      

SELFID – COLLECTIVE 34 0.884035 4.131227 16 16.49485 

COLLECTIVE – SOLIDARITY 77 2.00208 9.356015 32 32.98969 

SELFID – CONFLICT 99 2.574103 12.02916 27 27.83505 

SELFID – CULTURE 203 5.278211 24.66586 55 56.70103 

CULTURE – WHITE 234 6.084243 28.43256 51 52.57732 

SELFID – DEFENSE 61 1.586063 7.411908 29 29.89691 

DEFENSE – SURVIVAL 22 0.572023 2.673147 15 15.46392 

SELFID – DISTINCT 14 0.364015 1.701094 8 8.247423 

SELFID – LOVE 9 0.234009 1.09356 6 6.185567 

SELFID – VALUE 70 1.820073 8.505468 21 21.64948 

STRATEGY      

STRATEGY – ERASE 1 0.026001 0.161812 1 1.030928 

STRATEGY – ICON 216 5.616225 34.95146 58 59.79381 

STRATEGY – POSITION 2 0.052002 0.323625 2 2.061856 

POSITION – ALIGN 24 0.624025 3.883495 16 16.49485 

POSITION – DISTANCE 234 6.084243 37.86408 74 76.28866 

STRATEGY – STANCE 2 0.052002 0.323625 2 2.061856 
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Table F.2 (Continued) 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

STANCE – AFFECT 22 0.572023 3.559871 17 17.52577 

STANCE – EPISTEM 117 3.042122 18.93204 34 35.05155 

 

Table F.3. All Codes Applied to Racial Justice Organization Documents 

 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

CALL      

CALL – ACTION 45 1.689824 50 27 43.54839 

CALL – DEMAND 45 1.689824 50 18 29.03226 

GOVERNMENT      

GOVERNMENT – BADPOLITICS 160 6.008261 88.39779 33 53.22581 

GOVERNMENT – REFORM 21 0.788584 11.60221 10 16.12903 

MECHANISM      

MECHANISM – EFFECT N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

EFFECT – THEM 10 0.375516 1.194743 8 12.90323 

EFFECT – US 142 5.332332 16.96535 40 64.51613 

MECHANISM – INDEX 13 0.488171 1.553166 9 14.51613 

INDEX – CHRONO 86 3.22944 10.27479 22 35.48387 

SPEAKER – CHARA 49 1.84003 5.854241 17 27.41935 

MECHANISM - TOPIC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TOPIC – ACTION 207 7.773188 24.73118 45 72.58065 

TOPIC – IDEA 102 3.830267 12.18638 35 56.45161 

TOPIC – NATGOV 3 0.112655 0.358423 3 4.83871 

TOPIC – PERSON 174 6.533984 20.78853 34 54.83871 

TOPIC – POLICY 51 1.915133 6.09319 20 32.25806 

OPPOSITION      

OPPOSITION – ABSTRACT 64 2.403305 13.06122 29 46.77419 

ABSTRACT – RACISM 41 1.539617 8.367347 22 35.48387 

ABSTRACT – WHTSUPREM 61 2.29065 12.44898 31 50 

OPPOSITION – DOMINANT 12 0.45062 2.44898 8 12.90323 

OPPOSITION – RACIST 15 0.563275 3.061224 12 19.35484 

OPPOSITION – RIGHT 21 0.788584 4.285714 9 14.51613 

OPPOSITION – SOUTHERN 5 0.187758 1.020408 5 8.064516 

OPPOSITION – TERRORIST 21 0.788584 4.285714 11 17.74194 

OPPOSITION – THREAT 28 1.051446 5.714286 11 17.74194 

OPPOSITION – UNPOPULAR 11 0.413068 2.244898 5 8.064516 
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Table F.3 (Continued) 

Code # of 

Uses 

% of All 

Codes 

% of 

Codes 

within 

Category 

# of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

% of 

Docs 

with 

Code 

OPPOSITION – VIOLENT 68 2.553511 13.87755 25 40.32258 

OPPOSITION – WHITE 76 2.853924 15.5102 28 45.16129 

WHITE – KKK 36 1.351859 7.346939 15 24.19355 

WHITE – NAZI 31 1.164101 6.326531 12 19.35484 

SELFID      

SELFID – COLLECTIVE 102 3.830267 18.08511 34 54.83871 

COLLECTIVE – LGBTQ 32 1.201652 5.673759 14 22.58065 

COLLECTIVE – NONWHITE 121 4.543748 21.4539 42 67.74194 

COLLECTIVE – SOLIDARITY 53 1.990237 9.397163 27 43.54839 

SELFID – CONFLICT 4 0.150207 0.70922 4 6.451613 

SELFID – DEFENSE 47 1.764927 8.333333 21 33.87097 

RACE – BLACK 38 1.426962 6.737589 6 9.677419 

RACE – WHITE 34 1.276756 6.028369 14 22.58065 

SELFID – VALUE 73 2.741269 12.94326 26 41.93548 

SELFID – VICTIM 60 2.253098 10.6383 21 33.87097 

STRATEGY      

STRATEGY – ERASE 1 0.037552 0.199601 1 1.612903 

STRATEGY – ICON 132 4.956816 26.34731 29 46.77419 

STRATEGY – POSITION N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

POSITION – ALIGN 115 4.318438 22.95409 37 59.67742 

POSITION – DISTANCE 177 6.646639 35.32934 46 74.19355 

STRATEGY – STANCE N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

STANCE – AFFECT 21 0.788584 4.191617 12 19.35484 

STANCE – EPISTEM 55 2.06534 10.97804 19 30.64516 

 

Table F.4. All Codes Applied to Face Mask Usage Tweets5 

 

Code # of Uses % of All 

Codes 

% of Codes 

within 

Category 

ANTI 
   

ANTI – DOWNPLAY 33 0.872093 29.72973 

ANTI – EVIDENCE 32 0.845666 28.82883 

ANTI – HARM 16 0.422833 14.41441 

 
5 Note that the omission of columns related to documents from Table F.4 is intentional. Any codes that occurred 

within a tweet were applied to the entire tweet, so a code could occur no more than once per tweet. Accordingly, the 

number of uses column in this table also indicates the number of tweets out of the 859-tweet coding sample where a 

code occurred. 
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Table F.4 (Continued) 

Code # of Uses % of All 

Codes 

% of Codes 

within 

Category 

ANTI – INEFFECTIVE 17 0.44926 15.31532 

ANTI – NOMASK 7 0.184989 6.306306 

ANTI – SUPPORT 6 0.158562 4.918033 

MECHANISM    

MECHANISM – EFFECT 58 1.53277 5.86451 

EFFECT – THEM 40 1.057082 4.044489 

EFFECT – US 54 1.427061 5.460061 

MECHANISM – INDEX 141 3.726216 14.25683 

INDEX – CHRONO 8 0.211416 0.808898 

INDEX – DBLVOICE 29 0.766385 2.932255 

SPEAKER – CHARA 20 0.528541 2.022245 

SPEAKER – INTERLOC 1 0.026427 0.101112 

MECHANISM – TOPIC 14 0.369979 1.415571 

TOPIC – ACTION 166 4.386892 16.78463 

TOPIC – IDEA 91 2.404863 9.201213 

TOPIC – NATGOV 5 0.132135 0.505561 

TOPIC – PERSON 346 9.143763 34.98483 

TOPIC – POLICY 16 0.422833 1.617796 

OPPOSITION    

OPPOSITION – AGGR 12 0.317125 1.621622 

OPPOSITION – CONFRONT 37 0.977801 5 

OPPOSITION – CONSERVATIVE 30 0.792812 4.054054 

CONSERVATIVE – MAGA 49 1.294926 6.621622 

OPPOSITION – HLTHRISK 81 2.140592 10.94595 

OPPOSITION – INSULT 163 4.307611 22.02703 

OPPOSITION – LIBERAL 24 0.634249 3.243243 

OPPOSITION – MENTAL 9 0.237844 1.216216 

OPPOSITION – MISREPRESENT 182 4.809725 24.59459 

OPPOSITION – POORLEAD 121 3.197674 16.35135 

POORLEAD – AUTHORIT 23 0.607822 3.108108 

OPPOSITION – RULEBREAK 9 0.237844 1.216216 

PRO    

PRO – COMPROTECT 177 4.67759 13.44985 

COMPROTECT – VULNERABLE 11 0.290698 0.835866 

PRO – CULTURE 78 2.061311 5.927052 

PRO – EVIDENCE 183 4.836152 13.90578 

PRO – GOOD 49 1.294926 3.723404 

PRO – MASK 53 1.400634 4.027356 

PRO – NOTENOUGH 20 0.528541 1.519757 
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Table F.4 (Continued) 

Code # of Uses % of All 

Codes 

% of Codes 

within 

Category 

PRO – ORDER 244 6.448203 18.54103 

ORDER – MANDATE 28 0.739958 2.12766 

PRO – SELFPROTECT 121 3.197674 9.194529 

PRO – SEVERE 202 5.338266 15.34954 

PRO – SLOWSPREAD 109 2.88055 8.282675 

PRO – SUPPORT 41 1.08351 3.115502 

STRATEGY    

STRATEGY – ERASE 87 2.299154 13.8535 

STRATEGY – ICON 258 6.818182 41.0828 

STRATEGY – POSITION 1 0.026427 0.159236 

POSITION – ALIGN 20 0.528541 3.184713 

POSITION – DISTANCE 109 2.88055 17.35669 

STRATEGY – STANCE 26 0.687104 4.140127 

STANCE – AFFECT 30 0.792812 4.77707 

STANCE – EPISTEM 97 2.563425 15.44586 

 


